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PREFACE TO THE SECOND
-

ED ITION

THE sal e in less than thr ee years of two impressions of the first edit ion of this

book justifies the author ’s bel ief expressed at the time t h a'a therg was a need in the

educational and industrial world of a treatise on the metallography of iron and steel

such as he has endeavored to supply . Dealing with a science so young
,
and there

fore still in full growth , it was to be expected that even after so short a period as

th ree years there would be need of a revised edition that recent progress might be

put on record and a more faithful picture offered of its present status . The neces

sary revisions and additions have been made to
‘

the best of the author’s abil ity .

Nearly every chapter has been revised , whil e some fifty pages of new text have been

added and nearly one hundred new i llustrations used . With the exception of the

last sixty- four pages , the book has been entirely reset . In View of the fact that so

large
, a portion of this work is devoted to the study of the heat treatment of iron

and steel
,
the new title

,
namely

,

“ The M etallography and Heat Treatment of Iron

and Steel , appears to be more accurately descriptive of its contents .

In the present edition , the author has continued to fo llow the course previously

adopted by him, to utilize the best i l lustrations available rather than to use his own

to the exclusion of others . Too many books purporting to be treatises on certain

subj ects are merely expositions of the author ’s views to the belitt ling of the opinions

and work of others . Authors of treatises should be j ust and impartial and should

not give undue prominence to their own views and Opinions . This, obviously , they

owe to their readers and to the publ ic in general . The author of this book hopes

that he has succeeded in adhering faithful ly to that belief and
,
if he has failed in ever

so small a degree
,
i t has been unintentional .

Of the 338 ill ustrations reproduced exclusive of i l lustrations of apparatus
, 80

were prepared by the author himself
, 82 by others in his laboratory, and 25

by correspondence course students . The author records here his indebtedness

to the following gentlemen for i llustrations borrowed from them ,
the figures in

parentheses indicating the number in each case : M essrs . Andrews Arnold

Bayley Belaiew Benedicks Brearley Carpenter and Keeling

Chappell Coe Sherard Cowper - Coles Desch Edwards Ewing and

Rosenhain Franklin G oerens Guil let Gulliver Houghton

Law Levy Longmuir M aurer M el lor O smond Peirce

Pulsifer ( l ) , Roberts - Austen Robin Roland—Gossel in ( l ) , Rosenhain
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Roozeboom Ruff Saladin Sorby Stead Tsch ermak T sclier

noff Upton Wit torff Wiist Ziegler

He also takes this opportunity of expressing his appreci ation of the many kind

and helpful criticisms and suggestions received from fellow- workers and other cor

respondents .

The method which the author has always fo llowed in his teaching of metallography

to postpone unti l the c losing chapters the study of the equilibrium diagram and of

the phase rule rather than to introduce the subj ect with these complex, and, there

fore
,
at the time , forbidding , considerations has been adversely critici zed by a few ,

but on the whole he believes that it has won out and he is more convinced than ever

that it i s the most effective and otherwi se satisfactory method to follow.

ALBERT SAU VEU R .

HARVAR D UNIVE RSIT Y ,
Cambridge, Massachusetts,
November 17, 1915 .



PREFACE TO THE FIRST ED ITIO N

WH ILE several excel lent books on metallography

'

h ave been puk b lish ed and while

numerous papers on the metallography o f iron and steel have appeared in the

scientific and technical press , a well—balanced, specific , and comprehensive treatise

on the subj ect has not hereto fore been wr itten . In the bel ie f that there is a real and

urgent need of such a treatise the author has endeavored to supply it
,
craving for his

effort the indulgent criticism of his readers . He offers his book to those seeking sel f

instruction in the metallography of iron and steel , their special needs having been

careful ly considered in the arrangement o f the lessons ; he offers it to teachers and

students trusting that they wi l l find it valuable and suggestive as a text—book ; he

offers it to manufacturers and users of iron and steel in the bel ief that he has given

due weight to the pract ical s ide of the subj ect and has avoided discussions of il l

founded or purely speculative theories ; he offers it to the general reader interest-ed

in the scientific .or practical features o f the metallography of iron and steel
,
as the

language used should be readi ly under stood bv those lacking special ized knowledge

of the subj ect ; he offers it to experts in the hope that they wil l find it not entirely

devoid of original
'

th ough t , original treatment , and suggestiveness .

In the matter o f il lustrations and espec ial ly o f photomicrographs the author ’s aim

has b een to util ize the best available
,
using his own or those taken in his laboratory

only
'

wh en no better ones have , to his knowledge, been published by others .

'

The

original source of every illustration has been indicated and the author desires
'

t o ex

press h is indebtedness to the following writers
,
the figures in parenthesis showing the

number o f i l lustrations fromeach : Andrews Arnold Bayley Belaiew

Brearlev Carpenter and Keeling Sherard Cowper—Coles Desch Edwards

Ewing and Rosenhain Guillet G oerens Gulliver Hall

Houghton Kroll Law Levy Longmuir M atweieff M aurer

M ellor O smond Roberts—Austen Robin Roland - Gosselin Rosen

hain Saladin Sorby Stead Tsch ermak Tsch ernoff Wri st

Ziegler A l l i llustrations not otherwise inscribed are the author ’s .

The author cannot re frain from expressing here the sorrow and sense o f personal

loss he experienced when the news was received
,
while this book was passing through

the press , of the death of Floris O smond, for to the author , as no doubt to many others ,
O smond’s work and O smond ’s l i fe have been an inspiration . O smond belonged to

that admirable cl as s of French scientists , who , l ike Pasteur and Berthelot , have so

loftv a conception of the duty of the scientist that they give to the world the fruit oi
b Vll
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their genius and of their untiring labors with no thought of monetary return or even

of honorary recognition . If Sorby was the pioneer of metallography and Tsch ernoff

its father , O smond h as been its torch - bearer for he , more than any other, h as been our

guide . While he is no longer with us, his light wi l l long continue to burn and to show

the way to promising and productive fields of research .

The author desires to place on record his warm appreciation of the assistance he

received from M r . H . M . Boylston in passing this book through the press
,
and also

for many valuable suggestions .

ALB ERT SAU VEUR .

HARVARD UN IVERS ITY ,

CAMBRIDGE , MAS SACHU SETT S,

August 19, 1912.
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2 INTRODUCTION — THE INDUSTRIAL IMPORTANCE OF METALLOGRAPHY

analysis being of the nature Of speculation . U lt imate analysis has reached a high

degree of perfection in regard to accuracy as wel l as to speed of methods and analyt

ical chemists have built up a marvelous structure calling for the gr eatest admiration ,
their searching methods never failing to lay bare the ultimate composition Of sub

stances . But how much darkness sti l l surrounds the proximate composition of

bodies and how great the reward awaiting the lifting Of the veil"

The forcefu l and
,

prophetic writing in 1890 Of Prof . Henry M . Howe naturally

comes to mind . Speaking of the properties and constitution of steel
,
Professor Howe

wrote
“ If these views be correct

,
then

,
no matter how accurate and extended our knowl

edge Of ultimate composit ion
,
and how vast the statistics on which our inferences are

based , i f we attempt to predict mechanical properties from them accuratelyWe be
come metal lurgicalWigginses

“ U lt imate analysis never wi l l , proximate analysis may , b ut by methods which

are not yet even guessed at, and in the face of fearful obstac les .
“ HOWO ften do we look for the coming of the master mind which can decipher O I'Ir

undecipherable results and solve Our insoluble equations , whi le i f we wi l l but rub our

own dul l eyes and glance from the petty detai ls of our phenomena to their great out

lines their meaning stands forth unmistakably ; they tel l us that we have fol lowed

false clues and paths which lead but t o
'

t erminal morasses .
“

In vain we flounder in

the sloughs and quagmires at the foot of the rugged mountain Of knowledge seeking

a royal road to its summit . If we are to climb , it must be by the precipitous paths

Ofproximate analysis , and the sooner we are armed and sh ed for the ascent , the sooner

we devise weapons for this arduous task , the better .

By what methods ultimate composition is to be determined is for the chemist

rather than the metal lurgist to discover . But , i f we may take a leaf from lithology,
if we can sufficiently Comminute our metal (ay, there

’s the rub l) by observing di f

ferences in specific gravity (as in ore dressing) , in rate of solubi lity under rigidly fixed

conditions , in degree of attraction by the magnet , in cleavage , luster, and crystalline

form under the microscope ,
‘

in readiness of oxidation by mixtures of gases in rigidly

fixed proportions
,
we may learn much .

Wil l the game be worth the candle ? G iven the proximate composition , wil l not

the mechanical properties of the metal be so greatly influenced by slight and unde

terminable changes in the crystal line form , S ize, and arrangement of the component

minerals
,
so dependent on trifl ing variations in manufacture as to be sti l l on ly roughly

deducible ?

The above was written before the days of metal lography , or at least when metal

lography had barely appeared in the metallurgical Sky and when no one yet had fan

cied what would be the brilli ant career O f the newcomer . M etal lography has done

much to supply the need so vividly and timely depicted by Professor Howe, precisely

because by lifting a corner of the veil hiding from our view the proximate composi

tion of metals and alloys it has thrown a flood of light upon the real constitution of

these important products . Has the game been worth the candle ? Will any one

hesitate to answer in the affirmative Professor Howe ’s question ?

Professor Howe with his usual acumen was conscious of the fact that proximate

analysis
,
while l ikely to reveal a great deal more of the constitution of metals than

ul t imate analysis ever could, might sti l l leave us in such ignorance of their physical

structure as to throw but little additional light upon the subj ect . Hi s fear was cer
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t ainly well founded and surely if the proximate composition had been Obtained by

chemical analysis it would indeed have told us little of the structure or anatomy of

the metals . In the domain of proximate composition chemistry cannot do more for

the metallurgist than it does for the physician .

Invaluable in formation chemistry does give , without which both the physician

and the metal lurgist would be in utter darkness , but i t throws little or no light upon

the anatomy of living or inanimate matter . Its very methods which cal l for the de

struction of the physical structure of matter Show how incapable it is to render assist

ance in this
,
our great need .

The paral le l drawn here between metals and living matter i s not fantastic It

has been aptly made by O smond , wh o said rightly that modern science was treating

the industrial metal like a living organism and that we were led to study its anatomy,
i.e . its physical and chemical Constitution ; its biology , i.e . the influence exerted upon

its constitution by the various treatments , t hermal and mechanical , to which the

metal is lawfully subj ected ; and its pathology, i.e . the action of impurities and de

fective treatments upon its normal constitution .

Fortunately
“

Irretallography does more than reveal the proximate composition of

metals . It is a true dissecting method which lays bare their anatomy that is, t h e

physical grouping of the proximate constituents, their distribution , relative dimen

sions
, et c .

,
al l of which necessarily affect the properties . For two pieces Of steel , for

instance , might have exactly the same proximate composition that is , might con

tain
,
let us say

,
the same proportion of pearlite and ferrite and stil l differ quite a little

as to strength
,
ductil ity, et c . ,

and that because of a different structural arrangement

Of the two proximate constituents ; in other words , because Of unlike anatomy .

It is not to be supposed that the path trodden during the last score of years was

at all times smooth and free from Obstac les . Indeed , the truth Of the proverb that

there is no royal road to knowledge was constantly and forcibly impressed on the

mind Of those engaged in the arduous task Of l ifting metal lography to a higher level .

Its short history resembles the history of the development of al l sciences . At the

outset a mist so thick surrounds the goal that only the most courageous and better

equipped attempt to pierce it and perchance they may be rewarded by a gleam of

light . This gives courage to others and t h e new recruits add strength to the besieg
ing party . Then follows the well - known attacking methods of scientific tactics and

strategy, and after many defeats and now and then a victorious battle the goal is in

S ight, but only in sight and never to be actually reached , for in our way stands the

great universal myste ry of nature : what is matter ? wh at is li fe ?

Neverth eless there is reward enough for t h e
'

scientist in the feeling that he has

approached the goal
,
that he has secured a better point of vantage from which to

contemplate it . The game was worth the candle . And if scientific workers must

necessarily fai l in their efforts to arrive at the true definition of matter
,
whatever h e

the field of their labor
,
they at least learn a great deal concerning the ways ofmatter ,

and it is with the ways of matter that the material world is chiefly concerned . Hence

the usefulness of scientific investigation , hence the usefulness of metal lography .

L ike any other science with any claim to commercial recognition , metal lography

has had first to withstand the attack and later to overcome the il l- wil l and re luctance

of the so- called “ practical man ” with a decided contempt for anything scientific .

He represents the industrial philistine clums ily standing in the way of scientific ap

plications to industrial operations . Fortunately, while his inter ference may retard
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progress
,
it cannot prevent it . Had he had his own way neither the testing machine

,

nor the chemical laboratory, nor the metallographical laboratory, nor the pyrometer

would ever have been introduced in iron and steel works .

Speaking in 1904 of the practical value Ofmetal lography in iron and steel making,
the author wrote the fol lowing

,
which it may not be out of place to reproduce here

“ H istory , however, must repeat itself, and the evolution Of the metal lographist bids

fair to be an exact duplicate of the evolution Of the iron chemist ; the same landmarks

indicate his course ; distrust , reluctant acceptance , unreasonable and fool ish expecta

t ion from his work
,
disappointment because these expectations were not fulfi l led and

finally the finding of his proper sphere and recognition of his worth . The metal

lograph ist has passed through the first three stages Of this evolution , is emerging

from the fourth , and entering into the last . For so young a candidate to recognit ion

in Iron and steel making this record is on the whole very creditable .

”

We may say to - day that he has definitely entered the last stage and that the ad

verse criticisms sti l l heard from time to time, generally from the pen or mouth of

ignorant persons
,
are lik e the desultory firing of a defeated and retreating enemy .

In the United States alone the microscope is i n daily use for the examination of

metals and alloys in more than two hundred laboratories of large industrial firms,
l

while metal lography is taught in practical ly every scientific or technical school .

A . S .

HARVARD UNIVERSITY ,

February, 1912 .

1 As t h e second edition of this book goes t o press, it may be safely affirmed that not less than
four hundred industrial laboratories in th e United States are equipped formetallographical testing .
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Those apparatus which the author has found most satisfactory are described in

this chapter at some length ; others more briefly in Chapter II I .

THE M ICROSCOPE

While any good microscope of the ordinary type , substantially built and provided

with a satisfactory fine adj ustment
,
may be used with a certain degree of success

'

for

the examination of metals and alloys
,
those who are restrict ed

i

t o its use wi l l soon

find themselves seriously handicapped in ‘

several directions and unable to obtain the

desired results . The following considerations wil l make this clear .

The S tage. O rdinary microscope stands being constructed for the examination

of Obj ects by transmitted light
,
i.e . by light proceeding from below the stage and

passing through the obj ect on its way to the eye , are provided with fixed stages .

Th is
,
however

,
is a serious obj ection when the instrument is applied to the examina

tion of metals and other opaque obj ects , which must necessarily be il luminated by

light directed upon them from above the stage , and which therefore require the use of

an “ i l luminator ” attached to the Obj ective and consequently moving with it . I t wil l

be readily understood that it is Of considerable importance t h at the position Of this

i l luminator, and therefore of the Obj ective to which it is attached, be kept constant,
once the necessary adj ustments are effected

- since any change in its position would

require a readj ustment of the source of light , the condensing lenses, diaphragm,
e t c .

TO that effect the stage should be provided with a rack and pinion motion by means

of which the coarse focusing at least may be done (Fig .

This rack and pinion motion of the stage
,
moreover

,
permits of a much greater

working distance , allowing plenty of room for the insertion of the illurninator and

nose- piece, the use Of specimen holders, and the examination of bulky specimens with

low- power obj ectives . In the microscope il lustrated in Figure 1 , the working distance

measures over 5 inches as against 4 inches or less in ordinary stands .

By not departing more than necessary from the usual construction of microscopes ,
none Of the essential features required for the examination of transparent prepara

tions need be sacrificed
,
and the ful l efficiency of the microscope is retained for such

examination , sub - stage condensers
,
polariz ing prisms , e tc .

,
being readily attached

when needed . The possibi l ity of applying his instrument to al l kinds Ofmicroscopical

work with equally satisfactory results should appeal strongly to the metal lographist,
for there is no laboratory where

,
occasional ly at least, examination of transparent

Obj ects is not desirable or even imperative .

1 Abstracted in part from papers by t h e author on “ Apparatus for t h e M icroscopical Examina
tion ofMetals,

” American Society for Testing Materials, Vo l. X ,
1910; and Th e Universal Metal

loscope ,
” American Institute of M ining Eng ineers, June , 1911 .

5
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Fig . 1 . Metal lurgical microscope, eye - piece, vertical i lluminator, objective,
magnetic spec imen holder, and mechanical stage . actual size .)
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Fig . 2 . Student microscope. actual size .)
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Less expensive but satisfactory microscopes are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The

latter i l lustration includes an auxil iary tube inserted between the obj ective and il lu
minator for the examination of large samples which may be placed on the base of the

microscope or supported in some other suitable way below the stage .

(a) Plain S tages . While a mechanical stage adds greatly to the convenience of

the manipulations, a plain stage may be used with satisfactory results . It should be

provided with strong clips to hold in place the specimen holders soon to be described
,

and should preferably be circular and revolving (Fig . When provided with cen

tering screws like the stage of the stand illustrated in Figure 1 , the Obj ect may be

moved gently while under examination , a very desirable feature especially when

using high - power Obj ectives , in wh ich case the moving of the Obj ect entirely byhand
is very j erky . In order to derive the ful l benefit Of the use Of the magnetic holder

described later, the central opening of the stage should not be less than 1% inches in
diameter .

(b) Ill echam
'

cal S tages. The great superiority of a mechanical stage permitting,
as it does , a systematic examination Of the obj ect over its entire surface , need not h e
insisted upon . In connection with the magnetic holder it makes it possib le

,
moreover

,

to examine repeatedly and at any time
'

t h e
_

same spot of any specimen
, a s wil l soon be

explained . Th e mech anical stage i l lustrated in Figure 5 has been especially designed

to fit the metal lurgical microscope (Fig . and is very readi ly substituted for the

plain stage . The central opening measures inches in diameter
,
permitting the

convenient use of the magnetic holder .

Objectives. O rdinary achromatic Obj ectives give satisfactory results . They

should, however, be corrected for uncovered obj ects , as the placing of cover glasses

over bright metal lic surfaces is accompanied by light reflection causing loss of clear

ness and definition .

Some believe that the Obj ectives Should be provided with short mounts so as to

bring the reflector of the vertical i l luminator as near the back lens of the Obj ective as

possible, and thus, in their Opinion , materially decreasing the amount of glare caused

by the reflection of light by the lenses of the obj ectives . They are advisable only

when a prism vertical i l luminator is used . Three Obj ectives, one of low,
one of medium

,

and one Of high power , wi l l generally suffice for metal lographic work . The fol lowing

focal lengths are recommended : 32—mm . or 1%- in .
, 16 - mm . or - in .

,
and 4- mm . or

- in . These Obj ectives are shown inFigure 6 . The 32—mm . obj ective is provided

with a society screw at its lower end in order that the vertical il luminator may be

inserted between the Obj ective and the Obj ect , this being desirable with very low

power lenses . In case higher power is needed
,
a - mm . or jig - in . oi l immersion Oh

jective wil l be found very satisfactory . When a very low - power lens is required
,
as

for instance in the examination Of fractures or of very coarse structures
,
a 48—mm . or

2—in . Obj ective wil l give good
’

results . I t is suggested that it be provided at its lower

end with a society screw to permit t h e
'

at tachment of the vertical i l luminator , which

in the case Of such low- power lenses should be placed between the Obj ect and the Oh

jective , as explained later .

Eye
- Pieces. With achromatic Objectives ordinary Huygenian eye - pieces are

used . Two eye - pieces
,
respectively of I - in . and 2 - in. focal length , wi l l general ly cover

the range of magnification needed .

For the taking of photomicrographs, proj ection eye - pieces are said to possess

some superiority
,
especi al ly when high - power Obj ectives are used, as they then yield
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4. Plain revolving stage, magnetic specimen
holder, and specimen .

Fig. 5 . Mechanical stage t o fit metallurg ical microscope ,
magnetic specimen holder, and specimen.
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flatter and more sharply defined images . The Zeiss proj ection eye - piece No . 2 is very

satisfactory .

I ris Diaph ragms. Iris diaphragms are sometimes insert ed between the objec
tives and the illuminator so as to control the size of the penci l of light proceeding

from the obj ect
,
with a V iew of securing sharper definition . Their use in that posi

tion , however, is of doubtful value , as it may cause some distortion of the image . It

seems preferable to place the iris diaphragm between the source of l ight and the

i lluminator , thus regulating the amount of light entering the latter . When placed be

Fig . 6 . Achromatic objectives .

tween the obj ective and the il luminator it increases, moreover , their distance apart ,
which we have seen to be obj ectionable . If a diaphragm must be attached to the

microscope, it is bette r to place it between the tube nose and the i lluminator . When

using low- power lenses it might also be screwed to the lower end of the obj ective , thus

controll ing the light returned by the obj ect before entering the obj ective .

Specimen Holders. In order to examine a piece of metal under the microscope ,
it is of course necessary that the polished and otherwise prepared surface be held in

a plane accurately perpendicular to the optical axis of the instrument . This may be

Fig . 7. Specimen holder .

accomplished by so shaping the sample that it wi l l have two sides exactly paralle l ,
and preparing one of them for microscopical examination . This operation , however,
is at best te dious and laborious

,
and metal lographists have endeavored to replace it

by the use of more or less ingenious devices for holding the specimens in the proper

position . Some embed their samples in wax or in some other plastic material, while

others have recourse to stages provided with special leveling devices .

The simple holder shown in Figure 7 gives better satisfaction , requiring no mount

ing whatever of the samples” The specimen , no matter how irregular in shape , is
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held firmly in place by a rubber band and the holder placed on the stage like an

ordinary sl ide . If the correction of the obj ective demands it , a cover glass may be

inserted between the sample and the holder . It wil l be apparent that the required

manipulations are very simple and quickly performed .

In the case of specimens smaller than the opening of the holder, however , the use

of a cover glass is necessary to hold them in place . This is obj ectionable , at least

when using high - power obj ectives , which should be corrected for uncovered obj ects .

To overcome this difliculty , a little templet may be used having a triangular opening

and inserted between the specimen and the holder (Fig . This templet is made

very thin so as to permit the use of high - power obj ect ives , which must be brought

very close indeed to the obj ect . It wi l l also be noticed that one side of the upper part

Fig . 8. (a) Specimen holder and large specimen .

(b) Specimen holder, templet, and smal l specimen.

of the holder has been removed, exp osing to V iew a larger portion of the sample and
permitting a more ready approach of high - power obj ect ives . Large samples are

,
of

course
,
placed in the holder without any templet .

A sti l l simpler and more effective device can be used to - hold in place samples of

iron and steel and other magnetic substances . The device consists of a V—shaped

permanent magnet of special steel about 1 inch wide and 2% inches long (Fig .

This l ittle magnet is placed on the stage of the microscope l ike an ordinary glass sl ide

(Figs . 4 and 5) and the samples to be examined suspended to it from below,
being held

in place by the attraction of both poles . Smal l samples are suspended near the small

end of the V—shaped opening
,
while larger ones are placed nearer the wider end of the

opening . This holder
,
therefore

,
is universal in its appl ication within the l imits of

samples of suitable size for microscopical examination . Its beveled edges make its

use possible with high - power obj ectives and small specimens . If the opening of the

stage be suffic iently large
,
say 1% inches or more in diameter, the magnet may be
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kept permanently on the stage, as the samples may then be readily removed or at.

tach ed to the magnet with the fingers from below the stage . This adds so much to

the “

convenience of this l ittle device that it is strongly urged, in case the central aper

ture of the stage is too small
,
to have it suitably enlarged . The magnet is kept in

place , l ike any glass sl ide, by the c lips of the microscope and, also l ike any glass slide ,
may be moved about for the inspection of the different parts of the specimen . The

side of the magnet resting on the stage having been ground perfectly flat , i t wil l be

Fig . 9 . Magnetic specimen holder with large and small specimens .

evident that the surface of the sample under examination wi l l always be accurate ly

in the proper position
,
permitting the use of high- power obj ectives without fear of

difficulty arising from ever so slight an incl ination of the sample .

When used in connect ion with a mechanical stage (Fig . 5) the convenience of this

little holder becomes stil l more apparent and its usefulness is further increas ed . It

then affords, moreover, a ready means for the repeated examination of the same spot

of any sample at any time . To that effect the holder is laid upon the prepared surface

Fig . 10. (a) Magnetic sp ecinien holder.
(b) Scratched specimen.

and two scratches made by drawing a needle across the specimen along the sides of

the V—shaped opening
,
as shown in Figure 10. When it is desired to examine the sam

ple , the latter is suspended to the magnet so that the needle markings coincide c losely
with the sides of the magnet opening, in this way securing a permanent position for

the sample . The position of the magnet itself is controlled , in the usual way , by means

of the graduating devices of the mechanical stage .

Finally, by placing the sample below the stage and bringing the prepared surface
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on a leve l with the stage
, considerably greater working distance is secured, a gain

which has its importance .

Universal ill etalloscope . The instrument shown in Figures 11 to 15 was devised

especially for the ready examination of large iron and steel samples , but it wi l l be ap
parent that it can be used with equally satisfactory results for smal l samples both

opaque and transparent .

Owing to the fact, however, that the microscope proper and the stage are separate
parts

,
i t i s absolutely necessary , especial ly for the use of high- power obj ectives , that

the apparatus be placed on a support free from vibration , such for instance as a suit

Fig . 11 . Universal me talloscOpe : stand, eye - piece, vertical i lluminator, objec
tive, e lectromagnetic stage, and rai l section .

ably constructed concrete pier . With that precaution taken
,
excel lent resu lts are

obtained .

The microscope stand proper consists of a microscope tube
,
provided wi th both

coarse and fine adj ustments
,
and with a draw tube

,
rigidly mounted on a bar sup

ported at both ends on substantial and firm cast - iron legs .

1 The height between the

table and the under side of the supporting bar is 5 inches and the distance between

the supporting legs 12 inches .

This arrangement affords free space below the obj ective for the examination of

large specimens of metals, such as ful l rail sections, without detracting in the least

from the value of the instrument when applied to the examination of the usual small

specimens, as exp lained later . M any metal microscopists frequently have to examine

1 In a more recent mode l th e supporting bar is mounted on three legs , perm itt ing t h e ready lev
eling of th e instrument.
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bulky specimens , and this is altogether impossible with the ordinary microscopes as
well as with the special metallurgical microscopes which have been designed and de

scribed from time to time .

Recourse must be had to al l sorts of makeshifts for the proper support of large

specimens , or, more often , the microscopist gives up the attempt altogether, or else

resigns himself to the cutting of the bulky samples into smal l p ieces to be laboriously

pol ished and separately examined .

It is bel ieved that an instrument permitting the examination of large as well as

of small specimens with equal ease and accuracy will be welcomédbjfm
‘

etallograph ists,

and that it wi l l lead to more frequent examinations of ful l sections of metal imple
ments

,
a departure which should bring fruitful results .

Electromagnetic S tage.

— The perplexing question of the proper support for mi

croscopical examination of iron and steel specimens of al l si zes and shapes has been .

(3 )

Fig . 12 . (A) Electromagnetic stage and rail section . (B) Electromag
netic stage, t emplet ,

'

and medium- size specimen . (C) E lectromag
netic stage, two templets, and small specimen .

e ffectively solved by the use of the electromagnetic stage i llustrated in Figure 12 .

This stage consists of a steel plate 7 by 14 inches having a V- shaped Opening
,
and

converted into a powerful electromagnet by means of two bobbins with solenoids

surrounding the arms of the steel plate
,
as clearly shown in the i l lustration

. E lec
t rical connection is readily made with any suitable current

,
and the use of an incan

descent lamp in series provides in a simple way the necessary outside resistance to

prevent heating of the solenoids . Large specimens of iron and steel
,
such as rai l sec

tions, A, Figure 12, are firmly held in an accurate position
‘by the attraction of the

magnetic stage, the extremities of the flange only and a narrow space on each side of
the head being hidden from view . The size and Shape of the stage - opening '

make
possible the ready support of specimens measuring from 2 to 6 inches in their greatest
dimension .

Templets for the Examina tion of Small Specimens. For the examination of iron
and steel samples from 2 inches in length down to the smallest dimensions

,
a steel

templet, also with a V- shaped opening, is placed on the stage , shown at B ,
Figure 12 .

This templet through its contact with the stage becomes strongly magnetized and the
specimens to be examined are suspended to it .

For the examination of very smal l specimens with high - power lenses the thickness
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of this templet would prevent the necessary close approach of the obj ective . To

make this approach possible a very thin steel templet (not exceeding inch thick)
is used, shown at C, Figure 12, which makes possible actual contact between a high

power obj ective and the smallest specimen .

Support of Non—M agnetic Specimens. For the support of non—magnetic speci

mens
,
such as non - ferrous metals , rocks, cement , et c .

,
a very simple device is provided

,

consisting of two crossbars and rubber bands, which is readily attached to the stage

and by means of which the non - magnetic specimens , as wel l as the templets when

needed
,
are firmly held in place regardless of their si ze or shape .

Leveling- Devices of S tand and S tage. It is, of course , essential , especial ly when

using high - power obj ectives , that the optical axis of the microscope be accurately

perpendicular to the surface under examination . To secure this result both the stand

Fig . 13. Back leg of electromagnetic stage and sliding plate .

and the stage are provided with leveling- screws, as shown in Figure 11 . For leveling

the stage a small spirit - level may be placed upon it, or better, upon the sample under

examination
,
and the necessary adj ustment qu ickly made . For leveling the micro

scope stand the eye - piece should be removed, the smal l level placed on top of the tube ,
and the leveling- screws adj usted . By placing the instruments on a support having

a smooth and flat top , it i s evident that , barring accidents, the stand and stage wi l l

remain indefinitely accurately leveled .

M otion of the S tage . In order to examine the entire surface of a large specimen

it is necessary to bring in turn with in the field of the microscope the different portions

of the specimen , and this necessitates the moving of the stage in various directions .

The weight of the stage, however, would create considerable friction between the legs

and the supporting table, making the sliding motion j erky and otherwise unsteady .

To overcome this difficulty the back leg of the stage is provided with a small whee l

running in a groove cut in a smal l brass plate fastened to the table or desk, shown in

Figu re 13. The mounting of the wheel is provided with a pivot fitting snugly into a
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The use of this independently mounted mechanical stage offers the additional

advantage resulting from the vertical up - and—down racking of the stage
,
rendering

unnecessary any vertical adj ustment of the light and condenser, as wel l understood

by metal lographists .

Examination of Transparent Objects.

— To adapt the universal metalloscope to

the examination of transparent obj ects
,
thereby converting it into an ordinary

’

Lmicro

scope or, if desired , into a petrographical microscope, a separate stage on horseshoe

bas e should be used , as shown in Figure 15 , when the necessary Abbe condenser
,

Fig . 15 . Universal metalloscope : _ mechanical stage on

horseshoe base, magnetic specimen holder
,
small speci

men, and base- plate .

analyzer
,
polarizer

, et c. , can readily be attached . The instrument is then in
'

no

way inferiorzt o high - class microscopes for examination by transmitted or polari zed
light .

ILLUM INATION OF THE SAMPLES

Opaque obj ects such
’

as metals and alloys must necessari ly be examined by re

flected:ligh t , i.e . by light thrown upon them from above the stage , their treatment
differing in this respect from that of other microscopic preparations, which are g en

erally examined by transmitted light, i.s . by light sent through them and proceed

ing from below the stage .

With the low- power obj ectives there are two possible ways of i lluminating opaque

specimens : (1) by directing the light obl iquely upon the obj ect , and (2) by caus ing

the light to fal l perpendicularly upon it by means of so—cal led “ vertical i l luminators .

”
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With medium - high and high - power obj ectives the second method only is . p0ssib le ,

because the distance between the specimen and the front lens of the obj ective is now

so small that obl iquely reflected l ight cannot reach the surface under e xamination .

With very low- power obj ectives — i.e . having a focal length of 1 inch or more

the vertical i lluminator may be placed between t h e lens and the obj ect ; but with

higher power obj ectives it must of course be inserted between the obj ective and the

microscope tube , the obj ective then acting as a light condenser and increasing the

intens ity of the illumination .

Oblique i llumination may be obtained (a) by allowing dayligh t or artificial l ight

to fall freely upon the obj ect ; (b) by directing the light upon the obj ect by means of
mirrors

,
reflectors , or condensers ; (c) by the use of a l

‘
ieberkuhn and (d) by the

use of a “ parabolic reflector .”

Vertical i llumination may be produced (a) by means of an opaque reflector con

sisting of a totally reflecting prism or of a mirror covering only a portion of the ob

(b)

Fig . 16 . (a) O blique and vertical i lluminations of bright surface .

(b) O blique and vertical i lluminations of dull sur face .

(c) Oblique and vertical i lluminations of bills and valleys .

jective, the light returned by the obj ect reaching the eye by passing through the

uncovered portion ; and (b) by means of a transparent reflector, generally a plain

glass disk or glass square , reflecting upon the obj ect a portion of the incident light

and permitting the passage of a portion of the light returned by the obj ect , which

thus reaches the eye .

When a highly pol ished surface is examined by obliquely reflected light , since the

angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence , the totali ty of the light is reflected

outside the obj ective (Fig . 16) and the obj ect appears uniformly dark . In case the

metallic specimen contains some portions duller in appearance
,
these wi l l scatter a

certain amount of light a part of which will enter the obj ective (Fig . and those

portions wi l l therefore appear brighter . A similar effect is produced when the speci

men , instead of being perfectly flat
, contains microscopic hills and valleys , the sides

of which may be so inclined as to reflect some light into the microscope (Fig .

consequently appearing bright . V iewed by oblique light
,
therefore

,
the relative dark

ness or brightness of a constituent wil l vary inversely with its true appearance and
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wil l also depend upon its orientation
,
since this will affect the angle of incidence of

the light striking it . General ly speaking
,
the darker a constituent the brighter wil l

it seem to be when i lluminated by oblique l ight
,
the latter yielding, so to speak, a nega

tive image . O bl ique il lumination moreover , cannot be made as intense as vertical

i l lumination and
,
as already explained, is possible only with low- power obj ectives .

For these and other reasons
,
while it is not without value

,
it is only used occasionally

by metal lographists .

To increase the intensity of obl ique i llumination and to make its use possible with

somewhat higher powers , such appliances as the
“
lieberkiih n

” and the parabol ic re

fiector have been used . The lieberkiih n,
” so called from the name of i ts inventor,

consists of a smal l concave mirror attached t o the obj ective and reflecting upon the

obj ect some light proceeding from below the stage and passing around the obj ect .

It wi l l be evident that only small s ize obj ects can be thus illuminated .

The parabol ic reflector (Fig . first constructed by M essrs . Beck of London for

Dr . Sorby , consists of a parabolic mirror placed on one side between the obj ect ive

Fig . 17. (a) Parabol ic reflector .

(b) Sorby- Beck parabol ic reflector.

and t h e obj ect and condensing the incident l ight upon the latter . It should be at

t ach ed to the obj ective . Dr . Sorby later added a si lver mirror in the shape of a half

disk to the same mount
,
so as to be able to obtain at wi l l vertical and oblique illumi

nation when using low - power obj ect ives (Fig . When vertical i l lumination is

desired
,
the small mirror is swung over the obj ective , covering only a portion of it,

and directing vertical rays of light upon th e obj ect . This combination is known as the

Sorby - Beck reflector .
The effects of a vertical i l lumination are precisely opposite to those of an obl ique

i l lumination
,
as clearly shown in Figure 16 , highly pol ished surfaces reflecting the

total ity of the l ight into the obj ect ive , while dul l ones appear dull because they reflect

most of the light outside .

To produce a vertical il lumination we have the choice between an opaque or a

transparent (glass) reflector . The opaque reflector consists of a totally reflecting

righ t
~ angled prism ,

or of a mirror placed between the microscope tube and the objec

t ive and covering only a portion (general ly about one half) of its aperture . The beam
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of light enters the i lluminator through a side opening provided for that purpose and

is reflected downwards by the reflector , being condensed upon the obj ect by the lenses

of the obj ective itse lf . The light sent back by the obj ect reaches the eye through the

uncovered part o f the obj ective .

The first vertical i l luminator was designed by Prof . Hamilton L . Smith of

Hobart College, Geneva, N . Y .
,
and consisted of a small annular si lver mirror

Fig . 18. (a) Annular mirror .
(b) Semi - c ircular mirror .
(0) Centralmirror.
(d) Totally reflecting prism.

(6 ) Plain glass disk .

(Fig . forming an angle of 45° with the axis of the microscope, the light reflected

by the obj ect passing th rough the central opening on its way to the eye . Semi

circular mirrors , similarly mounted and partially covering the obj ective (Fig .

have been used with equal satisfaction , and the author has obtained good results with

a very small central mirror (Fig . 18) suitably mounted , reflecting the light upon the

Fig . 19 . Vertical illuminator. Totally refle cting prism . (Ze iss )

central portion of the obj ective lenses , and permitting the returned light to reach the

eye through the free space surrounding the mirror .

Instead of a mirror
,
a totally reflecting right - angled prism may be used as shown

in Figures 18 and 19 , covering half of the aperture of the obj ective . The prism is

so mounted that it can be rotated around its horizonta l axis , this being needed in order

to secure the best i llumination o f the sample . Nach et
, of Paris, provides h is prism
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wi th an additional motion permitting it to cover a greater or smal ler portion of the
obj ective . These reflecting prisms are now used much more than the reflecting
mirrors .

In 1874 Nach et constructed for the International Commission of the M eter some

obj ectives provided with totally reflecting prisms as permanent parts of their mount

ings . In low- power obj ectives a prism was placed above the first lens (Fig . wh i le

with higher power obj ectives
“

it was necessarily inserted above the double or trip le

Fig . 20. Nach et illuminating objectives .

lens system . These obj ectives are cal led i lluminating obj ectives . This arrangement
,

however , has not been found very satisfactory and with one notable exception is

seldom used by metal lographists .

In vertical i l luminators having a transparent reflect or, the latter consists of a plain

glass disk covering the whole of the aperture of the obj ective (Figs . 18 and The

incident light is in part reflected upon the obj ect, while another portion passes freely

through the glass reflector . A part of the light returned by the obj ect is again re

flected by the glass i l luminator , while another portion passes through it and thus

Fig . 21 . Bausch and Lomb plain glass disk vertical i lluminator.

reaches the eye . The glass reflector is so mounted that it can be rotated around its

horizontal axis (Fig . The amount of l ight permitted to enter the i l luminator

may be regulated by an iris diaphragm attached to the side opening or independently

mounted and placed between it and the source of light, or by a revolving sleeve at

tach ed to the i lluminator and provided with different size openings . The first plain

glass i l luminator was constructed by M r. Beck of London .

With very low - power obj ectives it is preferable to place the vertical i l luminator

between the obj ective and the obj ect, attaching it to the former in some suit-able way,
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as for instance by providing the lower end of the obj ective with a society screw (see

Fig .

While the author is wel l aware that some metal lographists of note prefer the prism

to the plain glas s type of vertical il luminator, in his opinion the plain glass reflector is

greatly superior. While the i l lumination obtained by its use is not quite as intense ,
it is certainly more uniform and less liable to produce a distortion of the image .

An improved construction of the plain glass vertical i l luminator is i l lustrated in

Figure 21 . The glass reflector is inserted into a brass ring which on the side opposite

the milled head is screwed into the wall of the brass mouiiting pfi cfi cally doing away

with the frequent breaking of the glass and greatly faci litating its cleaning . The mil led

Fig. 22 . Vertical magnifier.

head is large
,
which makes it possible to impart a more delicate motion to the glass

reflector .

Vertica l Magnifier. For the examination of spec imens after the pol ishing opera

tion in order to ascertain the absence of scratches, for the examination of fractures ,
et c .

,
and more especially for the measurement of the diameters of the spherical de

pression of the Brinel l test for hardness , the
“ vertical ” magn ifier , Figure 22, h as

been found very useful . The plain glass reflector G placed at an angle of 45° causes

the specimen under examination to be bril liantly lighted by vertical light as in the

vertical il luminator attached to metal lurgical microscopes . For the measurement of

small distances (as in the Brinell hardness test) , a thin steel scale R,
with proper

graduations, is inserted in a slot A cut in the mounting and so placed that the grad

uat ed edge meets the optical axis of the lenses .

SOURCES OF LIGHT AND CONDENSERS

The il lumination of opaque obj ects such as metals and alloys requires an intense

source of l ight, especially for their photography . Daylight and ordinary gas or oi l
flames should be discarded as not suitab le for the purpose

,
the sources of light which

have been found most satisfactory being, in the order of their excellence , intensity,
and decreasing cost : (1) the electric arc lamp , (2) the Nernst lamp , and (3) the Wels
bach gas lamp . The author has recent ly used with very satis factory resu lts

,
250

and 500 watt , n itrogen fi l led
,
incandescent tungsten lamps .

The Welsbach lamp outfits (Figs . 23 and 24) are very inexpensive and quite satis

factory for visual examination by low and medium high - power obj ectives . In tak
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ing photomicrographs
,
however

,
their lack of intensity necessitates very long ex

posures, while with high - power obj ectives the light received upon the camera screen

is so faint as to render proper focusing of the obj ect a very di fficult , if not impossible ,
operation .

Fig . 23. We lsbach lamp and double - convex condensing lens .

Two kinds of electric arc lamps are now supplied, one with large carbons (Fig . 25)
and a smaller one with carbons measuring only inch in diameter (Fig . The

carbons should be placed at right angles , as this arrangement directs the maximum

amount of light into the condensers . Both carbons should be cored and for direct

current the vertical or negative carbon should be smal ler than the hori zontal

Fig . 24. We lsbach lamp and bull ’s eye condenser .

carbon . While automatic feeding of the carbons (Fig . 27) is a valuable feature , it

is not by any means essential
,
as remarkably effective hand - feed lamps are n ow

constructed by which a very steady light can be maintained (Fig . Automatic

mechanisms , moreover, are liable to get out of order and occasional sudden shift

ings of the light are difficult to el iminate entirely .
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examination by high —power obj ectives the electric arc lamp , the 250 or more watt,
nitrogen fi l led, tungsten lamp and the Nernst lamp should be recommended, bearing

in mind that the large arc lamp wil l yield light of greatest intensity but wi l l , on the

other hand, be much more costly . When neither gas nor suitable electric current are

Fig . 28. Small electric arc lamp
,
bull ’s eye condenser, and rheostat .

available
,
an acetylene lamp should be used, provided tanks of acetylene gas can

readily be obtained .

Condensers . Some kind of condensing attachment must be placed between the
source of light and the vertical i l luminator so that a large portion of the light may be

uti lized and a beam of suitable size directed into the i lluminator . In the case of light

proceeding from a luminous point or at least from a small luminous area, as for in

Fig. 29 . Nernst lamp and special bull ’s eye condenser on adjustable
supports.

stance with the electric are , at least two lenses or systems of lenses are needed, one

system
,
PL and ML (Fig . placed near the source of light , to collect the divergent

rays and convert them into a paralle l beam, and a second lens CL placed at some

distance from the first , to convert the paralle l beam into a converging one . The ver

tical i l luminator should be located at such a distance from the condensing lens that

the beam of light wi l l cover a l ittle more than the opening through which it enters
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the i lluminator
“

. With arc lamps using more than 5 amperes .a glass cooling cel l

CC,
fi l led with distil led water or some other suitable liquid, should be placed be

tween the two lenses in order to absorb a large amount of heat and thereby pre

vent inj ury to the obj ective . An iris diaphragm
,
I
,
should also be used to contro l

the amount of light entering the vertical i l luminator . This diaphragm should be

placed in front of the converging lens and should be provided with cl ips for holding

ground and colored glasses . These various parts should be mounted on a so - called
“ optical bench ” B upon which they can sl ide .

- With a large luminous body such as the Welsbach mantle , a single double c— onvex

lens (Fig . 23) or a bull
’s eye condenser (planoconvex) (Fig . 24) 1s sufficient to col lect

and condense the necessary amount of light . It should, of course, be placed at t h e

proper distance both from the vertical i lluminator and from the source of light . The

use of an iris diaphragm attached to the lens or on a separate mount is advisable ,

CL CC PL ML

Fig . 30. Condensing lenses, cooling ce ll , iris diaphragm, automatic shutter,
and optical bench .

since it affords a ready means of contro lling the amount of light admitted into the

i l luminator .

M onoch romatic Ligh t . The different lamps described above al l yield
,
of course

,

white light, and since the correction even of apochromatic obj ectives for chromatic
aberration is never perfect

,
it is evident that the use of monochromatic light i.e .

light of one wave length is preferable
,
especially fer photographing . M onoch ro

matic light may be obtained in two ways : (a) by using a source of light actual ly mono
chromatic , and (b) by causing white light to pass through colored glass screens or

colored solutions (light fi lters) , preventing the passage of some undesirable rays . The

mercury arc lamp yields a nearly monochromatic light and has been tried by Le

Chatelier with satisfactory results . It seems more convenient, however, when mono
chromatic l ight is wanted, to use light fi lters of suitable colors, in which case colored

glass screens wi l l be found easier to manipulate than glass cells containing colored

solutions .

PHOTOM ICROGRAPHIC OUTFITS

For taking photomicrogr aphs, a light - tight connection should be established be

tween the microscope and a suitable (Fig . 31) camera .

The Universal metalloscope already described is seen in Figure 32 with vertical

camera and Nernst lamp .

The arrangement the author has found by far the most satisfactory is i l lustrated
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Fig . 31 . Photomicrographic camera (vertical position) , showing metal
lurgicalmicroscope , mechanical stage , automatic shutter, et c.
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in Figure 33. The microscope already described, camera, and are lamp are mounted

on the same rigid support
,
thereby securing accurate alignment and ease of manipula

tions . The supporting table is of such a height that the observer may be seated for

visual work and in a comfortable standing position for the focusing of images on the

screen of the camera (Fig . Connection between the microscope and camera is

very quickly and easi ly made . Plates measuring 5 by 7 inches and smaller sizes may

be used . The source of light is an electric 90° arc lamp , supplied with a triple con

Fig . 32 . Universal me talloscope, Nernst lamp outfit
,
and vertical camera.

densing system with lenses inches in diameter . The current may be direct or

alternating . The lamp is enc losed in a smal l cylindrical hood with observation win

dows . The carbon adj ustments are so arranged as to be conveniently reached by

the observer either at the microscope or at the camera (Fig . Cl ips fastened to

the front of the lamp permit the use of monochromatic glass screens
,
ground glass

,

e t c . The light may be
“

ti lted at any desired angle for transparent or for oblique

i llumination . The electric arc l amp may be replaced with very sati sfactory results
by a 250 watt

,
n itrogen fi l led

,
tungsten lamp .
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33. Photomicrographic apparatus with latest form ofmetallurg ical micro
scope actual size) .
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INVERTED M ICRO SCOPES

Le Chatelier was the first to suggest the use of an inverted microscope for the

am ination of metal lic surfaces . In this style of microscope the stage is p laced hori

z ontally above the obj ective, the latter being necessari ly pointed upwards (Figs . 35

to

In the inverted type of microscope and photographic attachment i llustrated in

these pages , it has been attempted to simplify the construct ion with corresponding

material decrease in price .

The m icroscope is permanently connectedWi th the camera by a total ly reflecting
prism P (Fig . 37) set rigidly below the vertical i l luminator . A separate tube set at

right angles to the first is provided for visual examination , another totally reflecting

prism P
’ being fastened to the inner end and serving to reflect the image from the

body tube through the eye tube to the eye . When a photograph is to be taken this

prism P
’ is simply withdrawn from the field by means of the draw tube . The eye

tube is fitted with pin and slot which mark the limits to which the small prism P
’

may be pushed in and withdrawn , so that the vertical i l luminator being once set, the

only adj ustment necessary is at the arc lamp .

-With the Nernst and Welsbach lamps
,

after the light and the vertical i l luminator are once set , no more adj ustments are

necessary . The two total ly reflecting prisms need never be rotated and in fact can

not be moved, except for the sliding motion of the prism P
’ as already described .

The stage
,
which is revolving and provided with centering screws, is of course

equipped with both coarse and fine adj ustment
,
and a mechanical stage may readily

be substituted for the plain stage .

With this inverted microscope the use of a magnetic holder wi l l also be found very

convenient
,
for the sample , instead of resting loosely on the stage, is then held firmly

in place thereby increasing the usefulness of the mechanical stage .
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Fig . 35 . Inverted me t alloscope (3, actual size) .
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POLISHING APPARATUS

Hand Polishing . When
,
in spite of the l ength and laboriousness of the opera

tion , iron and steel samples are to be polished by hand , four smooth blocks of wood

should be prepared , some 6 by 10 inches and 1 inch thick . Two of these should be

covered with canvas or linen duck and the others with fine broadcloth . The blocks

are to be used as described in Ch apterI I.

Polishing by Power . The power pol ishing machine shown in Figure 38 h as been

found very satisfactory . It consists of. a heavy iron pedestal upon which is mounted

Fig . 38. Power pol ishing machine .

a grinder having emery - wheel and cast - iron disks revolving in a vertical plane
,
thus

giving four polishing surfaces of graduated fineness . The polishing powders mixed

with water are applied to the various disks by means of brushes , and shields are pro

vided to catch any surplus water that may be thrown off during the operation . Should

a c loth become worn or torn it is readi ly and quickly replaced . This machine very

much shortens the time necessary for the preparation o f samples and is far superior

to those where only one block is made to rotate at a time . A speed o f 1200 revo lu

tions per minute has been found most satisfactory for polishing iron and steel samples
,
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but by the use of a variable speed electric motor to run the polishing machine various

speeds may be readily obtained .

The polishing motor shown in Figure 39 possesses the advantage of directly driven

over belt driven machinery . It is provided with the same polishing disks as the pol

ish ing machine and can be built both for constant and for variable speed .

The operation of polishing with these machines is described in Chapter II .

39 . Polishing motor .

Fig . 40. Portable po l ishing mo tor .

Portable Polishing M otor . A por table polishing motor is shown in Figure

It has been devised for the purpose o f polishing smal l spots (about inch in diameter)
on pieces too large to be treated in the ordinary way and from which samples of suit

able dimensions cannot readily be cut , as for instance finished forgings or castings
,

e t c . It consists of a H . P. motor
,
flexible shaft , grinding heads , and polishing disks

suitably covered . A spot may be satisfactorily polished in some 15 to 20 minutes .
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PYROMETERS AND ELECTRIC FURNACES

Pyrometers. The Le Chatelier thermo - electric pyrometer is undoubtedly the

instrument best adapted to the measurement of temperatures needed to control such
heat treatments as are likely to be performed in a metal lographical laboratory . The

Fig . 41 . S iemens and Halske g
'

alvanometer.

42 . Leeds and Northrup thermo- couple potentiometer.

thermo - couple consists of a wire of pure platinum and of a wire of platinum alloyed

with 10 per cent of rhodium or iridium . To measure the electromotive force created

an accurate direct reading galvanometer should be used (Fig . 41) or else the poten
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tiome ter method (Fig . Instructions for the use of these instruments are generally

supplied by the makers .

The use of cheaper couples and cheaper instruments is not to be commended, for

they are unsuitable for accurate scientific work especial ly at high temperatures .

An autographic recording pyrometer is very useful and quite indispensable for

the detection of faint evolutions or absorptions of heat . Indeed without its use there

are many delicate thermal treatments that could not be performed . Several auto

graphic instruments are now constructed . To meet the needs of the metallographist

90P t .

Fig . 43. Saladin se lf - recording thermo—e lectric pyrometer.

the author believes that the pyrometric recorder designed by Le Chatelier and Sala

din and constructed by Pel lin of Paris (Figs . 43 to 45) wi l l be found most satisfactory .

In an early form the different parts were arranged as shown in Figure 43. The light

proceeding from the source S after passing through a lens is received by the mirror

of a sensitive galvanometer C1 the deflections o f which measure the difference in

temperature between the sample under examination and the neutral body . This

horizontal deflection of the beam of light is converted into a vertical deflection by

pass ing through a totally reflecting prism M placed at an angle of 45 degrees .

This vertically moving beam of light is received by the mirror of a second gal

vanometer G2 whose deflections are a measure of the temperature of the sample . The
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beam then passes through a lens and reaches the screen or plate P . L is a lens at the

conj ugate foci of which are placed the mirrors of the two galvanometers . Two

motions are in this way imparted to the spot of l ight
, ( 1) a horizontal motion pro

portional to the temperature of the sample and (2) a vertical motion proportional to

Fig . 44 . Le Ch a t e liei‘iSaladin se lf- re cording thermo- e lectric pyrometer.

Fig . 45 . Roberts- Austen method of connecting t h e sample , neutral body,
and galvanometers .

the difference in temperature between the sample and the neutral body . The result

ing curves are known as differential curves (see Chapter X ) .

In recent models the apparatus has been simplified and made more compact

(Fig . 44) by placing the galvanometers so near each other that the lens L, Figure 43,
could be omitted and the entire instrument placed in a metall ic or wooden case .

The apparatus is mounted on an aluminium base B provided with three leveling

screws VV’
V and a leve l N . The optical and electrical parts are enclosed in a ver
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t ical aluminum box . The suspensions of the galvanometers are regulated through

the milled head bbl attached to the suspension wires . The light proceeding from the

source at L (Nernst or incandescent lamp) fal l on the coll imator 0 provided with a

diaphragm . D is the camera and R the screen . A smal l collimator C l ighted by the

source L throws its image on a small auxiliary mirror which proj ects through the

sl it F a luminous spot on the scale E ,
making it possible to fo llow from the outside

the traveling of the luminous spot on the photographic plate during exposures .

The connections between the sample and the neutral b ody_ _
and between these

and the galvanometers are made
,
as first suggested by Roberts - Austen , and as clearly

shown in Figure 45 . In this i l lustration galvanometer 01 corresponds to galvanom

eter 02 of Figure 43 and galvanometer G2 to galvanometer C1 .

ELECTRIC FURNACES

For the experimental treatment of small samples of iron and steel an e lectric re

sistance furnace is extremely useful . Satisfactory typ es of platinumwound furnaces
are supplied by makers . For temperatures not exceeding 1000 deg . C . furnaces

wound with nichrome wire can be readily and cheaply built in any laboratory, both

muffle and tube pattern . For very high t emperatures (1200 to 1600 deg .) kryptol

furnaces are to be re commended . When iron
‘

and steel samples are to be heated in

vacuum, under pressure or in an atmosphere of various gases , special furnaces must

be built provided with vacuum apparatus
,
pressure pumps

,
gauges

, et c .



CHAPTER II

MANIPULAT IONS

The author ’s manipulations are described in thi s chapter
,
at some length ; others

more briefly in Chapter I I I .

Cu tting of Samples.

— Samples of iron and steel for microscopical examination

should not generally exceed inch square or round . If the metal is suffi ciently soft

they can be cut readi ly with a hand saw or, preferably, with a power hack saw. If

too hard emery disks or diamond saws should be used . Suitable pieces of hard
,

brittle metals (white cast iron,
‘

spiegeleisen
, et c .) may sometimes be obtained by

breaking with a hammer.

Polishing by Hand .

— The outfit described in Chapter I should be used . The

sharp edges of the sample should be fi led or ground in order to avoid tearing the

polishing cloths in the fol lowing operations . The surface to be prepared should be

fi led first with a coarse and then with a smooth fi le so as to obtain a perfectly flat
,

smooth surface . This fi l ing can be advantageously replaced by grinding on a fine

emery- wheel . It is recommended that both fi ling or grinding be conducted with a

very gentle pressure .

A small amount of No . 80 emery- powder 1 mixed with sufficient water to forma
thick paste should be placed on one of the polishing blocks covered with linen cloth .

This . paste should be spread over the block, conveniently by means of a spatula ,
and with the addition of a l ittle more water if necessary . The sample of metal should

now be rubbed back and forth over this block, being careful to rub always in the

same direction until the marks left by th e fi le or emery- wheel have al l been removed

and replaced by finer markings due to the action of the emery - powder . After t his

treatment the sample should be careful ly washed, as well as the fingers of the operator ,
preferably in running water

,
and the sample rubbed over the second polishing block

covered with linen cloth and a l ittle flour- emery and water, precisely as before . On

passing from the first to the second polishing b lock , the sample should be turned at

right angles and kept in that position
,
in order that the new marks may be perpen

dicular to the old ones
,
and the polishing should be continued unti l the marks left

by the coarse emery have been entirely effaced and replaced by finer ones . The

sample after being carefully washed is ready for the next block . Some of the tripol i

powder should be spread
,
with the addition of water , over one of the blocks covered

with broadcloth , and the sample pol ished upon this block unti l the markings left

by the previous polishing have been completely removed . After careful
,
washing

the sample should now be rubbed over the last pol ish ing block , covered with broad

cloth, rouge ,
2 and water

,
holding as usual the sample so as to rub it at right angles to

the markings left by the tripo li . After these markings have been removed the sample

should have a very bright surface and be free from even microscopical scratches .

1 Th e polishing powders should be of th e very best quality obtainable .

2 It is essential to use th e best commercial grade of jeweler
'

s rouge .

40
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parts tin
,
and 3 parts z inc . This alloy melts below 100 deg . C . and if used in stick

form , the heated iron cap can readily be fi l led with molten alloy . The temperature

of the cap and its contents is kept a li ttle above 100 deg . and the specimen to be

polished pressed into it . After sol idification and cooling , which can be hastened by

dipping in water
,
the whole is pol ished in the usual way .

By using iron caps instead of brass cylinders or other non - magnetic mounts the

magnetic holders described in Chapter I can be used with great gain in simplicity

and convenience .

E tching
— If the polished samples were now placed under the microscope it

would be possible to detect the presence of inclusions such as graphite particles , slag ,
e t c .

, and if a rel ief effect has been produced, the presence of constituents considerably

harder than the matrix (free cementite in hyper - eutectoid steel , for instance) but

the structure of the metall ic matrix itself would not be revealed , because its con

stituents being equal ly bright and exactly in the same plane would reflect the l ight

to the same extent
,
after the fash ion of a mirror . To make the structure apparent

under the microscope it is necessary to impart unlike appearances to the constituents .

This is general ly accomplished by producing a slight corrosion or etching of the pol

ish ed surface . For this purpose acid solutions are general ly used which attack some

constituents more deeply than others or to the exclusion of others , an action which

may or may not be accompanied by t h e deposition of some precipitated matter .

Arnold considers the operation of etching with di lute acids
“

to be of an electro

lytic nature
,
some of the constituents being electro - negative to others , hence the

attack of some of these (electro - positive constituents) to the exclusion of others

(electro- negative constituents) and the darker coloration of the former .

For the development of the microstructure of polished samples of iron and steel

in general
,
the author ’s preference is as follows : (1) solution of nitric acid in alcohol ,

(2) solution of picric acid in alcohol , and (3) concentrated n itric acid .

Nitric Acid and Alcohol. A solution should be prepared containing 10 per cent

of concentrated
, chemical ly pure nitric acid and 90 per cent of absolute alcohol . A

smal l amount of this solution should be poured in a glass or porcelain dish , preferably

a small crystal li z ing glass dish with cover
,
and the sample immersed in it for 10

seconds
, when it should be removed, conveniently with a pair of pincers (preferably

with platinum tips) , and washed in alcohol . The sample should now be dried , prefera

bly by means of a blast for which a foot - blower wi l l answer very well . After rubbing

the sample very gently once or twice upon a smooth piece of chamois leather stretched

on a
_

wooden block and carefully kept free from dust, i t wil l be ready for examina

tion . In case the etching is not sufficiently deep the treatment should be repeated .

Picric Acid . (Igevsky .) — An etching solution should be prepared containing

5 grams of picric aci d , chemically pure , and 95 cubic centimeters of absolute alcohol .

This should be kept in a well—stopped glass bottle . The samples should be immersed

in it for 30 seconds , washed in alcohol , dried , and the treatment repeated if necessary .

Concentrated Nitric Acid . (Sauveur .) The p olished specimen convenient ly

held with a ' pair of pincers (preferably with platinum tips) should be dipped in a

beaker or other vesse l containing concentrated n itric acid specific gravity)
and immediately afterwards he ld under an abundant stream of running water . When

iron is immersed in concentrated nitric acid it assumes the passive state , that is it is

not affected by it . As soon
,
however

,
as the layer of concentrated acid which covers

the polished surface is diluted by the running water , the steel is vigorously attacked but
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for so short a time (since the water soon removes al l traces of acid) that there is little
danger of etching too deeply . O ne such treatment is general ly suffic ient to bring out

the structure sharply and c learly but if the specimen is found insuffic iently etched ,
the etching should be repeated in exactly the same manner . The author bel ieves

that the simplicity o f this etching treatment and the excel lent results general ly ob

t ained have been overlooked by metallographists .

Sodium- Picrate E tching of Cementite . Cementite is not acted upon by the usual

reagents employed for the etching of steel sect- ions but remains bril liant and struc

tureless. Kourbatoff, however, discovered a reagent which deeply colors cementite

while leaving the ferrite unaffected , thus affording a sure means of d istinguishing

between the two . The treatment consists in immersing the polished sample in a

boiling solution of sodium picrate in an excess of sodium hydroxide for some 5 to 10

minutes
,
when the cementite assumes a brown to blackish coloration . The etching

solution may be prepared by adding 2 parts of picric acid to 98 parts o f a solution

containing 25 per cent of caustic soda
,
for instance 2 grams of p icric ac id in 98 cubic

centimeters of a solution made up o f grams of caustic soda and cubic centi

meters oi water .

S tead
’

s Reagentfor the Detection of Phosphorus S egregation in Iron and S teel. For

the detection of phosphorus segregation in iron and steel Stead recommends the fol

lowing method which he considers superior to his heat- tinting method :

The reagent is made by mixing

Cupric chloride 10 grams .
Magnesium chloride 40

Hydrochloric ac id 20 cubic centimeters.
A lcohol to make up t o 1000

The salts are disso lved in hot water to saturation and the solution made up to

1000 cubic centimeters with alcohol . M agnesium chloride is not necessary
,
but better

results are
,
i f anything

,
obtained by having it present .

“ The specimens are simply covered with a thin layer of the reagent and must on

no account be immersed in a bath of the l iquid . The layer of liquid
,
after remaining

on the surface for one minute
,
is shaken off and a second layer dropped on the surface

and left there for the same period . This procedure is repeated as o ften as it is found

desirable . The specimen is washed with boiling water
,
then with methylated spirits

,

and shaken to remove the spirit from the surface
,
the heat imparted by the boiling

water rapidly evaporating the last traces of alcohol . The copper is usual ly left as a

hard coherent layer, and is not readily removed by rubbing ; indeed, the specimens

may sometimes be repolished by rouged chamois leather without disturbing the de

posited copper . The reagent not only indicates variations of phosphorus , but by

progressive etching one can get a very good idea as to the degree of difference between
the phosphorus in different portions of the same metal . If the reagent be applied in

successive portions and the difference in the proportion of phosphorus be slight, as

stat-cd above , the copper invariably precipitates on the purer portion first ; but on re

peat ed application the copper gradually deposits also on the parts richer in phosphorus,
and after many . applications o f the reagent th e whole surface , inc luding the phos

phorised parts, becomes coated.with copper . I f , however , the phosphorus be very

much concentrated in one or more parts
,
these remain perfectly bright and free from

copper even after ten applications of the reagent .”
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Heat- Tinting .

— Heat - tinting is described by Stead , its originator, as fol lows

Heat - tinting consists i n heating pol ished specimens of metals unti l their surfaces

become colored by oxidation fihns.

“ A l loys of iron and phosphorus
,
and commercial steel

,
contain part of their mass

richer in phosphorus than other portions . In fact the iron and the phosph ide are

seldom intimately mixed in ordinary steel . When polished spec imens are placed on

the surface of a molten bath of t inman ’s solder
,

1 and the heat gradually raised
,
the

portions of the specimens richest in phosphorus assume oxidation tints earl ier than the

purer parts ; hence it fol lows that by the time the phosphorus- rich parts have passed

through the transition stages ofyel low - brown
,
to red and purp le , the purer portions

wi l l have reached the yellow- brown or red stage , and if at this point the specimen be

removed from the source of heat, the phosphorus - rich portions wil l appear under the

microscope as purple or blue on a yel low- brown or red background . If the heating

of the specimen be continued , the phosphorised part will assume a yel lowish - white

tint , while the purer part wi l l reach the blue stage . Each part wil l pass through the

complete range of color from yellow to blue and then to nearly white , but not at the

same time, because the purer portions always lag behind, the degree of lag depending

on the variation in the proportions of phosphorus in the different parts .

“

Heat - tinting is also useful in intensifying the difference in color bet-ween ferrous

sulphide and manganese sulphide when present together in stee l . On heating pol ished

metal containing inclusions of each sulphide unti l it appears to assume a uniform

broWn t int, the ferrous sulphide , which is naturally pale yel low ,
wil l be found under

the microscope to have been colored purple
,
while the manganese sulphide

,
naturally

a pale dove color
,
wil l have become white . I f the heating be continued unti l the sur

rounding metal becomes blue, the ferrous sulphide wil l be blue and the manganese

sulphide yellow .

“

To obtain good results by heat - tinting
,
it is absolutely necessary first to apply to

the surface a very dilute solution of some acid in alcohol . Picric acid answers admi

rab ly, but care must be taken to remove the solution employed before it has time to

develop the pearl ite or sensibly to etch the metal . After thoroughly washing the

specimen in water
,
it is dri ed with

'

a perfectly c lean rag and heated on a hot plat-e to

about 150 deg . C. I t is again rubbed with a warm clean cloth , and is then ready for

heating to produce the color tint .

It is difficult to explain why the preliminary acid treatment is necessary, but that

it is so is proved in practice
,
for if it is omitted

,
the tinting is always unsatisfactory .

It is possib le that
,
during pol ishing

,
some of the softer metal becomes spread over

the harder part
,
forming an exceedingly thin layer . This , however, i s only a surmise .

”

Su lphur P rinting . The presence of sulphur in steel , especially when segr egated,
can be sometimes c learly revealed by a laboratory t est known as “ sulphur printing .

”

As first described by Heyn and Bauer
,
it consiste d in pressing upon the previously

pol ished steel surface strips of silk impregnated with mercur ic chloride and hydro

chloride acid (10 grams mercuric chloride , 20 cubic centimeters of water , and 100

cubic centimeters of hydrochloric acid) . The reaction between the acid and the sul

ph ides wherever present generates s (sulphuretted hydrogen) which in turn reacts
with the mercury salt produc ing stains of mercury sulphide varying in intensity

according to the amount of sulphur present in the steel and revealing the spots where

the latter occurs .
1 An iron plate heated by a bunsen gas burner may be used instead (Author) .
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A better method (Baumann) consists in substituting for the silk ordinary si lver

bromide (photographic) paper moistened with di lute sulphuric acid, the generated

Has producing dark stains on the paper where metall ic sulphides were present in

the steel .

The fol lowing more explicit instructions may be fol lowed with good results .

The sample to be tested should be fi led flat and rubbed on two or three grades of

emery - paper, finishing with French paper No . 0. Sheets of Velox printing paper or

its equivalent should be soaked unti l saturated in dilute sulphuric acid (2 per cent

solution) . The paper should then be placed on a piece of pTate glass and the steel
spec imen after washing it in c lear water

,
gently pressed upon it for some 20 seconds ,

when it should be removed and the paper placed in sodium hyposulphite to remove

the excess bromide , washed and dried . While theoretically areas containing phos
ph orus should also darken the bromide paper Stead reports that the staining from

this cause is almost imperceptible .

Law covers the steel section with a coating of gelatine containing an acid solution

of lead
,
mercury, or cadmium salt ; the acid decomposes the iron or manganese sul

ph ides and the resulting HQS reacting with the lead or cadmium salt produces brown

or yellow stains of lead , mercury , or cadmium sulphide . Rohl writes : “ Care should

be taken that the gelatine be as thick as possible
,
so as to be stiff enough to avoid its

flowing off or shifting its position after being applied . The gelatine should be applied

hot to the sl ide by means of a glass rod . This method permits of testing under the

microscope
,
for its su lphidic nature, an enclosure placed in the microscope and oh

served thereon , the stage being screwed back for the purpose of applying the gelatine ,
so that the place observed by the eye may be at once observed again in the micro

scope . Weak magnification has been found sufficient and practical for this purpose ”

F . Rogers describes a method for taking sulphur prints offractures, consisting in the
use of a gelatine emulsion of silver bromide coated upon a very stiff grease clay and

soaked in a dilute acid solution containing also a toughening agent . This emulsion

is immediately pressed into contact with the clear fracture for a few seconds and

withdrawn .

According to Rohl , ferrous sulphide is considerably darkened by one per cent so
lution of organic acids in ethyl alcohol

,
after 5 minutes ’ etching, as compared with

manganese sulphide . The same author writes that after a short ' preliminary etching

with alcohol ic solutions of organic acids (preferably picric ac id) , the successive temper
ing to dark yel low leaves the ferrous sulphide blue and the manganese sulphide a dull

whitish . The reaction appears to be wel l adapted for distinguishing between the
sulphides .

E tchingWrough t Iron .

— The polished samples should be immersed for 10 or
15 seconds in a 10 per cent alcohol ic solution of nitric acid or for 30 seconds in a 5

per cent alcoholic solution of picric acid, washed in alcohol and dried with the

usual precautions . Concentrated nitric acid may also be used .

The etching treatment should have outl ined the j oints between the ferrite grains
clearly and sharply . If the structure lacks clearness it is safe to infer that the etch
ing was not properly done . In that case the sample should be rubbed a few times on

the chamois leather block and again examined without repeating the etching . If

the structure remains il l - defined, rub the specimen a minute or two on the rouge

block or disk, wash, dry, and repeat the etching treatment unti l satisfactory results
are obtained .
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Should the boundaries of the ferrite grains appear too faint
,
the etching treat

ment should be repeated without repol ishing
,
so as to etch these lines more deeply .

As the usual purpose of the microscopical examination of samples of wrought

iron is to ascertain the quantity and mode of occurrence of the slag and the dimen

sions of the ferrite grains
,
it i s not general ly desired to etch the sample so deeply that

some of the grains become deeply colored , st il l less that etching pits begin to appear .

As an experiment , however, it
' is advisable to etch samples of wrought iron grad

ually so that the different stages of the structure may be clearly seen : (1) before

etching : slag fibers and a bri ll iant structureless matrix , (2) after a sl ight etching :
ferrite grains sharply defined but remaining uncolored or but sl ightly colored

, (3) after

a deeper etching : some
.

of the ferrite grains deeply colored , and (4) after a st il l deeper
etching : smal l cubic etching pits beginning to appear .

The production of these etching pits, however , is often a t roublesome and uncer

tain operation . Heyn recommends for that purpose etching with double chloride of

copper and ammonium , others (Stead) a sufficiently long immersion in lukewarm

20 per cent sulphuric acid
,
fol lowed by cleaning in nitric acic or again (Le Chatelier)

an acidulated solution '

of ferric chloride .

E tching Pearlitic S teels .

— Pearl itic stee ls should be etched with the reagents

already indicated
,
namely

,
nitric acid and alcohol

,
picric acid and alcohol or concem

t rat ed onit ric acid, the manipulations being the same as those prescribed for etching

wrought iron . An immersion of 10 seconds in nitric acid or of 20 seconds in picric

acid generally suffices . The contrast between the bright ferrite or bri l liant cementite

and the dark areas of pearlite should be very marked . If considerable free ferrite is

present its grains should appear l ike a delicate but distinct network . The absence

of this network is generally due to too sl ight an etching: Under high powers the

pearl ite should appear distinctly laminated
,
although it is not always possible to

bring out the structure of every particle of that constituent .

E tching Sorbitic S teel . The etching of sorbitic steel is simi lar to that of pearlitic

steel both in regard to reagents used and manipulations with the exception that

sorb ite general ly etches somewhat more quickly than pearlite . Immersions of 7
or 8 seconds duration innitric acid or of 15 seconds in picric acid generally suffice .

The sorbitic areas wil l have a granular but i ll - defined structure .

E tching Troostitic S teel . Troostite is etched more quickly and is more intensely

colored than any other constituent of steel . For that reason very short immersions

are advisable
,
namely 2 or 3 seconds in nitric acid or 5 seconds in picric acid or better

st il l longer immersions in weaker acids (5 per cent nitric acid or 2 per cent picric

acid) . Such short etchings do not as a rule bring ou t the stru cture of the martensite

which general ly accompanies troostite , it being left white and structureless . To

develop its structure deeper etchings are required .

E tching M artensitic S teel . — M artensite is colored more quickly than pearl ite

and sorb ite but more slowly than troostite
,
hence the immersions of martensitic

samples in the etching baths should be of relatively short duration , 5 seconds in nitric

acid or 10 seconds in picric acid . The acicular or z igzag - structure of martensite

should be brought out
,
but high power may be needed to resolve it .

E tching Austenitic S teel. Austenite does not occur in commercially treated

carbon steel but may be produced by some drastic treatments as later explained . I t

also occurs normally in certain al loy steels , as for instance in Hadfield manganese steel .

When present in carbon steels its structure may be revealed by short immersions in
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nitric or picric
'

acid . It generally remains bright whi le the martensite o ften aecom

panying it is darkly colored . Some writers claim ,
however , that it may sometimes

be colored darker than martensite . In the absence of much martensite its structure

is polyhedral . M artensite is readi ly identified through its acicular or zigzag occur

rence . The etching of austenitic al loy steels is dealt with in the fol lowing paragraph .

E tching Alloy S teels . While the reagents and methods used for the etching of

ordinary carbon steels are frequently e ffective for the etching of alloy steels espec ial ly
for those which after slow cool ing become pearlitic, some of them are refractory to

these treatments much longer immersions being required to bring out their structures

while in a few instances the ordinary methods must be deeply modified .

According to some manganese steels sh ould be etched deeply in picric or nitric

acid , washed in water and dried without any attempt at removing the dark colored

fi lms covering the surfaces of the specimens .

H igh speed steel may be etched with nitric or picric acid alcohol ic solutions of or

dinary strength but the time needed varies between a few minutes and more than an

hour according to the thermal treatment to which the specimens have been sub

ject ed,high heating fol lowed by quick cooling general ly requiring long immersions .

In the author ’s laboratory, M r. M . Y at sevitch has developed a very useful method

for high speed stee l . Ten cubic centimeters of commerc ial hydrogen peroxide are

mixed with 20 cubic centimeters of a 10 per cent solution of sodium hydrate in
water . The steel samples are immersed in this solution for 10 to 12 minutes

,
washed

first with water and twice with alcohol and dr ied, pre ferably with a blast . The re

agent should be prepared fresh every day . After the treatment indicated above the

polished samples remain bright and their matrix structureless but the free carbide

containing tungsten is found to have been colored dark . While it is probable that

other special carbides such as carbide of molybdenum would be l ikewise colored, no

other constituent appears to be acted upon by this reagent , not even iron carbide

(cementite) . The method affords a means o f bringing out clearly the amount of free

carbide in high speed steel and o f distinguishing between it and other constituents .

E tching Cast Iron . The etching o f polished samples of cast iron is conducted

in every respect like the etching of steel spec imens . To bring out clearly the phosphide

eutect ic and to prevent its being mistaken for pearl ite areas or vice versa the heat

testing method devised by Stead is very useful . Polished samples of gray cast iron

should generally be first examined before etching , the distribution , size , and form of

the graphite particles being thenmore clearly revealed .

E tching for M acrostructure . To reveal the macrostructure , that is the structure

visible with the naked eye
,
and also to detect local segregations

,
especially of phos

ph orus, Portevin recommends the immersion of the polished samples for 3 min

utes in doub le chloride of copper and ammonium (10 grams o f the double chloride in
120 cubic centimeters of water) fol lowed by an immersion o f 30minutes in 10 per cent

nitric acid . Heyn and Stead mentioned immersion of 2 minutes in a 10 per cent solu

tion o f cupric ammonium chloride in water
,
the deposits of copper being removed

under a stream o f water , while gently rubbing the sur face with the fingers or a piece

o f chamois leather . Similar results are obtained by etching in 20 per cent nitric acid

in water , or in dilute hydrochloric or sulphuric ac id .

Examination. The prepared sample should be suspended to t h e magnetic

specimen holder previously described in such a way as to expose to view as much as

possible o f its surface . The source of light and condensers should be adj usted so
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that a beam of light of suitable size enters the vertical il luminator ; the light beam

should cover a l ittle more than the aperture of the i lluminator . A 2 - in . (5X ) eye

piece and a 16 - mm .
—ih .) obj ective wil l be general ly a satisfactory combination for

the first examination . The image of the specimen should be focused roughly by the

rack and pinion motion of the stage
,
and the mi lled head of the vertical i l luminator

turned tentatively and gently right and left unti l the sample appears brightly and

uniformly lighted . The obj ect should now be brought to a sharp focus by means of

the fine adj ustment .

As previously stated, i f the structure lacks clearness it i s safe to infer that the

etching was not properly done . In that case the sample should be rubbed a few

times on the chamois leather block and again examined without repeating the etch

ing . If the structure remains i l l - defined, rub the specimen a minute or two on the

rouge block or disk , wash , dry, and repeat the etching treatment unti l satisfactory

results are obtained .

Examinations with high - power obj ectives (4 mm . or higher) require greater care
and more del icate manipulations . It is especial ly for high - power work that the plain

disk i l luminator is superior to the prism type .

The specimens should be examined systematically over their entire surfaces
,
for

which purpose a mechanical stage is invaluable, in order to j udge of the uniformity

or lack of uniformity of its structure . It should be borne in mind that the portions

of heat treated specimens corresponding to the outside of the original samples are

very likely to be decidedly lower in carbon owing to the decarboniz ing atmosphere

general ly present in heating furnaces . It is often advisable to first examine the

specimens before etching for the presence of slag or other enclosures, graphitic or

temper carbon , minute blow holes, et c .

, t h ese
‘

being more readily detected in the

unetched condition .

In studying the structure of forged or rolled samples, specimens should general ly

be prepared corresponding to their cross sect ions as well as to their long itudinal sec

tions
,
i n order to detect any possible distortion or orientation of structure caused by

the forging or rol ling .

Photomicrography.

- After having selected the spot to be photographed, l ight

tight connection should be established between the microscope and the camera ( in

the case of the inverted met alloscope the camera and microscope are permanently

connected) and the l ight carefully adj usted so as to obtain on the screen of the
camera as bright and even an i llumination as possible . The image should now be

focused as sharply as possible , using a focusing c loth if necessary and gently turning

the fine adj ustment screw of the stand . A focusing glass may be used with great

advantage for this operation and is of special importance when photographing with

high - power obj ectives . It should be placed on the plain glass circle which occupies

the center of the screen of the camera
,
and the image focused whi le being viewed

through this lens . By th is means we magnify the image formed upon the camera

screen
,
and are therefore able to focus it more sharply in its finer detai ls . Consid

erable l ight, however, is lost and the obj ect wi l l often appear but dimly lighted .

The rule is to secure the c learest possible image while working tentatively the fine

adj ustment in both directions, bearing in mind that, at its best, the image may

appear blurred and dimly lighted.

An ordinary eye - piece may be used in place of a focusing glass with , in many

cases
,
satisfactory results .
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Diaph ragms and Shu tters. It is sometimes advantageous to be able to control

the penci l of light entering the il luminator with a view of securing sharper definit ion .

To that effect an iris diaphragm suitably mounted should be placed between the

condensing lens or lenses and the vertical i l luminator . Some sort of an automatic

shutter is convenient to control the exposure of t h e plates . This shutter may ad

vantageously be combined with the iris di aphragm. Instead of being placed between

the source of light and the vertical i l luminator , diaphragms and shutters are some

times inserted between the camera and the microscope . The best disposition con

sists in placing an iris diaphragm between the condensing lenses and the vertical

il luminator
,
thus control l ing the amount of light entering the - latter

,
and another

diaphragm combined with automatic shutter between the camera and microscope

tube .

M onoch romatic Ligh t — The different sources of l ight used for microscopical

work yield white light and since the correction , even of apochromatic obj ect ives , for

chromatic aberration is never perfect , it is evident that the use of monochromatic
light , i.e . l ight of one wave length , is theoretically preferable , especi al ly for photo

graphing .

M onochromatic l ight may be obtained in two ways : (a) by using a source of light
actually monochromatic , and (b) by causing white light to pass through colored glass

screens or colored so
'

lutions ( light fi lters) , preventing the passage of some undesirable

rays . The mercury arc lamp yields a nearly monochromatic l ight and h as been tried

by Le Chatelier with satisfactory results . It seems more convenient , however , when
monochromatic l ight is wanted , to use light fi lters of suitable colors, in which case

colored glass screens wil l be found easier to manipulate than glass cel ls containing

colored solutions . The author recommends a special green screen supplied by Nach et

of Paris or its equivalent .

Photograph ic P lates . The use of orthochromatic plates together with a suitable
screen is recommended .

Development. Formula and directions accompany each box of plates and the

student could not do better than to follow them faithful ly .

P rinting . Any printing out or developing paper may be used, the printing , de

veloping , or toning being conducted in the usual way . Drying on ferrotype plates
affords a quick means of finishing the prints and giving them a satisfactory luster .
It is recommended to trim the prints round

,
2 to 2% inches in diameter , by means

of a margin trimmer and suitable circular forms , as this wil l give them a very neat

appearance .



CHAPTER III

APPARATUS AND MANIPULATIONS (Continued)

The apparatus used by the author and his methods have been described in

Chapters I and II . O ther instruments and manipulations are here briefly mentioned .

POLISH ING AND PO LISH ING MACH INES

Sorby in his pioneer work polished his samples on emery - papers of increasing

fineness fol lowed by rubbing with tripol i , crocus , or Water—of- Ayre stone , and finally

with j eweler ’s rouge . Emery - papers are sti ll used
,
but for quick polishing they

are ofte n replaced by emery- powders spread wet on revolving wheels ; the author

has retained the use of tripol i powder for the treatment preceding the final pol ish

ing but others now prefer specially prepared flour- emery or diamantine ; j eweler
’s

rouge is sti l l wi dely used for the final treatment
,
although some prefer specially pre

pared alumina , as fir st suggested by Le Chatelier .

In 1904 O smond’s polishing method consisted in roughing off with emery and

polishing with rouge . Emery- papers of increasing fineness were stretched over glass

plates . The papers used were prepared by mixing with water levigated 120

minutes ” emery1 and col lecting the deposits formed at the end of increasing periods

of time in precipitating glasses . The classified powders , after drying, were mixed

with a mucilage of albumen (made up of 72 cubic centimeters of albu men and 28

cubic centimeters of water beaten to a froth and
,
after 12 hours

,
strained through a

fine - meshed sponge) and spread on paper of the best quality . O smond also pre

pared his own rouge by calc ining copperas at as low a temperature as possible and

separating the finest product by levigation . The rouge was spread on a piece of

cloth stretched over the cast— iron table of a small hori zontal pol ishing machine and

used wet .

In 1900 Le Ch at elier ’s method of polishing specimens of iron and steel previously

rubbed upon emery- papers
,
including the finest grades

,
consisted in rubbing them

successively (1) on emery- paper prepared with albumen
,
according to O smond , with

the deposit obtained in between a quarter of an hour and one hour in the ammoniacal

washing of flour—emery, (2) on a felt disk covered with some soap paste prepared

with the deposit of alumina or of emery
,
obtained in between one and three hours

,

(3) on a flat disk made of wood
,
metal

,
or ebonite

, covered with c loth , velvet , or

leather strongly glued upon it ; upon this covering the soap preparation
,
obtained

with the deposit of alumina after twenty- four hours
,
was spread . The last two disks

were rotated by some mechanical devices producing great speed . Al l disks must be

frequently moistened with a brush or sponge .

1 By 120minutes emery is meant emery which has taken 120minutes to settle in a vesse l of
water of certain dimensions .
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According to G oerens
,
Le Chatelier’s method in 1908 consisted in the use of (1)

small sheets of French emery- paper
,
Hubert grades IG and 00 on ground glass plates,

(2) flannel stretched over glass covered with “ one minute ” emery previously passed

through a fine sieve (1200 meshes per sq . some soap solution being also poured

over the cloth , (3) a similar support covered with
“
120 minutes ” emery previously

passed through a very fine sieve (2600 meshes per sq . cm.) and washed, and (4) a
vertical ly revolving brass disk covered with flannel and washed alumina . The fine

alumina mixed with water and soap solution may be sprayed on the disk by means

of the sprayer shown in Figure 46 .

The preparation of fine alumina powder for the final pol ishing of iron and steel

samples was first described by Le Chatel ier in 1900. Th e method used is that em

Fig . 46 . Sprayer for emulsified alu 47. P ipette for t h e levigation
mina. (Goerens.) of alumina. (G oerens .)

ployed by Sch loesing for the analysis of kaohns. The fol lowing description of Le

Ch atelier
’

s manipulation is from G oerens

The purest precipitated alumina, from ammoni a alum,
is passed through a sieve ,

of 2600meshes per sq . cm .
,
and 100 grains of it in 300 c . c . of distil led water are trit

urat ed in a mill for three hours . The
“

whole is then poured into a l iter flask, wel l

shaken
,
and about 200 c . c . pipetted off into a flask closed with a rubber stopper .

To this are added 1800 c . c . of disti l led water and 2 c . c . of concentrated nitric acid

sp . the mixture well shaken
,
and allowed to settle ; the settl ing is complete

in a short time (about two hours) . The clear supernatant l iquid is s iphoned off with
an S - shaped siphon ; with careful manipulation this is possible to the extent of {26

of the total amount . The liquid drawn off is replaced by distil led water , the mixture

well shaken several times
,
and allowed to settle again, after which the wash water is

again drawn off as before . This is repeated three or four t imes more . At last the

supernatant l iquid remains milky for a whole day, which is an indication of the per
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feet removal of acid . Finally, distil led water is added for the last time up to about

2 l iters , the mixt ure thoroughly shaken , and the alumina separated from the liquid

in the apparatus shown in Figure 47. A pipette a of about 500 c. c . capacity is drawn

out below to an opening of about 3mm . internal diameter . The alumina is prevented

from clinging by giving an incl ination of at least to the sloping sides of the tube .

The piece b is connected to the water pump . The end (of the pipette) is dipped
into the vessel containing the emulsifi ed alumina, and the pipette sucked ful l, where

upon the opening b is closed with a screw cap so far that one dropLug s gut about every

fifteen seconds . The material obtained during the first quarter of an hour is very

heterogeneous and sti l l scratches the surface of the sect ion markedly, so that it can

not be used . After a quarter of an hour has expired the tap is closed and the alu

mina al lowed to settle completely . After three hours t h e
'

material is placed in the flask

A (Fig . 46) provided with a spraying arrangement . Soap solution1 is added and the

mixture diluted with distil led water . The material thus prepared is ready for use,
and is suitable for steel and pig iron . The residue which settles in 3 to 24 hours is

treated simi larly
,
and serves for polishing softer materials (iron , copper, The

portion which stil l remains in suspension after 24 hours is too fine and is poured away .

The same method has been applied to commercial flour- emery, oxide of chromium ,

and oxide of iron
,
but the resulting products are far from being as satisfactory as the

alumina powders .

Revi l lon has recently described a rapid method of preparing alumina suitab le for

polishing . A certain amount of alumina is suspended in a large volume of water ,
wel l shaken , and allowed to stand for five minutes . The liquid is t hen siphoned off

and with the particles of alumina sti l l held in suspension may be used for pol ishing .

To obtain finer powders 15 to 20 grams of. finely ground alumina should be mixed

with one l iter of distil led water, shaken , and allowed to settle five minutes . M ost of

the liquid is then siphoned off, transferred into another vessel, and allowed to stand

fifteen minutes ; the decantation is repeated, e t c .
,
a clearer liquid , that is one holding

finer particles in suspension , being obtained every fifteen minutes . The final liquid
,

from which no powder is deposited, -may be used for the finest po l ishing , the inter

mediate products for rougher work .

Robin has described the preparation of alumina powder by a method based upon

the catalytic action of mercury in causing the oxidation of pure aluminum . Strips

of aluminum are immersed in mercury for a short time and then exposed to moist

airw h en the small amount of mercury they have absorbed causes the oxidation of

the metal , growth o f AlgO 3 taking place , the increase of which is visible with the naked

eye . This alumina can be readily detached and as - a fine powder may be used for

polishing . Robin claimed for his method the advantages of greater simplicity and

lower cost .

In 1900 Stead recommended for polishing iron and steel samples the use of emery
papers, Hubert grades Nos. 0, 00, and 000, - fol lowed by rubbing with one grain of

diamantine powder 2 spread wet over a smooth black cloth and, for final treatment
,

gold rouge used dry on chamois leather or
,
for finer structures , wet on parchment or

kid leather . He used a simple , hand polishing machine in which one block at a time

was made to rotate horizontal ly (Fig .

1 Th e soap solution is prepared by dissolving pure (Venetian) soap in h o t water and fi ltering
through a fi lter paper into a flask . After coo ling t h e so lution should be sirupy.

2 Diamantine powder consists ofpure alumina and is used by jewelers for polishing stee l .
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M ore recently he has described as fol lows his polishing manipulation : The

surfaces are made smooth by fi l ing or grinding on coarse emery—cloth , and afterwards

on progressively finer emery paper
,
unti l the finest French paper 000 is reached .

Fine polishing is t h en . eonduet ed on a wheel e ither having horizontal or vertical mo

tion , and covered with two layers of thick k haki cloth between which a layer of dia

mantine powder or other speci ally prepared pol ishing powder i s p laced .

” Water is
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run on the prepared surface of the polishing block the speed of which should be at

least 1000 revolutions per minute .

“
Pressure must be applied strongly at first , and

then be gradually reduced unti l final ly little more than the weight of the spec imen

and the fingers press ing it press on the pol ishing surface . With pract ice a specimen

can be prepared in 10 minutes .”

A foot polishing machine also designed by Stead is shown in Figure 491 and a .

larger one to be run by power in Figure 50. In these machines brass disks carrying

Fig . 49 . Foot power polishing machine . Fig . 50. Multiple polishing machine . (Stead )
(Stead )

conical wooden blocks are attached to vertical spindles and driven from below .

Emery - papers are fastened to some of these blocks by means of brass rings slipping

over them while others are covered with c loth in a similar way .

The block for fine polishing is covered with a double layer of c loth betweenWhich
is placed specially prepared calcined alumina in fine powder . Jeweler

’s diamantine

powder answers adm irably . Fine polishing is always done on cloth- covered blocks ,
kept continual ly moist with clean water . O nly the finest parts o f the powders find

1 A similar machine is supplied with e lectric motor attached.
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their way through the porous c loth . Clamps are provided for holding the samples

against the revolving disks . The central vessel contains the water needed for wet

polishing
,
a smal l tap proj ecting over each disk . The excess water is caught by

brass water guards and discharged into a trough below the level of the disks . These

machines are made by Carl ing and Sons of M iddlesborough , England .

Fig . 51 . Foot power polishing machine . (P. F. Dujardin and Co .)

M artens , according to G oerens used vertically rotating disks upon which

were pasted emery - papers , Hubert brand, grades 3, 2 , 1O ,
1M ,

1F
,
0
,
and 00 and

,
for

final treatment
,
levigated jeweler ’s rouge on cloth . The disks made 400 revolutions

per minute . The average time needed to po lish a specimen varied between NA and
2 hours .

Gulliver (1908) recommends for polishing the use of emery- papers grades No . 1 ,
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t ion . The polishing disk C has a vertical axis running in a bearing on the casting D .

The under side of the pol ishing disk bears upon the driving wheel B and takes motion

from it .

A . Kingsbury in 1910 describes h is polishing method . He prepares his support

ing blocks by pouring paraffin on brass disks . After sol idifying these paraffi n blocks

which are about V2 inch thick and 8 inches in diameter have their upper face dressed
flat . They are made to rotate horizontally in a suitable machine and upon them

emery of increasing fineness and finally rouge are used in succession . The speed

of the polishing machine is 200 revolutions per minute . The time needed to polish a

sample of ordinary steel is given as 15 minutes .

C . Campbel l in 1902 described his polishing operation as consisting in rubbing the

sample, previously fi led smooth , successively on emery- cloth , grades 0 and 00, and on

Fig . Polishing machine . (Baird and Tatlock .)

French emery- papers
,
grades 0, 00, 000, and 0000. The Specimen is then polished on

broadcloth or chamois leather with wel l washed rouge and water . Some workers ,
the writer says

,
use an intermediate stage with diamantine powder .

C . H . Risdale in 1899 described his polishing operation as consisting in (1) rough

fi l ing
, (2) fine fi l ing

, (3) rubbing with rough commercial emery - c loth stretched on a

board
, (4) rubbing with fine emery - c loth st ret ch ed on a board , (5) rubbing on fine

specially prepared paper on disks of Stead
’s polishing machine , (6) rubbing on dia

mantine on c loth stretched on disks of Stead
’s machine, (7) rubbing on rouge . on

washed leather similarly mounted or
,
for very fine work

,
on rouge on wetted parch

ment .

Guillet in 1907 recommended for polishing two carborundum wheels and two

suitably selected emery—papers and, for final treatment , alumina on c loth stretched

over a revolving disk . He places smooth sheets of z inc between the wooden disks of

his pol ishing machines and the polishing cloths .
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In 1901 Arnold described as fol lows a quick polish ing and etching method : Take

two pieces of hard wood
,
12

”
X 9

” X planed dead smooth on one side ; then by

means of l iquid glue evenly attach to the smooth faces two sheets of the London
Emery Works Co .

’

s atlas c loth No . 0. A l low the glue to set under strong pressure .

Fig . 54 . Polishing machine . (Ewing and Rosenhain .)

Next , by means of a smooth piece of steel , rub off from one of the blocks as much as

possible of the detachable emery . This is No . 2 block, the other , necessari ly, No . 1

block .

“ The steel section
,
say 75; inch thick and V2 inch diameter, is rubbed for 1 minute

on No . 1 block
,
the motion being straight and not circular ; then, for the same time

Fig . 55 . Po lishing machine . (Wysor .)

and in the same manner rub on No . 2 block . Next place the bright but visibly

scratched sections in a glass etching dish 3" X 1
"

X lé
”

, and cover the steel with nitric
acid sp . gr .

Watch closely unti l in a few seconds the evolved gases adhering to the section
change from pale to deep brown and effervescence ensues . Then

,
under the tap

,
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quickly wash away the acid and for a minute immerse the piece in a second dish con

taining rectified methylated spirits . Dry the section by pressing it several t imes on
a so ft folded linen handkerchief

,
when it will be ready for examination . The strue

Fig . 56 . Polishing machine . (R . Fuess .)

ture wil l be clearly
.

exhibited
,
the innumerable fine scratches visible before etching

having virtual ly vanished .

”

Robin polishes his samples (1) on carborundum or hard emery -w heel (500 to 1000
revolutions per minute) , (2) on fine emery - wheel (1000 revolutions) , (3) by hand ( m

Fig . 57. Polishing machine . (Scientific Materials Co .)

emery—papers of increasing fineness, and (4) with j eweler
’s rouge and water on wooden

disk (1000 revolutions) .
ProfessorWysor has designed the pol ishing machine shown in Figure 55 in which

three polishing blocks are made to revolve simultaneously, two vertical ly and one
horizontal ly .
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R . Fuess of Stegl itz bei Berlin offers the polishing motor (Fig . in which but

one pol ishing disk revolves at a time .

The Scientific M aterials Company of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, construct the ma

chine il lustrated in Figure 57. The motion is reciprocating .

Polish -ing Small Specimens. To make possible the polishing of very small speci

mens or for preventing the rounding of the edges of samples of moderate si ze , Le

Grix uses smal l brass cylinders which he fi l ls with gum lac and in which he

presses the pieces to be polished (chips , cuttings , Thg whole is then polished

as if it were a solid piece . The modus operandi is as fol lows : The brass mounting is

heated in a

'

bunsen burner and fi l led
“

with gum lac used in the form of sticks

like sealing wax . After '

cool ing the excess gum is removed with a fi le to a level

with the mount and the specimens pressed into the fi l ling material by means of a

preheated metal lic blade . When \ the spec imens are very smal l the polishing opera

tion is very short indeed (Le Chatelier mentions 3 minutes) . The etching reagent

may be applied to the metal lic particles by means of a glass rod thereby preventing

the brass mounting and even the gum from coming in contact with it wh ich is de

sirable since alcoholic solution would dissolve the latter . The same material may

also be
\used with advantage for fi l ling up small cavities such as blow holes occasionally

present in samples to be pol ished
,
thereby preventing the rounding of their edges or .

the tearing of the polishing cloths .

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STRUCTURES

The methods which, in common with many workers, the author h asfound most
satisfactory for revealing the structure of polished iron - and steel specimens have been

described in Chapter I I . O ther methods have been used that should be mentioned .

Polishing in Relief.

— So - cal led re lief polishing has been used successfully by
Sorby, M artens , Behrens, and especi ally by O smond . It consists in rubbing the

specimen on a soft
,
yielding support with some suitable polishing powder, the softest

constituents being, so to speak , dug out , leaving the harder ones standing in relief .

These differences of level make it possible to distinguish the constituents under the

microscope without further treatment . It is evident that only those samplesWhich
are made up of constituents differing much in hardness can be so treated . The free
cementite of hyper - eutectoid steel or of white cast iron

,
for instance, can be made to

stand strongly in relief because it is so much harder than the accompanying pearl ite

or other constituents .

O smond polished his samples on a damp piece of parchment stretched over a piece

of wel l - planed wood
,
and rouge was rubbed strongly on the parchment . The block

was then put under the tap and washed so that only those particles of rouge that

had found their way into the pores of the parchment were retained . To distinguish

between raised portions and cavities the luminous rays are strongly diaphragmed

and the obj ect ive placed a little below the focusing point , is slowly raised . The

reliefs, which at first appear bril li ant and yel lowish on a relatively darker ground
,

gradual ly become dark on a bright ground ; the cavities present inverse app earances

so perfectly that two photographs of the same preparation
,
taken one a little below

and the other a l ittle above the mean focusing point, are almost posit ive and nega
tive to one another .
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Polish - Attack.

~ For many years O smond obtained his best preparations by a

combined pol ishing and etching method (polissage- attaque) consisting in rubbing the

pol ished sample upon a piece of parchment covered with some aqueous extract of

l iquorice root
,
with the addition o f precipi tated calc ium sulphate . In 1899 O smond

and Cartaud recommended replac ing the extract of liquorice by a diluted solution of

nitrate of ammonium (2 parts by weight of the crystall ized salt to 100parts
.

ofwater) .
A piece of parchment spread tightly over a smooth board is soaked with the solu

tion and the specimen rubbed upon it unti l sufficiently etched . It is not necessary

to add any sulphate of calc ium .

E tching . Sorby etched his specimens with very dilute solutions of nitric
‘

acid in

water and this reagent was widely used for many years by other metallographists .

The water has now been replaced by absolute alcohol “

(Chapter I I) . Le Chatel ier

has mentioned the use of glycerine as a satisfactory non - oxidiz ing vehicle for nitric

as wel l as for picric and hydrochloric acid .

O smond , the author bel ieves , was the first to use tincture of iodine . This tinc

ture is applied in the proportion of one drop per square centimeter of surface and

allowed to act unti l it i s decolorized , the treatment being repeated after examina

tion if needed . Le Chatel ier recommends applying the tincture with the tip of the

finger and gently rubbing the specimen .

Stead uses a solution made up of grams of iodine , grains of iodide of

potassium
,

grains of water and alcohol to make up 100 c . c . After the iodine has

lost its color the sample should be washed in water, then in alcohol , and finally dried

in a blast of hot air .

M artens and Heyn in 1904 recommended the use (1) of an etching solution con

taining 1 part of hydrochloric acid sp . . gr .) and 100 parts of absolute alcohol

and (2) of 1 part of hydrochloric acid in 500 parts of water with the assistance of

the electric current .

Heyn used a solution of double chloride of copper and ammonium containing 12

grains of th e salt and 100 grains of dist il led water .

To distinguish with certainty between iron phosphide and cementite
, M atweieff

recommends neutral sodium picrate washed several t imes with disti l led water to

eliminate the excess of picric acid or of sodium that might be present . The sam

ple is immersed in the boil ing solution for 20 minutes , a treatment by which the

iron phosphide is strongly attacked while the cementite and pearl ite remain un

affected .

For etching
.

austenite and martensite Robin recommends the use of a saturated

solution of picric acid in alcohol , an immersion of 30 seconds to 1 minute , wash

ing with water without touching the specimen and drying by air blast or simply in

air . Films of various tints are formed , ferrite remaining uncolored .

Le Chatel ier has used bitartrate of potassium as an etching reagent . It leaves

cementite and pearlite uncolored, whi le it impart s a dirty coloration to ferrite .

The same author has described t h e use of a freshly prepared reagent made up of

equal parts of a solution containing 50 per cent of soda and of a solution containing

10 per cent of lead nitrate . Cementite is quickly colored by it whi le the phosphides

and especially the si l icides are also attacked . The reagent is recommended for highly
carburized metals . M edium high carbon steels of great purity are not affected by

this solution
,
but when impure

,
the pearlite is energetical ly acted upon

,
probably

because of the presence of impurity in that constituent .
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Le Chatelier has also mentioned the use of a solution of 10 per cent gaseous

hydrochloric acid in absolute alcohol to which is added 5 per cent of cripric chloride for

annealed steels and one per cent of the same salt for hardened steels . Ferrite and

cementite are not colored , martensite very l ittle , austenite a little more , troostite

and sorbite decidedly .

The etching reagents usually applied to bring out the structure of unhardened

steel
,
namely

,
picric acid, nitric acid , tincture of iodine , et c .

, do not always yield

satisfactory results in the case of hardened steel . Kourbatoff discovered a complex

reagent which often produces greater contrasts between th e VEr
-

ih us
k

constituent s . It

is made up by mixing 1 part of amyl alcohol , 1 part of ethyl alcohol , 1 part of methyl

alcohol , and 1 part of a 4 per cent solution of n itric acid in acetic anhydride and

should be prepared j ust before use .

Heyn recommends for etching hardened steel a solution conta ining one part of

hydrochloric acid and 99 parts of absolute alcohol . M ore uniform results are oh

tained i f a weak current of electricity be passed through the solution , the samples to

be etched forming the positive pole while the negative electrode may consist con

venient ly of a piece of sheet lead . With the assistance of the electric current the use

of a very di lute aqueous solution is advisable
,
namely

,
1 part of hydrochloric ac id

in 500 parts of disti l led water .

O smond , li kewise , used successfully a solution of 10 per cent of hydrochloric acid

in water by which the martensite is colored darker than austenite , the treatment re

quiring several minutes . O smond writes : There is more regularity obtained by

having the specimen connected , by means of a platinum wire , with the positive pole

of a bi- chromate cell , a strip of platinum placed in the acid being connected with the

negative pole . In this way the specimen becomes the anode , and the platinum the

cathode .

Benedicks recommends for the etching of martensito—austenitic steel a 5 per cent

alcoholic solution of metanit robenz o l- sulphonic acidwhich always darkens martensite
more than austenite . Immersions of some 15 seconds are generally sufficient .

Hi lpert and Colver - G lauert have described the use o f sulphurous acid for non

pearlitic steels and for pig iron . A saturated solution of sulphur dioxide in water
“

is

prepared and 3 or 4 per cent
‘

of that solution in water used . The time of etching

varies between 7 seconds and 1 minute . A lcohol may be substituted for water

in which case the etching lasts several minutes . The treatment causes the deposi

tion of layers of iron sulphide of different thickness and
,
therefore

,
of different colors

,

on the various constituents .

Rosenhain and Haughton report interesting results obtained with a solution made

up as fol lows :

Ferric chloride 30 grams , hydrochloric acid 100 cubic centimeters
,
cupric

chloride gram , stannic chloride gram
,
water 1 l iter .

The polished specimen which should be absolutely c lean is immersed in the solu

tion for 10 seconds to 2 minutes according to the character of the metal . The action

of the reagent consists in the deposition on the surface of the steel of thin fi lms of

metallic copper which vary in thickness and therefore in appearance with the various

constituents present , producing an effect not unlike that obtained with heat tinting .

The authors write that “ in practically pure carbon steels the new reagent yields a

pattern which is the reverse of that obtained with the ordinary etching reagents
,

such as picric acid, ferrite being darkened while pearlite remains white ; on hardened
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steels
,
especi al ly those of low and moderate carbon contents

,
the reagent yields very

c lear results particularly in the etching of martensite , although in this case the pat

terns are not reversed as compared with t hose obtained with picric acid, sulphur

dioxide
, e t c . The principal interest and importance of the new reagent

,
however

,

l ies in the fact that it reveals in a clear and striking manner the distribution of phos

ph orus, particularly in mild steels
?

Howe
,
according to O . F . Hudson , uses in his laboratory Heyn

’ s reagent (10
per cent copper ammonium chloride in water) for low carbon iron and steel . He

finds that it “ shows grain boundaries readi ly, rather obscures Neumann lines and

that it is the best reagent for etching figures and pits . Hoyt uses a similar solu

tion “ principal ly for microscopic examination of low carbon steel , wrought iron ,
white cast iron , and in the determination of phosphorus segregation in wrought

iron .

”

E lectrolytic
“

E tching .

— Le Chate lier was one of the first to advocate the use of

the electric current in order to obtain a more uniform action in etching iron
_
and steel

samples . Sheet lead may be used for the positive electrode and , as electrolyte , a

10 per cent solution of chloride or sulphate of am monium gives good results . The

current needed varies between and amperes per square centimeter .

Fig . 58. Arrangement for e lectrolytic etching .

E lectrolytic etching has been described by Cavalier A few cubic centi

meters of the electrolyte are placed in a platinum disb
_

C (Fig 58) connected with

one pole of the battery P ; the specimen E connected with the other pole is pl aced

in the solution
,
a piece of fi lter paper A being inserted between the dish and the

polished surface of the spec imen . The current is regulated through the rheostat R .

Four or five volts are required with an intensity of to amperes per square

centimeter . The attack lasts from a few seconds to a few mi nutes .

Hot E tching .

— ~ Steel whi le at a high temperature (red heat) has been etched

(1) by Saniter in molten calcium chloride heated to the desired temperature , and

(2) by Baykoff in a current of gaseous hydrochloric acid .Washing and Drying . After removing the specimens from the etching bath, the

author washes them in alcohol and dries them in an air blast . Washing in water, in

caustic potash , in l ime water, and in ether has also been recommended as wel l as

the use of fine l inen cloth and of a hot blast for drying .

P reserving .

— The author preserves his etched specimens in desiccators and in

air - tight cabinets .

Several protective coatings have been described . Stead covers them with paraf

fin wax dissolved ih benzole
,
which is removed by wiping with a c lean l inen rag mois

tened with benzole
,
when it is desired to examine the specimens . Le Chatelier applies

a coating of “ zapon
,

” a solution of gun cotton in amyl acetate sufficiently transparent

to al low examination with the highest powers .
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while keeping the glass base in close contact with the col lar - top with the other hand .

In this manner
,
no matter how irregular the section

,
the paralle l ism of the etched

surface and the glass base may be very qu ickly and accurately obtained .

The mounting device (Fig . 6 1) is constructed by Watson and Sons . It consists of

two horizontal plates , the upper one being capable of vertical movement but always

Fig . 6 1 . Watson and Sons ’ mounting Fig . 62 . Watson and Sons’
device . level ing stage .

remaining paral le l to the lower one . The specimen is placed with its pol ished sur face

on the lower plate
,
and the upper plate carrying a glass sl ip to which some suitable

clay or wax is attached is lowered into contact .

Leveling S tages .

- The level ing stage (Fig . 62) i s one of several constructed by

Watson and Sons
,
London . The specimen is held by two rotating j aws and can be

leveled by means of the screws A and B BI .

Fig . 63. Huntington’s leve l ing stage .

Professor A . K . Huntington devised the leveling stage shown in Figure 63. I t is

provided with a ball and socket j oint for level ing, permitt ing the placing of the

sample in any position .

O ther forms of level ing stages are shown in some of the i l lustrations in the fol low

ing pages as part of some metal lurgical microscopes .
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METALLURGICAL M ICROSCOPES

The microscopes and accessories used by the author have been fully described .

In the fol lowing pages instruments used by some other workers or described by them ,

as well as those manufactured by well - known makers , are mentioned .

Fig . 64. Le Ch at elicr
’

s inverted metallurgical microscope .

Early form.

Fig . 65 . Le Ch at elier
’
s inverted metallurgical microscope .

Le Chatelier . In 1897 Le Chatelier devised an inverted microscope which later

he greatly improved and which is now constructed with unimportant modifications

by several microscope makers . An early form of Le Ch atelier’s instrument is shown

in Figure 64 and its more recent construction in Figures 65 and 66 . The obj ective
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B (Ifig . 65) is directed upwards while the eye - piece 0,
placed horizontally, receives

the image by the reflection of a totally reflecting prism F placed below the obj ective .

The prism F may be rotated by means of the milled head P and the light reflected by

the obj ective turned at wil l into the tube G and the eye - piece O for visual examination

Fig. 67. Le Ch atelier
’
s inverted metallurg ical microscope .

or into another tube connected with a camera for photographing (Fig. The

light is condensed by the lens A and, being deflected at right angles by the prism J,
passes through the obj ective B and reaches the object M placed on the stage E . In

Fig . 68. Device for placing
specimens on t h e stage of

t h e Le Chatel ier micro- 1

scope in a fixed position.
(Le Grix .)

case the light is placed at a higher level than the condensing lens A,
it must be re

ceived by a totally
'

reflecting prism H which directs it into the condenser A. D is a
diaphragm placed at the principal focus of the complex optical system composed of

the obj ective B, the il lum inating prism J, and the lens A. The opening as we l l as the
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position of the diaphragm may be altered . Another diaphragm placed at I affords

a means o f stopping the light which would fall upon parts of t h e preparation outside

of the portion examined and which would increase the blur resulting from the reflec

tion of useless rays by the back lenses of the obj ective . In the early construction of :

69 . Inverted metal lurg ical microscope constructed by E . Le itz .

Fig . 70. Inverted metal lurg ical microscope constructed by E . Le itz .

this instrument when the obj ect was to be photographed the prism F was withdrawn

from the path of l ight and the image al lowed to form on a photographic plate placed

below (Fig . 64)
A s lightly different construction is shown in Figure 67. For photographic pur

poses the image forms on a plate placed in a holder rigidly connected with the instru
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ment
,
no eye - piece being used . As the distance between the photographic plate and

the obj ective is short, very small photomicrographs are obtained , which must gen

erally be subsequently enlarged . Z is a plate carrying an eye - piece for use with the

long bel lows camera (Fig . The Le Chatel ier microscopes are constructed by

Ph . Pel lin of Paris .

In order to be able to examine identical portions of the same specimen at different

times with the Le Chatelier microscope , Le Grix ( 1907) suggested the arrangement

shown in Figure 68. A circular metal lic disk wi th rectangular- openmg RR’ and carry

ing two pointed stops A and B is fitted to the stage . A fi le mark E is made in the

specimen M
,
which is then placed on the stage so that the stop A enters the groove E

Metallurgical microscope con Fig . 72. Metal lurg icalmicroscope
structed by E . Le itz . constructed by E . Leitz .

while the spec imen presses against the other stop B
,
in this way securing a constant

position for the obj ect .

Ernst Leitz .

— A slightly modified form (Fig 69) of the Le Chatelier inverted

microscope is made by Ernst Leitz of Wetz lar , Germany. Th e modifications were

suggested by Guert ler . The stage and i l luminating appliances are shown
‘

on

'

a larger

scale in Figure 70.

The same maker also manufactures the microscope shown in Figures 71 and 72

designed by W . Campbell . The stage can be removed and the upper part of the

instrument attached to the base for the examination of large surfaces .

P . F . Dujardin . P . F . Duj ardin and Co . of Dusseldorf construct a Le Chatel ier
inverted microscope as shown in Figure 73. They also make the microscope (Fig . 74)
in which the vertical i l luminator carries its own source of light and condenser .

C. Reichert . The metallurgical microscope (Fig . 75) designed by Pro fessor

Rejto is made by C . Reichert of V ienna . The position of the vertical i lluminator

immediately below the eye—piece should be noted . The stage is provided with a level

ing mechanism . The same maker manufactures an inverted Le Chatel ier microscope
as shown in Figure 76 .

By means of a mirror Sp (Fig . 77) placed in the camera box it is possible to focus

the image on a groiind glass M ,
on the same side of the instrument as the observer

,
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Fig . 76 . Inverted Metallurgical microscope . Re ichert .)

Fig . 77.

Fig . 78. Metal lurgical microscope designed by Robin .
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Martens. The M artens metallurgical microscope (1899) made by Zeiss of Jena

is shown in Figure 80. It can be used horizontally only, the tube is very wide and

the vertical
,
mechanical stage is provided with both coarse and fine adj ustments Y

and Z and with leveling - screws ao . The flexible connect-ion f permits the focusing

of the obj ect from the camera screen . The instrument is designed especially for
photography .

‘

A complete Zeiss equipment including a l arge electric arc lamp is shown in

Figure 81 . It wi l l be noted that the mounting o f t h e camera is entirely separate
from that of the other parts .
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80. Martens metallurg ical microscope .

Fig . 81 . Martens - Ze iss metallurg ical microscope and camera.
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Rosenhain.
The microscope shown in Figure 82 was constructed by R . and J .

Beck for Rosenhain .
The stage is mechan ical and provided with coarse and fine

adjustments , and all control ling heads are placed beneath . Appliances are provided

Fig . 82 . Rosenh ain metallurg ical microscope.

for various kinds of illumination . The necessary alteration of focus for photograph

ing can be done at t heeye - piece by a suitable arrangement provided for that pufpose .

Osmond. O smond used a Nach et microscope of the ordinary type connected

with a vertical camera and a prism il luminator . He writes
,
however, that special

metallurgical microscopes “ are certain ly to be preferred .

” In O smond ’s Opinion the

vertical is very much superior to the horizontal camera for studying metals .
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Fig . 83. Nach et metallurg ical microscope .

85 . Cornu- Ch arpy metallurgical
microscope .

Fig . 84 . G uillemin- Nachst
prism i lluminator .
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Noch et — Nach e t of Paris constructs the metal lurgical microscope (Fig .

The vertical i l luminator carries a tube provided with an iris diaphragm . The stand

is to be used in the vertical position only . The stage has a coarse vertical adj ust

ment . A similar microscope is made with mechanical stage p rovided with both

coarse and fine adj ustments .

The prism i lluminator (Fig . 84) designed by Guillemin is made by Nach e t . A

lateral as wel l as a slight ti lting motion may be imparted to the prism through the

milled heads B and C.

a

Nach et
’

s i l luminating obj ectives have been described and illustr
‘

a tal in Chapter I .

Fig . 86 . Metallur gical m icroscope constructed byWatson and Sons .

Cornu- Charpy. The arrangement shown in Figure 85 was used byCh arpy . The

vertical i l luminator G consists o f four thin glass plates placed at an angle of 45°

immediately below the eye - piece and it receives the light reflected by the total ly

reflecting prism P . This prism is so mounted that it can rotate freely around the

axis of the microscope and also around the axis GP of the tube to which it is at
t ach ed, thus making it possible to receive upon it the light proceeding from asource
of light placed anywhere .Watson and Sons.

— The metal lurgical microscope (Fig . 86) was constructed in
1904 by Watson and Sons of London . The stage is provided with both coarse and
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Fig . 87. Horizontal metallurg ical microscope constructed byWatson and Sons .

Fig . 88. Stead’s workshop microscope.
Fig . 90.

(J . Swift and Son .)
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Fig . 93. Martens’ workshop microscope . (C . Re ichert.)

Fig . 94 . Retjo
’

s workshop microscope . (C . Re ichert .)
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Fig . 95 . Juptner
’
s workshop microscope . (C . Re ichert.)

Fig. 96 . Tassin
’

s workshop microscope . (Bausch and Lomb Optical Co .)

83
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The Tassim Workshop M icroscope , manufactured by the Bausch and Lomb

Optical Co . , is shown in Figure 96,with camera attached .

R. and J . Beck. In 1904 R . and J . Beck of London constructed the prism ver

tical illuminator shown in Figure 97. The device is fitted with an iris diaphr agm

beneath the prism for cutting off outside light, and a plate of st eps so arranged that

the posit ion of the beam of l ight impinging on the prism . can be varied unti l paral le l

l ight of the right angle is obtained . The same makers construct the instrument

Fig . 97. Beck prism Fig . 98. Beck surface microscope .

i l luminator.

shown in Figure 98 for the examination of large metal lic surfaces . The Rosenhain

microscope described in these pages is likewise made by R . and J . Beck .

The vertical i l luminator, Figure 99, i s manufactured by the Bausch and Lomb

Optical Co . It has two small
,
square mirrors, one for high power obj ectives, the

other for low powers . The aperture in the side of the mounting is fitted with a smal l

tube carrying a condensing adj ustable lens , for focus ing the light . The mirror

carrier is mounted on a slide providing for oblique as well as central i l lumination .

Fig. 99 . Vertical illumi
nator with condens ing at

t achment . (Bausch and
Lomb Optical Co .)

F. Koristha . The prism vertical i l luminator (Fig . 100) was described by

F . Koristka of M i lan in 1905 . An iris diaphragm placed in front of the prism controls

the light which it receives . By pul l ing out the arm carrying the prism the latter may

be removed from the field .

Ph . Pellin . The Le Chatelier inverted microscope is constructed by Ph . Pel l in

of Paris . The same makers also manufacture a portable microscopic outfit designed

by Guil let (Trousse de M étallographie) . I t includes a smal l e lectric motor for pol ish
ing

,
a vertical microscope so constructed that it can be fastened to any obj ect it is
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CHAPTER IV

PURE METALS

M icrostructure . When a properly prepared sample of a pure metal i s examined

under the microscope
,
the revealed structure general ly presents the appearance of a

polygonal 1 network (Figs . 101 and an indication that the metal itse lf is composed

of irregular polyhedral 2 grains
,
each mesh or polygon of the network representing a

section through a polyhedron .

2

Crysta llization . When a substance pas ses from the l iquid to the so l id state, the

process of solidification is generally accompanied by crystalli zation , i.e . the molecules

Pure Gold. Cast . Magnified Fig . 102 . Pure copper . Magni
50 diameters . (Andrews ) fied 8 diameters . (Hough t en .)

of the substance so arrange themselves as to form small sol ids of regular geometrical

outlines , such as cubes , octahedra,
3
e tc . Each of these Spontaneously formed sym

metrical sol ids is cal led a crystal and any substance made up of crystals is said to be

crystal l ine .

Crystals possess the property of breaking more readily in one or more directions .

This property is cal led “
c leavage .

” The planes of c leavage or direction of easy rup

ture are general ly paral lel to the faces of the crystals . A cubic crystal
,
for instance

,

1 A polygon is a closed geometrical figure with straight sides (necessari ly three ormore) .
2 A polyhedron (plural, polyhedra or po lyh ee is a closed geometrical sol id bounded by

plane (smooth ) faces (necessari ly four or more ) .
3 An octahedron (plural, octahedra or oc tah ec is a geometrical so lid (a polyhedron) bounded

by e ight plane faces .
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splits readily in three planes paralle l to the three sets of faces of the solid . In Figure

103, ABC, D EF,
and GHI indicate the c leavage planes of a cubic crystal . The di

rection of its c leavage planes constitutes the orientation o f the crystal .

Solid substances which are not crystal line are said to be amorphous . They are

characterized by the ab sence o f any symmetrical grouping of their molecules . G lass

is a good example of an amorphous substance .

Idiomorphic Crystal s . When the fluidity of a substance and other conditions are

such that the formation and growth of the crystals are given free play
,
perfect (and

sometimes very large) crystals are produced . These perfecth rfi tals f with fault less

geometrical outl ines
,
perfect cubes for instance , are cal led

“ idiomorphic ”
crystals .

Allotrimorphic Crystal s . When the free development of crystals is hindered by

less favorable crystal liz ing conditions , such for instance as collision or contact with

other crystals
,
likewise in process of formation , the regular external form is not pre

served and the resulting imperfect crystals are cal led “

allo trimorph ic
”
crystals , also ,

Fig . 103. Cleavage planes . Fig . 104 . Crystallization from
(Me llor . ) centers. (Desch . )

but more seldom , anh edrons or faceless crystals . Such crystals are said to have

taken their shape from their surroundings . It should be noted
,
however

,
that al lotri

morphic crystals , like idiomorphic crystals
,
are composed of crystalline matter . An

allo trimorph ic crystal may be regarded as resulting from the mutilation of an idio

morphic crystal , the mutilation a ffecting the external shape only, and not the crystal
line character of the substance .

‘

Crystallization of M etal s . M etals when they sol idify general ly give rise to the

formation of allo t rimorph ic crystals . The explanation for this is to be found in the

fact that crystal lizat ion sets in simultaneously at many different centers (see Fig .

From each center a crystal grows through successive addition of crystal line matter

similarly oriented, unti l meeting with other surrounding crystalline growths, radiating

from other centers , the free development of its external form is arrested . The

mechanisms of this crystalline growth has been c learly i llustrated by Rosenhain (Fig .

Five stages o f the progressive growth of the grains are shown in a to e
,
while

in f the final polygonal outline of the grains is indicated . The polygonal networks

shown in Figures 101 and 102, representing the structure respectively of pure gold and

pure copper, do not indicate , therefore , cleavage planes , i.e . outlines o f true crystals ,

1 Crystall ine groups oraggregates of allo trinii
l
irphic crystals are sometimes called crystallites

i f they assume some distinct form they 1
0 x

‘
be further described as “ dendrites ” or tree

llke
,

” “ fern leaves,
” “ star- l ike crystallites

,

“
cry alline grains

, e t c .
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but merely boundaries or j unction lines between adj acent crystalline growths or

grains .” They mark the regions where neighboring crystal line growths coll ided with

resulting distortion of their external forms . Some bel ieve , as explained later , that a

lit tle amorphous metal i s left at the boundaries .

(e)

Fig . 105 . I llustrating t h e growt h of crystalline grains . (Rosenhain .)

The number of crystal line grains of which a certain mass of metal is composed

must depend
,
therefore

,
upon the number of centers or nucle i at which crystal lization

begins and this in turn probably depends upon the metal itself, its rate of cool ing and,
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Crystalline O rientation of the Grains . A s light chemical attack or e t ch ing of

the polished samples brings out merely the polygonal structure described and illus

t rated in the preceding pages . I f the etching be somewhat deeper , however (through

the use of a stronger reagent or because of a longer attack) , it is observed that the

polygons or meshes of the network are differently colored (Fig . some appearing

very dark
,
others less dark

,
others , stil l , bri l l iant . This heterogeneousness in the

appearance of sections through adj acent grains is due to the fact elucidated above

that each grain ,
i.e . each allotrimorphicc rystal, is made up of crystalline matter similarly

oriented in the same grain bu t diflerently in difi erent grains . Bearing this in mind the .

dissimilarity of coloration between contigu ous grains is readily explained , for if the

Fig . 107. Typical etching Fig . 108. Part of a crystalline grain of bismuth .

figures of pure metals . Magnified 5 diameters . (Gulliver . )
(Gul liver . )

crystal line matter of any individual grain is so oriented that it reflects the inc ident

light into the microscope - tube
,
that grain wil l appear bright

,
while

,
on the contrary,

i f its orientation is such that the light is reflected outside the microscope , the corre

sponding grain wi ll appear dark . By sl ightly inclining the sample in various direc

tions , or by rotating it , some o f t hegrains that were bright become dark , being, so to

speak
,
extinguished

,
while some of the dark grains become brightly i lluminated,

because in so doing we change the direction of the light reflected by each individual

grain sect ion . S imi lar results are obtained by changing the direction o f the incident

light . The kaleidoscopic effect j ust described affords a
'

conelusive proof of the crys

talline nature of metals and of the correctness of the explanation offered to account

for the dissimi lar appearance , as to color , of contiguous grains .

Cubic Crystal lization o f M etals . Etch ing P its . By sti l l deeper etching of the

pol ished surfaces of pure metals
,
i t is sometimes possible to bring out clearly the

crystalline character of the individual grains (see Fig . The figures thus outlined,
in real ity smal l cavities

,
are often called “ etching pits or “ etching figures .” These

figures frequent ly correspond to sections of cubes or of geometrical solids derived
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from the cube , indicating that most metals crystallize in the cubic system (also cal led

regular
,
or isometric , or monometric

‘

system) .

1

In Figure 108 is seen after Gul liver part of a single grain o f bismuth . It is clearly

made up o f small crystals o f geometric form .

Summary. Summing up the indications obtained by the microscopical exam

inat ion o f polished and etched sur faces of pure metals , i t has been shown ( 1) that a

slight etching outlines the polygonal boundaries of adj acent crystal line grains , (2)
that a deeper etching imparts different colorations to the various polygons or grain

sections , a phenomenon which is due to the constancy of crystallineb rientat ion in

any individual grain and to the change of orientation '

as we
,

pass from one grain to

the next
,
and (3) that a sti l l deeper attack often brings out clearly pits of distinct

geometrical forms , often cubic
,
indicating that the maj ority of metals crystalli ze in

the cubic system "

Th e Amorph ous Cement Theory and the Boundari es of Crystal line Grains . Ac

cording to a recent theory of Rosenhain and Ewen the boundaries between adj acent

grains are not merely surfaces of contact but narrow spaces fi l led with amorphous

metal or cement holding the grains together . This hypothesis is an extension of
Beilby

’

s theory o f the existence o f an amorphous state in metals caused by mechanical

straining as out lined elsewhere . The authors argue that if the various crystalline

grains were merely held together by sur face contact the boundaries should be weaker

than the mass whereas on the contrary fractures generally occur through the crystal

line grains instead o f following their outlines . Howe
,
however

,
pertinently asks why

,

following the author ’s reasoning , the surfaces of contact between the grains and the

surrounding amorphous cement membranes should not be as many planes of weakness

which the fractures should follow . In other words why should the contact betweena

crystal line mass and an amorphous mass o f the same metal form a stronger union

than contact bet-ween two crystal linemasses of that metal .

Rosenhain writes : “ where the constituent crystal s of a metal meet , thin fi lms of

residual liquid wi l l remain under conditions rendering them incapable of crystalliz

ing so that they constitute thin fi lms of undercooled 3 l iquid or amorphous metal act

ing as intercrystalline cement When two differently oriented crystals meet
,
there

must be a region between the two orientations
,
where the material cannot assume the

orientation of either The fundamental fact is the marked strength of crystal

boundaries in pure metals .

The formation of amorphous films between two crystalline grains is graphically

represented
,
according to Rosenhain , in Figure 109 . A and B are sections through

two adj acent grains wh ile the shaded portion between them represents the residual

liquid which remains amorphous on solidifying .

The existence of amorphous crystalline cement accounts for the greater strength

1 T h e other crystallographic systems are t h e hexagonal, t h e tetragonal, t h e orthorhombic, t h e
monoclinic

,
and t h e triclin ic .

2We have other indications of th e cubic crystallization ofmetals such for instance as t h e h ex
agonal character ofmany of t h e po lygons which crysta llographers consider t o be due t o interfering
cubes and octahedra (t h e octahedron is a form be long ing to t h e cubic system) . Again, under favor
able crystall izing conditions nearly perfect cubes have been obtained in t h e case of several metals .

3 Th e undercooling of a substance means its coo ling to a temperature lower than that at which
a certain transformation should normally take place without induc ing that trans formation. Water
for instance coo led be low its freezing po intwithout caus ing t h e formation of ice is in an undercooled
condition, or to express it differently, it is in a

“metastable ” equi librium.
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and toughness of a fine - grained structure seeing that it must contain a greater

quantity of strong amorphous cement . It wil l be shown also that it affords an ex

planation of the alteration of many of the properties of pure metals when subj ected

to thermal and mechanical treatments .

The difference between Beilby
’

s and Rosenh ain ’
s amorphous cements, however,

should not be overlooked : the former results from the severe strain -ing of crystallized

metal , the latter from the solidification of l iquid layers enclosed in such narrow spaces

that they cannot assume a crystal line orientation . From the well—supported con

tention , therefore , that Beilby
’
s cement exists and that it is strong

,
hard, and brittle

it does not necessari ly fol low that Rosenh ain ’
s cement possesses similar properties or

indeed that i t exists at al l .

Straining of M etals .
— S lip Bands.

- Ewing and
,
later

,
Ewing and Rosenhain

through some skilful ly conducted experiments and convincing reasoning have re

Fig . 109 . Section through side crystall ine grains. (Rosenhain .)

vealed the character of the strain produced in a p ure metal by the action of a stress

which may eventual ly cause its rupture .

Polished sheets of metals were strained very gradually while being examined

under the microscope . Wh en the yield point is reached , i.e . when plastic deforma

tion begins to occur, black lines are seen to cross the crystal line grains of which

the metal is made up . These lines are general ly quite straight and are parallel in the

same grains but have different directions in different grains . Figure 1 10 shows the

appearance under vertical light of Swedish iron strained by tension, magnified 400

diameters .

As the strain increases other systems of lines , incl ined to the first, make their

appearance and eventual ly two
,
three

,
and even four systems of intersecting lines

may be seen in each grain .

These lines are not cracks but steps in the surface, which steps are due to slips

along the cleavage or gliding planes of the crystals.

1 In Figure 111 , AB represents the

1 According to Humfrey th e crystal properties of cleavage and g liding are in manyways distinct,
and do not necessari ly occur with maximum readiness along th e same crystallographic planes . This
difference probably occurs in th e case of crystals of iron, which have been shown to possess cubic
cleavage planes, but octahedral g liding planes .
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genee ns shear such as occurs in the flow of viscous fluids , but is the resu lt of a limited

number of separate slips
,
the crystalline elements themselves undergoing no deforma

tion .

The Amorphous Cement Theory and the S train ing ofM etals . Beilby has con

elusively shown that during the pol ishing of metals with very fine powders t hin

layers of amorphous metal are produced considerably harder than the metal i tsel f

and necessari ly severely strained . O smond and Cartaud had previously made a

similar observation . If it be accepted that
'

an amorphous condition may be produced

on the surface of a polished specimen through the mechanical straining of the polish

ing operation
,
it is a logical conc lusion that in the cold working of metals the severe

straining wh ich t h at operation induces wi l l likewise produce layers of amorphous

metal or cement b etween t h e surfaces o f adj acent crystals having undergone the

slipping described by Ewing and Rosenhain . To the formation of this cement may

Fig. 1 12 . Twinnings in marble (caused by
pressure ) . Magnified about 5 diameters .

(Bayley )

be ascribed the marked changes of properties accompanying the cold working of

metals , such as increased tenacity and hardness , decreased duct i l ity and density,
e t c .

According to Taminan and others the crystal line deformations caused by me

ch anical straining are sufficient to account for the altered properties of cold- worked

metals
,
it being unnecessary to conceive the formation of fi lms of amorphous cement

covering t h e
'

gliding surfaces after the slipping process .

Humfrey having observed the behavior of slip bands in the vicinity of the grains

boundaries and assuming the existence of intercrystall ine cement , writes :
“ A l l the

observations demonstrate the resistance to plastic deformation by sl ip which occurs

at the crystal j unctions
,
and suggest the idea that each crystal is surrounded by and

firmly attached to a continuous skin
,
which , while hard and plastical ly undeform

able
,
is yet thin and capable of elastic bending and stretching The state of affairs

can best be conceived by imagining that after overstrain each crystal is enclosed and

held within a stretched skin holding it so as to oppose further strain in the same

direction .

”
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Twinn ing and Twin Crystals .

— By twinning is meant the grouping of two or

more crystals or parts o f crystals in such a way that they are symmetrical to each

other with respect to a plane betwe en them (the twinning plane) which plane , how

ever
,
is not a plane of symmetry . Twins result generally from a portion of a crystal

Fig . 1 13. Twinnings in copper produced by straining fo l lowed by annealing .

Magnified 125 diameters . (F . C . Langenberg in t h e author
’s laboratory.)

Fig . 1 14 . Lines of Neumann in a low carbon steel sheet . Magnified 100 diameters .

turning by a definite angle
,
say 180 deg . They are sometimes produced by straining

alone (Fig . when they are called mechanical twins , but more often by straining

followed by anneal ing . M any metals after such treatments contain numerous . twins

(Fig . The production of twin crystals in the complete absence o f strain is

doubt ful .
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Lines of Neumann .

— The crystall ine grains of metals are sometimes found to

be crossed by a number of paral le l lines or bands (Fig . 114) cal led
“ L ines of Neu

mann ” and which might at first be taken for sl ip bands but wh ich , according to

O smond and Cartaud and others , are undoubtedly mechanical twins . They fol low

the orientation of the grains . L ines of Neumann can be distinguished froms lip bands

by repolishing and etching the sample , when slip bands do not reappear whi le the

l ines of Neumann do .

Infl uence of M echanical Treatment. M etals are frequently subj ected to power

ful pressure exerted by rolls, presses ,
“hammers , et c .

, with a view ofproducing metal l ic

obj ects of desired shapes . This treatment affects t h e structure and, therefore , the

properties of the metal . R oughly speaking such vigorous kneading has a tendency

t o reduce the size of the final grains
,
either through preventing the formation of

large grains or by breaking up or distorting preexisting grains . A smaller grain in

turn generally implies greater ductil ity (provided it be not distorted) and often greater

strength . The effect of work upon the structure and properties of commercial iron

and stee l wil l be duly considered .

Infl uence of Thermal Treatment — The size of
'

the crystal line grains of pure

metals varies in different metals even when cast and cooled under identical condi

tions . Their dimension is generally affected also by the rate of cooling during solidi

fication and, therefore , by the size of the casting, since a large casting wi l l cool

more slowly than a smaller one .

The common belief is that the prolonged exposure of pure metals to a high tem

perature (annealing) tends to enlarge the grains , the enlargement being the greater

the higher the temperature , the longer the time of exposure, and the slower the

cool ing . While such growth undoubtedly takes place in the cas e of commercial and,
therefore , impure metals, at least after straining, it is held by some metal lurgists

that in absolutely pure metals the grain wi l l not grow on annealing even after

straining .

This view is based upon a theory brilliantly conce ived by Ewing and Rosenh ain and supported
by t h e results of skilful ly conducted experiments . These sc ientists argue that even so - cal led pure
metals always contain a certain amount of impurities, and that even a very minute amount of im
pur ity would suflice to form a thin but practically continuous fi lm of eutectic in t h e crystalline
boundaries . They contend “ that there is constant diffus ion from t h e surface of th e crystal into
th e eutectic and equally constant re—deposition ofmetal upon t h e crystal from t h e eutectic. If there
are several crystals in contact with t h e same eutectic, there wil l be, under some conditions, a state
of dynamic equilibrium between them, th e amount dissolved from each being exactly counter
balanced by t h e amount deposited upon it ; if, however, there is any difference in their solution pres
sure ia respect t o th e eutectic, then t h e less soluble will grow at th e expense of t h e more soluble .

Th e metal cons t ituting t h e eutectic films being much nearer its me lting - point than th e rest of th e
mass, would thus be favorable to comparative ly rapid diffus ion, but th e rate of such diffusion, and,
consequently, t h e rate of growth of crystals, would be enormously increased by heating th e metal
to a temperature above t h e me lting - point of t h e eutectic in question.

”

Th e theory proposed depends upon t h e existence of a difference in th e solubility of t h e two crys
tal faces in contact with t h e eutectic fi lm. Th e only difference between these two faces is

,
appar

ently, in t h e orientation of t h e crystalline e lements, but this difference is sufficient, in t h e authors
’

opinion, to produce a difference in their rate of solution in th e eutectic film, seeing that it results in
such marked difference in their solubility in t h e etching acid, which , as is we ll known,

attacks some
grains much more readily and deeply than ne ighboring ones whose e lements have another orienta
tion . To account for th e influence of t h e orientation of th e e lements upon th e solubility of th e crys
ta ls, t h e authors suggest to extend t o alloys th e e lectrolytic theory of solution.

“ Such differential
actions,

” they say,
“may most probably b e attributed to differences of e lectrica l potential in t h e
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The metal or metal loid contaminating the metal may (1) remain uncombined or

(2) i t may combine with some (general ly a small amount) of the metal to form a

definite chemical compound . The uncombined contaminating metal or metalloid

or resulting chemical compound may then (a) be soluble in the sol id metal forming

with it a “ solid solution ” or (b) be insoluble in the solid metal in which case it is

rej ected by the crystalline grains , in the form of an eutectic alloy .

The meaning of the expressions solid solutions ” and “ eutectic alloys should

now be explained . As Professor Howe has well expressed it the essential features of

an ordinary liquid solution are (1) a complete merging of the constituents and
.

(2) in
indefinite proportions . By complete merging is meant a union so intimate t hat

'

th e

separate existence of the constituents cannot be detected by any physical means
,

such for instance as microscopic examinationunder the highest magnification . The

homogeneity of the substance is such that it resists any physical attempt at breaking

it . The merging moreover must remain complete and absolute for varying propor

t ions of the constituents, for it is evident that i f it existed only for certain wel l- defined

proportions of the component parts , the resulting substance would be of the nature

of a defin ite chemical compound and not of a solution .

Bearing in mind these characteristics of ordinary solutions, we find that in some

substances, while passing from the liquid to the solid state , the constituents remain

completely merged and in indefinite proportions . The essential characteristics of
liquid solu tions are retained in the solid state . Hence the name of solid solutions given

to such substances . A common and excel lent example of solid solutions is found in

the case of glass in which the three usual constituents, si lica, l ime , and alkal i , are so

completely merged that their existence cannot be detected by physical means ; the

microscopical examination of glas s under the highest magnifi cation fails to reveal the

presence of its component parts . G lass on solidifying passes from the condition of a

l iqui d solution to that of a sol id so lution . M any metals likewise form on sol idifying

solid solutions , i.e . they sol idify into a mass so absolutely homogeneous that the

identity of the component metals is entirely lost . The union between some metals

and metal lo ids also frequently forms solid solutions .

It is held by some crystal lographers that in order to form solid solutions the un it

ing sub tances must be “
isomorphous ,

” that is , must be capable of yielding crystals

of the same form , hence the name of isomorphous mixtures
” frequently given to solid

solutions . 1 The homogeneous crystals formed by sol id solutions are often cal led
“ mixed crystals and that expression frequently used as an equivalent for solid

solution . There are some crystallographers, however, who bel ieve that isomorphism

of the constituents is not essential to the formation between them of sol id solutions ,
and that the use , therefore , of isomorphous mixtures as synonymous of solid solu

tion is
'

not warranted . The use of the expression mixed crystals is likewise to be

discouraged because it suggests a mixture , and , therefore , heterogeneity, which is

precisely contrary to the nature of solid solutions .

Considering now those impurities, whether metals , metalloids, or definite com

pounds
,
which form solid solutions with the metal they contaminate, it is found

1 If isomorphism favors t h e formation of solid solutions, as it undoubtedly does, see ing that
most .metals are isomorphous, we naturally infer th at theyWill readily form solid so lutions . We
now know that such is the case, for ifmetals are not generally soluble in each other (when so lid) in
al l proportions there are few instances ofmetals entire ly insoluble in’

“

each other in t h e solid state .

T h e formation of solid solutions between metals is there fore very frequent .
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as might have been expected that their presence has no great influence upon t h e

ch aracter
'

of the structure . Suitably prepared surfaces of such impure metals sti l l

exhibit the polygonal network structure characteristic of pure metals . The small

polyhedra of which the impure metal is composed, however, are now allot rimorph ic

crystals of a solid solution instead of a pure metal While the character of the struc

ture remains the same
,
the dimension of the grains may be markedly affected, by the

presence of a smal l amount of impurity forming a solid solution with the metal .

The second group of impurities , namely t h ese foreign suw ces, whether they

remain or not uncombined , which do not form solid solutions with the contaminated

metal may usual ly be readily detected under the microscope as they are general ly

rejected
'

t o the grain boundaries during the process of sol idification (or afterwards)
as shown in Figure 1 15 . These insoluble impurities are not , however, rej ected as such

by the crystalline grains , but on the contrary unite mechanical ly with a small amount

Fig . 1 15 .

- Gold containing per

cent lead. Magni fied 100 diameters .
(Andrews )

of the metal to form what is known as an eutectic al loy
,
that is an alloy of lowest

melting- point , and it is this alloy which is expel led by the sol idifying grains . The

formation and nature of eutectic al loys wi l l be considered at greater length in a sub

sequent chapter .

It wi l l be apparent that those contaminating substances which fai l to be dissolved

by the metal , may form actual membranes surrounding each grain , the membranes
‘

being of the nature of an eutectic al loy . As might be anticipated
,
the presence of such

membranes , whether continuous or not , have generally a very marked influence upon

the properties of the metals
,
frequently decreasing their ducti lity, weldabi lity, electrical

conduct ivity, e tc . ,
and often increas ing their fusibi lity, hardness, et c.

The rej ection during solidification and subsequent cooling of those impurities

which fail to be retained in sol id solution by the metal
,
to the grain boundar ies or

other crystal lographic planes , reveals the crystalline forms of the grains themselves .

The location of these impurit ies affords additional evidence of the cubic crystalliz a

t ion of metals . It wi l l be shown later that the cub ic crystall ization of iron is in this
way clearly revealed .
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The above remarks are o f a very general character and refer more espec ially to

t he behavior of impurities whi le the metal solidifies . In the maj ority o f cas es no

further changes take place in the nature of the constituents as the metal cools to

atmospheric temperature , i.e . the constituents formed on sol idificat ion are those

found in the metal after complete and slow cool ing . In some instances
,
however,

and notably in the case of iron and its usual impurities , carbon , si licon , phosphorus ,
manganese

,
and sulphur

,
some important changes take place at temperatures con

siderab ly below the sol idification point of the metal which wi l l be duly described at

the proper time .

Some “ writers bel ieve that in slightly impure metals the impurities may form

nucle i from which crystal growth may start, thus accounting for the apparent fact that

s lightly impure metals have often smaller grains than metals of greater purity . This

a ssumption demands an early sol idification of small partic les of impurities within the

l iquid metal and
,
therefore

, can be true only in the case of foreign substances having

a higher melting point than the metal i tsel f . I t is not easily conceived how it can be

appl ied to impurities forming sol id solutions with the metal
,
s ince they then solidify

together
,
nor to impurities forming eutectic al loys , since such alloys constitute the

constituent of last sol idification .
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M icrostructure . When a sample of nearly pure iron is suitab ly prepared and

examined under the microscope some regions can readi ly be found absolutely free

from carbon and slag and exhibiting , therefore , the structure of the pure metal .

Such structure is i l lustrated in Figu re 1 16 after a slight etching of the polished surface .

It wil l be noted that it is similar to the structure of pure gold and of pure copper

Fig . 1 17. Ferrite
. grains . Natural size . Etched 10minutes

in n itric acid (1 to 10water) . (St-cad .)

described in the preceding chapter : l ike gold and copperand, indeed , l ike most metals ,
i ron is made up of polyhedral crystal l ine grains (allotrimorph ic crystals) . Upon

deeper etching the dissimilarity, as to coloration , of adj acent iron grains is clearly

brought out
i

as shown in Figure 1 17. As exp lained in Chapter IV, this appearance

is due to the fact that the gra ins of iron are composed of crystalline elements having

the same orientation in the same grain but different ones in different grains .
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As explained in the preceding chapter it is be lieved by some that the crystalline

grains of iron like those of other pure metals are surrounded by thin membranes of

amorphous cement (the network in Fig . 116) holding the grains together, this amor

phons metal being harder and stronger but less ducti le than the crystalline grains

themselves . Before this theory had been advanced it was universal ly assumed that

Fig . 120.

— Silicon stee l , per

cent silicon. Magnified 60
'

diameters. Part of a sing le

grain . Etched 3 hours in
Fig . 1 18.

— Etch ing pits in iron . nitric acid (1 to 10 water) .
(Desch .) (Stead )

Fig . 1 19 . Etching pits inferrite . (J . F. Fig . 121 . Cubic crystals of iron . Magnified
Hoyland, Correspondence Course student.) 250 diameters . O btained through th e redue

tion of ferrous chloride . (Osmond )

the grains were held toge ther by surface contact alone or cohesion and that the net

work revealed on etch ing merely indicated sections through these contact surfaces
made apparent owing to slight differences of solubility of adj acent grains (because of
their different orientation) and resulting in slight differences of level after etching .

Cub ic Crystalliz ation of Iron. A sti l l deeper etching indicates clearly the cubic

character of the crystall ization of pure iron . This is i llustrated diagrammatically in

Figure 1 18 and by means of a photomicrograph in Figure 1 19 . It wi ll be noted that
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the etching pits are simi larly oriented in the same grain but that the orientation in

adj acent grains differs . As seen in Figure 1 18, the etching figures may appear as

triangular wedges . This occurs when the section cuts the smal l cubes of a grain at a
certain angle , i.e . when it cuts obl iquely a corner of each cube . T his cubic structure is

further i llustrated in a remarkable manner in Figure 120, in the case of iron contain

ing 4% per cent of si l icon after etching three hours in dilute nitric acid . The photo

graph shows a portion of a single grain
,
hence the constancy of orientation noted .

The presence of so much si licon apparently favors the development of a coarse cubic
crystall i zation .

O smond, through the reduction of ferrous chloride and the crystal li zation of the

resulting -metal lic iron , obtained perfect isolated cubic crystals (Fig . Finaily

almost perfect cubes have been separated by Stead from a large granule of phos

Fig . 122 . Cubic crystals of ph osph ore t ic iron .

Magnified 5 diameters . Phosphorous per

cent, carbon 0 per cent . (Stead )

phoretic i ron (Fig . Another indication of the cubic crystal li zation of iron is

found in the occurrence of large crystallites (Fig . generally resembling pine trees ,
in cavities of large castings of iron and steel

,
under conditions, therefore , favorable to

the free development of crystals, these crystallites being composed of small octa

hedra , a crystal line form of the cubic system . Finally it wi ll be shown later that

the structural location of some of the impurities general ly present in commercial

i ron affords further proof of the cubic crystal li zation of iron .

Ferrite . M ineralogical names have been given to the constituents of iron and

steel
,
and pure iron

,
or rather carbonless i ron

, considered as a microscopical con

stituent has been cal led “ ferrite
,

” a name suggested by Prof . H . M . Howe and

universally adopted .

l Pure iron , therefore , i s composed of polyhedral crystalline

1 Th is constituent was cal led free iron by Sorby
,
wh o was th e first scientist to describe t h e

microscopical structure of iron and stee l .
For further description of t he nature and properties of ferrite see t h e

,
report of t h e Committee

of t h e International Assoc iation for t h e Testing ofMaterials , “ O n t h e Nomenclature of t h e M icro
Scopic Substances and Structures of Stee l and Cast Iron’ in t h e Appendix . Stead has suggested that

'

when ferrite consists only ofpure iron it should be cal led “ ferro- ferrite .

”
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grains of ferrite . It wi ll be seen in subsequent chapters t h at
i

t h e ferrite of commercial

grades of iron and steel is not pure iron
,
but rather iron holding in sol id solution

small amounts of si l icon
,
phosphorus

,
and possibly other impurities .

Al lotropy of Iron .

— Th e study of the crystall ization of iron is comp licated by

the existence of several al lotropic forms of that metal .

Physicists and chemists do not agree as to the exact meaning of al lotropy, sti l l

less as to the phraseology by which it should be defined . A llotropy certainly implies

marked and sudden reversible changes taking place in some of the properties of a

substance at certain critical temperatures excluding formation or dissociation of

chemical compounds and changes of state although the latter might be considered as

maj or instances of al lotropy . Opinions differ , however , as to
- whether a well - defined

change in a single property constitutes a proof of allotropy, while some scientists

insist that unl ess a crystal lographic change is observed at the critical temperature

the transformation cannot be cons idered as an al lotropic one .

1 Again it is cl aimed by

some and denied by others that a spontaneous evolution of heat on cooling at a cer

tain critical temperature and absorption of heat on heating at the same or nearly

the same temperature is sufficient proof of an al lotropic change . O thers sti l l con

sider the occurrence of a sudden dilatation on cool ing and contraction on heating as

the best criterion of the existence of al lotropy . Finally , in discussing the allotropy

of iron it has been attempted by some wr iters
,
arbitrari ly it would seem , to exclude

magnetic changes from those indicative of al lotropy .

M any substances undergo al lotropic changes . It is a matter of common knowl

edge , for instance , that sulphur exists under two distinct condi tions , namely, as pris

matic sulphur and as octahedral sulphur
,
the prismatic form being the one stable

above deg . C . and the octahedral , the stable form below that critical tempera

ture . On heating octahedral sulphur it begins to change into the prismatic form at

the temperature of deg . and
,
l ikewise

,
on cool ing , prismatic sulphur begins to

pass to the octahedral form at that temperature . M any of the physical properties

of sulphur (crystal line form , specific heat , heat of combustion , et c .) undergo sudden
changes as the substance passes from one al lotropic form to another . .

At those critical temperatures which mark the passage of one al lotropic form into

another, spontaneous evolutions of heat take place on cool ing and spontaneous ah

sorptions of heat on heating . These thermal disturbances indicate a change of in

ternal energy which when not accompanied by changes of state or by chemical changes

are in the author ’s opinion evidences of al lotropy . The usual method of detecting

the existence of such thermal critical points wil l be described in another chapter .

O smond’s momentous discovery of the existence of two thermal critical points in

pure iron respectively at about 768 and 900 deg . C. was at first accepted as proving

the occurrence of iron under three al lotropic varieties , 7 (gamma) iron stable above
the upper critical point

, 6 (beta) iron stable between the two points , and 0. (alpha)
iron stable be low the lower point . The allotropic character of gamma and alpha
iron is stil l universally accepted

,
and indeed has been firmly establ ished

,
but it is

contended by some that the condition of iron between its two critical points does not

differ al lotropical ly from its condition below its lower critical point ; in other words

that the bel ief in beta iron as a distinct allotropic variety should be abandoned. This
important question wi l l be considered at greater length in the chapters of this book

1 Th e property of some substances of crystall iz ing inmore than one form is calledpolymorphism.

T h e expression, however, should not be used as an equivalent of allotropy.
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dealing with the Thermal Critical Points of Iron and Steel, with the Hardening of

Steel and with the Equi librium D iagram of Iron - Carbon A l loys, when it wi l l be

shown that these opposite views result apparently from different conceptions as to

the nature of al lotropy . For our present purpose it wi l l be assumed that iron exists ,
as first described by O smond, under three al lotropic conditions .

Solidification and Crystallization of Pure Iron . As should be expected the pas

sage of one al lotropic form into another implies corresponding and, generally, sudden

changes in many of the physical properties of iron . Gammar b etah and alpha iron

differ widely in regard to many of the ir physical characteristics . It is only desired

in this chapter, however, to inquire into the possible differences of crystal li zation

Fig . 124 . Twinn ings in gamma iron . Mag

nified 200 diameters . (Osmond )

which may between the three al lotropic conditions of iron, leaving for later
consideration the modification of the other properties .
O smond and, later, O smond and Cartaud have carefully investigated th e difficult ,

problem of the crystal lization of the different allotropic forms of iron . Their con
clusions were (1) that the three al lotropic forms of iron crystal lize in the cubic sys
tan,

1
(2) that octahedra are the

“prevailing crystalline forms of gamma iron
, (3) that

the cube is the prevailing form of beta and of alpha iron
, (4) that beta and alpha iron

are capable of forming isomorphous mixtures (sol id solutions) , (5) that gamma iron
does not form isomorphous mixtures with beta or alpha iron .

We also have the statement of O smond that the transformation of gamma iron

into beta iron appears to include a change in the planes of symmetry
,
at least in car

buriz ed iron .

Again it h as been shown by O smond and confi rmed by other investigators
“

that

the occurrence of twinnings is frequent in gamma iron (Fig . while beta and alpha
iron are free from it .

1 In Le Chat elier’s opinion there is no proof of th e cubic form of gamma iron . He thinks that
t h e facts observed are contrary to that hypothesis and that it is more probable that gamma iron is
rhombohedral or orthorhombic.
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It fol lows from O smond ’s exp eriments that the al lotropy of iron could not be

proved by its crystallography
,
since the thermal critical points are not accompanied

by changes in the crystalline form of iron . While
,
however

,
in the instances of al lo

tropy which have been noted and studied al lotropic changes are general ly aecom

panied by changes of crystal l ine forms
,
it does not by any means fol low that any al lo

tropic transformation must necessarily imply a crystalline change .

Bearing in mind the existence of three allotropic conditions of iron , let us follow

in our imagination the crystal l ization of iron during so lidification and its subsequent

cooling to atmospheric temperature . . O n solidifying iron crystal lites are formed con

sisting of octahedral crystals of gamma iron . Upon further cooling below the solidi

fication point
,
no change of crystalline form should take place unless it be the granula

tion described by B elaiew (Chapter X III ) unti l the first critical temperature (900

deg . C . ) is reached when the iron changes from the gamma to the beta condition .

Does - this al lotropic change affect the preexisting crystal lization of gamma iron

or does it consist merely in a transformation in situ of each crystalline grain o f gamma

iron into a grain of beta iron
,
retaining the original external form of the gamma

grain , and leaving undisturbed , therefore , the polygonal structure observed under the

microscope ? It may. reasonably be supposed that the allotropic t ransformation takes

place without affecting the external form of the crystal line grains , but in V iew of
O smond ’s statement that the octahedron is the prevailing crystal line form of gamma

iron and bearing in mind that the small crystals revealed by suitable etching of pure

iron are generally cubic
,
we natural ly in fer that the octahedral character of each

grain of gamma iron has been obl iterated
,
the smal l octahedral elements of gamma

iron having been replaced by small cubic elements of beta (and later of alpha) iron .

These conclusions
,
however

,
should be accepted with reserve , as we lack evidences of

a very conc lusive character . It has been shown that t h e change of gamma iron into

beta iron is accompanied by an abrupt expansion o f the cool ing metal which expan

sion is fol lowed by the normal contraction of cooling substances . We infer from

this that
,
momentarily at least

,
each grain of beta iron occupies more space than its

gamma iron progenitor .

At 750 deg . C. or thereabout
,
the iron passes from the beta to the third or alpha

form . We may here ask the same questions as to the probable effect of this change

upon (1) the outward form of each beta grain and (2) upon the internal crystalline
structure of each grain . S ince both beta and alpha iron crystal lize in the cubic sys

tem , the cube being the
.

prevailing crystalline form of both , and since , according to

O smond , they are
'isomorph ous, that is capable of forming sol id solutions , it seems

probable that the change of beta to alpha iron affects neither the external form nor

the internal crystal line arrangement of the beta grains ; in other words that each

smal l cubic element of beta iron is converted bodily (although probably gradually

and not abruptly) into a cubic element of a lpha iron .

I f the above represents the real mechanism of the al lotropic changes , it wi ll be

evident that the polyhedral grains revealed through the etching of polished sections

of pure iron were formed during solidification and consisted original ly of gamma

iron
,
these grains having retained their external shape while undergoing allotr opic

transformation
,
but having probably undergone at the upper critical point an internal

change
,
the octahedral form of the crystal l ine elements having been replaced by the

cubic form .

Rosenhain and Humfrey by straining a bar o f iron heated to a high temperature
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Nevertheless information of a more positive and concordant nature is sti l l needed

to settle to
'

the satisfaction of al l the question of the relation between the thermal

critical points of pure iron and possible crystal lographic changes .

Twinnings and Neumann Lin es . It has been already stated that according to

O smond and Cartaud twin crystals frequently occur in gamma iron . It wi l l be

shown later, however, that gamma iron which exists normally only abovethe upper
critical point of iron requires for its prese rvation at atmospheric temperature the

presence of a considerable amount of carbon , i f not , also , of other elements such as

manganese and
'

nickel . The twin crystals of gamma iron shown in Figure 124 do not

refer to pure gamma iron but to gamma iron containing a considerable amount of

nickel .

Iron or at least very low carbon steel not unfrequently exhibit the presence of

Neumann l ines which as previously stated are probably mechanical twins . In Fig

ure 1 14 an interesting instance of the occurrence of such lines h as been shown .

I t has been mentioned in the preceding chapter that in order to distingu ish be
tween slip bands and Neumann lines the specimen should be repolished and again

etched, a treatment which should result in the reappearance of the Neumann l ines

but not of slip bands since the latter are merely slight differences of level erased by

the polishing operation .

S trains and S l ip Bands . It has been shown by Ewing and Rosenhain that l ike .

other metals , iron when subj ected to a strain exceeding its e last ic limit yields through

a succession of smal l crystal line slips readily distinguishable on a polished surface

as one or more systems of paralle l l ines (Figs . 125 and It has been observed

by these authors that this s lipping occurs most readily along octahedral planes from

which it would seem to fol low,
as already noted,that these gliding planes are not

identical to cleavage planes since the latter are cubic .

According to Humfrey the slip bands which form first areconfined almost entirely

to the central parts of the crystals and only spread gradual ly towards the boundaries

as the straining becomes more severe when they show a tendency to become narrower

and to bend so as to meet them at a smaller angle .

As explained in Chapter IV it is believed by some that the severe straining of the

iron crystals at t hegliding planes must result in the formation of thin layers of amor

ph ous metal and that this theory affords
'

a satisfactory explanation of t hemarked in

fluence of cold working on the physical properties of iron .

Infl uence of M ech an ical Treatment. Like that of other metals the structure of

iron is affected by mechanical work . Undisturbed cooling being a necessary condi

tion to the free development of crystals , it wi ll be evident that if the metal be vi gor

ously worked , that is subj ected to powerful mechanical pressure , whi le cool ing from

a high temperature , the formation of crystalline gr ains wi l l be greatly hindered or

preexisting crystals broken or distorted. The important influence of work upon the

structure (and therefore upon the properties) of iron and steel wi l l be duly considered

in these pages .

Infl uence of Th ermal Treatment . The size of the crystalline grains of iron is

affected as is the case with other metals , by the speed of its sol idification and subse

quent cool ing, s low cooling promoting the formation of large grains . When the iron

is produced in a pasty condition as in the puddling process and the charcoal hearths,
the dimensions of its grains depend essentially upon the temperature from which

the metal is al lowed to cool undisturbed by mechanical work .
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As explained in the preceding chapter , it seems probable that pure metals do not

undergo any crystal line growth on reheating (annealing) unless they have been pre

viously strained. For similar reasons we may doubt the occurr ence of any crystal line

growth on annealing chemically pure iron in the comp lete absence of strain . The be

havior of electrolyt ic iron , howe ver, presently to be described appears to oppose this

VleW.

The possible part played
,
during the annealing operation , as described in the

preceding chapter, by the thin fi lms of amorphous cement be liey egl by some to be
present between the grains applies to pure iron as well as to other pure metals .

The influence of heat treatment upon the structure and physical properties of

commercial irons and steels wi l l be dealt with at leng th in these pages .

Crystal lizing Properties of E lectrolytic Iron . Stead and Carpenter have made

the important discovery that electrolytic iron of very great purity appears to possess

Fig . 127. Thin sheet of e lectrolyt ic iron a portion
ofwhichwas heated to 925 deg . C . for oneminute
and t h e whole sheet coo led in air. Magnified 4
diameters . (Stead )

crystalliz ing properties radically different from t hose of other irons . When sheets of

electro—deposited iron not exceeding in . thick (preferably not over in .) are
heated above the upper critical point of iron and then cooled below that poin t

,

enormous crystals are formed in three seconds after cooling below the critical point .
The coarse crystals are sometimes “ equi - axed ” and sometimes “ radial

,

” but accord

ing to their discoverers there i s no reason for thinking that they are constitutionally

different . This remarkable crystal line phenomenon is well i l lustrated in Figure 127,
which represents, under a magnification of only four diameters

,
the structure of a

strip of electrolytic iron heated to between 920 and 930 deg . for one minute and cooled

in air . It was then cleaned with hydrochloric acid
,
dipped into strong nitric acid

,

washed, and dried. The central portion where the crystals are small represent a por

tion which was not heated above the upper critical
'

point , its structure remaining um
altered . The lower portion oi the strip is composed of what the authors called “

ra

dial
”
or

“
columnar crystals of great size , while in the upper part of the strip the

ordinary polyhedral or “ equi - axed ” crystals have formed . The sharp boundaries
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between the fine—grained unaltered metal and the portions having assumed a coarse

c rystal lization should be noted .

The authors write that once the coarse crystals are formed they cannot be de

stroyed except e ither by cold mechanical work, or by heating above the upper crit

ical point fol lowed by quenching, or by a very extended heat ing above th at point

fol lowed by slow cooling . They add that very prolonged heating above the upper

critical point fol lowed by slow cool ing does not result in the formation of coarse

crystals .

Bearing in mind that above its upper crit ical point iron exists in the gamma
allotropic form , the above phenomenon seems to indicate that on cool ing th rough its

upper point the small crystals of gamma iron existing above it are converted into very

large crystals of beta iron
,
or if we doubt the existence of beta iron

,
then of alpha iron

,

which is the view held by Stead and Carpenter . The striking features of this extra

ordinary crystal line transformation are ( 1) the fact that unless the sheets be very

thin ( less than in . thick) the growth does not occur, (2) the very large size of the

resulting crystal line grains
,
and (3) the great speed with which they form .

Benedicks bel ieves that the condition required for the occurrence of the ph enome

non is extreme purity and absence of mechanical inc lusions . The influence of the

thickness of the sheet has been explained on the ground that in very thin sheets the

crystals can grow
,
so to speak

,
only in two directions , and thus appear extremely

large, although their volume may be relatively small . In other words the thinner

the sheet the larger the new crystals would appear to be , since crystals of equal vo l

ume would necessari ly occupy a larger area they would be spread over a greater

surface .

Infl uence of Impurities . Commerc ial iron is always contaminated by the pres

ence of at least five elements
,
namely, manganese , sil icon , phosphorus , sulphur, and

carbon
,
general ly referred to

,
although often wrongly, as impurities . The important

quest- ion of the influence of these substances upon the structure and, therefore , upon

the properties of iron and steel wi l l be fully considered in another chapter, when it

wil l be shown that these elements form definite compounds with iron , FeSi, F6 30 ,

FegP, or with each other , M D 3C,
M nS , and that some of these compounds , Fesi,

F831
)

, are retained by the ironin solid solution , while others , F6 3C , M HsC, MnS , are

rej ected to the boundaries of the crystal line grains or along other crystal lographic

planes
,
the former two giving rise to the formation of eutectoid mixtures . This

behavior of the impurities of iron and steel conforms with t he general behavior of

impurities described in Chapter IV .
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masses resulting from the squeez ing of puddle balls are sometimes cal led blooms .

The blooms are rol led into “ muck bars
,
or “ puddle (puddled)

” bars . The product re

sulting from the cutting, pi ling, heating, and rol ling of muck bars is known as
“ refined

iron
,

” “ refined bar
,

” “ merchant bar,
” “ single rolled iron

,

” “ single refined iron
,

or “
No . 2 iron ” ; i f subj ected to - a second piling, heating, and rerolling, as double

(doubly) refined iron ,
” “ double rol led iron ,

” “
No . 3 iron ,

” “ best bar
,

” “ wi re iron
,

”

or also refined bar .” (H . P . Tiemann .)
Ch emical Composition . Wrought iron contains , besides an appreciable amount

of slag
, a small proportion of carbon and small quantities of the usual impurities,

manganese, si licon , phosphoru s , and sulphur .

Microstructure of Longitudinal Section . Upon being withdrawn from the pud

dling furnace , the white hot , pasty ball s of wrought iron are subj ected to vigorous

Fig . 128.

— Wrought iron . Long itudinal Fig . 129 .

— Wrought iron . Longitudinal section .

sect ion. Magnification not stated. Magnifi ed 100 diameters . (Boynton in

(Longrnuir.) thor ’s laboratory . )

forging or squeez ing
,
thus expel ling a large amount of slag and firmly welding to

gether the particles of iron . Through additional heating and forging or rolling the

metal lic mass is converted into such elongated shapes as blooms , billets, bars , et c.

These operations so affect the structure as to impart unlike appearances to sections

cut longitudinal ly
,
i.e . in the direction of forging or rolling, and sections cut trans

versally ,
i.e . at right angles to that direction . The microstructure of the longitudinal

section of a wrought - iron bar is shown in Figures 128 and 129 . From our knowledge

of the chemical composition of wrought iron we should be able to anticipate its
microstructure . The ground mass or matrix of the metal consists of polyhedral

crystall ine grains of iron
,
that is of ferrite

,
similar in every respect to the crystal line

grains of pure iron and of pure metals in general described in Chapters IV and V .

The ferrite of wrought iron
,
however

,
as explained in Chapter V, is not pure

o

iron

but rather a sol id solution of iron in which are dissolved small quantities of Silicon ,
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phosphorus
,
and other minor impurities . Th is true character of commerci al ferrite

is too often lost sight of and the constituent considered as pure iron . The difference

in coloration between adj acent grains of this commercial ferrite should be noted,
and wi l l of course be readily understood in view of the explanation given in Chapter

IV to account for this phenomenon . M any irregular black lines, vary ing much in

thickness and length , but all running in the same direction are clearly seen . These

lines indicate the location of the slag which has assumed the shape of fibers or streaks

running in the direction of the rol ling or forging, thus imparting _
afibrous appearance

to the metal .
The presence of a small amount of carbon in wrought iron results in the occurrence

of a new constituent in the shape of small dark particles located between some of the

Under low magnification these carbon - holding particles are not readily dis

Fig . 130.
— Wrought iron . Transverse Fig . 131 . Wrought iron. Transverse section.

section. Magnification not stated . Magnification 100 diameters . (Boylston)
(Longmuir .)

tinguish ab le from slag partic les and as this carburized constituent is not a very im

portant one in the case of wrought iron it seems advisable to postpone its description .

Summing up , wrought iron consists essentially of a mass of ferrite containing many

elongated particles of slag .

M icrostru cture of Transverse S ection .

— The microstructure of the transverse

section of a wrought - iron bar is il lustrated in Figures
'

130 and 131 . L ike the structure

of the longitudinal section
,
it consists of a polygonal network , indicating that the

metal is made up of polyhedral crystal line grains of ferrite . The slag
,
however

,
which

in the longitudinal section occurred as fibers running in a direction parallel to the

rolling or forging
,
here assumes the shape of irregular , dark areas , corresponding to

the cross sections of the slag fibers . It wi l l be noted that in both the longitudinal and

transverse sect ions the ferrite grains are equi - axed, that is , they show no sign of having

been elongated in the direction of the roll ing . It was thought for many years that

wrought iron actual ly had a fibrous structure and, indeed, the number of persons

stil l holding this View is surprisingly large . M any valuable properties were attrib
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utod to puddled iron on account of its fibrous structure which were denied to

steel because of its “

crystal line structure .

” The microscope has summarily dis

posed oi this erroneous belief in showing that the ferrite constituting the bulk of

wrought iron is in no way different from the ferrite forming the bulk of low carbon

stee l . Both are equally crystal line .

Structu ral D ifference s be tween Various Kinds of Wrough t Iron . According to

W . Campbel l charcoal hearth 1ron can sometimes be distinguished from puddled iron

through t h e presence in the former of bands of ferrite containing more or less pearl ite

(the carburized constituent of steel soon to be described) especially in their centers .

The occurrence of these bands is ascribed to the carburizing of the iron by the glowing

charcoal during the process of manufacture . Fagoted iron also contains ferrite and

pearlite bands from the steel scrap used in its production but in these the pearlite

Fig . 132 . Particle of slag in wrought iron .

h -l agnified 200 diameters . (Gui l let .)

does not decrease from center to outside , sharp l ines of division existing between the

bands and the ferrite matrix of the iron . I t is difficult to distinguish between the

structure of busheled iron and that ofpuddled iron on the one hand and of charcoal

iron on the other ; when ferrite - pearlite bands occur in busheled iron they resemble

those present in
'

eh arcoal iron , while in the absence of such bands the structure re

sembles that o f puddled iron .

Chemical Composition of S lag . The essential chemical constituents of the slag

produced in the puddling furnace and retained in part by the iron are iron oxides ,
both ferric and ferrous (FeO ) , oxide of manganese (M nO ) , sil ica and

phosphoric acid (P20 5) . O f these the oxides of i ron and manganese are basic in their

chemical affinity while si lica and phosphoric ac id are acid . These bases and acids

combine with each other to form neutral compounds : si licates and phosphates of

iron and manganeser

M icrostructure of S lag . When highly magnified (Fig . 132) it is found that the

slag fibers are real ly made up of at least two constituents , a dark and a lighter one ,
the light constituent moreover often occurring in the form o f smal l rounded areas .
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CHAPTER VII

LOWCARBON STEEL

In this and the following chapters steel will be considered as a pure alloy of iron
and carbon , i.e . free from the impurities (sil icon , manganese, sulphur , and phosphorus)
a lways present in commerci al products. The inflh ence of these elements upon the

structure of steel wil l form the subj ect of another chapter .

Normal S tructure . The structures described in this and the next chapter refer

t o the condit ion of steel after forg ing fol lowed by heating to , and slowly cooling from ,

a high temperature (900 to 1000 deg . Such treatments
,
for reasons that wi ll

be understood later , promote soundness , remove internal strains, prevent excessive

coarseness of structure (as in castings) , and permit a state of stable equilibrium to be

assumed by the constituents . The resulting structure may be conveniently cal led

the “ normal ” structure and it wi l l be so cal led in these pages .

_

G rading of Steel vs. Carbon Content . Steel is generally graded according to

the amount of carbon it contains . The following terms are those most commonly

used :

Very low carbon stee l, very mild , or extra mi ld steel,
very soft or dead soft steel carbon not over per cent

Low carbon steel , mild steel , soft steel carbon not over per cent

M edium high carbon steel , half hard steel carbon to per cent

H igh carbon steel , hard steel carbon over per cent

Very
'

high carbon steel , very hard, or extra hard steel carbon over per cent

This c lassification is somewhat arbitrary as there are no sharp lines of demarcations

universally recognized between the various grades .

It wil l be seen in another chapter that steel containing about per cent carbon

is also known as eutectoid steel, steel containing less carbon as hyp o - eutectoid steel,
and more h ighly carburized metal as hyper - eutectoid steel .

Low CarbOn Ste e l vs. Wrough t Iron .

— As already mentioned the distinction

between low carbon steel and wrought iron is based upon the difference between the

methods employed for their respective manufacture rather than upon un l ike chemical

or physical properties , for these metals
'

may indeed be quite identical both physically

and chemically . The mere melting of wrought iron would undoubtedly
,
in accord

ance wi th the universally accepted definition of steel convert it into steel since we

would now have a malleable metal initially cast. Such treatment would of course

result in the el imination of the slag mechanically retained by the wrought iron : the

melted metal would be slagless, barring cemented steel, another essential property of

steel . Since wrought iron general ly contains but a smal l amount of carbon , melting

it would convert it into low carbon steel
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Th e S tructure of Low Carbon S tee l . From the above considerations regarding

the resemblance between wrought iron and low carbon steel
,
the structure of the

latter may fairly be anticipated ; Seeing that low carbon steel may be considered as
wrought iron from which the mechanically held slag has been expelled through melt
ing , we should expect the absence of slag to be the only marked difference between
the structure of low carbon steel and that of wrought iron .

The microstructure of low carbon steel is i l lustrated 1D Figures 133 to 138. Itwil l
be seen (Figs . 133 to 136) to consist chiefly of a mass of ferrite (carbonl ess iron) ex
hibiting the usual polyhedral crystal line grains described ln preceding chapters . The

ferrite present in low carbon steel is s imilar in every respect to the ferrite of wrought

iron . At the j unctions of many ferrite grains
,
however

,
some dark areas wi l l be noted

,

Fig . 133. Stee l . Carbon percent. Fig . 134. Stee l . Carbon about per cent .
Magnifi cation not stated . (Arnold ) Magnified 200 diameters . (Gui lle t )

an evidence of the existence in .the metal of another constituent . Since ferrite is prae

tically free from carbon , it is evident that the carbon present in the steel must have

segregated into these smal l dark masses . As to the exact nature of this dark constit

uent it wil l be apparent that it cannot consist of pure carbon for it is wel l known that

the carbon present in steel does not exist in the free state but on the contrary is com

bined with some of the iron forming a definite chemical compound or carbide of iron

whose formula is FeaC.

1 This iron carbide must necessari ly be located in the dark

areas
,
but are these made up exclusively of this carbide ? To find an answer to this

question let us examine the structure
.

of steel under a higher magnification (Figs . 137
and This reveals the existence of two components in each dark particle occur

ring as small wavy or curved parallel plates or Iamellm alternately dark and white .

As to the nature of these
_
two components, it is evident that one of them must be the

1 Th e existence of t h e carbide Peac in unha1dened stee l was first shown in 1885 by Abel and
Mul ler, working independently, and h as since been confirmed by many other investigators . Its
existence is proved by disso lving unhardened stee l in a s

'uitable solvent and analyzing t h e carbona
ceous res idue .
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carbide Fe ;gC and the other necessarily
“

iron or ferrite
,
since according to the proxi

mate analysis o f steel , these are the only two constituents which , to the best of our

knowledge , are present in pure unhardened carbon steel .

Pearlite — Howe named the microscopical constituent j ust described pearl ite

(originally written pearlyt e) fol lowing in this Dr . Sorby who was the first observer to

describe it and who had proposed for it the name of “ pearly constituent ” because it

frequently exhibits a display of colors very suggestive of mother - of—pearl , especial ly

when viewed by oblique i llumination . This appearance is due to the fact that these

plates are extremely thin
,
seldom measuring over of an inch in thickness

,
and

that the plates of carbide
,
being much harder than the ferrite plates

,
s tand in rel ief

Fig . 135 .

— S t ce l. Carbon per cent . Magn i fied 100 diame

ters . (Boylston . )

after polishing
,
resulting in an arrangement very similar to the refraction gratings of

physicists . M other - of—pearl likewise is made up of very thin alternate plates of di f

ferent colors and possibly of different hardness . The carbide plates remain bright

not being affected by the usual etching reagents , while the ferrite plates appear dark

because of their being somewhat tarnished by the etching and also because , being

depressed owing to their greater softness , they stand in the shadow of the carbide

plates
.
It wil l be shown in another chapter that in many series of al loys of two metals

the al loy of lowest melting—point cal led the “ eutectic
”
alloy

’

, nearly always exhibits

a composite structure l ike that of pearlite , i.e . made up of parallel plates alternately

of one and the other constituents . It w i l l also be shown that in spite of this very
great structural resemblance pearlite is not a true eutectic alloy . Howe proposed
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iron holding in solution smal l quantit ies of sil icon and phosphorus, and possibly of

other. impurities , in impure (commercial) steel .
1

Cementite .

— The name of cementite h as been g iven by Howe to the carbide

FesC and universally
'

adopt ed . The term is derived from
“
cement ” steel (cementa

cement it e

ferrite

Fig . 137.

— Stee l . Structure
i

of pearlite . Fig . 138.

— Stee l . Hypo- eutectoid.

Magnified 1000 diameters . (O smond ) Magnified 750diameters . Pearl
ite part icles and surrounding
ferrite . (G oerens )

tion steel , blister steel , converted steel)Which being generally a high carbon steel

contains a great deal of this carbide , that is, of cementite .

According to the atomic weights of iron (56) and of carbon (12) cement ite must

contain

per cent carbon

The carbon present in cementite is frequently referred to as cement carbon ,
occasional ly as carbide carbon , to distingui sh it from other forms of carbon found in

iron and steel and to be described later (hardening carbon , graphitic carbon , temper

carbon ,
Cementite is an extremely hard substance , being in fact the hardest of al l the

constituents occurring in iron and steel , harder even than hardened, high carbon

steel . Howe states that it i s harder than glass and nearly as britt le . As it scratches

1 This has been doubted by somewriters, however, wh o have noted that t h e ferrite ofsome pearl
ites was more readily colored on etching than free ferr ite and they saw in this and in some other
evidences an indication that pearlite- ferrite may be less pure than free ferrite . Benedicks for in
stance believes, or at least be lieved at one time, that t h e pear lite—ferrite of some stee ls could con;

tain as much as per cent of carbon dissolved in beta iron, whereas free ferr ite is in t h e alpha
condition . T his carburized and al lotropic ferrite Benedicks cal led “ ferronit e .

”
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feldspar but not quartz it is generally assigned to rank 6 or in the M ohs scale of

hardness .1

It wi l l be shown later that
'

when steel contains an appreciable amount of manga

nese
,
as is nearly always the case in commercial products , a portion at least of this

manganese also forms a carbide MmC and that this carbide unites with the iron

carbide F6 30 to form cementite . It is wel l to bear in mind, therefore, that in com

mercial steel cementite generally contains besides Fe3C varying amounts of this car

bide ofmanganese . As the atomic weight of manganese is nearly the same as that of

iron
, 55 compared to 56 , it so happens that the presence of manganese in cementite

affects but very little its carbon content
,
which for all practical purposes may be

taken as regardless of the amount of manganese it may contain . Cementite

containing much manganese has been called manganiferous cementite by some

writers .

Recent investigations tend to show that cementite may also contain smal l amounts

of si l icon and sulphur dissolved in it possibly as sil icide and sulphide of iron r espec

t ively, although Stead and W . H .

“

Hatfield mentioned the presence of si l icon carbide .

It wi l l be shown elsewhere that some of these elements (manganese and sulphur) ap

parent ly increase the stability of cementite while silicon decreases it .

Baykoff has advanced the theory that cementite is not a definite compound or

mixt ure of definite compounds but a sol id solution .

Cementite general ly remains bright and brill iant after the ordinary etching treat

ments employed to reveal the structure of steel . Sodium picrate , however, colors

it deeply (see Chapter VIII) .

Th e Mohs scale is as follows, beginning with th e softest and ending with t h e hardest mineral
and each mineral being capable of scratch ing t h e preceding ones : ( 1) Tale, (2) Gypsum, (3) Calc ite,
(4) Fluorite, (5) Apatite, (6) Fe ldspar, (7) Quartz, (8) Topaz, (9) Corundum ,

and ( 10) Diamond .



CHAPTER VIII

MEDIUM H IGH AND H IGH CARBON STEEL

M ed ium H igh Carbon Stee l . The normal structure of steel (i.e . its structure

after working
,
reheating to a high temperature and slow cooling) containing about

per cent carbon is i l lustrated by a drawing in Figure 139 and by
'

a ph o tomicro

graph in‘ Figure 140. It wil l be noted
,
on comparing this structure with that of lower

carbon steels (Chapter VI I) , that the introduction of more carbon in the iron has re

sult ed , as would be expected , in the occurrence of a greater amount of pearl ite and of

a correspondingly smaller proportion of ferrit e . The pearl ite occupies now roughly

about one third of the total area . The j unction l ines between the grains of ferrite

Fig . 139 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Fig . 14 0. Stee l . Carbon per cent . Mag
Magni fica

'

tion no t stated . (Arnold ) nified 150 diameters . Forged and annealed .

(C . C . Buck , Correspondence Course student .)

should be noted . Under sufficiently high power the pearl ite areas exhibit the char

act erist ic lamellar structure described in Chapter VI I .

On further addition of carbon , the amount of pearlite , which is evidently propor

tional to the percentage of carbon
,
increases correspondingly , as shown in Figures 141

and 142 i l lustrating the microstructure of stee l containing about per cent car

bon . The pearl ite occupies here over one half of the total area . It wi ll be noticed

that the ferrite areas are only occasional ly resolved into polyhedral grains , appar

ently because the ferrite now occurs in particles often too smal l to be made up of

several crystal line grains . These smal l masses of ferrite
,
however

,
are sti l l made up

124
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of crystalline matter as described and il lustrated in Chapter V . A high - power photo

micrograph of per cent carbon steel is shown in . Figure 143. The laminations of

pearlite are clearly seen .

When steel contains but a small , although appreci able , amount of ferr ite , as is

the case with carbon contents between and per cent the ferrite frequently

forms envelopes or membranes surrounding the pearlite grains, an arrangement

generally described as a network structure the pearlite forming the meshes and the

free ferrite the net proper . These pearlite meshes are also described as
“
cel ls ” or

“ kernels ” and the ferrite membranes as “
cell walls ” or “ shells .”

It wi ll be shown later that this network structure is promoted by rather rapid

cooling from a high temperature , as for instance
"

by cool ing small pieces in air .

Structures of this type are i l lustrated in Figures 144 and 145 . The latter i l lustra

Fig . 144.

— Stee l . Carbon per cent. Magni
fied 100 diameters . Heated to 1000 deg . C . and

cooled in air . (Burger .)

tion is of special interest being a reproduction of one of Sorby
’
s original drawings and,

therefore , the first drawing of pearl ite ever published .

High Carbon Steel . Since the introduction of increasing amounts of carbon in

steel results in the format ion of a correspondingly increasing proportion of pearlite

and “ decreasing proportion of ferrite , a degree of carburization must necessarily be

reached
,
when the whole mass wi l l be made up of pearlite , the ferrite having finally

disappeared . This crit ical point in the structure of steel is attained when the metal

contains somewhere between and per cent of carbon , exceptionally pure

stee l requiring the larger proportion of carbon and impure steel the smaller for th e

complete disappearance of ferrite .

Eutectoid Stee l . Steel made up exc lusively of pearlite is now quite universal ly

called eutectoid ” steel, after Howe , the name suggesting the great resemblance

between pearlite and eutectic al loys
_while , at the same time , clearly indicating that
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pearlite is not a real eutectic alloy . Previous to Howe
’

s happy suggestion this steel

was commonly described as
“ eutectic ” or

“ saturated steel . It has also been

termed
“ aeolic

'

or “
benmutic ” steel but these names have now been abandoned .

The structure of eutectoid steel is il lustrated in Figures 146 and 147.

145 . Stee l . Hypo—eutectoid. 146 . Steel . Eutectoid. Magnified
(Sorby ) 410 diameters .

147. Stee l . Eutectoid. Magnified 1000 diameters . (J . V . Emmons .)

_
Steel containing less than per cent carbon or thereabout , and in which ,

“

therefore , some free
'

ferrit e is present , is called
“ hyp o - eutectoid,

” while steel more

highly carbur ized than eutectoid steel is called hyp er- eutectoid .

” It wil l be shown

presently that hyper- eutectoid steel contains free cementite .

Hyper- Eutectoid Stee l . The normal structure of steel containing from to

per cent carbon is i l lustrated in Figures 148 to 151 both under low and high
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magnification . These steels wil l be seen to consist , like hypo -

eutectoid steel , of two

constituents , one of which is p earlite as clearly shown when examined under high

power . The other constituent remains bright after etching and might at first be

taken for ferrite . Upon reflection , however, it wil l be evident that such cannot be its

Fig .

“

148. Stee l . Carbon per cent.
Magnification no t stated. (Arnold )

Fig . 149 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Magnified 100 diameters .

(Boynton . )

nature . The light constituent of hyper - eutectoid steel consists of cementite which

is now present in excess over the amount required to form pearlite , j ust as in hypo

eutecto id steel
,
ferrite is the excess constituent . It wi l l be evident that the ferrite

and cementite which constitute all grades of carbon s teels combine with each other
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examination will reveal differences in their appearances and properties which wil l

make it possible
,
generally

,
to distingu ish between them . Cementite has a more

metal lic luster than ferrite and remains bright and structureless, even after prolonged

etching with the ordinary reagents
,
while ferrite is colored and, i f present in suf

ficient ly l arge mas ses , resolved into grains by such treatment . Cementite isextremely

hard , standing in relief, while ferrite being soft is depressed by the polishing
-

oper

ation . Ferrite is readily scratched by a needle drawn across the polished surface while

cementite remains unmarked . Again it wil l be noted that in Figures 148 and 150

some of the pearl ite grains are cut by plates or needles of cementite , independent of

the network of cementite
,
an occurrence seldom observed when ferrite is the excess

constituent .

When cementite is in excess the pearlite grains are general ly smaller and the net

work finer than is the case with excess of ferrite . Free '

cementite does not , of course ,

Fig . 151 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Magnified 500 diameters .
(Boynton .)

always assume the shape of a fine network . It wi l l be shown in subsequent chapters

that its mode of occurrence depends upon the treatment to which the steel was sub

ject ed.

Etch ing of Cementite . It has been seen that cementite is not acted upon by the

usual reagents employed in the etching of st eel sections (picric acid, nitric acid, tinc
ture of iodine , et c .) but that it is darkly colored by a. suitable treatment with sodium

picrate (Chapter I I) while pearl ite on the contrary remains bright .

In Figures 152 and 153 is shown the structure of the same specimen of hyper

eutectoid steel etched with nitric acid (Fig . 152) and with sodium picrate (Fig .

Carbon Content of Pearlite . The percentage of carbon in pearlite and, there

fore
,
in eutectoid steel , h as been stated to ' be somewhere between and in

commercial ste el of ordinary qual ity , because when steel of that degree of carburiz a

tion is examined under the microscope it is found to be free from any appreciable
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amount of free ferrite or of free cementite . As the presence of a very small amount

of any of these two constituents in the free state
,
however , is very diffi cult to asoer

tain , it wil l be evident that it is quite impossible to speak positively as to the exact

Fig . 152 . Steel . Hyper—eutectoid . Etched with nitric acid. Cem

entite unco lored, pearlite colored. Magnified 100diameters . (R .W.

Smyt h in t h e author’s laboratory. )

Fig . 153. Same as Fig . 152 . Etched with sodium picrate . Cem
entite colored dark , pearl ite uncolored . (R .W. Smyth in t h e

author’s laboratory . )

amount of carbon needed to exclude both free ferrite and free cementite from the

structure . M oreover this carbon content of pearlite varies somewhat with the com
position of the steel and with the treatment it has received . In steel of ordinary
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commercial purity the eutectoid point appears to be in the vicinity of per cent
carbon .

Structural Compos ition of Stee l . Bearing in mind that hypo - eutectoid steel is

composed of free ferrite and pearl ite and that hyper - eutectoid steel consists of free

cementite and pearl ite , and knowing the proportion of carbon in pearl ite per

cent ? ) and in cementite per cent) , the structural composition of any
‘

steel may
be readily calculated

,
provided we know the percentage of carbon it contains .

In case of hyp o - eutectoid steel we have the two following equations :

(1) F P 100

E
2 — P C

100

in which F represents the percentage o f free ferrite in the steel, P the percentage of

p earl ite , E the percentage of carbon in pearlite , and C the percentage of carbon in

the steel . The first equation expresses the fact that the steel is composed of ferrite

and pearl ite and the second equation the fact that al l the carbon in the steel is ih

c luded in the pearl ite . Assuming
,
for instance , that pearlite contains per cent

c arbon and the steel per cent carbon , the resolution of these two equations

indicates that steel of that grade has the fol lowing structural composition :

F per cent free ferr ite

P per cent pearl ite

In case of hyp er - eutecto id steel the fol lowing two equations may be written

(1) P Cm 100

E
2 — P C C

100 100
_

m

in which P represents the percentage of pearl ite , Cm the percentage of free cemen
tite

,
E the percentage of carbon in pearl ite , C the percentage of carbon in the steel .

The first equation expresses the fact that hyper- eutectoid steel is composed of pearl ite

and free cementite and the second the fact that the carbon in the steel is distributed

between the pearlite and the free cementite , forming E per cent of the pearlite and

per cent of the cementite . Assuming the value of E to
'

be and the steel

to contain per cent carbon , these equations give for a steel of that grade

P per cent pearlite

Cm per cent free cementite

Supposing that pearl ite or eutectoid steel contains per cent carbon , since the

whole of that carbon is present in the cementite plates of pearlite and since cemen

t ite contains per cent
'

earbon (as called for by its chemical formula F830) , the

percentage of cementite in pearlite may be readily calculated, as follows :

66 7
X per cent cementite

100

100

and per cent ferrite 100

hence , per cent cementite X

or roughly 1 part by weight of cementite to parts by
'weigh t o f ferrite .
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consisting, of course , of free ferrite (F 100 P) ; to find the percentage of pearlite

in hyper - eutectoid steel , the percentage of carbon in the steel should be substituted

for C in the formula : P
800

7

120 C
(or approximately P 114 17 C) and

the balance of the steel will be made up of free cementite (Cm 100 P) .

Taking, for instance , a steel containing per cent carbon
,
its structural com

position wi l l be :

120 X 60 per cent pearl ite
,
and

100 60 40 per cent ferrite

If a steel contains per cent carbon the resulting percentage of pearlite wi ll

800 120 X

7

spectively and according to the formula used . The balance is free cementite .

In these pages it wil l be assumed for the sake of the simplicity it introduces that

pearlite contains per cent carbon , that is exactly 1 part by weight of cementite

to 7 part s of ferrite .

Ch emical vs . Structural Composition . D isregarding for the present the existence
of impurities, the ultimate analysis of steel reveals the presence of so much carbon

and so much iron . The proximate chemical analysis of steel reveals (in steel slowly
cooled from“ a high temperature) the presence of so much iron and so much carbide

of iron , F6 30 . In a simi lar way we may consider two different structural composi

tions, an ultimate and a proximate one . The ult imate structural composition reveals

the presence of so much total ferrite and so much total cementite
,
while the proxi

mate structural composition informs us of the percentages of pearlite
,
free ferrite

,

and free cementite in the steel . I t wil l be evident that the chemical proximate com
position is identical to the ultimate structural composition , the names of the con

stituent s only being different, iron and carbide in the first case , ferrite and cementite

in the latter .

These various compositions are tabulated below :

(or more simply but less accurately 1 14 17 X - or re

Constituents

ult imate Fe C
Chemical Composition

proximate Fe FegC

ultimate total ferrite total cementite
Structural Composition

proxlmate pearlite free ferrite free cement 1te

It is apparent that the proximate structural composition afi ords more valuable

information than is
'

obtainable through the other three kinds of analysis
,
for not only

does it indicate the chemical nature of the proximate constituents but also their

structural associat ion and occurrence , upon which depend, to a very great extent, the

physical properties of steel . In the following table the ultimate chemical composi

t ion as wel l as the structural composition
,
both ultimate and proximate

,
of steel

containing from to per cent of carbon
,
have been calculated for each in

crease of carbon of per cent . Corrections for variations of per cent carbon

can readily be obtained by interpolation and are indicated in a second table . The

values given for the proximate compositions are based upon the assumption that

pearl ite . contains per cent carbon .
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CHEM ICAL COM PO SIT ION STRUCTURAL COMPO SIT ION

U e xr a 0
'

e e I’noxm xrn

To t al Cement ite T o t a l Fe rrite Pearlite Free Fe rrite Free Cement it e

CARBO N H Y PO - EUTECTO ID STE EL Hr p s a - E trrmcrom STEEL

Values to be added to of pe arlite and Values t o be subtracte d from pe arlit e and
sub t rac ted from fe rrite added to cementite

These compositions are shown also diagrammatically in Figure 154 which wi l l be

readily understood . ABC represents the free ferrite in hypo - eutectoid steel , AOB the

pearlite in hypo - eutectoid steel , D CEF the pearl ite in hyp er - eutectoid steel, DFG the
free cementite in hyp er- eutectoid steel , ABEH the total ferrite in any steel , AHG

the total cementit e in any steel , ACEH the pearlite - ferrite in any steel
,
and AHFD

the pearl ite - cementite in any steel .
M icro - Test for Determination of Carbon in Stee l . S ince the amount of pearlite

in ste el is proportional to the percentage of carbon it contains
,
it should be possible

to estimate the latter with a fair degree of accuracy from the area occupied by the
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hardening power , industrially speaking at least , since carbonless iron cannot be ma
t erially hardened by rapid cooling from a high temperature .

The properties of pearlite are evidently those of eutectoid steel in its normal
,
i.e .

pearlitic condition
,
from which we may infer that pearlite has a tenacity of some

pounds per square inch
,
an elongation of some 10 per cent , that it i s hard,

and for reasons later to be explained, that it possesses maximum hardening power .

With the exception of its very great hardness little is positively known as to the

physical properties of cementite . It may be assumed, however , that so hard and

britt le a substance must greatly lack tenacity . Its tensile strength probably does

not exceed 5000 pounds per square inch and may be considerably less , while its due

tility must be practically ni l . It possesses no hardening power .

These properties of the constituents of steel in its normal condition are tabulated

below

T sxsru : STRENG TH
CO NSTITU ENTS HARD NE SS HARD E NING Po s

LBS . PER S Q . IN .

Ferrite 4 None

Pearlite Hard Maximum

Cementite 5000 Very hard None

Tenac ity of Stee l vs . Its Structural Compos ition . Knowing the physical prop

erties of the three constituents of steel , it should be possible to foretel l with some

degree of accuracy the physical properties of any steel of known structural com

position
, on the reasonable assumption that these constituents impart to the steel

their own physical properties in a degree proportional to the amounts in which they

are present . The properties of steel made up for instance of 50 per cent ferrite and

50 per cent pearlite should be the means of the properties of ferrite and of pearlite .

Let us assume such reasoning to be correct and let us apply it to the tensi le strength

first of hypo - eutectoid steel and then of hyper - eutectoid steel .

The tensile strength (T) of any hyp o - eutectoid steel wil l be exp ressed by the fol

lowing formula in terms of i ts structural composition , that is in terms of the per

centages of ferrite (F) and pearl ite (P) which it contains :

F P

100

in which represents the tensile strength of ferriteand the strength of
pearlite .

O r simplifying :

T 500 F + 1250 P

again in terms of pearlite alone
,
since F 100 P

T 500 (100 P) 1250 P

or T 750P

finally in terms of carbon , since P 120 C

T C
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O n applying this simple formula to steels containing respectively and

per cent carbon we find for these metals tensile strengths respectively of

and pounds per square inch . These values agree closely with our

knowledge o f the average tenacity of such steels when in a pearlitic condition , and

prove the value of the formula derived from the considerations outlined above as to

the relation existing between the physical properties of steel and its structural com

position . It should be borne in mind that in working out this formula it h as been

assumed that pearlite contains per cent carbon .

The values obtained for various hypo— eutectoid steels should be accurate only for

steel in what has been termed in these chapters its normal condition , that is steel

which has been worked
,
reheated to a high temperature , and slowly cooled . It should

be noted
,
however

,
as later explained, that steel worked and finished at a fairly high

temperature is practically in this so - cal led normal condition , so that the formula

may be used, and fair results expected, to calculate the tensile strength of such hot

worked steel . If the steel be worked unti l its temperature is quite low and, especial ly,
if it be cold worked, it is wel l known that its tensile strength is general ly increased .

Neither can the formula be used, of course , in the case of hardened steel or of steel

castings . It may
,
however , be applied to steel castings which have been properly

annealed, when the tensi le strength may be brought up to the level of steel forgings

finished fairly hot as exp lained in another chapter .

Again the formula is of value only in case of commercial steels contain ing the

usual proportions of impurities especial ly of manganese . It applies only to steels in

which the percentage of manganese varies roughly with the carbon content from

some to per cent . The presence of a larger proportion of manganese would

increase the tenacity materially .

Passing to the tensile strength of hyper - eutectoid steel , our ignorance as to the

tenacity of cementite does not permit the writing of a formula with the same degree

of confidence . Let us assume , tentatively, however, that cementite has a
_tensi le

strength of 5000 pounds per square inch and then proceed as we did in the case of

hypo—eutectoid steel .

The tensile strength of any hyp er- eutectoid steel may be expressed by the follow

ing formula in terms of the percentages of pearlite (P) and cementite (Cm) which it
contains :

P 5000Cm
100

T 1250 P 50 Cm

or in terms of pearlite only
,
since Cm 100 P,

T 1250 P 50 (100 P)
T 5000 1200P

or since , as previously shown , P 800 120 C

7

800 120
T 5000 1200

C

or simplifying :

or snnph fying :

T
C

7

or approximately T 0 .
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Applying this formula to steels containing respectively and per cent

carbon , we find for their respective strength and per square inch ,
which are fair values for the average tenacity of pearlitic steels of those degrees of

carburization .

1

S tee l of M aximum Strength . From the preceding considerations it seems evi

dent that eutectoid stee l must possess maximum tensile strength since the influence

of the presence of ever so smal l an amount of free ferrite in hyp o - eutectoid steel or

of free cementite in hyper - eutectoid steel must necessari ly be a weakening one , b e

cause oi the relat ive weakness of free ferrite and free cementite as compared to the

strength of pearl ite . By most wr iters , on the other hand, steel of maximum tenacity

is often stated to contain in the vic inity of 1 per cent carbon
,
that is to be slightly

hyper- eutectoid .

It is not clear,however, that the results upon which the statement is based were

obtained in test ing steel in its pearlitic condition . On the contrary it seems probable

that a large number of the steels tested were in a sorbitic rather than in a pearl it ic

condit ion because of relatively quick cooling through the critical range as explained

in a subsequent chapter . And while it appears that pearl itic steel must have its maxi

mum tenacity when composed entirely oi pearlite , it may well be that when in a sor

bitie condition maximum strength corresponds to a higher degree of carburization ,
i.e . 1 per cent , because sorbite may contain and indeed often does contain more carbon

than pearlite . Indeed the cases on record show that when the steels were made pearl

itic through very slow cool ing maxium tenacity corresponds closely to the eutectoid

composition . Arnold , for instance , tested a series of very pure carbon steel and after

slow cool ing in the furnace from 1000 deg . C. he found a very sharp maximum in the

tenacity corresponding to per cent carbon . On cooling these same steels in air ,
on the contrary , and therefore making them sorbitic, maximum tenacity corresponded

to per cent carbon . Harbord likewise ascertained the tenacity of very pure

steels and found after slow cool ing ( in the furnace) from 900 deg . C that the maxi

mum tenacity corresponded to per cent carbon .

1 Empir ical formulas have often been suggested to express th e re lation between t h e tenacity of
stee l and its carbon content. Deshayes proposed for unannealed steel

T =30.09 + 1805C 02

Thurston (minimum values) for unannealed stee l

T =42 .32 C
and for annealed steel

T = 35 .27 C
Bausch inger for Bessemer stee l

T =43.64 (1 02)Weyrauch (minimum values)
T =44 .17 (1 C)

Salom (average values)
T =SI .74 C

Th e above formulas express th e tenacity in kilograms per square millimeter. Campbell, for acid
open hearth stee l , g ives

T =40,000 + 1000 C + 1000 P + a + R

and for basic open hearth steel
T = 41

,500 770 C 1000 P yMn R

in which x and y are values g iven in a table and dependent upon t h e percentag e ofmanganese and

of carbon present. R is a variable to allow for heat treatment .
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D iagram Sh owing th e R e lation between th e Tenac ity and Ductil ity of S te e l and
Its Carbon Content. By plotting the formulas suggested in this chapter to express

the relation between the carbon content of steel and its tenacity and ducti l ity the

curves of Figure 155 are obtained . To the tenacity and duct il ity curves a third

curve has been added sh owing th e variation of the amount of pearlite with the

carbon content .



CHAPTER IX

IMPURITIES IN STEEL

M etallic Impurities . Commercial grades of steel always contain ; besides carbon ,
varying amounts of si licon , phosphorus , sulphur, and manganese , often an appreciable

proportion of copper and traces at least of many other metals and metal loids . These

may be called the metal lic impurities . Sulphur, however , is sometimes classified as

a non - metallic impurity as later explained .

Non- M e tallic or O xidiz ed Impurities . Non- metallic or oxidized impurities
,

chiefly oxides, sulphides , and si licates of iron and manganese , are also frequently found

in steel
,
principally through the retention by the metal of some of the slag produced

during the refining operation . H ibbard has recently suggested the name of “
sonims

for this class of impurities . They are also known as slag “ enclosures ” or “ inc lusions .

M etallic vs. Non - M eta ll ic Impuritie s . There is a sharp distinction between the

behavior of metallic and non - meta l lic impurities, the former, with the exception of

sulphur, forming true al loys with the contaminated metal , the latter being merely

inclusions , their union with the metal being purely mechanical .

Gaseous Impuritie s . Steel always contains some gases , apparently held in so lu

tion and called “ occluded gases , chiefly hydrogen , nitrogen , and carbon monoxide

(CO ) .
Impuritie s vs . Phys ical Properties of Stee l . It is well known that surprisingly

small proportions of some of the metallic impurities j ust mentioned have a very
marked influence upon the physical properties of steel . Some per cent phosphorus

,

for instance , renders many grades of steel so britt le as to unfit them for most com
mercial uses . And as it is logical to suppose that there exists a very close relation

between the structure of a metal and its physical characteristics , we naturally ex

peet to find import -ant structural changes corresponding to marked alterations of

physical properties . We should expect , for instance , the structure of a high phos

ph orus, brittle steel to be quite different from the structure of a low phosphorus ,
tough steel of otherwise identical composition . In the present state of metal lography

the microscope does not always reveal such differences of structures as we are led to

look for . We may reasonably anticipate , however, that , as the science progresses,
structural differences wi l l be detected of a magnitude fairly in keeping with the deep

changes of physical properties brought about by slight changes of chemical composi

tion . Indeed in recent years material advance has been made in this direction and

the influence of t he usual impurities upon the properties of steel has been on the

whole satisfactorily account ed for by metallographic methods as wil l be apparent

from the description which follows .

Silicon in S tee l . Al l grades of steel contain a trace at least of si licon (Si) and

occasionally as much as per cent , and even more , most grades containing between

and per cent .
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When present in such small proportion si l icon is entirely dissolved in the iron

with which it forms a solid solution .

1 It is probable, however , that it i s not held in

solution by the iron in its elementary condit ion
,
Si

,
but rather as a si licide of iron

,

FeSi.2 Since the atomic weight of iron is 56 and that of si l icon 28 it wi l l be evident

that 28 parts by weight of silicon produces 56 28 or 84 parts by weight of FeSi, or

that si l icon produces exactly 3 times its own weight of FeSi For instance

per cent sil icon in the stee l wi ll give rise to the formation of per cent “of Fesi

and this small amount of iron silicidewil l be held in solid solution by the iron . The

ferrite of commerci al steel , therefore , always contains a small amount of si l icon in

the form of an iron si lic ide , and let it be borne in mind that this applies to t h e ferrite

forming part of the pearlite of al l slowly cooled steels as wel l as to the free ferrite of

hyp o - eutectoid steel .

It has been stated in another chapter that when an impurity forms a so lid solution

with
‘

the contaminated metal , changes of crystal line forms are not generally ob

served . This is t rue in the present case for there is apparently no structural difference

between a steel with some or p er cent si l icon and a steel nearly free from that

element but otherwise of identical composition . The presence of si licon in steel can

not as yet be satisfactori ly detected, even qualitatively, by metal lographic methods,
although we have the unquestionably accurate statement of Le Chatel ier that silicon

causes ferrite to etch more slowly .

In view of the similarity of structure between steel containing much si licon (i.e .

several tenths of 1 per cent) and steel practically free from it , we should expect that

the presence of a smal l amount of si licon cannot affect materially the properties of

steel
,
and this we know to be the case .

Ph osphorus in Stee l . Steel of satisfactory quality contains from a trace to

per cent of phosphorus (P) . As in the case of si licon thi s smal l amount of phosphorus

is held in sol id solution by the iron , not , however , in the elementary state, P, but as

the phosphide of iron FeaP. The atomic weight of iron being 56 , that of phosphorus

31 , and the phosphide containing three atoms of iron for each atom of phosphorus , it

wi l l be obvious that 31 parts by weight of phosphorus wil l form 3 X 56 31 or 199

parts of the phosphide FesP,
or roughly

, 1 part by weight of phosphoru s wil l give

rise to the formation of 6 parts of phosphide . For instance , the presence in stee l of

per cent phosphoru s results in the formation of per cent of FeaP held in sol id

solution by the ferr ite
,
this being true of the ferr ite included in the pearlite of al l

slowly cooled steel as wel l as of the free ferrite of hypo - eutecto id steel .

Wh i le phosphorus in common with other metallic impurities forming solid solu

tions does not alter the crystalline form of steel , it is believed by some to have a

marked tendency to enlarge the grains of the metal , which tendency would account
for the well - known brittleness imparted to steel by phosphorus when present in ex

1 Some writers be l ieve , apparently on good ground, that in cast iron at least, a metal which gen
erally contains a considerab le amount of si l icon, a portion of that e lement crystallizes with th e
cementite decreasing its stability as later explained . In stee l, however, t h e proportion of silicon
present is small and if any of it dissolves in t h e cementite it must be in so small a quantity as to be
neg ligible .

3 Some writers mention FeSi: as t h e formula of th e iron silic ide present in steel but this con

tention is not well supported by experimental evidences.
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however , question this higher melting- point of M nS . Levy reports that the melting

point of pure M nS i s probably not far from 1400 deg . C . and
,
therefore

,
below the

melting—point of hypo - eutectoid steel at least
,
while the presence of some FeS would

lower material ly its melting
- point .

1 It appears probable that the solidification of the

sulphide globules must fol low and not precede that of the iron .

This view seems to be supported by the location of the sulphide particl es at the

boundaries of the pearl ite grains of eutectoid steel
,
in the free ferrite of hypo - eutec

t oid steel or in the free cementite of hyper - eutectoid steel . What M nS i s retained by

the solid steel , since it occurs as shown in the shape of smal l individual grains or

elongated particles , can only inj ure
-

the metal through breaking up its continuity

and, in view of the very small amount of sulphur and, therefore , of MnS , present in

steel of good quality, it is evident that this breaking up and its action upon the prop

ert ies, must be very slight . This is in agreement wi th the known fact that a small

amount of sulphur in steel containing also the proper amount of manganese has no

appreci ably inj urious effect .

Seeing that steel seldom contains much more than some per cent sulphur
,

hence more than per cent MnS , it is not to be expected that this compound will

always be detected in polished and etched steel sections . Indeed whenever detected

it points to a segregation of the sulphide together with other impurities (ghost l ines)
as described later .

In case sulphur occurs in excess over the amount needed to form the sulphide

M nS with the manganese present in the steel
,
the excess sulphur, that is the sulphur

left over after satisfying the manganese , combines with some of the iron , forming the

iron sulphide FeS . It should be noted at once , however, that it requires less than

2 parts by weight of manganese (atomic weight 55) to combine with 1 part of sulphur

(atomic weight In other words if the stee l contains twice as much manganese

as it does sulphur
,
this should theoretical ly be enough to convert the whole of the

sulphur into the sulphide MnS . As it is very seldom indeed that stee l does not con

tain a much larger proportion of manganese than that compared to its sulphur con
tent , the occurrence of free FeS in steel should be very rare . It is not to be expected

in metal of good quality
,
its prese

\
nce pointing to a very abnormal composition ,

namely
,
high sulphur content and very low percentage of manganese . According to

Levy, however, MnS and FeS are readily soluble in each other in the sol id state ,
MnS being capable of holding as much as 50 per cent of FeS in solid solution . Accord

ing to this writer MnS i s seldom free from FeS even when the steel contains consid

erable manganese , the mass action exerted by the presence of so large a proportion of

iron preventing the -manganese from taking hold of the totality of the su lphur in spite

of its greater affinity for it . MnS nearly free from FeS has a clear dove gray color free

from yellowish tints
,
while its color becomes more yel lowish as the proportion of Fes

increases . Levy notes also that in high carbon steel the MnS areas are general ly

colored darker than in low carbon steel
,
indicating greater freedom from FeS , ap

parent ly owing to the fact that in high carbon steel the mass . action exerted by iron

is not so great since it contains less iron .

The sulphide FeS exhibits a marked tendency to form cont inuous envelopes or

membranes surrounding each grain of pearlite (Fig . and prob ably consist ing of a

Rohl reports that t h e freezing - point of pure Mns is 1620 deg . C . but that t h e compound
FeaMi which, in his opinion, is generally t h e composition of t h e sulphide inclus ions freezes at
1365 deg . C .
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eutectic alloy of iron and iron sulphide (the composition o f the eutectic is apparently :

Fes 85 per cent , Fe 15 per cent) . These membranes being weak and brittle impart

weakness and britt leness to the steel . The well - known red - shortness caused by sul

phur in the absence of a sufficient amount of manganese (to form M ns) is probably

due to the low melting- point (950 deg . C. according to some writers) of this iron

iron sulphide eutectic . At a high temperature th e melting of this eutectic destroys

the cohesion between the grains of the metal resulting in cracks being developed dur

ing the process of forging or rol ling
,
and in extreme cases in th e melal actually break

ing into several pieces . The presence of a large amount of FeS in some Bessemer

steel at the end of the blow
,
before the addition of manganese, is undoubtedly largely

responsible for the marked red- shortness of the metal at this stage of the operation .

Under the microscope FeS appears yel low or pale brown .

Fig . 158.

— Red—short stee l . Magnified 300 diameters . Sulphur

per cent . Unetched. Network ofFeS . (Ziegler.)

T h e following is quoted from Stead : “
T h e researches of Rohl have ' demonstrated beyond

doubt that ferrous and manganese sulphides crystal l ize together in t h e proportions of 60 per cent
FeS and 40 per cent MnS =Fe3Mn2S 5 and in mixtures containing increasing quantities ofmanga
nese sulphide up to 100 per cent, forming homogeneous isomorphous compounds of Fe3Mn285 al l of
which under t h e microscope have t h e same appearance . Levy and Law,

however, state that t h e
homogeneous substance which contains th e most FeS is l ighter in color than that containing less .When t h e FeS exceeds 60 per cent in t h e mixture a eute ctic consisting of 7 per cent M nS and

93 per cent FeS appears, having a freezing po int of 1181 deg . C .When iron in excess is present in addition to an excess of FeS over t h e mixture Fega ss, a ter
nary eutectic is formed free z ing at 980 deg . Rohl found t h e free zing point ofpure MnS to be 1620

deg . , or about 120 deg . higher than that of pure iron, and t h e freezing point of t h e compound
FeaMngSs, 1365 deg .

Judging from these most valuable researches, it may be accepted beyond any doub t that when
iron sulphide, andwhat appears t o be manganese sulphide , are found associated together in t h e same
sulphide inc lusions what looks l ike M 118 is no t that compound but is Fega ss.

”

It has been contended by some that a portion of t h e sulphur present in steel and

cast iron is dissolved in the cementite and that its presence increases the stabi lity of

that constituent . It seems probable , however, in view of the very smal l amount

of sulphur generally present in steel and of the relatively large amount o f manganese
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that this possible contamination of cementite by sulphur
,
if it occurs at al l , may be

neglected . This has been done in the present chapter , it having been assumed that

the totality of the sulphur is present as M nS or as M nS and FeS in the form of

mechanical inc lusions .

Sulph ur Printing . As explained in Chapter I I the presence of sulphur in steel

and iron , especi al ly when segregated , may sometimes be detected by the taking of
so - called “ sulphur prints .”

M angan ese in Stee l . It has been seen that manganese combines readily with

sulphur and that the resulting manganese sulphide
,
M nS, either alone or combined

with some FeS , can be detected in polished steel sect ions as a pale or dove gray con

stituent assuming the shape of rounded areas in castings and of bands or threads in

forgings . M anganese si licate is also occasional ly found in steel as later explained and

may sometimes be mistaken for M nS . Satisfactory tests for the dist inction of these

two constituents wil l be described .

When manganese occurs in excess over the amount required to form MnS with

the totality of the sulphur present
,
as is almost universal ly the case , the manganese

in excess combines with some of the carbon to form the carbide of manganese , M h sC,

and this carbide is found associated with the iron carbide , F6 30 ,
in cementite . The

cementite of commercial steel , therefore , is seldom a pure iron carbide , containing

on the contrary varying amounts of M I130 . Since iron and manganese have practi

cal ly the same atomic weight , however (55 and 56 respect ively) , it remains practically
tru e that carbon forms 15 times its own weight of cementite , even when the l atter

contains a large proportion of MmC.

There is no metal lographic test by which cementite free from manganese can be

distingu ished from cementite rich in M D 3C.

Some authors mention the possible presence of the manganese si l icide, MnSi, in

steel , while sol id solution between manganese and iron is frequently referred to .Wh i le manganese and iron (ferrite) undoubtedly form sol id solutions , it does not
seem likely that these are produced when manganese is present in smal l proportion ,
say not over 1 per cent . In that case it seems more probable that manganese is found

in the two forms described above , (1) as a manganese sulphide MnS , containing prac

tical ly the totali ty of the sulphur in steel of good quality, that is , containing not over

per cent sulphur and not less than per cent manganese and (2) as the man

ganese carbide M I130 ,
associated with Fe3C in cementite .

Chemical vs. Structural Composition . Knowing the probable chemical forms of

the five metal lic impurities always present in steel
,
carbon , silicon , phosphorus, sul

phur , and manganese, as wel l as their structural associat ions , it wi l l be interesting

and profitable to consider accordingly the proximate chemical composition as well as

the ultimate and proximate structural compositions of a steel of known ul timate

chemical composition . Let us assume a steel of the fol lowing ultimate chemical

composition
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Ignoring the presence of impurities the quick method described in Chapter VII I

would have given pearlite 60 per cent, ferr ite 40 per cent , i.e . values which may be
considered identical for any practical purposes . It follows from this that in caleu

lating the structural composition of any carbon steel of ordinary commercial quality

the presence of the impurities need not be considered ; the steel may be treated as if
it was made exc lusively of iron and carbon .

The relat ion between chemical and structural compositions
,
both ultimate and

proximate , i s further shown in the fol lowing table .

CHEM ICAL CO M PO S IT IO N ST RUCT URAL CO MPO SIT IO N

ULTIM ATE P noxm x
'

re U LTIMATE PRO X IMA’

I
‘

E

Fe (by di ff .) Fe (nydiff . ) Free Ferrite Free
Si FeSi Total Ferrite Ferrite
P F831

)
Pearlit e Ferrite Pear

C F6 30 lite
Mn MmC

cement‘t'e

S M nS MnS

Non - M etallic or O xidized Impur ities — As already mentioned steel generally

contains varying amounts of non—metal l ic, oxidized impurities frequently cal led slag
“ enclosures ,

” or “ inclusions , while H ibbard proposed for them the name of
“ sonim

,

”

in which “ so ” stands for solid
,

“
11
” for non - metal lic and im

” for impurities . They

consist chiefly of iron - and manganese oxides and si licate although the sulphides of

iron and manganese are general ly considered also as slag enclosures . These impur

ities are derived mainly ( 1) from the retention by the metal of minute particles of

t h e slag formed during the process of manufacture, (2) from small pieces of refractory
materials detached from the l inings of furnaces and ladles

,
and (3) from the reaction

products resulting from the introduction of recarburiz ers or other addit ions .

According to H ibbard t h e formation of slag enclosures is due almost entirely to

the “ washing action of the additions , principal ly of manganese , in combining with

the dissolved oxides , sulphides , and sil icates which are present in
‘

the steel at the end

of the melting process before the manganese is added since enclosures rich in manga

nesemust necessarily have formed after the addi tion of that constituent . Stead on

the other hand expresses the belief that the si l icate enc losures at all events are due to

oxidation of manganese and si licon occurring during the passage of the molten steel

through the air in passing from the ladle into the molds . In the case of iron oxide

it seems probable that minute particles of it remain in suspension in the molten

steel forming as many minute inclusions after sol idification , while another portion,

dissolved in the liquid metal
,
is in part precipitated during solidification .

In Rosenh ain ’

s opinion it is not proven that the sulphides and silicates are not

soluble in molten steel .

After solidification the associ at ion between the slag enclosures and the steel re

mains a purely mechanical one ; they commonly occur as rounded or elongated par

t icles embedded in the metal .
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MnS can general ly be readily distinguished from other inclusions because of its

characteristic dove gray color
,
its globular shape in castings (Fig . 156) and , owing

to its plasticity, the ease with which it is elongated in forgings (Fig . It seems

reasonable to assume that the paler its color the greater its purity, and that a yellowish

tint points to the presence of some FeS . Pure FeS , a very rare constituent of steel ,
has a decidedly yellow color and is more brittle . MnS generally occurs in the free fer

rite of hyp o - eutectoid steel , between the pearlite grains of eutectoid steel or in the

free cementite of hyper - eutectoid steel .

S i l icates are decidedly darker than M nS (Figs . 159 and 160) which affords a means

of distinguishing between them even when they are associated in the same particles

as it sometimes happens (Fig . S i licates because of their relative brittleness are

Fig . 159 . Manganese sulphide (l ight constituent) and manganese si li
cate in stee l . Magnified 1000 diameters . (Law. )

frequently broken and torn by the forging operation (Fig . Sometimes the man

ganese sulphide forms dendrites embedded in a si licate matrix

Stead recommends the placing o f a drop of sulphuric acid on the polished spec i
men

,
when s gas wi ll be evolved where MnS is present , particles of si licates of

manganese
,
on the contrary, evolving no gas . The dissolving of MnS also leaves pits .

Stead also advises heat tinting as the best means of distinguishing between the sul

ph ide and the silicate , the heating to be continued unti l the specimen has assumed

a light brown coloration
,
when the M nS remaining bright can be sharply differen

tiat ed from the silicate .

No very satisfactory metallographic tests have so far been found to distinguish

between oxides and si licates or between iron silicate and manganese si licate . M at

weieff
’

s attempts in that direction have been described in Chapter VI .

They are summed up by Rosenhain as follows : “ According to their behavior under

these reagents (hydrogen and superheated steam) , the enc losures may be divided into
three groups or c lasses .
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A . St able bodies which are not acted upon either by hydrogen at 300° C, by
superheated steam , or by weak organic acids . These - are the si licates of iron and

manganese .

“
B . Bodies which are reduced to the metallic state by

“

the action of hydrogen at

300
°
C and are acted upon by steam but are unaffected by weak organic ac ids .

160. Manganese sulphide (light constituent) and iron silicate in
mi ld stee l . Unetched . Magnified 1000diameters . (Law . )

Fig . 16 1 . Ghost l ines in low carbon steel . Magnified
95 diameters. (Boylston . )

are the oxides of iron and manganese . O xide of manganese is not reduced

drogen when by itself
,
but in the presence of iron oxide reduct ion of both metals takes

“

place . On re - polishing a sample after heating in hydrogen , the regions previously
occupied by oxides appear as bright metal , l ike the ferrite of the surrounding iron or

steel
,
but the presence of manganese may be detected by etching with very dilute
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amount of impurities as to have their useful properties utterly destroyed . Segre

gated metal is general ly brittle
,
weak

,
and hard .

Under the microscope a metal suffering from this segregation of impurit ies gen

erally is found to contain bands of varying widths and lengths , technically known as

Fig . 163. Ghost lines in low carbon stee l . Magnified 10 diameters . (Law.)

Fig . 164 . Ghost lines in low carbon stee l, Magnified 200 diameters . (Law.)

ghosts or ghost lines, - ih which the presence of abnormally large proportions of

MnS and phosphorus can general ly be detect ed by the ordinary metallographic tests .

Photomicrographs of ghost l ines are shown in Figures 161 to 167. Ghost l ines etch

more rapidly than the surrounding metal therefore appearing darker after etching even
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to the naked eye . These l ines can general ly be detected before etching because of the

manganese sulphide which they contain .

Stead describes “ ghost l ines ” as l ines of ferrite in which are embedded lenticullar

particles of drawn out sulphide inclusions and he adds that when manganese sulphide

is found segregated it may be taken for granted that phosphorus also is segregated

in the same regions . He believes that the white ferrite lines sometimes observed in

forgings are due to phosphorus segregation , the presence of that element having ex

pelled the carbon on slow cool ing . He writes that the h igh er. .the p_hosph orus in the

steel the th icker and more pronounced are these white carbonless l ines in forged

Fig . 165 . Forged stee l containing about per cent carbon and

per cent phosphorus.

A. Pol ished and etched in th e ordinary way.

B . Heat- tinted until - t h e phospho—ferrite bands are oxidized to a
brown tint . (Stead)

steels . In Figure 165 Stead shows the effect of heat t inting specimens exhibit ing

these ferrite bands .

Stead’s cupric reagent (Chapter I I) is also very effective in reveal ing the existence
of ferrite bands rich in phosphorus . The l ighter port ions contain the most phos

ph orus, copper being precipitated on the portions freer from that element .

Rosenhain and Haughton l ikewise bring out clearly th e banded structure of cer

tain steels by the electro - chemical deposition of copper from a solution of ferric
chloride and hydrochloric acid containing a small amount of copper chloride . This

reagent , Rosenhain writes, develops the banded structure of steel containing phos

ph orus in a striking manner , as i l lustrated in Figure 166 . Figure 167 shows another

typical instance of a banded structure .

Rosenhain accepting Ziegler ’s V iew that the particles of slag enclosures act as so
many nucle i for the crystal lization of ferrite in hypo - eutectoid steel and of cementite
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in hyper- eutectoid steel argues that the
“ banded structure of some forged steels

may be accounted for through the crystalli zing of ferrite around strings of enclosures

formed by the rol l ing operation . He writes : “ Again we commonly find in commercial

steel a banded arrangement of ferrite and pearl ite
,
such as that shown in Figure 167

and although this is obviously traceable to the rol ling process which the steel has

undergone , the banded structure is extremely persistent in spite of repeated anneal
“

ing . If we consider that the enclosures present in the steel have been rol led out into

long lines , and that each time the steel cools down through Ar, the ferrite tends to

deposit upon these lines of enclosures, the persistent recurrence of these bands is

explained . Heat treatment could, in that case
,
only destroy these h ands if time

enough were allowed for the gradual migration of the enclosures at a high tempera

Fig . 166 . Banded structure in stee l Fig . 167. Banded structure in stee l . Magnified
containing phosphorus . (Rosen 100 diameters . (L . T . Holt

,
Correspondence

hain .) Course student . )

ture and very prolonged annealing does break up the banded structure . The oc
currence and persistence of the comparatively wide carbonless bands

,
studded with

enclosures , which are sometimes termed
‘ghosts ’ may be accounted for in a similar

way by the original rol ling out into a long band of an austenite boundary containing

a comparatively large mass of enclosure .

”

Rosenhain would account as fol lows for the persistence of ferrite bands rich in

phosphorus :
“ In the case of steel

,
phosphorus occurs typical ly in this way , being

present in sol id solution in the ferrite of the ingot
,
but in the form o f solid- solut ion

cores , so that the phosphorus content of each crystal increases from its center to its

periphery . When rol led out
,
these crystal cores assume the form of elongated masses ,

and although the ferrite itself undergoes complete re - crystal li zation , possibly re

peat edly , there is nothing to cause the phosphorus to migrate except the process of

diffusion , which is particularly slow in that case . The result is that in the finished

material the phosphorus- rich ferrite sti l l remains in long bands or streaks , and these
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CHAPTER X

THE THERMAL CRITICAL PO INTS OF STEEL

THE IR O CCURRENCE

The structure of steel described in the preceding chapter, i.e . its normal structure ,
is greatly affected by the treatment or treatments , both mechanical and thermal , to

which the metal may be subj ected during the process of manufacture of finished

obj ects . It is to the close relation existing between the treatment and the structure

on the one hand
,
and between the structure and the physical properties of the metal

on the other
,
that metal lography owes its industrial importance . It is essential

,

'

therefore
,
that the student should have a c lear understanding of these relations . As

a preparation to this important study, however, it wi ll be necessary to describe a

phenomenon of the greatest moment in the treatment of steel
,
namely

,
the occurrence

of spontaneous absorptions or evolutions of heat during the heating or cooling of

the metal . These are general ly termed the “ thermal critical points or simply
“
critical points

,

” also retardations
,

” “ transformation points
,
and “

critical tem

peratures.

”

Point of Recaiescence . I f a piece of steel containing some per cent carbon

be heated to a high temperature , say to 1000 deg . C.

, and allowed to cool slowly

from that temperature , and if its rate of cooling be careful ly ascertained, conveniently

by means of a Le Chatelier pyrometer, it is found that the cooling proceeds at first at

a nearly uniformly retarded rate . If
,
for instance, i t requires 10 seconds for the metal

to coo l through the first five degrees (from 1000 to 995 deg ) , and 12 seconds to cool

through the next five degrees (995 to 990 deg ) , it wil l require some 14 seconds for

the next five degrees , 16 seconds for the fol lowing five , and so on , the cool ing through

each range of five degrees being a l ittle s lower than the preceding cooling of five

degrees . A l l cooling bodies , whatever their nature , general ly fol low this law. The
plotting of time and temperature as coordinates yi elds smooth curves , sometimes

approaching straight lines (see curve B ,
Fig .

In the case of the steel we are now considering , when a certain temperature is

reached, in the maj ority of cases some 675 to 725 deg . C.
, a most interesting and

significant phenomeno n takes place ; the cool ing of the metal ismomentarily arrested,
the pyrometer

,
for a certain length of t ime

,
fai ling to record any further fal l of tem

perature . Indeed, when the circumstances are favorable , the temperature of the

cooling mass actually rises ; the metal becomes visibly hotter ; it
“ recalesces ,

” hence

the name of “ recalescence ” given to this thermal critical point . If the experiment

be conducted in a dark room
,
this recalescence or spontaneous glow of the steel is

plain ly visible . After a while the metal resumes its normal rate of cooling which is

then continued down to atmospheric t emperature .

It is evident that at this critical point the surrounding atmosphere does not cease
158
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to abstract heat from the piece of steel and , since its temperature nevertheless re

mains stationary or even rises, it must be that heat is here spontaneously generated

with in the metal in amount suffic ient to make up , or more than make up , for the heat

lost by radiation and conductivity .

In heating
,
as might be expected

,
the reverse phenomenon takes place : an absorp

tion of heat causing a retardation in the rise of the temperature , or even a momentary

stop
,
the pyrometer fai ling for a few moments to record any further increase of

temperature or recording only an abnormally low increase , although heat continues
to be applied to the steel at the same speed . Actual lowering of the fiemperature of

the steel is not generally observed at this critical point 0 11 heating, i.e . the steel does

not grow perceptibly. colder .

Notation . O smond, who was the first to determine accurately the position and

magnitude of the point of recalescence and who is the discoverer of the upper critical

points soon to be described
,
adopted Tsch ernoff’s previous notations , and designated

the critical points by the letter A.

I To distinguish critical points on cool ing from

those occurring on heating the former are cal led Ar (from the French refroidissement,
meaning cool ing) and the latter Ac (from the French chaufiage, heating) . To dis

t inguish further between the point of recalescence and its reversal on heating on the

one hand
,
and crit ical pointsoccurring at higher temperatures on the other , the nota

tions Arl and A01 are used for the recalescence point and its reversal , and Al
'

z , AO2,

Ara, A03, for the two upper reversible critical points soon to be described . The nota

tions A1 , A2, A3, are frequently used when the points and their reversals are consid

ered collectively . By the nota tion AI, for instance , is meant the point of recalescence

Arl and its reversal Ac l . These notations wi l l be used in these chapters .

Brinell , in his important work on the heat treatment of steel , used the letter V for

the point of recalescence andWfor its reversal on heating . These symbols
,
however ,

are now very seldom used .

The exp ression
“ point of recalescence is frequently used indifferently for the

point on cool ing
,
where heat is evolved causing a recalescence of the metal , and for

the reverse phenomenon on heating
,
at Acl , where , of course instead of a recalescence

taking place , an absorption of heat occurs causing the metal to lose heat . It is oh

vions that the term “ recalescence” should not be applied to the point A01. The point

of recalescence isalso cal led sometimes “ recalescent point and
,
seldom

,

“ Gore ’s phe
nomenon ” (see H istorical Sketch at end of chapter) . The point AC1 has been called

point of “ decale scence ” by some wr iters and one of them at least refers to it as the

calescence ” point .

Crit ical Range . Transformation Range . When the various critical points cc
curring in steel are considered collectively the range of temperature they cover is

frequently cal led the “
critical range,

” or, more seldom , but very appropriately, the
“ transformation range .

” It will soon be shown that t he critical range may inc lude

one , two , or three critical points . The meaning of the expressions
“
critical range on

heating ” and “
critical range on cooling ” is obvious .

Positions of Ari and Ac1 . The critical points Arl and Ac, do not occur at ex
act ly the same temperature , Acl being generally situated some 20 to 40 deg . higher

than Arl . When the point Arl , for instance , is found at 690 deg . C.
,
the point A01

wi l l generally occur somewhere between 710 and 730 degrees .

1 T h e po int A of T sch ernoff indicated t h e temperature at which stee l suddenly acquires harden
ing properties on heating or loses them on cooling .
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Stead submitted samples of very pure steel containing per cent carbon to 16

well - known investigators with the request that they a scertain the A01 and Ar ; points .

The reported results indicated for Acl temperatures varying between 719 and 746

deg , and for Arl temperatures between 697 and 721 . This apparently great dis

crepancy may be accounted for in part at least by the influence of the rate of heating

and cooling on the positions of A01 and Ari respect ively, as later noted, and by the

influence of the temperature from which cooling starts on the position of Ar l . Unless

standard conditions are maintained in regard to rate of heating and cooling
, t em

perature from which cooling begins and length of time at that temperature , very

c lose agreement between various investigators is not to be expected .

It is also essential that the temperatures recorded should correspond to exactly

the same stage of the critical point , namely its beginning or its . apex . Howe argues

that the beginning of Arl and Ac, shoul d be taken as indicating the position of these

points on the ground that the beginning of the transformation is less affected by lag .

Rosenh ain , on the contrary , and his vi ews are shared by the author, contends that

the peaks should be read since they represent the temperatures at which the bulk of

the specimen undergoes transformation .

In commercial ly pure carbon steels Ar, almost always occurs between 690 and

720 deg. and Acl some 20 to 40 deg . higher . The fact that the crit ical point on cool ing

lags behind the point on heating and vice versa, i s evidently a case of hysteresis so
often observed in physical phenomena and which implies a resistance of certain

bodies to undergo a certain transformation , when theoretical ly the transformation

is due
,
the delayed transformation final ly taking place with added violence . This

was vividly depicted by Howe some twenty years ago in the case of iron . He wrote :
“ Just as we can cool water below its freezing—point without completely freez ing it ,
thereby rapidly increasing the strength with which the water tends to freeze, so by a

relatively rapid cooling we can carry the metal considerably below Ar l , without giv

ing the Arl change time to proceed far , strengthening the while the tendency toward

this change
,
which keeps kindling more and more til l it bursts into a blaze , wi th such

evolution of heat as actually to recalesce, to raise the temperature of the metal by

some 10 deg ,
in spite of the continued abstraction of heat by the continued cool ing

of the furnace .

”

The slower the heating and cooling the nearer wil l the two poin ts approach each

other , so that with infinitely slow cool ing and heat ing they would undoubtedly occur

at exactly the same temperature . If there remained any doubt as to the points A01
and Ar l representing the opposite phases of the same phenomenon , i.e . of A being

a reversible point , it would suffice to dispel it to cons ider the fact that in order to

induce the retardation Ar , the stee l must first be heated past the point Acl ; and re

ciprocally the retardation Ac, cannot take place unless the metal has first been cooled

to a point below Arl . To illustrate : the melting of ice and the freez ing of water are
undoubtedly the opposite phases of the same phenomenon , each one undoes the

work of the other
,
and in order to freeze the water we must first melt the ice and

likewise to melt the ice the water must first be frozen ; one change cannot . be induced

unless the opposite one has last taken place . Indeed it is possible through very slow

and undisturbed
.

cool ing to lower the temperature of water below its freez ing- poin t
before it starts freez ing, a clear instance of hysteresis , although in this case called

surfusion ,
” and when freez ing takes place the temperature of the water rises to its

normal freez ing- point
,
a clear case of recalescence although deprived of glow .
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faster the cool ing the lower is the position of the poin t Ar, and the faster the heating

the higher the point A01, that is , the faster the cool ing and heating the greater the

gap between the opposite phases Arl and A01 of the reversible point AI .

The cooling of a piece of steel may be so rap id
,
as in quenching

,
as to prevent

altogether the retardation Arl from taking place , because a low temperature is so

quickly reached that the rigidity of the metal prevents the transformation of which

Arl is a manifestation . In other words time and a certain amount of plasticity are

required for the transformation Ar l to occur, and in quenching time is denied when

the metal is suffic iently plastic (i.e . at a red heat) , while when time is given (i.e . after

quenching) the metal has lost its plasticity . It remains untransformed or but par

tially transformed . It wil l be shown in another chapter that this suppression of the

point Ari is probably the cause of the hardening of carbon steel by sudden cooling .

l

Le Chatel ier rightly reminds us that the speed of the transformations occurring

at the crit ical points of steel follows the general laws which govern the speed of all

chemical phenomena . In other words that the speed of the transformation is the

greater (1) the higher the absolute temperature and (2) the wider the range between

the actual temperature and the temperature of equil ibrium,
that is the temperature

at which the transformation is due . Above the critical temperature both influences

act in the same direction and the speed of transformation increases without lim it .

Below the critical temperature these influences act in Opposite directions necessarily

giving rise to the existence of a maximum speed . According to Le Chatel ier this

not ion of variable speeds of transformation accounts for al l the peculiarities of the

hardening treatment . On heating it is hardly possible to raise the temperature of

transformation more than100 deg . C. through veryrapid heating , while during cool
ing the speed reaches its maximum at about 600 deg . C.

, is very feeble below 200, and

nearly nul l at atmospheric temperature .

Temperature from which Cool ing begins vs. Pos ition ofA n. It was first observed

by Tsch ernoff that as the temperature to which steel is heated before being al lowed

to cool increases , the position of the Arl point is gradually, although slowly , lowered .

This influence of what Howe calls the maximum temperature or Tm "

, has been re

peatedly confirmed . Benedicks would explain it on the assumption that at a higher

temperature a greater number of nucle i or centers of crystallization are destroyed

and that the fewer nucle i left the lower the temperature at which recalescence occurs .

Howe bel ieves that the phenomenon may be further explained (I) through the steep

ening of the thermal gradient
- during the critical transformation caused by cooling

from a higher temperature, through increase of internal pressure resulting from

the steepening of the thermal gradient , and (3) through a better diffusion of the pro
eutectoid element and the pearlite element , so that their re - assembling for the purpose

of undergoing the transformation in cool ing is more difficult .

A long soj ourn at a high temperature also appears to have a tendency to lower

Arl , while according to Rosenh ain the posit ion of Acl is sl ightly raised if the previous

cool ing has been very slow and vice versa .

Ch emical Composition vs. Position of A1 . General ly speaking impurities have a

tendency to lower the position of Acl and An, some of them decidedly .

According to Howe manganese lowers the Ar, point seme 24 to 50 deg . C. for each

per cent of manganese, while O smond indicates the posit ion of Arl in a stee l con

1 It will be explained later that some writers have doubted th e suppression of th e transforma
tions on rapid cooling and have suggested another explanation of t h e hardening of steel .
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taining 1 per cent of Mn as 685 deg . whereas with 4 per cent of manganese the same

point was lowered to 590 deg . It is conceivable that further increase of that element

must lower stil l more the critical point , so that finally it may be lowered below at

mosph eric temperature, being apparently eliminated . It wil l be shown in another

chapter that this is precisely what occurs in the cases of manganese steel and high

nickel steel, containing respectively some 13 per cent of manganese or some 25 per cent

of nickel . These steels exhibit no retardation on cooling from a high temperature to

atmospheric temperature . When cooled to lower temperatures however, by immers

ing them in freezing
'

mixtures or
,
if need be

,
in l iquid air

,
the retardations may again

occur, at least in the case of n ickel steel .

G . H ; Clevenger found that per cent copper lowers the Arl point of steel con

taining some per cent carbon from 730 to 635 deg . C. or approximately 20 deg .

for each per cent of copper . According to J . H . Andrews the absorption of 0.25
_

per

cent of n itrogen by a steel containing per cent carbon lowers the point Ar l in a
marked degree .

In the case of commercial steel of good quality the proportion of impurities,
with the possible exception of manganese

,
varies within relat ively very narrow limits ,

so that no great variation should be expected in the position of the crit ical point A1 .

Neither is it clear that the amount of carbon present in steel h a s a marked effect

upon the position of the point A1, although some writers state that the point is lifted

as the carbon increases . As previously stated in pure carbon steel the point Arl al

most invariably occurs somewhere between 690 and 720 deg . C. and its reversal Ac,
20 to 40 deg . higher . Both Arl and A01 would probably occur at about 720 deg . could

the cooling and heating be infinitely slow .

Upper Critical Points . The existence of upper critical points , that is , of thermal

retardations occurring at temperatures higher than that of the recalescence poin t
,
has

already been alluded to . These points were discovered by O smond and their dis

covery ushered in a new epoch in the scientific study of iron and steel . To describe

these points it is advisable to consider first the thermal retardations occurring in

cooling and heating carbonless iron and then similar retardations exhibited by steel

containing increasing amounts of carbon .

Th ermal Critical Points in Pure Iron . On cooling from a high temperature
,
say

1000 deg . C .

,
a piece of the purest iron obtainable and ascertaining its rate of cool ing

as previously explain ed
,
the metal is found to cool normally

,
i.e . at a uniformly re

tarded rate, unti l a temperature of some 900 to 880 deg . C. is reached when a marked

retardation is observed in the rate of cooling, indicating a spontaneous evolution of

heat, in this case , however , insuflicient to cause an actual rise of temperature
,
i.e . a

recalescence of the metal . The cooling then resumes , or nearly resumes, a normal

rate of cooling, unti l at about 760 deg . C . a second evolution of heat takes place

causing another retardation in the rate of cool ing, not so marked, however, nor so

sharply defined as the first one . The metal then cools normally or quite so to atmos

ph eric temperature . We have thus - detected two unmistakable spontaneous evolu
tions of heat in the cool ing of pure iron . The corresponding critical points are called

Ara andArg, the latter symbol indicating the lower point . It should be noted that
the recalescence point which should occur at some 700 deg . is here absent . Carbon

less iron has no point of recalescence .

These two upper points l ik e the point of recalescence are reversible critical points
,

i.e . on heating the opposite phases of the trans formations (whatever those trans
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formations may be) take place with absorption of heat , causing a retardation in the

rate of heating and the corresponding points being designated by the symbols Acs
and ACQ. The point A03 occurs at a temperature some 10 to 30 deg . higher than its

reversal Ar3,
'

wh ile A02 occurs at nearly the same temperature as Arg .

Dr . J . K . Burgess and J . J . Crowe (Bul letin American Inst . M ining Engineers ,
O ctober 1913

,
p . 2537) made a large number of determinations of the crit ical

points of the purest irons obtainable using great refinement in manipulations
,

and found A03 to occur at 909 deg . C .

, An; at 898 deg . and A02 and Arg both at

768 deg .

Pecul iarities of the Point A2 . The point A2 is generally less marked than the

point s Ag and A1 . Unl ike As its pos it ion is l ittle affected by the carbon content
,
and

unl ike A3 and AI the point on heating , Acz , occurs at nearly the same temperature as

the point on cqoling , Arg . To these pecul iarities must be added another one
,
namely

,

the fact that A2 appears to cover a wide range of temperature . While its intensity

decreases with fal l of temperature its lower l imit probably extends to considerably

below 700 deg . In other words the transformation of which A2 is a manifestation is

not completed by the t ime the point A1 is reached . Indeed O smond mentions 550

deg . C . as the probable lower l imit of the point A2 . Some explanations of these pecu

liarities of the point A2 will soon be offered .

Arnold insists that with satisfactory apparatus the point Arg always shows a

double peak , the upper one at about 765 deg ,
the lower at 752 deg . This statement

is generally opposed by the results of other investigators . None of the 130 curves
,

for instance , taken with the greatest care. and skil l by Dr . Burgess shows a double
peak at Arz .

Thermal Critical Points in Very Low Carbon Ste e l . Let us now take a sample

of steel containing some per cent carbon
,
and let us ascertain its rate of cool ing

from a high temperature precisely as before . Three thermal retardations wil l be de

t ect ed, Ara at about 850 deg , Ara near 760 deg ,
and Ar , (point of recalescence) near

700 deg . O f these three spontaneous evolutions of heat the upper one at Arg wil l be

the most marked , while at Al
'

z and at Arl they wil l be quite faint , their satisfactory

detect ion cal ling for the use of del icate instruments and careful manipulations . O n

heating corresponding retardations wil l occur
,
due to spontaneous absorptions of

heat
,
the resulting critical points being designated as A03, A02, and Ac l . Of these

A03 and A01 will occur at temperatures some 20 deg . or more higher than Am, and An,

while A02 wi ll occupy nearly the same pos it ion as
'

Ar2 on the temperature scale , that

is about 760 deg .

Th e rmal Critical Points of M edium H igh Carbon S tee l . The determination of

the rate of cool ing of a stee l contain ing some per cent carbon reveals the exist

ence of two cr it ical points
,
one

,

‘

evidently the point of recalescence , Ari, at the usual

temperature (680 to 720 deg . ) and one upper point in the vicinity of 740 deg . Does
the presence in this steel of only one upper point mean that one of the two upper

points detected in carbonless iron and in very low carbon steel has disappeared,
because of the presence of more carbon , or does it mean that the two upper points

have now united into a single one ? The latter view is general ly assumed to be the

correct one and this single upper point of medium high carbon steel is designated

accordingly by Ar” . This notation clearly implies that the two distinct evolutions

of heat which in carbonless iron and in very soft steel occur separately at Amand
Arg here occur at one and the same temperature . Increas ing the carbon content
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however
,
the merging seems to take place long before so large a proportion of carbon

is present , for the point A32 is seldom detected in steel contain ing more than some

or per cent of carbon ; this is probably due , as already explained, to the

diffi culty of separating
,
experimental ly , two crit ical points so close to each other .

Factors Infl uencing th e Posit ions of th e Upper Points A3 and A2 . It has been

made clear that as the carbon increases the point As is gradually lowered until with

some or per cent carbon it merges with the A2 point, while the resulting

doub le point A “ is further lowered with increasing carbon and merges with the AI

point at about per cent carbon . The position of the A2 point on the contrary so

long as that point
'

remains independent, that is in alloys containing less than some

per cent carbon , is unaffected by variat ions in carbon content . L ike the points

of recalescence
,
the upper points on cool ing Al's, Al

’

z , and Arm are probably lowered

(1) by rapid cooling, (2) by increasing the temperature from which cool ing starts
,

(3) by a long soj ourn at a high temperature , and (4) by the presence of notable pro

port ions of some elements such as manganese
,
nickel

,
s il icon

,
et c .

,
whil e the cor

responding points on heating Aca, ACQ, and Ac“ are probably sl ightly raised by in

creased speed oi heating .

P . Oberh offer reports that one per cent of manganese lowers the point A3 or A32
about 70 deg . C . while Ch arpy and A . Cornu (Comptes Rendus, 1913, Vol . CLVI I ,
p . 319) found (1) that the point A ; of iron and low carbon steel vanishes when the

silicon - content reaches per cent and (2) that the point A2 remains distinct but

that each increase of one per cent of sil icon lowers its position by about 11 deg . C.

Thermal Critical Points in Hyper - Eutectoid Stee l . Careful ly conducted obser

vations reveal the existence of an upper critical p oint in hyper- eutectoid steel, at

least in steel contain ing a dec ided amount of free cementite and, of course, of the

point of recalescence . It seems proper to designate this upper point by the symbol

A (Arcm 0 11 cool ing
,
Accm on heating) for reasons later to be given , cm standing

for cementite . At least one wr iter , however, has designated this point on cooling

by the notation Arme , me standing for massive cementite . O ther writers have called

it an A ; point , a notation from which one would natural ly infer that this upper point

of hyp er - eutectoid steel is s im i lar to the upper point of iron and of very low carbon

steel , which is not the case .

Purely theoretical considerations lead us to infer that the position of the point

Acm is lowered as the proportion of carbon decreases , finally merging with the point
A3 ,“ at the eutecto id point . It would fol low from this that the single point of eu

tectoid steel is real ly a merging of four points A3, A2, AI, and Acm and that it should

accordingly be designated byAsm cm. It is, however , the universal custom to ignore

this contribution of Acm to the s ingle point of eutectoid steel and to use for the latter

the notation A32 4 .

The amount of heat evolved at Arcm is very sl ight , hence the difficulty of detect

ing this point . Carpenter and Keeling ascertained its existence in steels containing

respect ively and per cent carbon at the following corre

sponding temperatures: 883, 91 1 , 985, 1030, and 1042 deg . C. With lower carbon

contents
,
that is nearer the eutectoid composit ion , the heat evolved is so slight that

the detection of Are lm as a separate point is quite imposs ible . In theoretical dia

grams
,
however

,
the existence of this point is always indicated in al l hyper- eutectoid

steels with a sharp merging with A32 1 at the eutectoid point .

The point Arcm then should occur in al l hyp er - eutectoid steels at temperatures
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increasing from some 700 to 1050 deg . C . as the carbon increas es from to

per cent .

M erg ing of A3,“ and A As already explained theoret ical ly the merging of

the points A1 2 1 and Acm should take place at the eutecto id composition , that is, for

steel containing in the vic inity of per cent carbon . Experimentally, however ,
the point Acm cannot be detected in steel containing less than some per cent

carbon . Bearing in min d that hypo - eutectoid steels containing more than per

cent carbon or thereabout have likewise but one critical point fi sg jag as experimental

evidences are concerned , it wil l be seen that for all practical purposeswe may con

sider al l grades of steel containing from to per cent carbon as having but

one critical point , namely , the point of recalescence , at some 700 deg . C. on cooling ,
although theoretically eutectoid steel only should have but one such point .

M inor Critical Po ints.
— Some experimenters believe to have discovered some critical points

other than those so far described. These po ints, which may b e referred to as minor critical points,
correspond to very faint evolutions or absorptions of heat, and produce, therefore, but very slight
jogs in t h e thermal curves . The ir existence is not fully established and they appear to have but
little if any influence upon t h e practical side of our subject. They should, however, be mentioned in
these pages so that t h e student may at least have some idea of their nature and claims to recogni

tion . Ro berts- Austen in 1898detected a slight evolution of heat between 550 and 600 on cooling in
iron and hypo- eutectoid stee l, and this point was again detected by Carpenter and Kee ling in 1904 .

Th e latter observers named it t h e Ar o point, fo llowing in this Roberts- Austen .

Robert s- Austen detected another evo lution of heat in pure iron between 450 and 500 deg . C .

t h e e xistence ofwhich be ascribed to t h e presence of hydrogen resulting in a separation of hydroxide
of iron taking place at this critical po int. Finally t h e same observer described one more slight evo
lu tion of

‘

heat in pure iron at about 270 deg . C . wh ich h e tentatively ascribed to t h e formation of an
iron- iron hydroxide eutectic .

Arnold believes in t h e existence of a critical point between A3 and A2, ofmaximum intensity
when t h e stee l contains some 50 per cent ofpearlite (about per cent carbon) which h e thinks is
due to t h e formation or segregation ofpearlite and hardenite, a constituent later to be described.

Data Showing th e Position of th e Critical Points.

— A very comprehensive set

of determinations of the crit ical points of iron and steel was made by Carpenter and

Keeling . Their results are tabulated 0 11 page 168. The table includes the criti

cal points occurring during the solidification period of the various steels and irons

investigated . These will be considered in another chapter . The posit ion of the

critical points as determined by Burgess , Stead, and others has already been indica

ted . There is substant ial agreement between the results of these investigators .
Re lative Quantities of Heat Evolved or Absorbed at th e Critical Points . The

various critical points that have been considered in the preceding pages do not indi
cate evolutions or absorptions of equal quantities of heat ; they are not of equal in

tensity . T h e
‘point A3 is very marked and sharply defined in carbonless iron but

decreases rapidly in intensity as the carbon increases . The point A2 is relatively

feeble and not very sharply defined and as already mentioned shows a tendency to
cover a considerable range of temperature . Its intensity moreover is l ittle affected

by the carbon content of the steel . The point A32 , being a merging of A; and A2, is

more intense than A2 but less intense than A3 in carbonless iron owing to the fact

that
.

when the merging takes place the A; point has lost much of its intensity . The

point A1 is feeble in. very low carbon steel but its intensity increases rapidly with the
carbon content, becoming so great as to cause the metal to glow or recalesce as pre
viously described and being maximum for steel of eutectoid composit ion . These
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as ordinates, while as abscissae are plotted (a) the corresponding time intervals in

seconds , t , t
'

,
t”

, t
” ’ elapsed since the beginning of the observation , or (b) the

actual intervals of time t ’ t , t
” t ’, t

'” t” required for each noted fal l of

temperature . In other words the coordinates are 0 and t in the first instance, 0 and

dt in the second . The curve obtained by the first method is known as a time - tem

perature curve while the second method yields an inverse rate curve .

1

Time - temperature curves representing the heating and cool ing of pure iron are
shown in Figure 170. While in these curves the evolutions or absorptions of heat cor

Fig. 170. Time- temperature curves . Heating and cooling ofpure iron.

(G aarens .)

responding to the points A3 and A2 can be detected, they do not stand out very con

spicuously, and it may well be feared that sl ight thermal retardations might escape

detection in curves of this kind since they would cause but very slight j ogs in the
curve . These considerations led O smond to adopt the inverse rate method for the

plotting of thermal curves . Curves of this typ e ,

are shown in Figures 171 and 172 .

1 It is evident that similar curves would result from reversing t h e observations, i.e . noting t h e
successive falls of temperatures 0 0

”
corresponding to equal intervals of time, say of 15

seconds, t 15, t 30, t 45 and plotting t h e former as ordinates and t h e latter as abscissze .

T h e coordinates in th is case would h e doand t.
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Fi g. 171 . Inverse rate curves . Cooling of steels containing respectively
and per cent carbon . (O smond )
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Fig . 173.
Difference curves . Coolin g and heating ofvarious steels . (Saladin )

ical points , when heat i s evolved or absorbed by the metal while the neutral body is ,

of course , free from any such thermal disturbance . Any difference of temperature
between the two pieces , therefore , would indicate a crit ical point . S i

n ce it is generally

impossible ,.h owever,
to use a neutral body having exactly the same heat capacity as

that of the metal under observation , it wi l l be apparent that there wi l l always be a
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difference between the temperatures of the two pieces , one always lagging behind the

other, and that the critical points wi l l correspond to sudden increase in the difference

between their respective temperatures . S ince , however, the critical points are now

caused solely by abrupt differences between the temperatures of the two bodies , they
are freed fromthe irregularities mentioned above as wel l as from the masking ih
fluence of the fal l ing or rising temperature of the furnace , seeing that both pieces are

now equally affected
,
and the curves obtained should indicate more sharply and con

spicuously the existence of even faint absorptions or evolut iong of heat .

The neutral body should
,
of course , be free from any thermal

h

tfansformation

within the range of temperature covered by the experiments . Platinum
,
porcelain

,

cl ay , 25 per cent nickel steel , and (by the author) austenitic manganese steel have
been used . The plotting of the thermal curves when a neutral body is used may be

1000

Fig . 174. Difference curves . Coolingand heating curves taken on same

photographic plate . (Saladin )

done in two different ways, (1) successive fal ls (or rises) 0 10
,
0 20, 0 30 of

the temperature of the metal as indicated by one of the galvanometers may be plotted

as ordinates against the corresponding differences in temperature 0 01, 6
'

9
”

of the two cool ing bodies, as indicated by the second galvanometer ,
the coordinates in this case being 0 and 6 01, and the curve known as a

“ difference

curve , or (2) according to Rosenhain , successive falls of temperature may be plotted
as ordinates against the corresponding rate of cooling for each degree of temperature

0 — 9‘ 6
'

0
as abscissae, the coordinates being in this method 0 and

dB
and the curve known as a derived differential curve .

Difference curves are shown in Figures 173 to 175 . The curves of Figures 173 and

174 were taken with a Saladin - Le Chatel ier—Pel l in instrument . Figure 173 shows the

critical points on heating and cool ing of a series of carbon steels contain ing from

to per cent carbon
,
the cool ing and heating curves having been taken on separate

photographic plates . In Figure 174 is shown the heating and cool ing curves taken on

the same plate of two steels containing respectively and per cent carbon .
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Fig . 175 . Diff erence curves . Cooling of a series of very pure
carbon steels . (Carpenter and Keeling . )

The curves of Figure 175 are difference curves of a series of very pure carbon

steels taken by Carpenter and Keel ing .

The purpose of Rosenh ain ’
s derived differential method of plotting is to eliminate

the irregularities from which difference curves stil l suffer and which are due chiefly to

differences between the heat capacit ies and emissivities of the sample and neutral
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S e lf- Recording Pyromete rs . With the use of neutral bodies self- recording in

strument s are general ly employed . The Saladin—Le Chatel ier—Pell in autographic

pyrometer has been described in Chapter I . The self- recording may be by means o f

photographic plates or by some other mechanical devices . The former method

cal ls for the use of mirror galvanometers sending a beam of light upon the photo

graphic plate while in other autographic recorders needle galvanometers are used .

The relative merits between photographic recorders and other types are summed

up by Burgess as follows :

It is evidently of great advantage to use self—recording
‘

apparatus when possible ,
and it then becomes necessary to choose between the photographic typ e and the

autographic. The latter possesses the advantage that the exper imenter may watch

any part of the record, and can therefore contro l the operation and at any moment

vary the condit ions affecting the experiment ; whereas with a photographic recording

apparatus , as usually constructed, the observer does not know whether or not the

experiment is progressing properly unti l it is finished and he has developed the sen

sitive plate . The manipulation by the photographic method is usually also more

del icate and time consuming and the adj ustment less sure
,
and the record often re

quires further graphical interpretation . The autographic method is in general not

adapted for interpreting phenomena taking place within an interval of a few seconds ,
so that for very rapid cooling it is necessary to employ the photographic method . It

is possible to construct the photographic recorder so as to obtain avery considerable

range of speeds with the same apparatus
,
while it is diffi cult and costly to construct

an autographic recorder having more than two speeds .

O ther M ethods for th e Determination of th e Critical Points . The spontaneous

evolutions or absorptions of heat observed at the crit ical points are obviously man

ifest ations of transformat ions taking place within the metal and it will be seen in the

next chapter that many other properties of iron and steel undergo at these tempera

tures sudden
‘

and marked changes . It is obvious , therefore , that the determination

of the change taking place in any one of these properties in funct ion of th e tempera

turewill afford a means of detect ing the existence and location of the critical points .

The method ful ly described in the preceding pages
,
and by far the most generally

used , may be termed the
“ thermal method .

”
O ther methods based on the discon
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tinuity in the variation of certain properties occurring at the critical points wi l l now

be briefly described .

M etal lograph ic M eth od for th e Determination of th e Critical Points . Howe

and A . G . Levy have used
,
with marked success, a metallographic method for the

determination of the critical points
,
notably of the point A3. The method for Aca con

s ists in noting the temperature at which the re—absorption of ferrite is found to be com

plete , and for Am, the temperature at which rej ection of ferrite begins . It will be
explained in the next chapter that these phenomena corresp ond to the occurrence

of the Ara and A03 points . The samples of hyp o - eutectoid steelfi fi first heated to a

high temperature (1200 to 1450 deg .) and slowly cooled in the furnace in order to

assemble the ferrite into coarse masses . Specim ens of this coarsened steel are then

heated to various temperatures below and above the supposed position of A03 hold

ing the temperature stationary for from 30 to 60 minutes . The specimens are then

quenched and preferably reheated to some 300 or 400 deg . in order to convert the mar

t ensite into troostite and thus secure greater contrast between the free ferr ite and the

matrix into which it is embedded and hence readier distinction of smal l amounts of

free ferrite . These structural changes are explained in Chapters XVI and XVI I .

The Ara point is determined in a s imilar manner by noting the temperature at which

free ferrite first makes its appearance in cooling down . The successive heatings

may be
_

10 deg . apart .

Cal orimetn
'

c M ethod for th e Determination of th e Critical Points . A . M enthen

(Ferrum 1912, Vol . X , p . 1) has determined by the vacuum method of O b erh offer

(Bunsen ice calorimeter and electric resistance furnace) the quantit ies of heat evolved

when iron carbon - alloys cool through their critical points and the method may be

used for the determination of these points .

.Th ermo - Electric M eth od for th e Determination of th e Critical Points .

W. Broniewski (Comptes Rendus 1913, Vol . CLVI , p . 1983) has applied a thermo

electric method to the determination of the critical points which he considers at least

equal in accuracy to other methods . It consists in determining the thermo - electro

motive force of the iron or steel in relation to copper . The occurrence of discontinuity

in the variations of the elect ro - motive force indicates the positions of the critical

poin ts . With per cent carbon the point A; was found at about 730 deg . In

pure iron A3 occurred at 950 deg . and in steel with per cent carbon its position

was 850 deg . With more than per cent carbon the points A2 and A3 were merged

with the recalescence point .

M e lting—Points M eth od for th e Determination of th e Critical Points .

— Stead

has devised an ingenious method for the determination of the crit ical points Ar,
and A01 (Journal Iron and Steel Inst itute 1913, I I , p . 399) by which the use o f

pyrometers may be dispensed with , the method being based on the known melting

point of sodium chloride and of some metals in the form of wire .

M agnetic M ethod for th e Determination of th e Critical Points . It wil l be ex

plained in the following chapter that iron - carbon al loys lose their ferro - magnetism
,

or at least the bulk of it, on heating in passing through the points AO2, A032 , or Ac” ;

as the case may be , and recover it in cool ing at the points Arz , Arm,
or Arm ] . By oh

serving these magnetic transformations and noting the temperatures at wh ich they

occur , the pos it ion of the critical points may be accurately determined . The author

has found the following procedure very satisfactory . A (Fig . 178) is an electric re

sistance furnace ; DD two round bars of iron (the author uses American ingot iron , a
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product nearly free from carbon) su itably held in posit ion ; C is the piece of iron or

steel the magnetic crit ical points of which are to be determined ; X is the hot j unc

t ion of a thermo - electric couple introduced into a hole dril led in the sample C ; E is an

electro magnet surrounding a portion of the bar D ; G is an iron needle so balanced
that it is readily attracted by the end H of the composite bar DOD when the latter

is magnetized . As long as the temperature of the piece C remains below its A01 point

(or A03, or Acs.2 . l according to the carbon content) the bar D OD attracts the needle

Fig . 178. Magnetic tes t for t h e determination of t h e

thermal critical points in iron and steel .

or keeper G but when the critical point is reached the magnetic flux ceases
’

to pass

through C and the needle drops . The point on heating is in th is way sharply recorded .

On cool ing as soon as the point A02 is reached t h e steel recovers its magnetism and

the needle G is again attracted . The method is sufficiently del icate to detect the

A2 point in carbonless iron , and in very low carbon steel .

H istorical .

— A brief historical sketch of the discovery of the critical points of

iron and steel wil l not be without interest . In 1868 Tsch ernoff in studying the har

den ing of steel used the notation A for the temperature at which hardening by rapid

cool ing becomes suddenly possible in high carbon steel . This was the point A32 4 .

In 1869 Gore noted that at a dark red heat steel exhibited on cool ing a spon
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CHAPTER XI

THE THERMAL CRITICAL PO INTS OF STEEL

THEIR CAUSES

The thermal critical points described in the preceding chapter are evidently out

ward manifestations of internal transformations taking place spontaneously at cer

tain crit ical temperatures . We should now inquire into the nature of these trans

formations .

Let us remember that there are but three well - known causes of spontaneous evo

lutions of heat in cool ing bodies and of spontaneous absorptions on heat ing . These

are : (1) formation of chemical compounds , a phenomenon which is almost always

accompan ied by a spontaneous - evolution of heat (the heat of formation) , and the

reverse phase
,
the dissociat ion of the compound with absorption of heat (the heat of

dissoci ation) , (2) changes of state , that is , the passage of a substance from the solid
to the l iqu id or from the liquid to the gaseous state , or directly from the sol id to the

gaseous state
,
which changes are always accompan ied by spontaneous absorp t ions of

heat
,
and the opposite phases of the Same phenomena, the passage of a body from

the gaseous to the l iquid or from the l iquid to the so l id state
,
when heat is evolved

(the latent heat of sol idification in case of a substance passing from the liquid to the

sol id state
, et c . ) these evolutions or absorptions of heat , as the case may be, main

taining the temperature of the substance constant while a change of state is in progress

as
,
for instance

,
during sol idificat ion or melting, (3) al lotropic or polymorphic trans

format ions which are always accompanied by an evolution of heat when the body

passes from one allot rOpic condition to another, and by an absorption of heat when

it returns to its first al lotropic form or vice versa . The meaning of al lotropy has been

discussed in Chapter V .

Causes of
’

the Upper Points A3 and A2 in Carbonl ess Iron . It has been seen that

at these points spontaneous evolutions or absorptions of heat occur in chemically

pure iron which , since they are not accompanied by any change of state (the metal

being considerably below its so lidifi cation point) must , it seems , necessarily indicate

the existence of iron under three al lotropic forms . It has been mentioned in Chapter

V that the allotropic form stable above Asa
- is known as 7 (gamma) i ron , that stable

between A3 and A2 as 6 (beta) iron , and the form stable below A2 as a (alpha) iron .

The fol lowing then takes place during the cool ing and heating of pure iron : as the

metal cools from a high temperature when the point Ar3 is reached, it passes from

the gamma to the beta condition with evolution of heat , while at Al
'

g it passes from

the beta to the alpha form also with evolution of heat . On heating the reversals

take place , the iron passing with absorpt ions of heat from the alpha to the beta con

dit ion at A02 and from the beta to the gamma condition at A03. That the point A;

indicates an allotropic transformation is universal ly admitted, no one doubting the
182
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existence of iron in at least two allotropic conditions . M any authoritative writers

believe with O smond that the point A2 also indicates an allotropic transformation ,
and that iron

,
therefore

,
assumes three dist inct allotropic forms, as exp lained above .While some writers have expressed doubts as to the al lotropic character of the point

A2, as will presently be explained, in these pages iron wil l be assumed to exist in three

al lotropic conditions, of which A3 and A2 are the transformation points , this theory

being
,
in the author ’s op in ion

,
the one best supported .

Th e A2 Point and Beta Iron . The arguments which have
_b_ ee_ n offered in sup

port of the contention that the point A2 of pure iron and of low carbon steel is not an

al lotropic point and that, consequently, beta iron does not exist, should be briefly

considered .

(1) It was claimed by Benedicks and Carpenter that the point A3 or at least A02
does not occur in strictly pure iron but in view of the results obtained by Dr . Burgess
at the Bureau of Standards , and by others, the claim had to be withdrawn and the

existence of A2 as an independent point is no longer a debatable question .

(2) The point A2, it has been said, notably by Benedicks and H . Le Chatel ier,
cannot be an allotropic point

_because of the absence of hysteresis between the two

phases A02 and Al'g of the transformation . While it may be that hysteresis has always

been observed in allotropic transformations , it does not by any means fol low that its

absence indicates the non - existence of allotropy. Indeed the freez ing and melting

of crystall ine substances which may be considered as maj or instances of al lotropy

occur normally without hysteresis .

(3) The point A2, we are told, cannot be an allot rOpic point because no crystal

lograph ic change has ever been found to occur at that point . The argument is val id

only in case it is accept ed
‘

t h at an allotropic transformation necessarily implies a

crystalline change
,
a definit ion of allotropy which is far from being general ly en

t ert ained . It is quite possible , moreover, that a sl ight crystallographic change

occurs at A2 which has so far
'

eluded observation .

(4) The absence of dilatation as iron cools through its Al
’

z point reported by some

(Ch arpy and Grenet , and Benedicks) has been claimed to preclude the existence of

allotropy . This argument is based on the arbitrary view that an allotropic trans

formation must necessarily be accompanied by dilatation on cooling and contraction

on heating . Some investigators , moreover , believe to have detected a dilatation at

Arg, while even the results -

of Benedicks ’ careful experiments do not conclusively

prove the absence of dilatation .

(5) While admitting that a marked transformation takes place at A2 in the mag
net ic properties of iron , it has been argued that it was not of an al lotropic character

(H . Le Chatelier, Weiss , Honda, Benedicks , and others) (a) because it wasnot sufli
cient ly sudden to M ply discontinuity, and (b) because in general magnetic trans
formations of that kind are not al lotropic . A02 we are told marks the end of a pro

gressive transformation having its starting poin t at a considerably lower temperature,
while Al'z marks the beginning of the reverse change . Starting and end points of

progressive transformations , however , are not accompanied by sudden evolution or

absorption of heat ; slight changes of direction only should occur in the thermal

curves . While it is apparently
‘

true that the magnetic transformation starts at a

temperature considerably below A2, the very existence of that poin t with its notable

heat evolution indicates a sharp discontinuity in the progressiveness of the transforma

t ion and hence suggests al lotropy ; or , differently expressed, iron on being heated from
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atmospheric temperature to j ust below its A02 point loses progressively possibly 50
per cent of its ferro - magnetism

,
while in passing through its ACQ point it loses abruptly

the
'

remaining 50 per cent . It is unj ustifiable to describe the phenomenon as merely

a progressive transformation .

The recent theories put for ward to show that the loss of ferro - magnetism suffered

by some metals on being heated should not be regarded as allotropic transformations

are purely arb itrary and speculative . It remains more cons istent to regard the mag

netic and non - magnetic condit ions of the same substance as two allotropic states of

that substance .

(6) It has been contended that no discontinuity in any of the properties of iron

has ever been proved to take place at A2 and that , therefore , the transformat ion can

not be an al lotropic one . To this it may be answered (a) that the existence of a

marked thermal critical point indicates a sharp discontinuity in the internal energy
of iron , and that as an evidence of allotropy it is at least as conclusive as a discon

tinuity in any other property, (b) that discont inuity undoubtedly exists at A2 in the

magnetic properties of iron , and (c) that several investigators have noted a discon

t inuity in the di latat ion of the metal (Rosenhain and Hum frey , although denied by

others) , in its tensile strength (Rosenhain and Humfrey) , in its specific heat (Weiss

and Beck, and M enthen) and in its electrical resistance (G . K . Burgess and I . N .

Kelberg) . In regard to the latter property Burgess and Kelberg write :
The exact determination of the variation of the electr ical resistance of pure

iron in terms of temperature has been made over the range 0 to 950 deg . C.
,

part icular attention being given to the form of the curve over the A2 and A3 crit ical
ranges No anomalies are found in the resistance of iron unti l the A2 region is

approached , and at A2 there is an inflection at 757 deg . C. in the resistance tempera

ture curve shown as a sharp cusp in the temperature coefficient . At A03 the resist

ance of iron falls abruptly by some of its value
,
which is recovered with in a 25

deg . interval , and above A03 it increases greatly again . On cool ing , the Ara is aecom

panied
“by sl ight increases of resistance with fall ing temperature . A03 and Ar3

~ b egin

at the same temperature , 894 deg . C.

, and each extends over a temperature interval

of 25 degrees . These resistance measurements show that A2 is a strictly reversible

transformation and A3 is a transformation taking place at a higher temperature on

heating than on cooling . These experiments are in agreement with the thermal ob

servations previously recorded in Scientific Paper No . 213.

Whether or not either or - both of these critical ranges A2 and A3 are to be consid

ered al lotropic points wil l depend upon the definit ion of allotropy, about which there

does not appear to be agreement .

”

(7 To explain the existence of A2 in impure iron without having recourse to al

lotropy , Benedicks attempted to show , through ingenious speculations , that the point

Arz indicated the end of the Ar3 t ransformation , some gamm a iron remaining unt rans

formed below Al's owing to the presence of impurit ies , the phenomenon being one of

supercooling
,
and the resulting equil ibrium therefore metastable . What had been

hitherto cal led beta iron was in real ity , then , a sol id solution of gamma iron in alpha

iron . As this highly speculative hyp othesis demands the absence of A2 (at least of

A02) in strictly pure iron , it may be considered as untenable . Benedicks
,
however

,

facing this diffi culty attempted to exp lain that unless the cool ing be very slow the

point AI'2 might stil l occur in pure iron without disproving his theory and likewise

A02, on quick heating . He adm its, however, that the intensity of A2 should gradual ly
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On heating the opposite changes take place : (1) at A01 transformation of FI
pearl ite into PI sol id solution (gamma iron carbon austenite) , while this sol id

solution begins immediately to assimilate some of the free ferrite
,
which as it is as
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Fig . 179 . D iagram depicting structural changes in per cent carbon stee l
as it cools slowly from t h e molten condition to atmospheric temperature .

similated passes to the gamma condition , (2) between AI and A3 absorption of free

ferrite continues, being completed at Acs, (3) on reaching the point A02 the ferrite ,

ML in the diagram,
which has not been absorbed between Ac, and Acz now passes to
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the beta condition . This diagram depicts accurately the general ly accepted views in

regard to the meaning of the critical points . If these views are correct several inter

esting inferences may be drawn as to the relative intensities of the critical points .

The poin t A, in low carbon steel does not indicate a complete transformation , as too

often loosely stated
,
but merely the beginning, at Ar3, or the end, at Ac3, of a trans

formation extending over a considerable range of temperature , i.s . from A ; to A3.

Theoretically
,
therefore

,
it would seem as if the point A3 must correspond to a mere

change of direction in cooling and heating curves rather than to well - marked j ogs .

The fact that a decided j og marks the point Ar3 in very low carb b n
‘

steel might be

ascribed to hysteresis
,
the metal cooling to a temperature below that at which the

A; change is due so that when the transformation begins to take place it does so with

added intens ity
,
hence the j og . The j og corresponding to the Ac3 point of very low

carbon steel is not so readily explained . But is not this j og much less - pronounced

than the one corresponding to Arg? The point Ar2 marks (1) a complete transforma
tion

,
namely

,
the passage from the beta to the alpha state of the free ferrite liberated

between Ar;, and Ara and (2) the beginning of a transformation , namely, the pas sage

to the alpha condit ion of the ferrite which continues to be l iberated between Al' z and

Ar] . Because of the complete transformation implied by the point A2 we readily

understand that it should correspond to a j og both in the heating and cooling c urves,
and s ince Arz is due chiefly to the allotropic transformation of t h e . ferrite l iberated

between Ar3 and Al'z , we readily understand why it should occur at nearly the same

temperature regardless of the carbon content . In the light of what precedes
,
how

ever , the point A3 in steel instead of be ing regarded as the manifestation of trans

formations occurring and completing themselves at a certain temperature
,
in reality

indicates the beginning or end of transformations extending over a considerable

range of temperature , namely, from A3 to A .

Cause of th e Point A “ . It has been seen that the point A32 is apparently a

merging of the points As and A2 of lower carbon steel and it seems natural to infer

that the transformations which these point s indicat e , namely the two allotropic
changes , are here l ikewise merged, that is, that they now take place at the same tem

perature . In other words that when the point Ars e is reached on cool ing the iron

passes from the gamma to the beta and then immediately to the alpha state
,
the

heat evolved being due to this double allotropic transformation . Some writers have

claimed, however, that at the point Arm the iron passes directly from the gamma to

the alpha condition , the change of gamma to beta being suppressed in steel contain

ing over per cent carbon or thereabout . If such hypothesis were true it would

have some important bearing upon the probable theory of the hardening of steel as

exp lained in another chapter. In the author ’s opinion the more generally accepted

view is better supported by experim ental facts and other evidences and in these
chapters the point A32 wil l be considered as implying a double al lotropic change .

M ost metallographists bel ieve that l ike the independent pointsA, and A2 the double
point A32 is the result of allotropic changes affect ing the free ferrite only.

This setting free and allotropic trans formation of ferrite is depicted diagrammati

cal ly in Figure 180 in the case of steel containing per cent carbon and having
,

therefore , the two critical points A3 3 and AI. EGF indicates the gradual l iberation

of ferr ite and its conversion to the alpha state as the metal cools from Arm to Ar ] ,
the steel , after complete cool ing, being made up of EH GF per cent ferrite and
HC PI per cent pearl ite .
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If
,
as general ly stated

,
the allotropic transformation of which A ” is a manifesta

tion affects only the free (pro—eutecto id) ferrite , the intensity of the point Ammust

decreas e rapidly with decreasing pro - eutectoid ferrite , i.e . as the eutectoid composi
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Fig . 180. Diagram depicting structural changes in per cent carbon stee l
as it cools slowly from t h e molten condition to atmospheric temperature .

tion is approached
,
and th is point must vanish altogether as it meets the point A ,

(see Chapter X ,
Fig . from which it further fol lows that the s ingle point of eut ec

t oid steel is not in real ity a triple point as the notation As ,“ would imply, resulting .
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l l lll -\ l. CR ITICAL l ’O lN
'

l
‘

S U lf S
'

l
‘

ICl'IL

imply a chnngo of s lntc ? .l n o l h c r words is it no t possible , or even probable , tha t

crys tallimilion in th o sol id s tato is accompanied by an evolu t ion of boa t ? Surely this

crys lnlliz nlio n implics an allo t ropic or a t lous t. a polymorphic translo rmnlion and

M o no t such l rnns l
’

o rmnlio ns always nccompnniml by boa t cvo lu lions
'

l

.

’

'

.I
‘

ho author o ll
'

crs lh osc though ts as poss ib ly worthy o fa l tcnlion and us a possib lc

cxplnnnlion o f tho ovo lulion of boat a t An N
“

we assume that Foal ? and no t ( I. as it

now sccms so probnb lc , is dissoc d in iron nbo vc tha t poin t .

The Point A| an Al lo tropic Point . Mos t wri ters describe t ho poin t A. as purc ly
a carbon point , that is , n numilcs lulio n of a chungo a cc ting th e condit ion of th e

carbon only us cxplnlncd in th e foregoing pages .
'

l
‘

h cso some writers , h owcvcr, as

sort tha t tho uppor crit ical poin ts , A3 and A3 in low carbon s tool or A“ in higher car

bon s tcc l, c ll
'

cc l. only l hc condi t ion of tho lrcc (pro - cu lcc toid) fcrritc . .In this thcy

are inconsis ten t , for if tho uppc r poin t or poin t s indicnl c al lo t ropic transformation of

tho l
'

rco lcrrilc only lh on l ho lower poin t A1 is docidcdly nn al lo t ropic point seeing

t hat it co rrcsponds to al lo tropic l rnns l
’

ormat ions of th o pcnrlito- lcrrilc and that in

s tcc l conlnining more l lnm somo pcr ccnl. carbon l bovo is mo re pcarlil.c - fcrrito

than frcc forcitc . l n o l bor words lh c poin t A‘ is always an nllo l ropic poin t indicat ing

an nllo l ropic l rnns l
’

o rmnlio n of tho ponrlilc - fcrril.-o similnr to th e al lot ropic transfor

mnlion of t ho lrcc lorrilo occurring a t tho uppcr poin ts . and in case of steel with

moro than 0.
- l0 pc r ccnl. cnrbon l ho al lo tropic chnngc taking place a t A‘ alfccts a

lnrgcr bulk o f i ron than l ho chnngc a t A“ . To make t h c mut tor clcar lo t us consider

( li
‘

ig . 180) a s too l con taining somo pcr ccnt of carbon and. l h orc lorc , made up

nl lcr slow cool ing o f72 pcr con t o fpcnrlilo and 28 pcr con t o l frcc fcrritc . This s tee l

wil l conlnin nbou t 72 X fs 63 pcr ccnl. of pcarlitc - fcrrilc rcprcscntcd by F0 in

Figuro 180. When th e poin t A‘ is rcnch cd this 63 per rou t of iron is st i l l in th e gamma

condit ion (according to t h o genornl bc llcf) and now passes to th e alpha condit ion

c ither direc t ly or lirs l assuming tho bc ln sto l o .

'

l
‘

h o ullo lropic character o f th e point

is th crc lorc cvidcnt . lndocd it is su llicicnl. to account. for t ho h cnl. cvo lved at Ar.
or nbso rbcd a t -\ c \ wi thou t the nssis tnncc of any chnngc occurring in th e carbon

condit ion . for it is in pcrlcc t ng rccmcnt wilh tho incrcnscd inlcnsily of th o poin t A ,

as t ho carbon incrcnscs and wi th its maximum at th o culcc toid composit ion , since as

t h o carbon incrcztscs l lic umoun t of pcnrlilo nnd lh crc lorc of pearl i te - ferri te likewisc

incrc zt scs.

Summing up , l lu
‘

co rcasons may bo given for tho cvo lul ion of boat at Ari : ( l ) for

mot ion of tho curbido Foi l
“
. based on t ho assumpt ion that carbon as such is dissolved

in iron , (2) crys tallinnlio n of t ho oni‘bido Fed
‘ busod on tho nasumplion tha t this car

bido is disso lvcd in iron and that c rys tall izat ion no l implying n clmngc of s tate may

produco hos t . and (If) al lot ropic lrnnsl
’

ormal ion o f th o i ron proscnt in austenite of

culcc loid composit ion . l l sooms probab lc tha t both (2) and (3) con t ribu te to th e

hos t dcvc lopcd at Art .

Pear lite Formation . dill
'

crcnces of opinion may cxis t as t o the csne t

cnusc or causes o f t ho cvo lul ion of host co rrcspomling to th e poin t An all agree that

it is duo to th e transformat ion of nns lcnilc of cu lcc loid composit ion (sometimes
cal led lumlcnilo) into pc zu

‘lil c . i.c . t h o convcis ion of a sol id solut ion in to an agg re

gul c (fcrrilo plus ccmcnlil c ) . l t is wol l l o hour in mind t h e chnngcs in th e condit ion

of tho inm and carbon which this l rnnsfo rnuuio n sooms to imply : ( l ) passage of th e
i ron from l ho gamma to th o bc lu condit ion , (2) inuncdiul c ly fo llowed by its conver

s ion inlo nlplui iron or , according l o somo wrilcis , ( l nnd 23) t he convers ion of gannnu
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‘f

l
‘

lillill ,

iron directly into alpha iron , skipping the beta state , (3) th e crys tall iz ing of alpha

iron into parallel plates or lamellm, and (do ) th e formation and crys tall iz ing , or

the crys tall iz ing only of FeaC into paral le l plate s al te rnating wi th the ferri te. plates .
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Fig . .l ) iagrmn dep ic t ing s t rue tm'

a l changes in pe r cent. carbon ste e l
as it coo ls s lowly from th o mo lten condi t ion to atmosphe ric temperature .

Cause of the Point The point undoub tedly imlicatos the beginning

of the. l iberation of tree, cement-ite. in hyper- eutecto id steel as it cools from Am. to

This gradual fo rmatimi of free cementi te is we ll shown in Figure 18] where it
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is represented by the triangle EFG . When the point A32 4 i s reached the residual

austenite , now of eutectoid composition , is converted bodily
'

into pearl ite
,
the steel

consisting finally of EH G
’
F per cent free cementite and HC F] per cent pearl

ite . It wil l be seen that this upper point of hyp er - eutectoid steel , l ike the points A3
and A9, of h ypo—eutectoid steel , does not indicate a complete transformation but

merely the beginning of a transformation covering a wide range of temperature
,

namely
,
from Acm to A32 4 . If it corresponds to a j og rather than to a mere change

of direct ion in cooling curves this must be ascribed to hysteresis and its tendency to

accentuate the beginning of a transformation as previously explained . The evolu

t ion of heat corresponding to the l iberation of free cementite may be explained in
two ways : (1) actual formation of F030 , carbon and not the carbide being in solution

above Arcm or (2) crystall izat ion or fall ing out of solution of Fe3C based on the more

probable assumption that F9 30 and not C is dissolved by the iron above Arm ,
and

on the further assumption that this crystall ization in the sol id state , since it evidently

implies an allotropic or , at least , polymorphic change
,
must be accompanied by an

evolution of heat .

S ince in hyper—eutecto id steel containing even as much as per cent carbon

there is but a small proportion of free cementite (some 11 per cent) the point Arcm is
caused by the evolution of but a small amount of heat and must therefore be faint .

Its intens ity, moreover , must decrease as the carbon decreases and the point must

disappear altogether as the eutectoid composition is reached
,
that is

,
j ust as it meets

the single point of eutectoid steel . This is indicated in Figure 169 of Chapter X .

Allotropy of Cementite . If we bel ieve , as most metal lographists now do , that

FesC and not C forms a sol id solution with carbon above the point AI or A33 4 , it

fol lows that this dissolved F6 30 crystal lizes or fal ls out of solution at certain critical

temperatures
,
namely , Arcm for the free cementite of hyper—eutectoid steel and Arl

(or Ar3_2 , 1) for the pearl ite—cementite of all steels , and that this crystal lization is ao

companied by an evolution of heat . This fal ling out of solution real ly implies a
spontaneous change of crystall ine form and is therefore an evidence of polymorphism ,

hence of al lotropy
,
for if al lotropy does not necessarily imply polymorphism , poly

morphism implies al lotropy . Are we no t then j ustified in believing that F830 may

exist under two allotropic forms : (1) an al lotropic variety soluble in iron , which we

may cal l gamma cementite and (2) an allotropic variety insoluble in iron , which we

may cal l alpha cementite
,
constituting the free cementite of hyper - eutecto id steel

and the hard plates of pearl ite ?

The fact that the crystall iz ing or falling out of solution of free ferrite in hypo

eutectoid steel implies an allotropic transformation of the l iberated ferrite , points

with force to a similar transformation forming part of the l iberation of free cementite

in hyper - eutectoid steel . In the case of iron we are able to actual ly prove this al lo

tropy through the cool ing of verypure iron and the test ing of its properties while in
the case of cementite such direct proof is not yet at hand because of the difficulty of

obtaining pure cementite and of testing it after producing it .

To generalize
,
it would seem as if the crystall iz ing or fall ing out of solution of a

substance at certain critical temperatures always impl ies a spontaneous change of

crystal line form and
,
therefore

,
an allotropic transformation of the substance separat

ing from the solution
,
wh et h er , t h at solution be l iquid or solid . In the former case

the fall ing out of solution impl ies a change of state , the separating substance passing

from the l iquid to the sol id state
,
but does it make it less of an al lotropic change ?
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the absence of upper points in eutectoid steel . On passing through the point Ara,”

(Fig . 182) this austenite is converted into pearl ite . Pearlite contains per cent

of ferr ite which undergoes al lotropic transformation at Ara hence the intense allo

tropic character of this point . The crystalliz ing of cementite probably contributes

also to the heat evolved at Ara,“ whether it implies the formation of Fe3C or not

as explained before . It has also been argu ed that this crystal l iz ing of cementite

probably implies an al lotropic transformation
,
in which case the point A1 ,“ (and A1 as

well) would be solely an al lotropic point , resu lt ing from the simultaneous allotropic
transformation of both the iron and

_the Fe3C of austen ite of eutectoid composition .

Finally let us bear in mind that notwithstanding its - notation th e single point of

eutectoid steel does not in fact result from the merging of the several points of hypo

eutectoid steel , being merely a continuation of the point AI. This point A1 is essen

t ially a pearl ite ” point while the upper poin ts of hypo - eutecto id steel are “ ferrite”

points and the upper point of hyper - eutectoid steel is a “
cementite” point .

Cause of th e Point A32 4 in Hyper - Eutectoid S tee l . The point A3“ in hyper

eutectoid stee l is of exactly the same nature as the point A3 .“ of eutectoid steel and

the point A{ of hypo - eutectoid steel . It marks the formation of pearlite
,
bearing in

mind the various changes in the condition of the carbon and iron implied by that

formation . As the proportion of pearl ite now decreases with increase of carbon the

intensity of the point A3,“ l ikewise diminishes .

Summary . The apparent causes of the thermal critical points of iron and steel

may be briefly summed up as fol lows :

The point Ar3 of carbonless iron and of steel containing less than some per

cent carbon marks the beginning of the l iberation of ferrite (which liberation con

t inues down to the point Ar ; ) and the transformation of that ferrite from the gamma
to the beta condition , this setting free of ferrite and its al lotropic transformation

being probably simultaneous .

The poin t Al'g of carbonless iron and of stee l containing less than some per

cent carbon indicates the transformation from the beta to the alpha condition of the

ferrite l iberated between Ara and Arz and the beginning of the passage of the ferrite ,
which cont inues to be l iberated as the metal comes from Arg to Arx, from the gamma

to the beta and then to the alpha condition or , as some writers claim , directly from

the gamma to the alpha state .

The poin t Arm of steel contain ing somewhere between and per cent

carbon marks the beginning of the l iberation of ferr ite which takes place between
Arm and Arl and the passage of that ferrite from the gamma to the beta condition

and immediately to the alpha state or, according to some wr iters , directly from the

gamma to the alpha condit ion .

Since only the formation and transformation of free ferrite is involved at the points

A3, A2, and A33 these points may properly be c al led
“ ferr ite ” points .

The point AI of hypo—eut ectoid steel , as well as t he point A3,“ of eutectoid and

hyp er - eutectoid steel , marks the rather sudden transformation of the residual solid

solution (austenite) , now of eutectoid composition
,
into pearl ite, bearing in mind the

changes in the conditions of the iron and carbon which such transformation implies .

The points AI and A3 may properly be cal led “ pearl ite ” points .

The poin t Arcm of hyper- eutectoid steel marks the beginning of the setting free

of cementite as the metal cools from Arcm to Ara“ , the liberation of cementite prob,

ably involving an allotropic change of that constituent as previously explained .
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In Figure 183 an attempt has been made at showing diagrammatically the rela

tion between the critical points of stee l and its structural composition after slow

cool ing . ItWi l l be readily understood . The upper part of the diagram shows the

location of the critical points, the lower part the structural composition in percent

ages of ferrite , pearl ite , and cementite . Taking, for instance, a steel containing

per cent carbon : above Ag at A it is a sol id solution of carbon and iron (austenite)
on cool ing through Ar3 at B some beta ferrite is set free, th is l iberation continuing

from B to C on cooling through Arz at C the free beta ferrit e is cony erted in to alpha

ferrite while additional alpha ferrite forms as the metal cools to Ar ] , that is from C to

D . The ferrite liberated on cooling from B to D, that is on cool ing through the criti

ical range, is represented in the lower part of the diagram by DE which is also the

final percentage of free ferrite in the steel . As the metal cools through its Ar l point

Rang e

Fig . 183. D iagram showing t h e re lat ion between t h e critical points and t h e structural
composition of slowly cooled stee l .

at D
,
the residual austenite

,
at present of eutectoid composition

,
is converted into

pearlite
,
EF representing the pearl ite here formed, i.e . the percentage of pearl ite in

the steel . The structural formation of any steel can be fol lowed in the same way in

this diagram . It wil l be obvious that the vertical distances representing the per

centages of ferr ite , pearlite , or cementite in any steel may also be regarded as propor
tional to the intensities of the corresponding critical points . For instance , the dis

tance ED may be assumed to be proportional to the combined intens ities of the

points Ar3 and Arg of a per cent carbon steel and the distance EF proportional

to the intensity of the A1 point . Interpreted in this way the diagram indicates what

has already been pointed out : (1 ) that the intensities of A3 and A2 decrease as the

carbon increases
,
these points van ishing on reaching the eutectoid composition

, (2)
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that t h e
s

point A , very faint at first
,
increases rapidly with increased carbon

, becom

ing maximum at the eutectoid point and then decreas ing
,
and (3) that the point

Acm, always faint , increases sl ightly as the carbon increases above per cent .

L lQ U /d

/r 0 f7 and Ca r b on

S o/uf/on O f

G omm o /r o n and
Co r /o on u ofe m

'

fe )

O o// O ’
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B e fo a n d

e r r / t
‘
e C a r b o n

A lp h o /r m and
C a r b o n /Tr o o.sf/f e

’I

F r e e A/p h o
F e rr /f e

P e a r /M e

Afmos h e r /2

Fig . 184. D iagram depicting structural changes in per cent carbon stee l slowly
cooled

,
assuming that t h e iron remaining in solution as wel l as t h e free iron (ferrite )

undergoes al lotropic changes . T0 be compared with Figure 180.

l
Another V iew of th e Allotropic Changes .

— It Will be obvrous from t h e description of t h e

underlying causes of t h e critical points given in t h e foregoing pages that, according to t h e general
be l ie f

,
iron must first be freed from solid solution before it can undergo any al lotropic changes or, at
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alpha state precedes its liberation from solution, thr ee solid solutions of carbon in iron are formed
during th e slow cooling of stee l

,
namely

,
carbon (or t h e carbide FesC) dissolved (1 ) in gamma iron,

(2) in beta iron, and (3) in alpha iron . T h e first solid solution is universally called austen ite wh ile
th e hypothesis leads almost irres istibly t o regarding t h e solid solution in beta iron as martensite and
th e solid solution in alpha iron as troostite

, two constituents to b e described later .With th e assistance of t h e diagram
,
Figure 184, and by comparing it with Figure 179 t h ework ing

of th e present hypothesis wi ll be readily understood. In Figure 184 are dep icted t h e structural
changes taking place during t h e slow cooling of stee l containing per cent carbon and there fore
exh ibiting th e three critical points A3, A2, and A.. O n cooling through t h e point A3 t h e solid solu
tion of carbon and gamma iron (austenite ) e xisting above As is converted into a sol id solution of

carbon in beta iron In t h e beta condition
,
however

,
iron cannot be retained in solu

tion and begins immediate ly t o b e liberated
,
and it s liberation continues as th e metal cools down

to A2. Between A3 and A2we have a solid solution of beta iron decreas ing in amount and increasing
free beta ferrite . On cooling through Ar , both th e free beta ferrite and t h e dissolved beta ferr ite pass
to th e alpha state, g iving rise to th e formation of free alpha ferr ite and ofa solution of carbon in alpha
iron O n cooling from A1 2 to Ar] additional alpha ferrite is l iberated while t h e propor
tion of carbon- alpha iron solution decreases correspondingly. At Ar; t h e remaining solution h as
become of eutectoid composition and is converted bodily into pearlite, th e mechanism ofthis trans
formation being we ll understood. It will be evident that in t h e case of hypo- eutectoid stee l having
but one upper critical point, Arm ,

in cooling through that point t h emetal would pass from t h e condi
t ion ofa solid solut ion of carbon in gamma iron to that of a solid solution in beta iron and then
immediate ly to that of a solid solut ion in alpha iron

, t h e steel between Arm and Ar; be ing composed
of this solution in alpha iron (troostite ? ) and of free alpha ferrite . With eutectoid stee l t h e fo llowing
changes would take place as it cools through its sing le critical point Area ] : (1) transformation of

gamma iron solid solution (austenite) into beta iron solid solution (2) immediate ly
followed by t h e formation of alpha iron solid solution (3) immediate ly followed by
formation ofpearlite .

Th e author thinks that th e decreasing intensities of t h e points A3 and A2 as t h e carbon content
increases is t h e fact most di fficult t o reconcile with t he hypothesis just outlined

,
for if these points

are due to allotropic transformations affecting t h e entire bulk of t h e stee l their intensities should be
quite independent of th e amount of carbon present. To be sure

,
this gradual diminution of th e

magn itude of th e,

points A3 and A2 as th e carbon increases is likewise difficult of e xplanation in t h e
light of th e universally accepted hypothesis that free iron only can b e al lotropically transformed, for
it has been made clear in t h e foregoing pages that these points must indicate then t h e beginnings of
transformations and not transformations carr ied to completion at th e se critical points, so that th e
intensities of t h e points should be little affected by t h e magnitude of th e transformations themse lves ,
that is, by t h e amount of free ferrite undergo ing allotropic transformation or,which is th e same thing ,
by t h e percentage of carbon in t h e stee l .

Th e View just outlined as to th e mechanisms of th e allotropic changes is further depicted dia

grammatically in Figure 185, in which th e critical points are represented as cover ing certain ranges
of temperature making it possible t o show, graphically, t h e changes taking place within these
ranges . Taking an iron- carbon alloy having, for instance, t h e composition a (some per cent
carbon) , t h e diagram shows that above Ara it is made up ofaa

’

, i.e . of 100 per cent austenite ; on cool
ing through Ara it is gradually converted into martensite ; between Ara and Arg beta ferrite is
liberated ; in passing through Arg t h e r emaining martensite is gradually converted into a solid solu
tion of carbon and alpha iron (troostite ? ) while th e free beta ferrite is converted into free alpha
ferrite ; between Arz and Ar; addi t ional alpha ferrite is liberated ; in cooling through Ar; t h e remain
ing solid solution now of eutectoid composition

,
is converted into pearlite . T h e strue

tural changes occurring in stee l having but one upper critical point and in stee l of eutectoid
composition are simi larly depicted. This diagram is reproduced from t h e “ Journal of t h e Iron
and Stee l Institute ,

” No . IV fo r 1906 , Plate L I I .



CHAPTER XII

THE THERMAL CRITICAL PO INTS or IRON AND STEEL

THEIR EFFECTS

It has been shown in preceding chapters that the thermal critical points of iron

and steel are due chiefly if not wholly to allot rOpic transformations of the iron . It is

a well - known fact that when a substance undergoes an allotropic transformation

many of its properties undergo likewise deep and sudden changes at the cr itical

temperatures . Color , crystal l ization , di latation , conductivity both for heat and elec

tricity, strength , ductil ity, hardness , specifi c gravity are properties frequently affected

as a body passes from one al lotropic form to another . We should expect , therefore,
such changes to take place , as iron undergoes its al lotropic transformations , if not in

all
,
at least in some of the above properties . And it is because such changes do take

place that a clear understanding of the occurrence and sign ificance of the critical

points is of much practical importance to the iron and steel metal lurgist .

CHANGE S AT A3

It h as been shown that the point As occurs in carbonless iron and in steel con

taining less than some per cent of carbon and that it is universal ly bel ieved that

this point indicates an al lotropic change , the iron passing from the gamma to the

beta condition , or according to some to the
’ alpha condition , on cool ing at Ars, and

vice versa, from the beta (or alpha) to the gamma condition on heating at Acs. It

should be borne in mind
,
however, as ful ly exp lained in Chapter X I that the general

bel ief is that free ferrite only undergoes th is change . As the metal cools past its point

Ar3 the following abrupt changes in some of its properties have been noted .

Dilatation .

— The metal , which above th e point Ara was contracting, as is the

general rule with al l cool ing bodies
,
on passing through the poin t Ara undergoes sud

denly a marked dilatation , amounting to over f ol-07; of its length , immediately fol

lowed again by a normal contract ion . Such dilatation implies that the change of

gamma into beta iron takes place with augmentation of volume
,
or in other words

that gamma iron
.
is denser , has a higher specific gravity than beta iron . The dilata

tions occurring at Ar3 in the case of steels containing respectively and per

cent carbon are shown graphical ly in Figure 186 . On heating, at Ac3 a spontaneous

contraction occurs of the same magnitude as the di latation on cooling . Benedicks

determined with great care the dilatation of pure iron between 700 and 950 deg . C.

and some of his results are shown in Figure 187. The sharp occurrence of a marked

dilatation at C, the A3 point , will be noted. Had we no other evidence of an allo

tropic transformation at this crit ical temperature
,
this sudden dilatation taking place

as it does in pure iron would j ustify our belief in its existence .

199
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E l ectrical Conductivity .

— Above the point As the metal has an electrical resis

t ance some ten times greater than its resistance at ordinary temperature . As it cools

from a high temperature to the point Arg there is but a feeble decrease of its electrical

resistance, but as soon as An, is reached it begins abruptly and sharply to decrease

and keeps on decreasing at a normal rate to atmospheric temperature . At A1 , there

fore
,
we have a sudden and marked change in the variation of the electrical condue

t ivity corresponding to a sharp break in the curve expressing the relation between

temperature and electrical resistance as shown in Figure 188. On heating , at A03 the

opposite change takes place , that is, the electrical resistance quite suddenly ceases to

Fig . 186 . D i latation curves ofvarious carbon stee ls .

increase . So marked and sudden a change in a physical property is in itself a proof

of an al lotropic transformation .

Crystall ization . It has been shown in Chapter V that whi le gamma and beta

iron both crystall ize in the cubic system (O smond) octahedra are the prevail ing form

of gamma iron while the cube is the crystall ine form of beta iron , and that the trans

formation of gamma into beta iron includes a change in the planes of symmetry, at

least o f carburized iron (O smond) .

Tensile Strength . Rosenhain and Humfrey have shown the existence of a dis

tinct discontinuity in the tensi le strength of iron at the A3 point .

D issolving Power for Carbon .

— Above the point A3 iron possesses dissolving

power for carbon , while according to some writers it loses t h at p ower on passing

through Ara; in other words gamma iron can dissolve carbon but beta iron is deprived

of that power . It does not
,
however

,
seem

,
by any means , proven that bet-a iron

cannot dissolve carbon , many authoritative workers holding the opposite view . This

question wil l be discussed at greater length in another chapter .
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taking place at M enthen reports a discontinuity in the specific heat of iron be
tween 880 and 900 deg . C .

,
that is at the A3 point .

CHANGE S AT A2

As a separate point A2 occurs in carbonless iron and in steel contain ing less than

some per cent of carbon . The changes of properties taking place at A2 are not

generally as abrupt nor are they as marked as those occurring at the other critical

points . It is precisely because of this lack of sharpness and suddenness that some

metal lographists have questioned the accuracy of the view that this point l ike As
indicates an allotropic transformat ion . Careful considerat ion of the evidences at

hand appear to Show, however, that changes of properties do occur at A2 sufficiently

marked and sudden to warrant the classification of this point as an al lotropic one .

The fact that these chw ore gradual than at the other crit ical points is

Fig . 188. Electrical resistance curves of iron and high carbon stee l .

logically exp lained by O smond on the ground that beta and alpha iron are isome r

phons , that is, capable of forming solid solutions and that therefore the passage of

one variety into the other must necessari ly be gradual as wel l as the variations of the

properties of iron which the transformation implies .

Dilatation .

— According to Le Chatel ier
,
to Ch arpy and Grenet , to Benedicks ,

and others
,
no dilatation takes place as the metal cools past the point Arg and they

see in this an indication that A2 is not an allotropic point . O smond ’s reply is that

the curves obtained by Ch arpy and Grenet , for
'

instance , do indicate a dilatation at

Ar2 which , however, the authors fail to notice because the transformation not being

sudden the dilatation l ikewise is gradual , whereas the authorsWere looking for sud
den dilatations only . Some of Benedicks ’ carefu l measurements of the dilatation of

pure iron are shown graphical ly in Figure 187. The contract ion observed on heating
,

between A and B
,
that is during the A2 range is described by him as a

“ sl ight
,
fully

continuously occurring contraction (under heating) which entirely coincides with the

gradual disappearance of the ferro - magnetism .

”
Considering

,
however

,
that the

striction which clearly reveals the position of A2 covers a range of temperature not

exceeding some 15 deg .
, it seems to point to a discontinuity in the dilatation of the

metal rather than to a perfectly progressive transformation .
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M agnetic Properties.

— Above the point A2 steel is non - magnetic, it is not at

tracted by a magnet , but in passing through Arg it suddenly becomes strongly mag
netic . Or, to use physicists terms , above A2 iron is para- magnetic, below A2 it is

ferro—magnetic . Is not th is abrupt and momentous change alone , in the magnetic

properties of a metal
,
su fficient proof of an allotropic transformation ? It is true

that magnetism is notfully regained until a considerably lower temperature is reached,
probably some 550 deg . C .

,
according to O smond, but the fact remains that the

greatest part of the final magnetism of the metal is abruptly acqui red as it cools past
the point A2 . What transformation other than an allotropic 0115 511 satisfactorily

account for this ?

The relation between the carbon content of steel and the temperatures at which

the metal loses its magnetism on heating and regains it on cooling is Shown graphically

in Figure 189. The points plotted in this diagram represent the average values of a

great number of determinations made by M adame Sklodowska Curie with a series of

Fig . 189. Temperatures ofmagnetic transformations of various carbon steels .

very pure carbon steels . It wi ll be noticed that the points of magnetic changes cor

respond closely to the thermal critical points A2, A32 , or A32 4 . With little carbon

there is but a small gap between the appearance of magnetism on cooling and its dis

appearance ou heat-ing , because the points Al
‘

z and A02 occur at nearly the same

temperature ; with per cent carbon the magnetic points are lowered and so, like

wise, the point Asa wh ile the gap increases , this being consistent with the greater gap

between Arm and A032 ; with per cent carbon the magnetic points are further

lowered and the gap between them increased stil l more
,
this being in harmony with

the location of the poin t A32 4 which is lower than Amand with the greater gap be
tween AI 32 , 1 and A031 ] .

E irt h er experimental evidences that the points of magnetic transformations coin
cide with the thermal critical points are given in the following tables showing the re
sults of several hundred determinations . A l l the steels used in connection with the

results g iven in Table I I contained in the vicinity of one per c ent carbon .

A magnetic method for the determination of the A2, A32 or A, points h as been
described in Chapter X .
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TABLE I .

- COMPARISO N OF THE MAGNETIC METHO DWITH .THE
ORD INARY OR COO LING — CURVE METHOD . (BOYLSTO N .)

APPRO X IMATE Acm e

CARBO N CO NTENT M ETHO D N U

¥23
1

S

O F

o r STEEL
M EAN M E AN

Magnet ic

O rdinary

Magnetic

O rdinary

Magnetic

O rdinary

TABLE I I .

— RESULTS OBTAINED BY STUDENTS AT HARVARD UN IVERS ITY

NUM BE R o r NUMBE R o rMETHO D
T ESTS T ESTS

Crystal l ization . The cube being the crystall ine form both of beta and of alpha

iron and these two allotropic varieties being capable of dissolving each other in al l

proportions (O smond) a crystal line transformation at the point A2 is not to be ex

pected . The crystal lography of iron so far as it has been investigated does not re

veal the existence of the point A2 .

Tens ile S trength . Rosenhain and Humfrey have shown the existence of a dis

tinct discontinuity in the tensile strength of i ron at the A2 point .
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iron is st il l in the gamma condition
,
that is

,
non - magnetic and of high electrical re

sist ance . Recent investigations have indeed shown that Al is dist inctly a magnetic

point .

CHANGES AT A4 ,

The point A3,“ occurs in eutectoid and in hyper - eutectoid stee l and marks the

transformation of the austenite or eutectoid steel or of the residual austenite of hype r

eutecto id steel, into pearl ite , as shown in Figures 181 and 182, Chapter XI . In these

steels
,
however, no liberation of free ferrite occurs above the point Ara,” from which

it follows that the totality of the iron undergoes its allotropic change or changes on

passing through Ara“ . The variations of the properties which in hypo - eutectoid

steel occur at A3, A2, and A1 must therefore, in the case of eutectoid and hyper

eutectoid steel all t ake place at the point A3 2 4 . These sudden changes of properties

are
,
on cool ing : (1) a marked dilatation , maximum in eutectoid steel (Fig .

(2) a sudden decrease of electrical resistance , (3) a sudden gain of magnetism, (4) a

loss of disso lving power for carbon .

Le Chatelier mentions the fact that on cooling through Arl or Arm ; stee l se

quires a temporary mal leability . If a steel bar
,
for instance

,
of sufficient length be

held horizontal ly by one extremity while cool ing, it at first remains rigid
,
but on

passing through its point of recalescence it quite suddenly bends . According to

Howe this phenomenon was first observed by Coffin .

S tructural Change at A1 and Ann.

— The spontaneous transformation of aus

tenite of eutectoid composition into pearl ite , that is, of a so lid solution into an aggre

gate
,
at Arl or Al'3.2 .1 and the reverse transformation , from aggregate to sol id solu

tion
,
at Ac ; or Acm ,

imply structural changes of momentous importance to the stee l

metal lurgist . Whil e these will be dealt with at length in another chapter it seems

proper to record here their significance . These structural changes give the key to the

rat ional treatment of steel . They make possible the refining of stee l by heat treat

ment seeing that on heating stee l through its critical range we may change it from

the condit ion of a coarse aggregate (a coarse structure) to the condition of a fine ,
nearly amorphous , solid solution . They also make possib le the hardening of stee l

through sudden cooling from above the critical range as will . be fully explained in

another chapter .

CHANGES AT A

The point
,
Arcm occurs in hyper - eutecto id stee l and marks the beginning of the

l iberation of free cementite as the metal cools from Ar to Ar3,2 , 1 (see Fig . 181,

Chapter XI) . Except for this structural change no other marked changes of prop

erties have so far been connected with this point .

Prevailing Conditions Above and Be low th e Critical Range .

— The fol lowing

condensed statement of some of the most signifi cant condit ions prevailing above

and below the critical range of iron - carbon alloys may be useful in keeping these

fundamental facts in mind . By critical range is, of course , meant here the critical

points
,
both on heating and cool ing , considered collectively and it wi l l be understood

that the conditions described as exist ing above the range change quite abruptly to

the condit ions prevail ing below the range as the metal cools through the range , or

vice versa as it is heated above it . The references made to the crystallizing of the
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metal , and to the influence of work both above and below the range wi ll be under

stood after reading the fo llowing chapters dealing with the treatment Of steel .

CONDIT IO NS AND PRO PERTIES
'

O F IRON- CARB ON ALLOY S AND O F THE IR

CONSTITUENTS

Above Critica l Range Below Critical Range

Solid so lution (austenite) . Aggregate (ferrite it cementite) .

Hardening (dissolved) carbon . Cement carbon (F830 ) .

Gamma iron . A lpha iron .

Al loys containing a sufficient amount Same alloys deprived of hardening power .

carbon possess hardening power .

A lloys are non - magnet ic . A l loys are magnetic .

M etal crystall izes on slow cooling . M etal does not crystall ize on slow coo ling .

Work prevents crystallizat ion . Work distorts structure .

Properties of Gamma, Be ta, and Alph a Iron . T h e various properties of gamma
,

beta, and alpha iron described in the preceding pages , have been tabulated below as

well as some other data
c

of interest . These are in accordance with the views held by

many, but the author is wel l aware that those entertaining different views may take

exception to some of the entries .

GAMMA IRO N B ETA IRO N ALPHA IRO N

Metallurgical name Austenite Beta ferrite Ferrite, alpha ferrite ,
pearl ite ferrite

So lvent power for C (o r dissolves carbon up t o probably some but opin probably none
,
but

FeaC) per cent or F6 30 up ions differ opinions differ
to per cent

Range of temperature above A3, A” ,
orA3.“ in as free beta ferrite b c~ below A2, A” , or A3.“

in which stable case of pro
- eutecto id tween A3 and A2

ferrite, above A1 or

A3.“ in case of eutec

t oid ferrite
System of cryst alliz a cubic (orthorhombic ac cubic
tion cording to Le Chate

l ier)
Prevail ing crystallin e octahedra cubes cubes
forms
O ther crystalline char frequent twinnings no twinnings no twinn ings
act eristics

Specific gravity greater than beta and smaller than gamma
alpha iron (dilatation and beta iron
at Al's)

Electric conductivity ten times smaller than greater than that of

that of alpha iron at beta iron and increas

ordinary temperature ing with falling t em

perat ure

Magnetic properties non -magnetic strongly magnetic
Hardness So fter than beta iron

,
soft

harder than alpha iron

greater than alph a iron
(gradual d ilatation at
Al‘g, O smond)
greater than that ofgam
ma iron and increasing
with fall ing tempera
ture
feebly magnetic
very hard



CHAPTER XIII

CAST STEEL

The structural and other changes taking ' place at the thermal critical points Of

st eel account for the deep changes of properties resulting from the treatments to

which stee l is subj ected in the process of manufacture of steel obj ects . We are now

in a position to understand these changes , to an t ic ipate them
,
and to arrive at the

rationale of the treatment of steel wh ich for so many centuries remained purely em

pirical.

It is logical that we should first consider the structure of steel before it has re

ceived any treatment whatsoever , namely , the structure of the metal in its cast con
dition . To this study the present chapter wil l be devoted .

The structure of cast steel is different from what , in these chapters , has been

termed the normal structure of the metal because
,
having been developed dur ing very

slow and undisturbed cool ing from the molten condit ion , crystall ine growth has been

promoted
,
whereas in working and reheating such large growth is h indered or cor

rect ed . It may wel l be expected then that the structure of steel castings will be

coarser , as is generally expressed , that is , made up of larger crystalline grains , than

the normal structure so far considered , and therefore that steel castings wil l suffer

from all the i l ls that pertain to a coarse structure
,
namely

,
weakness

,
lack of duct il ity ,

or even brittleness
,
e t c . It wil l be profitable to consider first the crystal l ization o f

steel in general and then the genesis of the structure of cast eutectoid , hypo - eut ec

t oid , and hyper - eutectoid steel .

Crystal l ization of Stee l . —We are indebted to Captain Belaiew more than to
any one else for our knowledge of the Crystall i zat ion of steel . H is viewswil l be briefly
described .

The crystal lization taking place during the sol idificat ion period is called by

Belaiew
“ primary cons ists in the formation of dendrites of a

sol id solution of iron and carbon (austenite) , al l steels immediately after solidifica

tion being bu ilt up of j uxtaposed and interlocked dendrites mutual ly l imiting each

other . I f during the process of sol idification the molten mother - metal is withdrawn
“ isolated crystals ” are exposed to view (see Chapter V,

Fig . The dendrites of

the primary crystal l izat ion are composed o f octahedra
,
the octahedron being th e

crystal lographic form of iron and steel . According to Belaiew this primary crystal

liz ation may be detected on the surface of steel samples under favorable conditions

while it may be brought out on polished surfaces by a prolonged etching with dilute

ac ids as recommended by N . J . Be laiew. Th e - structure is then frequently “ mac

roscopic ” that is visible with the naked eye . A remarkable instance of this primary

dendritic structure in manganese steel is shown in Figure 190.

Stead depicts this primary crystal l ization in Figure 191 which represents the

gradual growth of three separate crystals . The dark crystall ites in A feed and de
208
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vealed by etching the steel while stil l in its granulating zone , that is above its crit ical

range , with hydrochloric acid (O smond
’s method) . It wi ll be shown elsewhere that

in the case of some alloy steels
,
notably with certain manganese and nickel steels ,

this granulated structure is preserved at atmospheric temperature when it can be

Fig . 192 . Manganese stee l . Cast. Heated to 1000 deg .

C . and quenched in water. Reheated for two hours at
700 deg . C . and furnace cooled. Magnified 100diameters .

Fig . 193. Stee l containing about per cent carbon . Cast . Magnified 100
diameters . (R .W. Smyth in t h e author’s laboratory.)

revealed by the ordinary etching methods (Fig . Generally speaking the longer

the soj ourn in the granulation zone and the slower the cool ing the larger wi l l be the

austenite grains on reaching the crit ical range and, as later explained, the coarser

the final structure of the steel after slow cooling through the range .
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In passing through the crit ical range as previous ly described the excess ferrite of

hypo - eutectoid steel or the excess cementite of hyp er- eutectoid steel is rej ected by

each austenite grain until finally in cooling through Arl the remaining portions of

Fig . 194. Stee l . Hyp er- eutectoid . Magnified 100 diameters .

(R .W. Smyth in t h e author’s laboratory.)

Fig . 195 . Hypo - eutectoid steel . Cast. Free ferrite
rejected chiefly between c leavage planes . Magni
fied 100 diameters . (W. J . Burger, Correspondence
Course student . )

each grain , now necessarily of eutectoid composition , are converted bodily into pearl

ite . This important crystalline transformation taking place as the steel cools through

its critical range is called by Belaiew “ secondary crystallization .

” The resulting
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structures which are retained after complete cool ing are readily revealed by the or

dinary etching methods . Very slow cooling while this secondary crystall izat ion is

taking place promotes the rej ection o f t h e excess constituent (ferrite or cementite)
to the boundaries of the grains giving rise after complete cooling to sO - cal led ne t

work O r cel lular structures which are so frequent in steel forgings
,
and in wh ich each

grain of pearl ite is surrounded by a membrane o f ferrite in hypo - eutectoid steel and

of cementite in hyper— eutecto id steel (Figs . 193 and If during the second

ary crvstalliz ation ,
however

,
the cool ing is quite rapid , the excess const ituent for

Fig . 190. S tee l . Carbon per cent . VVidmansta t t-en structure . Magnified
6 diameters . (Belaiew )

the most part retained between the c leavage planes of - the small octahedra compos

ing each grain , probably because the necessary time is denied for this excess constit

uent to reach the boundaries o f the grains . This type Of structure is of frequent

occurrence in steel castings (Fig . 195) and is intensified by a long soj ourn in the. gran

ulation range of temperature because such treatment results in the formation of

larger grains . This structure which might be described as cleavage structure is

frequently cal led “ Widmanstatten ” structure in memory of A . Widmanstatten who

in 1808 discovered its existence in certain meteorites . To sumup , the network or
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Fig . 199 . Section paral le l t o t h e sur Fig . 200. Stee l . Carbon per cent. Section paral lel to
face of an octahedron . (Tsch ermak ) t h e surface of an octahedron . Magnified 30 diameters .

(Belaiew)

Fig . 201 . Section paral le l to t h e sur Fig . 202 . Stee l . Carbon per cent. Section paralle l
face ofa dodecahedron . Magnified 30 to t h e surface of a dodecahedron . Magnified 30diame
diameters . (T sch ermak ) ters . (Belaiew )
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O ctahedr ic Crystal liz ation ofAustenite . Itwi ll be noted that th e ferrite bands shown in Figures
198 t o 203 out each other at right. angles or,more frequently, form equi lateral triangles . According
to crystallographers these are indications that austenite crystall i z es in regular octahedra. That .

this inference is correct appears t o be conclusively proven by th e following remarks of Belaiew

Let us cons ider an octahedron and let us assume that four systems of lamellaa locate themselves
in this octahedron along its crystallo graph ic planes, that is, paral le l to t h e four pairs of its surfaces,
a fact that has been long known in t h e case ofmeteoric irons .

“ If we now examine any section of t h e octah edron we shall find that no t only th e angles formed
by t h e projections of th e lame llae vary in different sections, but that t he mimber itsel f of diff erent
sections varies likewise from two to four. For instance, when th e section is paralle l to th e surface

of th e cube , t h e number of different sections isminimum,
that 18, two, and 111 th e entire sect ion we

Fig. 203. Steel . Carbon per cent . Four systems of
lamel lae. Magnified 30 diameters . (Belaiew )

find only two systems of lamellae forming right angles . Figure 197 is a diagram of such section and

Figure 198 a corresponding section of th e stee l .
“ A section parallel t o one of t h e surfaces Of t h e octahedron will yie ld equilateral triangles formed

by three systems of lamellze forming 60
° ang les ; t h e fourth system coinc ides with th e section con

sidered (see Figs . 199 and
“ In a section parallel to t h e surface of th e dodecah edmn

, two systems of lamellze are Observed
forming an angle of 109

°
28l t h e other two systems coinc ide and divide this ang le in half (Figs . 201

and Final ly any section will g ive four different systems cutting each other at different angles
(Fig .

A ll these cases, as we have just seen, can very wel l b e i llustrated by different samples of our
alloy which , firstly, affords a rather we ighty proof of th e octahedric crystallization of stee l and, sec
ondly, brings ou t th e remarkable analogy of this struct ure with that ofmeteorites and warrants us
to allude to t h e synthesis of t h e structure so called ofWidmanstatten this structure is t h e necos
sary consequence of t h e uniform or ientation of th e e lementary octahedra within a volume of greater
or less dimension ; it is, there fore , in no way re lated with t h e carbon content and must be obtained
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in any alloy O f iron and carbon whenever t h e conditions are favorab le to t h e formation of that
s tructure .

Moreover
,
in practice this structure is me t. (although certa inly much less deve loped than in

our al loys) every t ime that t h e metal is subj ected t o an intense heating fol lowed by slow cooling as
is t h e case with cast stee l or

,
bette r sti l l, with burnt or overheated stee l .

“
T h e very brittleness of these steels may be due t o a certain extent to t h e uniform orientation

of t h e elementary octahedra whi ch are th e cause of that structure .

”

Let it b e noted that in t h e case ofmeteorites t h e length Of time during wh ich t h e metal is main
tained at a high temperature is so long that generally but one crystal is formed, that is, all t h e ele

mentary octahedra formed on solidification“ have assumed t h e same orientation . In stee l t h e con

dit ions be ing less favorable t o uniformity of orientation we have several grains .

Structure of Cast Eutectoid S te e1. - Above its melt ing- point eutectoid stee l

consists , l ike all steels , o f a liquid solution of carbon or of the carbide F830 in iron .

I t sol idifies as a sol id solution (austenite) o f the same constituents , dendrit ic crystals

Fig . 204 . Eutectoid stee l . Cast . M ag Fig . 205 . Hypo - eutectoid steel . Cast . Free ferrite
nified 500 diameters . (Boylston . )

“ re j ected chiefly to t h e boundaries . Magnified 100
d iamete rs . (H . C . Cridland in th e author’s labora
tory . )

made up o f smal l octahedra being formed . After sol idification granulation takes

place and remains active down to the beginning of the critical range which in eu tec

t oid steel is reduced to the single point Arm ,“ the metal being now made up of crysta l

l ine grains o f austenite . In passing through this point the austenite grains are con

verted bodily into as many pearl ite grains
,
as explained in Chapter X I, a coarse

austenitic structure acqu ired at a high temperature giving rise to
'

a coarse pearl itic

structure at ordinary temperature . The polyhedral structure , there fore (Fig .

observed after complete cool ing indicates the original polyhedral structure o f austenite

formed above the critical point . Because of a coarser grain and coarser pearl ite cast

eutectoid steel is weaker and less ductile than eutectoid steel properly worked or

annealed or both .

Structure o f Cast Hypo - Eutectoid Ste e l . Let us now cons ider the genesis of the

structure of hyp o - eutectoid steel , and let
’ us select as an example steel containing
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pearl ite and the small amount present occurs as small irregular particles exerting but

little influence upon the character of the fracture which now depends quite exclu

sively upon the dimension of the ferrite grains . As ferrite grains
,
however

,
no matter

how small never impart as fine a structure or fracture to steel as pearlite grains
,
it

fo l lows that low carbon (ferr it ic ? ) steels can never have as fine a structure or frac
ture as h igher carbon (pearl it ic) steels .

S tructure of Cast Hyper - Eutecto id Stee l . The genesis of the structure of cast

hyp er - eutecto id stee l has been depicted diagrammatical ly in Figure 181 , Chapter X I.

Between its solidification point and its upper critical point (A this steel is com

posed, l ik e all steels , oi crystal line austenite grains . Upon reaching the point Arcm
the setting free of cementite begins , ending only at the lower point Arm l . This free

Fig . 206 . Hyper- eutectoid steel . Cast . Free cementite rejected
partly t o t h e boundaries and partly between cleavage planes .
Magnified 1 14 diameters . (Boylston . )

cementite , l ike the free ferrite of hypo - eutectoid steel
,
is rej ected (1) to the bounda

ries of the dim inishing austenite grains and (2) between the c leavage planes of this

crystalline austenite, giving rise to the three types of structure described in the case

of hypo - eutecto id steel , but in which free ferrite is replaced by free cementite, namely,

(a) structures in which the free cement ite is found ch iefly at the grain boundaries ,

(b) structures in which the free cementite is chiefly located between cleavage planes ,
and (0) structures in which the free cementite is partly at the boundaries and partly
between crystal lographic planes (Fig . L ike the structure of cast hypo - eut ec

t oid steel , the structure of cast hyper - eutectoid steel bears witness (1) to the poly

h edric form of the austenite grains , (2) to the crystall ine character of these grains ,
and (3) to their probable cubic crystallization .

Long exp osure to high temperatures fo llowed by relatively rapid cooling between

Arcm and Aram promotes in hyper - eutectoid steel the rej ect ion of cement ite to the

c leavage planes
,
while short exp osure and slower cooling favor the rej ect ion of cemen

t ite to the boundaries .
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The rej ection of free cementite , l ike the rej ection of free ferrite, makes for coarseness

of structure and fracture , from which it fol lows that cast and slowly cooled hyper

eutectoid steel wi l l be coarser than cast and slowly cooled eutectoid steel , and that

the more free cementite it contains, that is , the higher the carbon , the coarser it wil l

be .

'

The structure and fracture of hyper- eutecto id steel , however, wil l general ly be

dec idedly finer than that of hypo - eutectoid steel because of the very small amount of

free cementite present in the former compared to the amount of free ferrite in the

latter
,
unless

,
indeed

,
the hypo - eutectoid steel be very near t h cw actoid composit ion .

This is due to the fact, now well understood , that starting from th e Eutecto id com

position (carbon per cent) , as the carbon decreases the amount of free ferrite

increases rapidly, while as the carbon increases above the eutecto id ratio the amount

768° C.

695° C .

CARBON PER CENT

Fig . 207. (Stead )

of free cementite increases slowly and remains small even with high carbon content .
Steel with per cent carbon , for instance, contains 40 per cent of free ferrite , hence

its coarseness both of structure and fracture
,
while steel with say per cent carbon

contains but per cent of coarsening free cementite
,
hence the relative fineness of

both its structure and fracture .

The rej ection of the “ excess constituent (ferrite or cementite) and the formation of
the final pearlitic structure in steels of varying carbon contents has been interestingly

depicted by Stead (Fig . A
,
B

,
C

,
D

,
and E are hypo - eutectoid steels containing

increas ing percentages of carbon
,
F is steel of eutectoid composit ion,

‘

G ,
H

,
and I

hyper - eutecto id steels of increasing carbon contents . The diagram c learly shows

( 1) that in hypo- eutectoid steel
,
as the carbon increases

,
the rej ect ion of the free

ferrite (the white constituent) by the sol id solution (the black portion) begins at
progressively lower temperatures (the Arg or Arm point) and that the amount re

jected decreases steadily, (2) that
“

in hyp er- eutectoid steels , with increas ing carbon ,
cementite is rej ected in larger proportions and at increas ing temperatures (the Arcm
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point) , (3) that at the Ar, or Arg ,“ point the remaining sol id solution (black portion)
is converted bodily into pearl ite (the shaded portion ) , (4) that a coarse austenitic

structure developed above the Aripoint impl ies the formation of a coarse pearl itic

structure below that point , and (5) that with some or more per cent carbon the

excess constituent frequently forms membranes surrounding pearl ite grains and giv

ing rise to so - cal led network
,
cel lular

,
or polyhedral structures .

Ingotism. Howe has suggested the term “

ingotism
” to designate the structure

of cast steel descr ibed in the foregoing pages and characterized (1 ) by large pearl ite

grains and (2) by coarse ferrite or cementite membranes surrounding them and by

irregular masses of these constituents located in some of t h e c leavage planes Of the

original austenite grains .
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to repre sent both ranges irrespect ive Of the number Of crit ical points included by the

two paralle l l ines shown in the diagram . The sol idification range is l ikewise indi

os ted by a double l ine . The widths of the shaded areas are intended to be propor

tional to the grain size resulting from the various treatments ; when an area is reduced

to a mere line the corresponding grain is very small , i.e . the structure very fine . As

the steel ingot solidifies at A crystalline grains are formed which increase in size on

slow and undisturbed cool ing to the critiéal range B . In passing through that range

the austenite grains are converted into pearlit ic grains with 01 without rej ect ion of

free ferrite or Of free cementite according to the carbon cont erF Of th e steel . On

cooling from B to C there is no further growth and the size of the final grain may be

represented by the width of the shaded area at C. The metal has now the usual

coarse structure Of steel castings described in Chapter X II I . Upon reheating this

coarsely crystal line steel ingot frOm S to R and through its critical range , it is con

verted from the condition of an aggregate of ferrite and cementite into a nearly amor

phons solid solution
,
so that as the metal emerges from its range it has a very fine

structure . As steel j ust above its critical range , however, would not be plastic enough

for hot working and would not afford the necessary range of temperature through

which to cool wh ile being worked and stil l remain , as it should , above the range , it

is generally necessary to heat the metal to a much higher temperature , say to some

1200 deg . C. or even more (Win Fig . As the metal is heated from its critical

range to this high temperature , it probably crystallizes so that when work begins at

w it is in a somewhat crystall ine condit ion . This grain growth on heating from R

toWis depicted in the diagram . The heavy pressure or blows which are now applied ,
however, soon break up this crystalli zation while preventing a new one from forming ,
so long at least as the work continues suflicient ly vigorous , for undisturbed cooling

is a condition necessary for the ready growt h of crystals . As soon as work ceases ,
however, the metal being now left to cool undisturbedly, if its temperature is then

above its critical range , for instance at f, it wil l immediately begin to crystal l ize

and its crystal lization wil l continue from f to r, that is unt il its critical range is

reached, when it wil l stop and the austenite grains j ust formed will be converted into

as many pearl ite grains with or without rej ection Of free ferrite or free cement ite .

The width of the band at s is intended to represent the size o f the final grain . It is

smaller than the grain of the steel ingot but it is sti l l large .

If work ceases , then , while the metal is st il l above its critical range it is evident

that it wil l crystall ize and that the resulting grains wil l be the larger
,
that is its

structure wil l be the coarser, the higher the temperature at which the work was

stopped .

Finish ing Temperatures .

— The temperatures at which work ceases are known

as the fin ishing temperatures and the above considerations wi l l show the importance

of proper finishing temperatures if it be desired to impart to steel implements the

finest grain that it can acquire through working together with the desirable properties

inherent to it .

Should hot work be cont inued, for instance , until the temperature of the metal

is but slightly above its crit ical range , f
’ in Figure 208, the austenitic grains that wil l

form on undisturbed cool ing to the range wi l l be smal l
,
so that the final grain of the

metal at s’ wil l likewise be small , as indicated by the width of the shaded area . If

the finishing temperature is exactly at the critical range
, f

"

, the final grain at 3" wil l
be very fine . If working be continued until the metal h as cooled to a temperature
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lower than its critical range
,
for instance f in th e diagram

,
the structure wil l be

fine since crystall ization was prevented while the metal was cool ing above it s critical

range , but it wil l be, distorted because the effect o f working below the range , that is

o f cold working , is to distort the structure as explained in the fol lowing pages . A

distorted structure in. turn means decreased ducti l ity and eventually brittleness . It.

seems evident
,
therefore

,
that hot worked steel implements should be finished exact ly

at their critical ranges or at temperatures but sl ightly superior or inferior to them .

J
S tructure of Hot Work ed Eutectoid S te e l . If eutectoid steel be subj ected t o

hot work until i t has nearly reached its critical range (now consisting o f the single

point Argm ) , f
” in Figure 208, it will have a very fine austenitic structure which in

cool ing slowly and undisturbedly through the critical range at T” wil l be converted

Fig . 209 . Stee l . Eutecto id . Ho t worked . Fig . 2 10. Ho t worked hypo - eutectoid stee l .
Magnified 100 diameters . (Boylston . ) Carbon per cent . Finish ing temperature

near critical range . Magnified 100 diameters .

(Burger, Correspondence Course. student . )

into a fine pearl itic structure . The metal wi ll then h aVe as fine a structure as can

be imparted to it by work alone
,
followed by slow cool ing through the range .

If eutecto id steel be
_
worked until its temperature is st il l considerably above its

crit ical point f, Fig . and then al lowed to cool undisturbedly , austenite grains

begin to form and increase in size as the metal cools to its critical point , i.e . from f to

r when these austenitic grains are converted into as many pearl it ic g rains . The

final grain size there fore will depend upon the temperature at which work ceased and

wil l be the greater the higher that temperature .

The structure of hot worked eutectoid steel is shown in Figure 209 under a mag

nificat ion o f 100 diameters .

S tructure of Hot Work ed Hypo - Eutectoid Stee l . — If hypo—eutecto id steel be

worked unti l its temperature is but sl ightly above its critical range (f Fig . 208)
and then al lowed to cool undisturbedly

,
small grains of austenite are formed which

on passing through the critical range at r” are converted into pearl ite grains with

rej ection o f
,
excess ferrite as now well understood (Fig . When finished at
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of ferrite and cementite and (2) a constant or nearly constant carbon content . The

structure of these meshes instead remains indistinct and presents a granular rather

than a lamellar aspect (Fig . It is also frequently noted in connect ion with these

network structures that the ful l amount of free ferrite or of free cement ite h as not

been rej ected
,
the pearl it ic grains having retained some of the constituent in excess of

the eutectoid ratio . T0 this imperfectly developed pearl ite the name of sorbite has

been given (O smond) and quite un iversal ly adopted in spite of recent and regrettable

efforts to eliminate it from metal lographic nomenclature . It wi l l
_

b e apparent that

th e formation of sorbite - results from a relatively qu ick cool ing through the critical

range
,
time being denied for the crystalli zat ion of dist inct lamellae of ferrite and

Fig . 213. Ho t worked hyp er- eutectoid stee l . Carbon

per cent . Finishing temperat ure near critical
range . Magnified 1 00 diameters .

- (Re inhardt in t h e
author’s laboratory . )

cementite and , in the cases of hypo and hyp er - eutecto id steel , for the rejection of

the ful l
'

amount of free ferrite or free cementite . The cooling in air of hot worked

pieces , especially when of small size , is often sufficiently rapid to cause the formation

of sorbite rather than of pearl ite .

The product ion and nature of sorbite wil l be dealt with at greater length in an

other chapter . It should be mentioned here
,
however

,
that while sorbite is less ducti le

than pearl ite it has a higher tenac ity
,
higher elastic l imit , and greater hardness (hence

greater wearing power) . When these qualities are required ,
_

in hot forged obj ects ,
they may consequently be obtained

,
although necessarily at the sacrifice of some

duct il ity and softness
,
by hastening the cool ing through the critical range , after

work has ceased
,
when sorbitic rather than pearl itic steel wil l be produced .

HotWorking of Ste e l vs . Its Critical Range . In conduct ing the hot working of

steel so as to impart to the metal the fin est grain that can result from finishing at

suitable temperatures
,
it is general ly necessary only to consider its lower critical
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point on cooling , namely , Arl or Aru m. The fol lowing considerations wil l j ustify

this statement . In t h e ease o f hypo - eutectoid steel i f the working be continued while

the.metal cools from its upper point or points to its lower point , it will make for fine

ness o f structure by preventing a coarse massing of the free ferrite while the cold

working of that constituent
,
i f taking place at al l , must be very slight . The same

reasoning appl ies
,
with greater force , to the hot -working of hyper - eutectoid steel from

its upper point (denoting the formation of free cementite) to its lower point Argm .

G reater fineness of structure will result with very l ittle
,
if any, distortion of the free

cementite .

It is apparent
,
there fore

,
that in order to secure the finest grain obtainable through

mechanical refining without appreciable structural distortion steel ob j ects should be

Fig . 2 14 . Ho t worked ste e l . Carbon per cent. Magnified (550 diameters .

finished slightly above their lower critical point
,
that is

,
in the vic inity of 700 deg . C .

for al l grades of commercial carbon steel .
Cold Working . By the cold working of steel is meant in these pages the work

ing o f it while its temperature is below its critical range . , It will now be shown that

the effect o f cold working upon the propert ies o f the metal is very di fferent from

that o f hot working . This should not be a cause for surprise i f it be borne in mind

that steel above its critical range is in a condit ion total ly different from its condition

below it . Above the critical range we have to deal with a sol id solution o f iron and
carbon , below it with an aggregate o f ferrite and cementite . The sol id so lution exist

ing above the range wil l crystal lize if allowed to cool undisturbedly and it has been

shown in the foregoing pages that working in this range , i.e . hot working
,
is effective

in preventing or at least retarding this crystal lization
,
thus imparting a smaller grain

t o the metal . The aggregate o f ferrite and cementite exist ing below the range
,
on
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the contrary, exhibits no tendency to crystal li ze during slow and undisturbed cool ing ,
because th is a ggregate was formed and ful ly developed w hile passing through the

range , the size of its elements, that is its coarseness , depending ( 1) upon the coarse

ness of the sol id solution immediately before its transformation and (2) upon the

time occupied in cool ing through the range . Working this aggregate
,
therefore

,
as it

cools to atmospheric temperature
,
or working it whi le at atmospheric temperature

,

i.e . cold working steel , does not prevent its crystal li zation . Its effect consists in dis
torting the exist ing aggregate structure , chiefly through the stretching or elongation

of its crystal line elements (free ferr ite , free cementite , pearlite) in the direction of the
forging , and such distortion in turn means decreased duct ility and eventual ly extreme

brittleness . The effect of cold working upon the structure of steel is i l lustrated in

Fig . 2 15 . Cold worked hypo- eute ctoid ste e l . Car
bon per cent . Magnified 100 diameters .
(Burger, Correspondence Course student . )

Figures 215 and 2 16 in the case of hypo—eutectoid steel . It is also depicted in the

diagram of Figure 208. While the structural distortion caused by cold working is very

sl ight near the crit ical range of the metal
,
it rapidly increases as the temperature

decreases , becoming very pronounced at atmospher ic temperature . The manufacture

of wire by cold drawing affords a familiar instance of the effect of work performed at

atmospheric temperature both on the structure and properties of the metal . I t is

wel l known that after the wire has been passed through several dies it becomes so

brittle that anneal ing is necessary in order to make further reduction in size possible ,
the anneal ing operation removing the structural distortion and brittleness produced

by working at atmospher ic temperature .

The cold working of iron and steel affects deeply many of the properties of these

metals
,
its action increasing in intensity as the temperature fal ls , being therefore more

severe at atmospheric temperature . The elast ic l imit
,
tensile strength , and hardness

are increased in a marked degree , while the ducti l ity as represented both by elongation

and reduction of area is reduced
,
extreme britt leness being eventually produced .

It is general ly bel ieved that cold working decreases the density of iron and steel and
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‘

While a uniformly fine grain cannot be imparted to steel obj ects of considerable

s ize through hot working alone
,
the value o f hot work as a means of refin ing the .

structure of stee l remains very great as exempl ified by the structure o f properly hot

forged steel when compared with the struc ture of steel castings o f similar composi

t ion . The finer grain imparted to steel by working it has been called by so me writers
“ mechanical ” refining to distinguish it from the refining produced by heat , i.e . from

thermal ” refining . In practise hot work should be so conducted , that is , the finish

ing temperatures so regulated
,
that the central portions of the finished implements

wil l not suffer unduly from the coarsening influence of too high a finish ing tempera

ture
,
while at the same t ime the outside wil l not suffer unduly from the effect of cold

working . The natural tendency of roll ing and other forging mills is to finish work

at too high temperatures for the simple reason that the metal is then more p lastic

and consequently requires less power for its working . In some manufactures , how

ever and
,
especial ly in t he rol ling of rai ls , the importance of proper finish ing tempera

tures has been given careful attention and the rolling operation so modified as to

del iver rails of much finer grain and therefore better physical qual ity , than formerly .

Besides its important grain refining influence hot work further improves the quality
of stee l by c los ing and , i f the carbon be low enough

,
welding

,
the blow- holes and

otherwise increas ing its soundness and by removing cool ing strains .



CHAPTER XV

THE ANNEALING O F STEEL

Purpose o f Annealing . The purpose of anneal ing steel may be (1) _to increase

its softness and ducti l ity that it may , for instance , bemore easily machined or (2) to

secure a desirable combination of high strength and elastic l imit with fair duct ility

that it may success fully stand the strains to which it is to be subj ected . These ch anges

of physical properties result from corresponding changes in the structure o f the metal

brought about by proper heat. treatment . In anneal ing steel it is generally intended

to impart to it as fine a structure , that is as small a grain , as is consistent with the

nature of the treatment and the grade of the steel . Hot forged ste el obj ects may be

improved by anneal ing for certain purposes , because of their st ructure being often

(1) relat ively coarse owing to high finish ing temperature and (2) heterogeneous as

explained in Chapter X IV.

Cold worked steel must general ly be annealed in order to increase its ducti l ity .

A large amount of cold drawn wire , however , is used in its cold - worked condit ion when

very h igh yield point and tensi le strength are desired and relat ively low ductil ity

permis sible
,
as in spring wires

,
piano (music) wire , wires for wire ropes , et c .

,
when a

tensile strength exceed ing lbs . per sq . in . may be obtained .

1 Final ly
,
stee l

castings have so coarse a structure as to be very deficient both in strength and duct il

ity and should always be refined by annealing .

Nature o f th e Anneal ing O peration . The anneal ing operation comprises three

dist inct steps : ( 1 ) heating the steel , (2) keeping its temperature constant at the an

neal ing temperature
,
and (3) cool ing it from the anneal ing to atmospheric tempera

ture . These steps wil l be considered separately .

Heating for Annealing .

— The first step in anneal ing always consists in heating

the' metal past its critical range because by so doing the preexisting structure
,
how

ever coarse , is obliterated ; t h e metal , for the time being , assuming a nearly amorphous

structure . It is true that
,
as later explained

,
cold drawn wire is very frequently re

heated to a temperature in ferior to its critical range for the purpose of removing the

loss of ductil ity occas ioned by cold working but it may wel l be contended that such

an operation is not
,
strictly speaking , anneal ing , for it does not imply a complete

obl iteration of the preexist ing structure such as takes place when stee l is heated past

its critical range .

This important structural change is due , as we now understand it , to the pas

sage of the steel from the state of an aggregate of ferrite and cementite to that of

a homogeneous sol id solution
,
and it is not to be wondered at that so radical a strue

tural change should destroy effectively any preexisting crystal li zation . The anneal

ing of steel castings
,
hmvever, constitutes an apparent exception to the rule that

1 Th e author’s attention was called to these important. uses of cold worked wire in t h e un

annealed condition by Mr . F H . Pe irce of t h e American Stee l andWire Co .

231
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heating j ust through the range is sufficient to break up effect ively the - preexisting

structure, for their successfu l anneal ing often requires a material ly higher tempera

ture . Should the temperature of the steel remain below its critical range, no strue

tural change would take place and the annealing would be ineffective (I , Fig . 217)
unless , indeed , in the case of cold worked hypo - eutectoid steel when the disto rted fer

r ite may be restored to its normal crystal l ine structure by heating sl ight ly below the

crit ical range as later explained .

l Should
,
on the contrary

,
the temperature of the

steel be carried cons iderably above the range
,
its structure , which was finest as it

emerged from the range
,
begins to coarsen on further heating and continues to grow

as the metal cools s lowly to the range
,
so that its final structure would be at least

Cr /f/co/

fi rm/ c for e 0 A Ve ry f/n e c h oc/ur e

u n c h an g e d f me c h o c /ur e S/r on g ,
e /o o f/c , and for/ p f)

0 Hor d e s f
,
s fr on g e 5 f, d u c /f/e

F S of/e sf
,
w e e /we s t a nd mo o/

Fig . 217: D iagram depicting th e anneal ing of steel .

relat ively coarse (I I , Fig . Clearly , therefore , to anneal steel forgings they

should be heated through their crit ical range and kept at a temperature as close to

the upper part of that range as poss ible (II I , Fig . The annealing temperature

will
, . of course , vary with the carbon content since the position of the cr it ical range ,

or rather its width
,
varies likewise . The structural refining taking place in heating

through the critical range is strikingly illustrated by Stead in Figure 218, which

shows coarsely crystalline soft stee l heated at one end to above 900 deg . C. The re

fined portion was heated above the crit ical range . The sharp demarcation between

the original coarse structure and the fine structure produced by anneal ing should be

noted .

1When steel contains hardening carbon it may be softened and made more ductile by heating
it to temperatures lower than its critical range (as in th e tempering of hardened steel ) but such treat
ment is not , or at least should not b e , called anneal ing . Cool ing strains may also b e removed, at
least in part, by heating below th e range .
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properties we most desire the steel obj ect to possess . For instance , ( 1) if softness

and ductil ity are wanted (for ease in machining) , necessari ly at a certa in sacrifice of

strength and elasticity , the cool ing should be very slow ,
to wit

,
with the furnace in

which the obj ect was heated
, (2) if greater hardness (for wearing power) , strength ,

and elastic ity are desired , at the necessary sacrifice o f some ductil ity , the cooling

should be more rapid as
,
for example

,
in air or

,
in the case of low carbon steel , in o il

or
,
with very low carbon steel

,
even in water (II I , Fig .

Rate of Cooling vs . Carbon Content . The lower the carbon content the more

rapid may be the cool ing from the anneal ing temperature without affecting too deeply

950 174 2
'

F

16 16 ‘ F

5 6 2 ‘F

9 2
°
F

CARBON PER CENT

Fig . 2 19 .

— D iagram showing suitable temperatures for anneal ing (and hardening ) carbon stee l
forgings .

the ductil ity of the metal . For instance , (1) steel contain ing not over per cent

carbon may be quenched in water , thereby increasing its strength and elastic l imit

and sti l l remain very duct ile
, (2) steel with less than or per cent carbon may

be quenched in oil with satisfactory results , (3) with a larger proport ion of carbon

such rapid cool ing is no longer poss ible , as it would destroy th e duct il ity of the metal ,
recourse having then to be had to cool ing in air for the desired combination of strength
and ducti l ity or to the double anneal ing treatment soon to be described .

Rate of Cooling vs . S ize of O bj ect . Since large obj ects necessar i ly cool more

slowly than smaller ones when subj ected to the same cool ing influences , it is evident

that the external condit ions should also be regulated in accordance with the dimon

s ions of the obj ects treated . To secure maximum softness and ductil ity , for instance ,
the cool ing of small obj ects should be more effect ivelv retarded than the cooling o f .
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larger ones
.
Assume

,
for example

,
two obj ects made of th e same steel , one large and

one small , and both cooled in air from the annealing temperature ; the smaller obj ect

wil l be harder and less duct i le than the larger one , because of its quicker cooling . To

render it as so ft and ducti le as the larger obj ect cool ing in the furnace may be noces

sary
. S imilarly ,

to give strength and high elastic l imit the cooling of large obj ects

must be more vigorously hastened than that of smaller obj ects as , for instance , cool

ing in oil against cool ing in air for the smaller piece .

Furnace Cooling from Annealing Temperatu re . As angw ip le of t h e effect of

furnace cool ing upon the structure of steel , let us take a steel bar k): inch square , con
taining per cent carbon , heated to 1000 deg . C. and slowly cooled with the fur

nace .
Its structure is shown in Figures 220 and 22 1 . It wil l be seen to be composed

Fig . 220. Stee l . Carbon per cent . Magni
fied 100 diameters . Heated t o 1000 deg . C .

and slowly cooled in furnace . (R .W.

in th e author’s laboratory . )

of the normal proportions of pearl ite and free ferrite
,
namely

,
some 60 per cent of the

former
,
and it will also be noted that the pearlite is distinctly laminated (Fig .

and that in places at least the ferrite forms characteristic polyhedral grains . This

structure is due to the slowcool ing of the steel through its critical range , which per

mits the rej ect ion of the full amount o f free ferrite and a distinct crystal l ization of

the constituents of the residual austenite into plates of ferrite and cementite . The

relative softness and great duct il ity of the steel in this condition is due ( 1 ) to the

presence of the ful l amount of so ft ferrite in relat ively large areas and (2) to the pres

ence of distinctly laminated pearlite indicating the absence of hardening carbon as

explained later .

Air Cooling from
'

Annealing Temperature . To il lustrate the influence o f air

cool ing upon the structure of steel
,
let us take likewise a steel containing some

per cent carb on , heated to 1000 deg . C. and cooled in air . Its structure is shown in
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Figure 222 . It wi ll be found quite unlik e the structure of the same steel
“

after fur

nace cool ing (Figs . 220 and It contains a much smaller proportion of free fer

rite
,
apparently not over 20 per cent , in the form of a distinct net surrounding dark

meshes which a high magnification fails to resolve into dist inct paral lel plates . Re la

tively quick cooling through the crit ical range has prevented the separation of the

normal amount of free ferrite
,
from which it necessarily fol lows that the dark con

stituent contains more ferr ite than true pearl ite ; nor has it the structure of true

pearl ite
,
t ime also having been denied on cool ing through t h e

'

range for the forma

tion of distinct plates of ferrite and cementite . Sorbite is the name of this constituent .

The
,
structure of pearl ite passing into sorbite is shown in Figure 223.

Propert ies of Sorbite .

— Sorbite has already been briefly descr ibed in Chapter

X IV,
where it was shown that it could be produced in steel forgings of small sections

Fig . 22 1 . Steel . Carbon per cent .
“Magnified 670diamete rs . Heated

t o 1000 deg . C . and slowly cooled in furnace .

- (C . C . Buck , Correspondence
Course student . )

through si mple air cooling from a finishing temperature superior to t h e c ritical range ,
and in larger sect ions by hastening somewhat their cool ing through that range . It

has also been stated that sorbite is harder
,
stronger , and less duct ile than pearl ite .

By so regulating the cool ing from the annealing temperature , therefore , that sorbitic

steel is produced, hardness , strengt h , and elast ic ity wil l be promoted at the sacrifi ce

of some ducti l ity (I I I , Fig . 217 It wil l be exp lained in another chapter that sorbite

is generally regarded as one of the transition stages assumed by the metal as it passes

from its austenit ic condit ion
,
stable above the critical range , to its pearl itic condit ion ,

stable below that range .

Influence of M aximum Temperature . The influence of the maximu m tem

perature to which steel is heated before being al lowed to cool is well shown in Figures

224 to 227 which should b e compared with Figures 220 to 223. They refer to steel
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Fig
. 224 .

— Ma.gnified 100 d iameters . Heated to Fig . 225 .

— l\1agnified 100diameters . Heated t o

800 deg .
C . and slowly cooled in furnace . 800 deg . C . and cooled in air .

Fig . 226i— M agnificd 670dia
'

meters . Heated t o Fig . 227 — M agnified 670 diameters . Heated
800 deg . C . and slowly coo led in furnace . to 800 deg . C . and cooled in air .

“Win e 0 9 4 - 007 mm ] h u r lm n n so Hu nk . nn l
'
r
'

e sn nndmme Course student.)
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containing per cent carbon and heated to 800 deg
“

. C . , while the structures

il lustrated in Figures 220 to 223 re fer to the same steel but heated t o 1000 deg . The

constituents are t h e same , namely, ferrite and pearl ite in the furnace cooled samples ,
ferrite and sorb ite in the air cooled samples , but the higher temperature resulted in

the format ion of larger partic les of pearl ite or sorbite , evidently because o f the forma

tion above the critical 1 ange of larger austenit ic grains .

Influence of Time at M aximum Temperature .

— M aintaining steel fo 1 a long

ti me at a high t emperatuie causes the formation
_

of large austenite grains , which in

passmg th1 ough t h e range are converted into large pearlite o
‘

SDrbite grains with

Fig . 228.

— Stee l . Carbon per cent . Magnified 100 diameters .

Heated t o 1 150 deg
- C. for two hours and cooled in air . (Boynton

in t h e author's laboratory . )

rej ect ion o f free ferrite in hypo - eutecto id steel and o f free cementite in hyper - eutec

t oid ste e l . It is also no ted
'

t h at th e more prolonged the heating the smaller the

amount- of the excess constituent ( free ferrite or free cementite) separating on rapid

(air)
“

cooling through the range . This is shown in Figure 228 in wh ich is depicted the

structure . of steel containing per cent carbon heated to 1 150 deg . C. for two

hours and air cooled . The very large sorb itic grains should be noted as well as the

very small prop0 1 t ion o f iicc fe irite .

O il andWater Quenching from Ann ealing Temperature . As ah eady explained
only steel containing very little ca1bon may be quenched in oil or water for purposes

o f anneal ing
,
unless , indeed , the double treat-ment soon to be described be employed

when higher carbon steels may be so quenched . T h e
'

structure o f steel containing

per cent carbon , heated to 950 deg . and quenched in water , is shown in Figure

229 while in Figure 230 is seen the structure o f steel containing per cent carbon
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quenched in oi l from a temperature of 850 deg . Rapid cooling through the range did

not prevent the separation of the bulk of the large amount of excess ferrite present

in these steels , hence the ir softness and ductil ity even after quenching . They are
,

however , somewhat stronger and more elastic than similar steels more slowly cooled
,

( 1) because they contain a somewhat smaller proportion o f soft free ferrite
, (2) be

cause the free ferrite they contain has crystall ized into smaller grains
,
and (3) because

their carburized constituent is sorbitic or even martens itic 1 rather than pearl itic .

Double Anneal ing Treatment . It has been stated that the most effect ive way

of retaining in the cold the very fine structure acqu ired by steel in passing through

its critical range consisted in cooling it very rapidly as soon as it emerged from that

range
,
as for instance by quenching it in water . This treatment

,
however

,
unless the

metal contains very l ittle carbon
,
hardens the steel and deprives it of ducti l ity

,
where

Fig . 229 .

— ~ Steel . Carbon per cent . Mag Fig . 230 — Stee l . Carbon per cent. Mag
nified 100 diameters . Heated t o 950 deg . C . and nified 100 diameters . Heated to 850 deg . C .

quenched in water . (Boylston .) and quenched in oil . (Boylston . )

as annealed steel should not be very hard and should possess much ductil ity . I f

this fine grained but hard steel
,
however

,
be reheated to a temperature close to but

below its critical range
,
say to from 500 to 650 deg . C .

,
it loses its hardness but re

tains its fine structure and again becomes ducti le (IV ,
Fig .

The double treatment outl ined above fulfi ls admirably the aims generally sought

in anneal ing
,
namely

,
the product ion of a very fine structure possessing high strength

and elast ic l im it with fair ductil ity , in other words toughness and high resistance to

wear
,
to shock

,
and to fatigue . The change of structure taking place on heat ing hard

ened steel c lose to the lower l imit of its crit ical range wil l be considered at some length

in Chapter XVI I . It wi l l suffice to note here that the metal passes from a fine mar

t ensit ic or troostit ic condition (the ordinary condit ion of wel l - hardened steel) to an

equally fine sorbit ic condition , possess ing in a high degree the physical properties

1 Martensite is t h e ordinary constituent of steel hardened by quench ing . It is hard and deprived
ofductil ity.
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ing from this second treatment is immaterial
,
there is l ittle doubt but that the strength

of the steel increases somewhat and its ductil ity decreases with the rapidity of cool

ing . Thiscool ing may be performed in the furnace , in air , in oi l , or in water .

The double anneal ing treatment described in the foregoing paragraphs was first

suggested byWallerant of the Creusot Steel Works , France . It was also described

by André Le Chatelier and adopted by the French navy . I ts use is now general

when high physical requirements are to be met .

In Figure 231 is shown the structure of steel , containing some per cent carbon
,

after double anneal ing . The fineness of the structure should be noted as well as the

Fig . 232 .

— Steel . Eutectoid. Magnified 412 diameters . Heated to 800 deg .

C . and slowly cooled in furnace . (C . C . Buck , Correspondence Course
student .)

l ack of laminations and the absence of free ferrite . This steel i s composed wholly of

finely divided sorbite .

Anneal ing Eutectoid Ste el — While the mechanism of the structural changes

taking place on anneal ing steel has been made clear in the preceding pages, it may

not be without interest to consider further and in success ion the annealing of eutec

t oid
,
hypo - eutectoid , and hyper - eutecto id steel , as these three types of steels have

different structures and their anneal ing involves different structural changes .

S lowly cooled eutectoid steel is composed wholly of pearl ite which , upon being

heated through the single critical point of the metal , namely AC3,2 , 1, is converted into

a sol id solution (austenite) . The grains of this austen ite are very fine as the st eel

emerges from its range and they are kept from growing by preventing the steel from

reaching a higher temperature . O n cool ing through Ar3.2.1 the metal again becomes

pearl itic if it be given timeyas for instance in cooling in the furnace, while it becomes

sorbitic i f cooled more quickly , as for instance in air in the case of small obj ects .
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Should the steel be quenched in water or oi l from the annealing temperature and then

reheated near but below the point Abm , the finely martensite - troostitic structure

produced by quenching from above the range is converted into very fine sorbite .

It has been explained in Chapter X III that, for like treatments , the structure of

eutectoid stee l is finer than that of either hypo - eutectoid or hyper—eutectoid steel and

this holds true in the case of annealed samples, although t h e difference may not be

noticeable when comparing the structure of eutectoid steel with that of hyper- eutec

t oid steel containing but a sl ight excess of free cementite .

H

In Figure
’

232 is shown the structure of eutectoid steel heated to
_

800 deg . C . and

slowly cooled in the furnace . It is made up of well—developed pearl ite . The strue

Fig . 233. Stee l . Eutecto id . Magnifie d720 diam
et ers . Heated t o 825 deg . C .

,
quenched in oil,

reheated to 650 deg . and cooled in air. (Bovlston . )

ture of the same steel
,
quenched in oil at 825 deg ,

reheated to 650 deg .
,
and cooled

in air, is exh ib ited in Figure 233. The metal is now composed o f fine grained sorbite .

Annealing Hypo - Eutectoid S tee l . S lowly cooled hypo - eutecto id steel is an ag

gregat e of pearl ite and free ferrite . On being heated through its critical range , as

soon as the point A01 is reached , the pearl ite is bodi ly converted into austenite , while

the ferrite stil l remains free . On further heating , however , it begins to be absorbed

by austenite , its absorption being completed as the metal emerges from its A03 point .

Above A03 the steel is composed wholly of homogeneous austenite . O n cooling

through the critical range unless
,
indeed

,
the cooling be very rapid and suffic ient

c arbon be present
,
ferrite is again l iberated in amount proportional to the slowness

of the cool ing up to the maximum quantity consistent with the carbon content in

the steel . If the cool ing be Very slow then , for instance in the furnace , the total ity
of the excess ferrite wil l be rej ected and t h e

,
residu

'

al austenite converted into well

defined pearl ite (Figs . 221 and while if the cool ing be more rapid, for instance in

air in the case of smal l objects or in oil with larger ones , a portion only of the excess
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ferrite is liberated while the res idual austen ite is converted into sorbite (Figs . 222

and The liberation of ferrite taking place during the slow cooling of hypo

eutectoid steel coarsens its structure and is the chief reason why annealed hypo

Fig . 234 . Stee l . Hypo- eutectoid. per

cent carbon . Annealed. Magnified 100 di
amet ers. (W. J. Burger, Correspondence
Course student . )

Fig . 235 . Steel . Carbon per cent . Magnified 500 diameters .
Heated above critical range and slowly cooled in furnace . (Boyn
t on in th e author’s laboratory . )

eutectoid steel cannot have as fine a structure as annealed eutectoid steel . Howe

further contends that as hypo - eutectoid steel is heated fromA01 to AC3 a new crystal

l ine growth takes place which is the coarser the greater the distance between A1 and
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ever, is far from being as marked as that of free ferrite , chiefly because free cementite
is generally present in much smaller proportions . S teel contain ing as much as

per cent carbon , foi
' instance

, contains but per cent of coarsening cementite
,

while stee l with carbon contains 52 per cent of coarsen ing ferrite .

In Figure 236 is shown the structure of hyp er- eutectoid steel subj ected to the

double anneal ing treatment
,
which resulted in the product ion of fine grained sorbite .

For t h e. purpose of anneal ing hyper - eutectoid steel
,
it is seldom advisable to heat

it much above its lower critical point A032 ,” because while at A the free cementite

would be completely reabsorbed and
,
through relatively quick cool ing

,
could be

prevented, to a certain extent at least
,
from again separating

,
the coarseness of

structure resulting from so high a temperature would general ly more than offset th e

g ain resulting from the presence o f a smaller proportion of free cementite .

Fig . 237.

— Steel wire . per cent car Fig . 238.

— Steel wire . per cent car

bon . Cold drawn . Magn ified 100 diam bon . Cold drawn and reheated be low its
e ters . critical range . Magnified 100 diameters .

(E . H . Pe irce . )

Annealing of Cold Worked Stee l . It has already been mentioned that the cold

working of steel
,
that is

,
the application of severe compression or tens ion when its

temperature is below its critical range , and more spec ifically at atmospheric tem

perature , results in a marked distortion of its structural elements , a decided elonga

t ion for instance if the steel is subj ected to tension as in wire drawing (Fig . 237, also

Figs . 215 and 216 , Chapter X IV) , and that such distortion causes a great increase of

tenacity and hardness but that it lowers the duct il ity decidedly, eventual ly produc

ing brittleness . It has also been stated that many other properties of steel are deeply

affected and that th is act ion of cold working is ascribed by some to the format ion of

a certain amount of amorphous iron (Chapter XIV) .

When it is desired to increase the duct il ity of cold worked steel in order that it

may be subj ected to additional draft ing or because the uses to which it is to be put

cal l for greater ductil ity and softness , the metal should be subjected to suitable heat

treatment . In the case o f cold worked hypo - eutectoid steel which is composed of

elongated particles of ferrite and pearl ite it is sufficient in order to restore its duc
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tility to heat it to a temperature varying between 550 and 600 deg . C . and
,
therefore

,

considerably below its crit ical range (see Fig . This is especially so when the

carbon content does not exceed per cent and when therefore the metal contains

a large amount of free ferr ite . It has been stated by some that 520 deg . C. marks

the temperature wh ich should be reached in order to produce the des ired results in

very low carbon steel . This heating of cold worked steel below the critical range to

increas e its ductil ity is sometimes called at the works “ process ” or “ works ” anneal ing

(J . T . Tinsley) . The treatment causes the free ferrite to recr stL alh z e in its normal

polyhedral pattern (Fig . 238) or , if we believe in the existence of amorphous 1ron in

cold worked steel , the return of that amorphous iron to the crystal l ine condition and

hence decreased hardness and strength and increased ductil ity . It should be noted
,

however , that the elongated partic les of pearl ite remain elongated (Fig . the

Fig . 239 .

— Stee l wire . Cold drawn and re Fig . 240.

- Patented stee l wire . per

heated above its critical range . Magn ified cent carbon . Magnified 1000 diameters .

100 diameters . (Boylston .) (E . H . Pe irce . )

ferrite particles alone being affected by the treatment . When maximum softness is

required the cold worked steel must be annealed by heating it above its critical range

followed by slow cool ing . This treatment
,
of course , removes the distortion of the

pearlite as wel l as of the ferrite (Fig . 239) since both constituents above the crit ical

range form a homogeneous solid so lution . In wire mills this is known as “ dead so ft ”

anneal ing (Tinsley) .
When it is desired to produce wires having a very high yield point and very great

tenac ity to lbs . per sq . in . ) while retain ing considerable toughness ,
the heat treatment is so conducted as to produce sorbite to the pract ical exclusion of

pearl ite , free ferrite , or free cementite , and is generally applied to steel wires contain

ing some to per cent carbon (Tinsley) . The process is known as
“ patent

ing ” and the product as “ patented ” wire . To produce sorbite the cooling through

the crit ical range should be relatively rapid but not so rapid as to cause the retention

of martensite or even troostite lest the steel be brittle
,
nor should it be slow enough

to permit the formation of pearl ite since this would imply decreased tenacity . Ao

cording to Tinsley
,
patenting in practice is usually conducted as a continuous
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operation , the wire be ing led through the heated tubes of a furnace and cooled by

being brought into the air or into a bath of molten lead comparat ively cooled but

seldom below 700 deg . F . (367 deg . The structure of patented wire is shown in

Figure 2 40.

Tinsley writes that by a proper combination of drafting and patenting it is possi

ble to obtain music wire from a per cent carbon steel which wil l have a tensi le

strength of lbs . per sq . in .
,
and be suffic iently tough to be wrapped about itse lf

without breaking and be swaged flat to one half its original thickness without . spl it

ting. The same author also states that although it might at first be supposed that

wire annealed to a pearl itic condition because of its greater softness and ductil ity

should withstand drafting to a greate r extent than patented (sorbitic) wire the facts

Fig . 241 .

— Stee l . Cast . Carbon per cent .
Magnified 100 diameters . Annealed. (W. J .

Burger
,
Correspondence Course student . )

are that owing to the rapid loss of duct il ity characteristic of a pearl itic structure it

wil l not withstand drawing to anywhere near the same degree as wil l the patented

structure .

Annealing S tee l Castings . It has been mentioned that the very coarse strue

ture of steel castings
,
cal led ingo tism

” by Howe , was not as readily refined as the

structure of steel forgings ,
‘ its satisfactory annealing often necessitating prolonged

heating sl ightly above the range or short heat ing to temperatures considerably higher

than the crit ical range . Notwithstanding the ir greater resistance to the anneal ing

treatment
,
successful ly annealed cast ings may possess physical properties fairly equal

to those of forgings . In Figure 241 is shown the structure of cast steel containing

some per cent of carbon and properly annealed . The presence of a relatively

small amount of free ferrite will be noted . When highly magnified the carbon - hold

ing constituent should have a sorbito - pearl itic appearance .

The Committee on Heat Treatment of the American Society for the Testing of

M aterials recommends , for the purpose of anneal ing, heating carbon - stee l cast ings
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slowly and un iformly to temperatures varying with the carbon content of the

approximately as fol lows :

CARBON PER CENT TEMPERATU RES D EG . C.

Up to 925

to 875

to 850

to 830

The castings should be kept at the maximum temperature a sufficient length of

t ime to ensure the refining of the grain . The cas t ings should be cooled (I) slowly

and uniformly in the furnace when it is desired that the steel shal l possess the maxi

mum softness and (2) at an accelerated rate , when it is desired that the steel possess
rather higher tensile strength and elast ic l imit .

The rather long annealing indicated above may be replaced by heating the cast

ings to some 1200 deg . C. for a few minutes
, cooling in the air, and reheating to a

temperature s l ightly above Acm ] , Ac” ,
or A01 (J . H . Hal l) .

The double t reatment used with such satisfactory results in annealing steel forg
ings may also be applied to castings and is strongly recommended by Hall

,
especially

when it is desired to develop high res istance to shock
,
maximum strength

,
and elast ic

l im it . From the first heating which should be but sl ightly above A032 , “ A032 or Ac]
the castings , if their carbon content and shape perm it it, should be quenched in

water
,
or if too high in carbon or of such shape as to lead to cracking

,
in oil . They

should then be reheated to from 640 to 680 deg . C . for 2 to 8 hours , in order to con

vert any martensite or troostite into sorbite and to rel ieve cool ing stresses . If the

carbon content , size , and shape of the castings are such that there is danger of crack

ing when quenched in water or even in oil
,
they should be cooled in air or in an air

blast and reheated to from 660 to 720 deg . C. to relieve cool ing stresses . If the cast

ings are cooled in oil or in water it is best to remove them from the quenching baths

before they have become cold and they should not be placed in a hot furnace or re

heated rap idly when put in a cold furnace .

The structures imparted to cast steel containing 0.30 per cent carbon (Fig . 242)
by various anneal ing treatments are i l lustrated ln Figures 243 to 247.

Rate of Cooling vs . th e S tructure of Stee l . An attempt has been made in Figures

248 and 249 to il lustrate graphical ly the mechanism of the very great influence ex

erted upon its structure and physical properties by the speed with which steel cools

through its thermal crit ical range . Steel containing some per cent carbon has

been selected but the same reasoning would apply to any other hyp o - eutectoid steel

as wel l as to hyper - eutectoid steel . In the latter case, however, free cement ite in

stead of ferrite would form
,
i f time be given , in cool ing through the range .

It is shown in Figure 248 that while the steel above its crit ical range is composed

entirely of austenite andWhile , after very slow cool ing, it contains nothing but fer

rite and pearl ite
,
in passing through the range the transformation

,
of the sol id solu

tion austenite into the ferrite - pearl ite aggregate is not sudden but gradual , several

trans it ion constituents be ing formed , namely martensite, troost ite , and sorbite . Sor

bite has already been described while the nature of martensite and troostite wil l be

discussed in the next chapter . It follows as indicated in Figure 248 that various

types of structures are produced theoretical ly at least while steel cools through its
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Aus t e nit ic

Fe rrito -Austenite - M ante nsit ic
Ferrito—M art ensit ic
Ferrito—T roostit o - Mart ensitic
Fe rrito—T roost itic

4 Fe rrit o—Troos t it o—Sorb i t ic
Fe rrito - Sorbitic
Ferrit o—Pearlite - Sorb it ic

P o ng e

Fe rrit o~ Pea rlit ic

Fig . 248. D iagram depicting t h e mechanism of t h e structural
transformation in stee l containing per cent carbon on slow cooi

ing through t h e critical range .

”our

Fig . 249 . D iagram depicting th e influence of t h e rate of coo ling on t h e mechanism of

th e structural transformation taking place in t h e critical range in stee l containing
per cent carbon .
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critical range , containing besides free ferrite either ( 1) austenite and martensite ,

(2) ma1 t ensit e alone , (3) martens ite and troostite , (4) troostite alone, (5) troostite

and sorbite
, (6) sorbite alone , or (7) sorbite and pearl ite .

In Figure 249 it is intended to depict the possibil ity of retain ing in the cold
,

through suitable
_regulation of the cool ing , these various structures and, th erefo1 e ,

the possibil ity by this means -

oi imparting to steel many differen t physical proper t ies .

As cool ing is accelerated , first some sorbite is retained together with pearl ite
,
then in

succession , sorb ite alone , sorbite and troostite , et c .
,
while the amount of free ferrite

separating decreases . The metal
,
therefore

,
becomes stronger

,
harder

,
and less duc

t ile ( 1) because of a diminish ing proportion of soft, ductile ferrite and (2) because of

tenacious but moderately duct ile sorbite replacing weaker but more ductile pearlite ;

The presence of troostite and martensite is an indication that the meta l has cooled

so quickly through its crit ical range that it is hardened or at leas t partially so as

explained in Chapter XVI. If the metal is needed in an annealed condition it should

then be reheated as exp lained in the foregoing pages to sl ightly below its critical

range in order that the troostite and martensite may be converted into sorbite (a
tempering process as explained in Chapter XVI I) .

S tructure vs . Heat Treatment — Some of the many different structures pro

duced by various treatments are shown in a convenient form in Figures 250
-

a11d 25 1

in the case of steels contain ing respect ively and per cent carbon and

otherwise of good commerc ial qual ity . T h e treatments correspond ing to each strue

ture are indicated in the accompanying legenda .

Sph eroid izing of Cementite . It is now wel l understood that on slow coo ling

through the critical range austenite o f eutecto id composit ion is converted into well

defined pearl ite made up of distinct paral le l plates or lamellae alternately of ferrite

and cementite , while in hyper - eutecto id stee l the excess cementite tends to form at

the boundaries of the pearl ite grains and between the cleavage planes of the austen

ite . This condit ion of the cementite of
‘

pearlite as wel l as of the free cementite is

not , however , final
,
not being structurally stable

,
for if the steel be kept for a suffi

cient ly long time at a temperature but slightly below its critical range , preferably

between 600 and 700 deg . C . the cementite shows a marked tendency to col lect in

the form of rounded particles embedded in a matrix of ferrite . The phenomenon

has been called “ spheroidiz ing ” by Howe
,
or when restricted to the pearlite - cemen

tite
,

“ divorc ing
,
on t he ground that it const itutes a true divorce between the con

stituents of pearl ite , namely ferrite and cement ite . Pearl ite that has undergone

sph eroidiz ing is sometimes cal led
“ granular ” or “ globular " pearlite .

Both hypoi and hyper- eutectoid steels are reported
‘

to sphero idize more readily

than eutectoid steel the free ferrite or cementite probably acting as nucle i . Even

eutecto id steel , hqwever, can be completely sph e1oidiz ed i f the heat ing be continued

long enoug h . Howe states that the trans formation is more rapid in a per cent

carbon than 111 a per cent carbon steel . I t seems probable that so1 bite yields to

the spheroidiz ing treatment more readily than true pearlite from which it fol lows that

for the purpose of spheroid iz ing the steel should first be made sorbitic . This can b e

done by relatively quick cool ing through the critical range or as later explained

(Chapter XVI) by very qu ick cool ing through the range , thereby producing marten

site or troostite , fol lowed by reheating sl ightly below the critical range which is also

the temperature at which the sphero idiz ing operation should be conducted .

Howe and Levy state that both high heating and long heating above the range
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— Various structures of steel contain ing per

cent carbon . Magnified about 30 diameters .

LE GENDA FO R FIGURE 25 1

Cast steel .
Cast steel improperly annealed.

Cast steel properly annealed.

ké—in . round rolled steel cooled from 1 100 deg . C . in t h e furnace .

—in . round rolled steel cooled from 1000 deg . C . in th e furnace .

—in . round rolled stee l coole d from 900 deg . C . in t h e furnace .

- in . round rol led steel soaked 2 hours at 900 deg . C . and cooled in t h e furnace .

- in . round rolled stee l cooled from 900 deg . C . in t h e air .
Vz - ia . round rolled stee l cooled from 1000 deg . C . in water.
—in . round rolled stee l cooled from 900 deg . C . in water .
—in . round rolled steel cooled from 900 deg . C . in oil.

%~ in . round rol led stee l quenched in water wh ile pass ing through critical range .

Vz - in . round rolled steel quenched in oil from 850 deg . C . reheated t o 600 deg . C.

quench ed in oil.

- in . round steel finished at proper temperature .

Large forg ing showing fin ishing at too high a temperature .

Cold worked .
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retard the divorc ing of pearl ite . According to Belaiew the patterns of Damascus steel
and its remarkable physical properties are probably caused by a divorcing of ferrite

and cementite in macroscopically vis ible. masses produced by prolonged exposure to

Fig . 252 .

— Steel . Carbon per
“

cent .
Magnified 1000 diameters . Sphero idized
cement ite . (E . H . Pe irce . )

Fig . 253.

— Stee l . Carbon per cent . M ag Fig .

— Stee l . Carbon per cent.
nified 1000 diameters . - Sphero idized cemen Magnified 1000 diameters . ‘

Sphero idized
t ite . (W. J . Burger, Correspondence student .) cementite . (O smond)

a temperature not exceeding redness . The spheroidiz ing treatment greatly decreases

the strength and elastic l imit , while increasing the ductil ity and softness and also

the resistance to wear (Abbott) , these effects being more marked in h igh than in

low carbon steels .

Steel in the Spheroidized condition is shown in Figures 252 to 254.
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Sh owing th e P ropert ies of Pearlite and its D ecomposition P roduct .
F8

3
0 represenfecl Black .

Mass.

ion S tages.

Maximum tensile stre ss 1 51
" PHASE

about 70 tons pe r square Sorbit ic "

{pearlite wi th
inch . Elongat ion on 2 emulsified Fe3C.

inch es=abo ut 10percent . dark on e tching .

Maximum tensile stress
abo ut 55 tons per square
inch. . Elongat ion on 2

inches=about 15 per cent .

31m PHASE .

Maximum tensile stress Laminated pearlite with
about 35 tons pe r square completely segregated
inch. Elongation on 2 Fe3C. Exhibiting a play
inch es=about 5 per cent . o f gorgeous colours when

light ly etched .

41 11 PHASE.

Maximum t ensile stress
about 30 tons per square
inch .

Laminated pearlite passing
into massive Fesc and

ferrit e .

Non a— It is important to remember that in a sing le section o f stee l two o r
-

even all

three phases o f pearl ite may be observed in juxtaposuion gradually merg ing into each
o ther.

Fig . 255 . (Arnold) .
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Fig . 256 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Magnified 150 diamet ersf An
nealed five h ours ’

at 830 deg . Cf (C . C . Buck
,
Correspondence Course

student . )

Fig . 257. Steel . Carbon per cent . Magnified 670 diameters . An

nealed five hours at 830 deg . C . (C . C . Buck , Correspondence Course
student . )
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tite appears to be necessary to start the graphitiz ing, which would explain why it

does not take place in hyp o - eutectoid steel . The author at least never had a case

of graph ite formation in such steels brought to his attention nor was he ever able to

produce graphite in hypo - eutectoid steel .

O ver Heating .

— Long exposure of steel to a high temperature necessarily de

velops a
‘very coarse structure and the metal is then said to have been overheated .

Stead descr ibes the coarse crystal line structure of overheated steel containing from

to per cent carbon as triangular arrangements of ferrit
_

e
_ § id pearlite , and

that of steel contain ing from to per cent carbon as large ferrite cel l walls

and offshoots of ferrite penetrating the pearlite (Fig . Overheating should not

be confounded with burning : overheated steel can be readily restored to a normal

Fig . 258.

— Steel . Carbon about per cent . Heated t o about
1 100 deg . C . (P . J . Neely, Correspondence Course student . )

condition by merely heating above the critical range , and is neither red short nor cold

short
,
while burnt steel is extremely britt le .

Burnt Stee l . —

7When high carbon steel is heated to a temperature approaching

its melting- point
,
it becomes extremely red short as well as cold short while its frac

ture becomes very coarse and shiny . The steel in such condition is said to .be burnt .

It was general ly believed that the red shortness of burnt steel could not be cured

short of remelt ing
,
but Stead now insists that if burnt steel be al lowed to cool com

plet ely and is then reheated to a proper temperature it can be rolled and forged as

well as if it had not been burnt . It is held by some that the burning of steel is due to

the evolution of gases under the influence of a high temperature, ch iefly carbon

monoxide , result ing from atmospheric oxygen finding its way through the pores of

the metal and combining with some of the carbon , although according to Howe other

occluded gases , such as hydrogen and nitrogen , may also contribute . These gases

force the crystalline grains apart
,
destroying their cohesion

,
hence the britt leness of

the metal . Oxidized membranes are also frequently found surrounding some of the
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grains
,
their presence readily exp laining the impossibi lity of restor ing burnt steel by

forging s ince they would prevent the welding of adj acent grains . Instances of the

structure of burnt steel are shown in Figures 259 and 260. Howe defines burning as

being “ a mechanical separation o f the grains on extreme Some wr iters

have argued
,
apparently on good ground

,
that burning wil l not take place unless the

steel h as been heated to so high a temperature that it has actual ly begun to melt , the

exp lanation being perfectly consistent with the well - known fact that high carbon

steel burns much more readily than low carbon steel . To make the matter clear let

us consider the diagram of Figure 26 1 in which the sol idifi cation period of stee l is

shown as influenced by its carbon content . This diagram wil l be discussed at greater

length in another chapter . Let us for the present note (1) that as the carbon increases

from O to per cent the sol idification of the steel lowered from A to B , that is

Fig . 259 . Burnt stee l . Carbon pe r cent . Fig . 260. Burnt stool . Magn ified 30
Magnified 20diameters . Quenched at a white diameters . (Stead )
heat . Unetched . (O smond )

from 1500 deg . C . to 1325 deg , (2) that while carbonless iron sol idifies at a constant

temperature , namely 1500 deg , as the carbon increases
,
the range of temperature

covered by the sol idification period increases l ikewise , extending from B to C with

2 per cent carbon , that is from 1325 to 1 130 deg . C . ABC then represents the sol idi

fication zone of steels of increasing carbon content and the heating of the metal to

any point with in this zone , when it is partly melted , wil l cause it to burn . It fol lows

from th is that carbonless iron and very low carbon steel can be heated to a very high

temperature without burning , while t h e danger o f burning increases with the carbon .

With per cent carbon ,
for instance

,
the burning zone extends from 1400 to 1450

( leg ,
with per cent it extends from 1310 tb 1400 dog ,

with per cent carbon

from 1210 to 1360 deg .
-In short , as the carbon increases the ste el burns more read

ily ( 1 ) because its melting—point is lowered and (2) because its sol idification zone ,
which is also its burning zone , is widened . According to the theory it should not be

possible to burn carbonless iron , and indeed the author does not know that the claim

has ever been made that carbonless iron could be burnt .
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sol idificat ion of various carbon steels as indicated by the dotted l ine in Figure 26 1 .

If these are the correct temperatures at which sol idification is complete , it fol lows

that the burning zone is wider than was general ly bel ieved before the publ ication of

these results .

Stead rej ecting the oxidiz ing gases theory bel ieves that the burning of steel

resu lting from heating the metal to incip ient fusion
,
causes the formation of globules

or envelopes rich in phosphorus (hence fusible) round the crystals and that their

presence or absence is a proof of the steel having been burnt or not . When they occur

they are readily detected by etching the metal with his cupric reagent (Chapter I I ) .

The burnt steel in Fig . 262 has been etched with th is reagent . The white net

Fig . 262 . Burnt steel etched with Stead’s cupric rcaf
gent showing globules and envelopes rich in phosphorus.
Magnified 50 diameters . (Stead )

work and white partic les show the segregation of portions rich in phosphorus . Stead

writes :
“ The question is often asked of the expert, when steel samples have broken up at

the rol ls, whether the material is naturally red short or has been burnt . The sides of

cracks found in the steel , whether simply red short or burnt , are always l ined with

oxide ; and the expert , in conducting his examination , must be careful to select porn

tions free from cracks and to po lish
'

and etch them . If they be free from globular

specks rich in phosphorus , i t may be conc luded that the material has not been burnt

and is naturally
.

red short
,
but if such specks be present the reverse conclusion will

be j ustified .

”

Crystalline Growth of Austenite Above th e Critical Range . Above its critical

range steel is composed of polyhedral crystalline grains of austenite , which are made

up of smal l crystals (probably octahedra) similarly oriented in the same grain but

whose orientation changes from one grain to the next . Indeed it is this lack of uni

formity of the orientation o f the crystal l ine matter building up the grains that gives
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existence to these grains , for if al l the small crystals of which they are composed were

similarly oriented , clearly there would be but a single allotrimorph ic crystal or grain .

If steel be maintained for a long time above its critical range, the austenite grains of
which it is composed show a tendency to grow in size through adj oining grains assum

ing like crystall ine orientation and, therefore , merging into a single and correspond

ingly larger grain . This growth increases with the temperature and with the duration

of the treatment . G iven a suffi c iently long t ime and sufficiently high temperature ,
but one grain must be formed . This

,
as already seen in Chapter XXI, is actual ly what

takes place in meteorites during the cooling of which the prevailing condit ions are

such as to produce this uniformity of orientation . It fol lows from the above considerar

tions that on anneal ing
,
if the metal be kept a long time above its cr itical range , even

but slightly above it
,
a coarser austenite wil l be formed which in turn implies, after

slow cool ing
,
a coarser pearl itic or sorbitic structure . In hypo - eutectoid steel the

grains of austenite wil l expel some free ferr ite, and in hyper - eutectoid steel some free

cementite, before being converted into pearlite , but the final pearl ite grains will

nevertheless increase in size with the size of the original austenite grains . The strue

ture of steel containing per cent carbon kept two hours at 1 150 deg . C. and cooled

in air h as been shown in Figure 228. The very large sorbitic grains formed prove

the existence above the range of equally large , or even larger, austenitic grains . The

cooling through the range was so rapid that but a smal l amount of free ferrite was

separated, the sorbite grains , therefore, representing nearly the exact size of the aust e

nite grains .

In Figure 263 an attempt h as been made to depict t his relation between the

austenitic structure above the range and the corresponding pearlitic or sorbitic strue

ture below the range . The steel considered is supposed to be hypo - eutecto id and to

contain , after slow cool ing, a large proportion of free ferrite . A is intended to rep

resent a piece of this stee l made up of nine relatively small austenitic grains formed

on short exposure above the range . O n cool ing through the range ferrite is l iberated

and the residual austenite grains converted into as many pearl ite grains as shown in

A'
. The small squares of the matrix surrounding the pearl ite grains represent as

many smal l ferrite grains . After a longer exposure , possibly at a higher temperature,
the steel will be made up of larger austenite grains, say of four grains as shown in B ,

and these, on slow cooling through the range
,
will be converted after rej ection of fer

rite into four pear lite grains as indicated in B Theoretically, at least, we may assume

that the temperature above the range may be so high and the exposure at that tem

perature so long that but a single austenite grain is formed, the entire mass having

assumed a uniform crystal line orientation as shown in C. On s low cool ing a single

pearlite grain would then be formed surrounded by free ferrite in the form of smal l

grains as depicted in C’
. An exceedingly slow cool ing through and below the range

would have a tendency to cause the free ferrite to crystall ize into larger grains and

eventually to form but a single grain as indicated in C” .

1 Finally , as will be later

exp lained, on very long exposure to a high temperature the cementite should, theo
retically at least , be converted into as many graphite partic les as there are austenite

grains and , therefore , into a single graphite particle in case there is but a single grain

of austenite , the steel then consisting , after slow cool ing
,
of a kernel of graphite sur

rounded by uniformly oriented ferrite as shown in C’ As already explained
,
how

Such slow coo ling, as previously explained, would also have a tendency t o cause t h e sph eroi

diz ing of cementite .
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6000 kilograms and then annealed at 650 deg . C . for seven hours . The section shown

is a vertical one passing through the bottom of the spherical depression made by the
10- mm . ball used . It wil l be obvious that the strain was most severe at A

,
that is

at the very bottom of the depression
,
and that it decreased gradually in intensity

from A to D . The fol lowing features of the structure should be noted as having

special s ignificance : (1) At D where the metal was but sl igh tly if at al l strained no
crystal l ine growth occurred

, (2) at C where the strain must have been more severe a

sudden growth of maximum intensity has taken place , (3) from C to B as the sever ity
of the strain increases the crystal l ine growth shows a gradual decrease

,
and (4) from

B to A, that is with further increase of the intensity of the strain , no crystalline

growth has taken place . These observations point to the conclusion that ferrite

Fig . 265 . Stee l . Carbon per cent. Magnified 6
diameters . Subj ected t o Brinel l bal l test under
pressure of3000 kilograms and heated to 650 deg . C .

for seven hours . Vertical section through bottom of

spherical depression . (J . O . Connolly in t h e author’s
laboratory .)

grains wil l not grow on anneal ing below the crit ical range unless they have been

subj ected to a certain stress creating a certain strain , and that they wil l not grow if

that stress
,
and therefore the resulting strain

,
has been exceeded . In other words ,

they point to the existence of a crit ical strain produc ing growth , strains of greater

or less magnitude being ineffective . The narrow region occup ied by the critical ly

strained metal should also be noted as wel l as the very sharp l ine of demarcation b e

tween the critically strained and the under - strained metal . The separation of the

crit ically strained metal from the over - strained is not so sharp .

Similar experiments were repeated many t imes and like results always obtained .

A piece of the same steel was subj ected to exactly the same treatment , except that

the bal l pressure applied was 3000 kilograms or hal f the pressure applied to the pre

vious one . The crystalline
‘

growt h resulting from the anneal ing of this sample is

shown in Figure 265 . Because of the smal ler stress appl ied, the critically strained

portion of the metal is nearer t h e depression . This would natural ly be expected .
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Here
,
as in the previous case , we have three d istinct regions : (1) the metal surrounding

the depression and extending to a certain distance which was too severely strained to

grow
, (2) the critically strained metal in the form of a Spherical shell , and (3) the

rest of the metal unstrained or too feebly strained for the growth to take place .

Figure 266 is a section through a similar sample
,
the spec imen having been ground

level with the bottom of the depression . The occurrence in this section o f a ring show

ing crystal l ine growth wil l be readily understood .

In Figure 267 is shown the structure of a bar of the same steeLwh ich after having

been completely bent was subj ected to anneal ing (seven hours at 650 deg . A

piece of the bent port ion of th is bar was then cut and a longitudinal section through

Fig . 266 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Magnified
6 diameters . Subjected to Brine ll bal l test under
pressure of 3000 k ilograms and heated to 650 deg .

C . for seven hours . Horizontal section through
bottom ofspherical depression . (J . O . Conno lly in
t h e author’s laboratory . )

its center prepared for microscopical examination . It wil l be obvious that the upper

part of the bent portion of the bar was subj ected to severe tension and the under

part to severe compression . Somewhere between the upper and lower parts a neutral

plane existed which was subj ect-cd neither to tension nor to compression , and in the

vicin ity of this plane the metal was but sl ightly strained . M oving in both dirce

tions from this neutral plane , the metal becomes gradually more severely strained .

Figure 267 shows that ( 1) in the cente r o f the bar no growth took place
,
the metal

be ing here under - strained , (2) as soon as the critically strained portion was reached

a very abrupt growth occurred o f maximum intensity
,
and (3) this growth decreased

gradually as the metal became more severely strained
,
being very slight if existing

at al l where the strain was maximum
,
that is

,
near the upper and under parts of the

bend . The widening o f the central zone
,
free from growth as the distance from the
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bend increases , is also consistent
,
with the existence o f a critical strain

,
for it is

evident that the portion of unstrained or under - strainedm e tal increases with that dis

tance . Inc identally th is experiment shows that tension is apparently as effective as

compression in producing crystal line growth
,
there being apparently no difference in

the size of the ferrite grains between the upper and under parts of the bar . The criti

cal ly straine
‘

d portions occupy also nearly the same posit ion with regard to the out

side surfaces , that is , they occur at the same depth . Their width also appears to be

the same .

Bars of the same steel were subj ected to compression , shearing , and twisting

stresses and the results obtained were in every case consistent with the existence of

a critical strain .

With a V iew of securing some data in regard to the magnitude of the critical stress
needed to induce growth on annealing , a number of bars of the same ste el were sub

Fig . 267. S t eelf Carbon per cent . Magnified 3 diameters . Bar bent
double and heated . to 650 deg . C . for seven hours . Longitudinal section
through center of bent portion . (J . O . Connolly in th e author’s laboratory . )

ject ed to tensile stresses of increasing intensity , annealed at 650 deg . seven hours , and

in every case a cross section of the strained and annealed bar was prepared for micro

scopical examination . The elastic l imit or rather yield point of the metal was in the

vicinityof lbs . per square inch , and its u ltimate strength lbs . per square

inch .

In Figures 268 to 271 are shown the structures of the bars subj ected respect ively

to stresses of and lbs . per square inch .

These tensi le tests afford another conclusive evidence of the existence of a critical

strain and the fact that a stress of lbs . per square inch produces a marked

growth while stresses but sl ightly infer ior or superior, namely, and lbs.

per square inch
,
do not induce growth is an indication of the narrowness of the range

of the critical stress .

A stri king illustration of the existence of crit ical ly strained metal is shown in

Figure 272 after C . Chappell , in the form of longitudinal sections through broken

tensile test pieces heated for two hours at 600 deg . C. Here again the demarcation
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cause its grain to grow . The author l ikewise has never succeeded in produc ing a

growth , at
’

least in any apprec iable degree
,
in wrought iron nor in practical ly carbon

less i ron such as American ingot iron . It seems certain that a smal l amount of car
bon , preferably in the vicin ity of per cent

,
must be present . O n the oth er hand

he has never succeeded in coarsening appreciably , by similar treatments , the grain

of steel contain ing over per cent carbon . It would seem therefore that we must

also recognize the existence o f a crit ical carbon content to per cent) above

or below which ferrite grains wil l not grow on annealing below the range , even if they

have been critically strained .

From what has been said of the crystalline growth of strained fe rrite under its
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critical range , and considering that cold drawn steelWires are frequently annealed
at such temperature , it may reasonably be asked why they are not rendered thereby

coarsely crystal line and brittle . O bviously because steel wires when subj ected to

the annealing treatment are generally in a decidedly over - strained condition . If very

low carbon stee l wire be given a draft so light that it is critically strained, heating it

for a sufficient length of time at some 600 deg . C . wil l cause the crystal l ine growth o f

ferrite as should be expected . In such’

critically strained metal , however, the growth
may be prevented by heating to a decidedly lower temperature , as for instance to

525 or 550 deg . C. , which is sufficient to remove mat erialm fit t leness result

ing from cold working or , of course , by anneal ing above the crit ical range .

According to Kenneth B . Lewis , in wire drawing t he reductio n should not be less

than 20per cent in order to avoid the production of critical ly st rained metal and hence

dangerous crystal line growth on subsequent annealing below the thermal critical

range .

Robin bel ieves that the strain ing of ferrite results in the creation of a number of

nucle i (germes) from wh ich new grains wil l grow on anneal ing . To account for the

existence of a critical strain it might be argued (1) that in under - strained metal these
nuclei are not formed, (2) that in critical ly strained metals a few nuclei are produced

giving r ise on anneal ing to a few large grains
,
and (3) that in over- strained metal a

great many nucle i form
,
produc ing on annealing a great many and there fore , neces

sarily , smaller grains .

Beilby
’
s amorphous theory briefly explained in Chapter V seems to afford the

most acceptable explanation of the crystal l ine growt h of strained ferrite below its

critical range, on the ground t h at
_

t he amorphous iron produced by straining, re

crystallizes below the range . Howe has suggested the fol lowing ingenious hypoth

esis to account for the existence of a critical strain : (1) the crystalline growth of

ferrite is an electrolytic process in which the "amorphous iron acts as electro lyte ,

(2) if the iron be over- strained the quantity of amorphous iron is so great , that is

there is so much electrolyte
,
that electrolysis can take place across it only very slowly

,

hence the slowness or entire
‘

absence of crystal line g rowth , (3) in under- strained iron
there is no growth because of the presence of an insufficient amount of amorphous
iron , that is of electrolyte , and (4) in critical ly strained metal the proportion of amor

ph ous iron is such as to lead to rapid electrolysis , that is to rapid growth .

“ In short
,

”

Howe writes ,
“ the very rapid coarsening implies t he presence of enough electrolyte

to give electrolysis a chance
,
yet not so much electrolyte as to cause too great a bar

rier to electrolysis by its width . Again , i f the quantity of the electrolyte was exces

sive that would mean that the quantity of crystal l ine iron remaining was small .
Now it is only the crystal line iron which can form grains and hence can coarsen

,
and

if this iron is reduced to too smal l a quantity itmight readily follow that the residual
crystall ine iron was not abundant enough to formlarge grains . ”

Brittleness of Low Carbon Stee l . The crystall ine growths and other structural
changes described in the foregoing pages lead natural ly to the consideration of the

brittleness occasionally exhibited by low carbon steel . S ince steel contain ing very

little carbon is essentially made up of ferrite
,
its occasional br ittleness must be due to

the occas ional brittleness of ferrite
,
a constituent by nature soft and ductile . Stead

has indicated two kinds of brittleness from which ferrite may
,
and occasional ly does

suffer, namely, (1) inter - granular
” brittleness and (2)

“ inter - crystall ine ” or “
cleav

age ” brittleness .
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By inter - granular brittlenessis meant a lack of cohesion between the ferrite grains

leading to ready fracture under shock
,
the l ine of fracture fo llowing the boundary

lines of the grains . Such brittleness is usual ly due to the presence of impurities form

ing brittle and more or less continuous membranes surrounding the grains . The

presence of much phosphorus , however, appears to produce inter - granular brittleness

without produc ing surrounding membranes .

Inter- crystal l ine or cleavage brittleness is caused by the ferrite grains assuming

nearly the same crystalline orientation so that the plane of fracture fol lows the cleav

age planes and passes from grain to grain almost in a straight line . The diagram

shown in Figure 273 wil l make this c lear . The cross l ines represent the cleavage

planes in each grain . In B the metal is made up of large ferrite grains but the crys

t alline orientation of these grains is so heterogeneous that a line of fracture cannot

Fig . 273. (St ead) .

readily be developed and pass from grain to grain
,
the abrupt change of crystalline

orientation encountered at each boundary line acting as an effective obstruction to

its advance . In A, on the contrary, while the grains are smaller they have nearly

the same orientation , hence fracture may proceed from grain to grain with much

greater ease and in a nearly straight line . Fortunately
,
so uniform a crystalline orien

tation is not often met with and cleavage brittleness is a rather rare occurrence . I t

can be cured by reheating the steel to 900 deg . or higher .

Stead also noticed that low carbon stee l p lates rol led below the critical range and,
therefore

,
strained

,
and annealed l ikewise below the range

,
often exhibit a tendency

to break in three directions
,
namely

,
at 45 deg . to the direct ion of rol l ing and at right

angles with the surface of the plates
,
that is, in the directions of the three cleavage

planes of a cube having four faces at 45 deg . to the edges
,
and two faces paral le l

to the surface of the plates . This he cal ls “ rectangular ” brittleness . “ We are led

from this to conc lude , Stead writes ,
“ that

,
j ust as light impresses a latent imag e on

a bromide photographic plate which cannot be seen but is developed and made mani
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CHAPTER XVI

THE HARDENING OF STEEL

References have already been made in these chapters to the invaluable property

possessed by iron
,
containing a sufficient amount of carbon , of becoming ext remely

hard when suddenly cooled from a high temperature as , for instance , by quenching

in water from a bright red heat . This operation is known as the hardening of steel .

The close relat ion existing between the hardening of steel and its critical range
,
which

has also been al luded to , provides the key to the rationale of the hardening opera

t ion . This operation consists of two distinct steps (1) heating to the hardening tem

perature and (2) cool ing from that temperature .

Heating for Hardening . In order to harden steel it is necessary first t o heat

it above its crit ical range
,
because it is in passing through that range that it acquires

hardening power . Any attempt at hardening it by cool ing it suddenly from a tem

perature inferior to its critical range would result in but a very slight, i f any , increase

of hardness . It is evident
,
therefore, that to possess hardening power steel must be

in the condition of a sol id solution since the aggregate of ferr ite and cementite formed

on slow cool ing through the critical range cannot be hardened by sudden cooling .

The metal should not be heated much above the top of its range, because in so doing

we coarsen its structure as exp lained in previous chapters , while we do not increase ,
material ly at least

,
its hardening power, and our aim in hardening should be to secure

maximum hardness and finest possible structure . Quenching from a temperature
greatly exceeding the critical range , moreover , increases the danger of warp ing and

cracking the objects in the quenching bath . Nor should the steel be heated to a

temperature much above its critical range and
"

then cooled to that range
j
/
before

quenching, as sometimes recommended, because its structure is then l ikewise coars

ened by the heating and slow cool ing preceding the quenching . Clearly the rationale

of the hardening operation consists in heating the metal j ust through its critical range ,
thus conferring to it both full hardening power and finest possible structure , and

then in cool ing it suddenly as soon as it emerges from i ts range, lest its structure be

coarsened by heating above the range or by prolonged exposure at the quenching

temperature . This j udicious method of conducting th e hardening operation is some

t imes described as “ hardening on a r ising temperature .

” Let it be borne in mind

that
,
since the position and width of the critical range vary in different steels , the

most desirable quenching temperature wil l vary likewise . Low and medium high

carbon steels should be quenched at higher temperatures than high carbon steel ,
for in 6rder to acquire ful l hardening power th ey should be heated past their upper

critical points, namely, A03 or Ac“ ,
as the case may be.

In pract ice the quenching temperature should be some 20 to 50 deg . C. above

Ac ] in hardening eutecto id and hyper - eutectoid steels or above A03 3 in hardening
274
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hyp o - eutectoid steel . The proper temperatures to which carbon steels should be

heated for hardening purposes and which are also those generally suitable for anneal

ing the same steels have been shown graphically in Figure 219, Chapter XV.

Heating for hardening should be slow enoug h to permit the steel to acquire grad

ually and evenly a uniform temperature throughout , and should not be too sudden

as for instance by placing cold steel in red hot furnaces .

General ly speaking large pieces should be heated to somewhat higher tempera
tures than small pieces for hardening purposes it having been found (Benedicks and

M athews) that a higher temperature produces a quicker rate of fi li
‘

ng i n the quench

ing bath . M athews for instance states that a %c - in . round bar of too l steel will h arden

at 750 deg . C . while a - in . round bar of the same steel should be heated to 780

deg . C.

The use of lead or salt baths (chlor ides and nitrates of sodium,
calcium , pot as

sium
,
and barium) for heating steel to the desired hardening temperature is to be

commended since it promotes uniformity of temperature throughout the pieces while

a suitably selected salt bath can readily be heated to
,
and maintained at , any desired

temperature .

Cool ing for Hardening . To harden the steel the metal should be
“

cooled very
quickly from the temperatures mentioned in the above paragraphs through its critical

range, generally by immersing it in a medium capable of rap idly abstracting heat

from it . The increase o f hardness wil l be the greater the higher the carbon content ,
at least up to the eutectoid point , and the more rapid the cooling , the latter, in turn ,
depending upon the size of the obj ect hardened and the nature of the quench ing

bath
,
i.e . it s power of abstracting heat from the cool ing mass . It was long thought

that this so to speak cool ing power of the bath depended chiefly , if not solely, upon

its temperature at the time of immersion and upon its heat conductivity . It was be

lieved, for instance , that mercury was a more effective cool ing medium than water

because of its greater conductivity for heat
,
that cold water was more effect ive than

tepid water because of its lower temperature
, etc . Recent investigations appear

to s how, however, that the cooling power of a quenching bath is , within l imits, quite

independent of its actual temperature and of its heat conduct ivity , and even of its

specific heat . Benedicks contends that it depends almost exclusively upon its latent

heat of volatil ization . Its temperature
,
however

,
should be low enough to prevent

the adherence of vapor bubbles to the metal . In accordance with these views mer

cury, in Benedicks
’

opinion
,
is inferior to water while saline solutions are not superior

to it . M ethyl alcohol , on the contrary, is a more effective cool ing medium for hard
ening than water . According to Le Chatel ier

,
also

,
mercury is less effective than

water but in h is opinion because of its lower spec ific heat . Le Chatelier bel ieves

that the specific heat of the l iquid is the most important factor influencing its value

as a cooling medium , its conduct ivity being of secondary importance , the loss of heat

taking place more through circulation than through conductivity . On the other

hand Benedicks contends that the rate of flow has very little influence .

According to M athews ( 1) the rate of cooling in water quenching remains quite ,

constant up to a water temperature of 37 deg . C .
, (2) brine solutions not only pro

duce a quicker rate of cooling but retain their cool ing power pract ically unimpaired

so long as their temperature remains below 65 deg . C . , (3) while oi l baths produce

a slower rate of cool ing they can be heated to considerably higher temperatures than

water or brine before having their cool ing power seriously diminished .
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S tructural Changes on Hardening .

— Bearing in mind the enormous difference

between ‘ the properties of hardened stee l and those of the same metal unhardened
,

we should naturally expect to find the structure of hardened steel l ikewise total ly

different from that of unhardened steel . And so indeed it is as shown in Figure 274
,

in the case of hardened steel contain ing some per cent carbon . To account for

this structure let us remember that
,
in itial ly, this steel consisted of an aggregate of

ferrite and cementite which
,
upon being heated through its critical range , was con

verted into a sol id solution (austenite) of carbon or carbide in gamma iron . This

was necessary to impart hardening power .
“

Had the metal been al lowed to cool ,

slowly through its cr it ical range it would have been converted back into a mixture

of ferrite and cementite . On rapid cooling
,
however

,
this transformation was pre

vented, at l east in part , the time necessary for its completion having been denied .

Fig . 274 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Mag Fig . 275 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Mag
nifi ed 1000 diameters . Heated t o 825 deg . C . nified 1000diameters . Heated t o 1050deg . C .

and quenched at 720 deg . (O smond ) and quench edfi
'

n ice—water . (Osmond )

A conc lusive evidence that the transformat ion does not occur in its entirety is af

forded by the absence of a marked cr it ical range on quick cool ing . If the trans

formation oi the sol id so lution could be effect ively prevented austen ite should be the

constituent of hardened steel . In t h e commercial hardening of steel , however, the

cool ing is not sudden enough to prevent at least a partial transformation of austenite ,
not into ferrite and cementite but into a more or less transitory form , marking the

first step of that transformation and called “ martensite .

” Very frequently the rate

of cool ing is not suffic iently rapid to prevent the martens ite from further partial

transformation into a second transition constituent known as “ troostite . M arten

site and troostite
,
then

,
are the ordinary constituents of commercial ly hardened steel .

It wil l now be profitable to consider at some length the occurrence , nature , and prop

erties of the three const ituents chiefly concerned in deal ing with hardened steel ,
namely

,
austenite

,
martens ite

,
and troostite .
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carbon heated to 1050 deg . C . and quenched in ice - water . The magn ification is

1000 diameters . The dark- colored
,
z igzag constituent is martensite ; the l ight matrix ,

or background , is austenite . The structure .of the same stee l
,
under lower magnifica

tion , i s seen in Figure 276 . By the drastic quenching treatment j ust described it is

possible , in the case of high carbon steel
,
to retain more than one half of the steel in

its austenit ic condition .

The retention of austenite in the cold is greatly helped by the presence of some

elements such as manganese and n ickel which lower the position of the transforma

tion range
,
eventual ly depressing it . below atmospheric temperature and

,
therefore

,

Fig . 277. Steel . Carbon per cent,manganese per

cent . Magnified 300 diameters . Heated t o 1400 deg . C .

and quenched in ice - cold water. (Robin )

causing the steel to remain austenitic even after slow cool ing . This actual ly takes

place i n the presence of some 12 per cent manganese or 25 per cent nickel . Robin ,
by quench ing in ice - col d water from a temperature of 1400 deg . C. a very smal l

piece of steel (1 to 2 cubic centimeters) containing per cent carbon and 1 per

cent manganese , was able to retain i t in an austenitic condition (Fig . M au

rer
,
l ikewise

,
succeeded in retain ing in its austen itic condition a steel containing 2

per cent manganese and 2 per cent carbon by quenching it in ice - cold water from

a temperature of 1 100 deg . (Fig . As the manganese increases the retention of

austenite becomes easier , that is, the quenching need not be so drastic nor the carbon

content so high . Final lywith 10 or more per cent of manganese and one or more
per cent carbon the steel remains austen ite after slow cool ing . The structure and

properties of manganese steel wil l be considered in another chapter .

To sum up : (1) austenite is never produced in the commercial hardening of or

dinary carbon steel ; (2) it may be retained in the cold , however, associated with
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considerable martensite in quenching very high carbon steel , from a very high tem

perature in ice - cold water as , for instance , by quenching steel containing not less

than per cent carbon from 1000 deg . C. or higher ; (3) in the presence of 1 per

cent of manganese very small pieces of very high carbon steel may be retained wholly

in their austenit ic condition by quenching them from - a very high temperature as ,
for instance

,
by quenching in ice- cold water from1400 deg . C . small p ieces of steel

containing 1 per cent of manganese and not less than per cent carbon (Robin) ;

(4) with increasing proportions of manganese the t ransformat_ i0_ n_

of austenite may

be prevented in steel contain ing less carbon and quenched from lowér temperatures

(M aurer) ; (5) manganese steels contain ing , for instance , 10 or more per cent manga
nese and one or more per cent carbon remain austenitic after slow coo ling ; (6) nicke l
steel containing some 25 per cent of n ickel likewise remains austenitic on slow cooling .

Benedicks contends that in the preservation of austenite in carbon steel by rapid

cool ing an important part is played by the very great pressure to which the metal

Fig . 278.
— Stee l . Carbon per cent, manganese per

cent. Heated to 1 100 deg . C . and quenched in ice- cold water.
(Maurer .)

is subj ected, ( 1) because of t h e shrinkage of the exterior port ion or outer she l l on
the interior and (2) because of the dilatation accompanying the change from gamma
to beta iron . Were it not for th is pressure Benedicks believes that the transforma

tion of austenite could not be prevented . As an evidence of this he shows that aus

tenitic steels produced by quenching are austenitic only in their inter ior
,
i.s . where

the pressure had been greatest
,
the outside layers in which the pressure was small or

nil be ing martensitic . He shows
,
further

,
that on removing by grinding the marten

sitie shel l the austenitic core , in turn , becomes martensitic owing to the removal of

the pressure exerted upon it by that shell . Again the quenching of steel cyl inders

surrounded by cast - iron shells resulted in the formation of austenite c lose to the skin

of the steel cyl inders owing apparently to the very great pressure exerted upon the

steel by the contraction of the iron shells .
Etch ing of Austenite .

— The etching reagents usual ly appl ied to bring out the

structure of unhardened steel , namely, picric acid, n itric acid, tincture of iodine , et c .
,

do not always yield sat isfactory results in the case of hardened steel . Kourbatoff

discovered a complex reagent which often produces greater contrasts between the
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various constituents . It is made up by mixing one part of amyl alcohol
,
one part of

ethyl alcoh ol , one part of methyl alcohol , and one part of a 4 per cent solution of

nitr ic ac id in acetic anhydride and should be prepared j ust before use .

Heyn recommends for etch ing hardened steel a solutioncontaining one part of

hydrochlor ic ac id and 99 parts of absolute alcohol . M ore uniform results are ob

tained if a weak current of electric ity be passed through the solution , the samples to

be etched forming the positive pole while the negative electrode may consist con

venient ly of a piece of sheet lead . With the assistance of the electric current the use

of a very dilute aqueous so lution is advisable, namely, one part of hydrochloric acid

in 500 parts of dist il led water .

O smond , l ikewise , used successful ly a
'

solution of 10 per cent of hydrochloric acid

in water by which the martens ite is colored darker than austen ite , the treatment re

qu iring several m inutes . O smond wr i tes : “ There is more regularity obtained by

having the spec imen connected , by means of a platinum wire , with the posit ive pole

of a bi—chromate cel l , a strip of platinum placed in the acid being connected with the

negative pole . I n this way the specimen becomes the anode , and the platinum the

cathode .

Benedicks recommends for the etching of martensite — austenitic steel a 5 per cent

alcoholic solution of metanit rob enz ol- sulphonic acid which always darkens marten

site more than austenite . Im mersions of some fifteen seconds are general ly sufficient .

S tructure of Austenite . When austenite and martensite occur in the same sam

ple the latter is generally colored darker than the former (Figs . 275 and M arten

site
,
moreover

,
is readily distinguishable because oi its z igzag or needle shape . Some

writers claim that martensite is sometimes colcred less than austenite . Indeed M aurer

contends that this is always so , arguing that if most photomicrographs indicate the

contrary it is because the martensite had undergone a certain amount of tempering

resulting in the formation of some troostite as later explained . According to this

writer
,
in order to prevent any tempering of the martensite , and therefore the forma

t ion of dark- colored troostite , great care must be exercised in sawing, polishing, et c .

To this Benedicks repl ies that it cannot always be so for in quenching austenite in

l iquid air martensite is formed which must be free from troostite and which , never

t h eless, is darker than austenite . It may be asked
,
however

,
whether it is certain

that the martensite produced in this way is actual ly free from troostite . Evidences

of a more conclusive nature are needed to account satisfactori ly for the shifting in

the relative coloration of austenite and martensite when occurring side by side . Pure

austen ite is made up of polyhedral grains} (see Figs . 277 and 278) which , as explained

in previous chapters in connection with the structure of gamma iron , are undoubtedly

made up of true crystals, small octahedra according to O smond . It should be noted

that when austenite occurs in the presence of much martensite (Fig . 275) its poly

h edral structure is not brought out . Twinnings are frequently observed in austenite

(see Chapter V,
Fig . 124) although it has been claimed that they formonly after

strain ing
,
espec ial ly if followed by annealing .

Baykoff succeeded m etching austenite above the 01 1t 1cal range of the steel , that

is
,
in a range of temperature where it is stable . He accomplished this by heating

po lished stee l samples in a porcelain tube through which a current of hydrogen was

1
'

Because of this structure Gui llet and some other writers re fer t o stee ls composed of austenite
as “ polyh edral ” s teels . Ta is does no t s eem advisable as it may lead to confusion, for other stee ls
also have po lyhedral structures, towit , very low carbon (ferriti c ) s teels .
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in order to produce austenite in ordinary carbon steel al l the factors generally in

creasing the hardness of the metal must be intensified , it is at first surpris ing that

the energetic quenching treatment required should yield a softer metal . The con

e lusion must be that gamma iron is so fter than beta iron . This rel ative softness of

austenite is wel l shown by O smond in Figure 279 which represents the structure of a

bar of steel containing per cent carbon in the center and
'

a gradually decreasing

amount towards the outside . This bar was heated to 1 050 deg . C . and quenched in

mercury at a temperature of 9 deg . C . After pol ishing but before etching a needle

was repeatedly drawn across -it from end to end with even pressure . The photograph

clearly shows that the needle scratched the steel (1) where it contains so l ittle carbon

Fig . 280. N icke l austen itic stee l quenched in li quid air . Magni
fied 250 diameters . (O smond )

to per cent) that it was only partly martensitic and hence relatively so ft ,

(2) in those regions which because of very high carbon content to per cent)
were partly austenit ic

,
and (3) that it failed to scratch it in those regions which b e

cause of a more moderate amount of carbon O to per cent) were fully marten

sitie and
,
therefore

, very

'

h ard . It is also well known that high carbon austenit ic

manganese steel
,
while extremely difficult to machine, can be readily scratched by a

needle
,
being mineralogical ly softer , therefore , than high carbon , martensitic steel .

Rosenhain and Humfrey have shown that above the critical range austen ite (gamma

iron) was much softer than beta iron . Since steel above its cr itical range is non

magnetic we should expect steels which remain austenit ic in the cold to be non

magnetic . This we know to be the case , for manganese as well as n ickel austenit ic

steels are non - magnet ic .

Some of the physical properties of austenite may be inferred from the known
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properties of austenit ic steels such as manganese and high nickel steels . These are

known to be very ductile (after suitable heat treatment) , tenac ious , of low elastic

limit , to possess very high resistance to wear although their mineralogical hardness is

not excessive and to be machined on ly with great difficulty . They have , l ike gamma

iron
,
a very high electrical resistance .

It has already been pointed out that the crystall ization of austenite is probably

cubic , the octahedron being its prevail ing crystal l ine form . Le Chatel ier , however ,
bel ieves that austenite crystallizes in the orthorhombic sy stem with octahedral

cleavage . On slow cool ing through the critical range in the absenceb f considerable

quantities of retarding elements such as manganese and nickel , austenite rej ects a
sufficient amount of ferrite in hypo - eutecto id , or of cementite in hyper- eutecto id,
steel to

.

assume the eutectoid composition per cent C . or thereabout) when it
is converted bodily into pearl ite . This transformation is not sudden

,
however,

several transit ion constituents being formed
,
namely

,
martensite

,
troostite

,
and sor

bite .

It wil l be seen in another chapter that on tempering austenite , that is , on reheat~
ing it below the critical range of the metal it is likewise converted gradually and suc

cessively into martensite , troostite , and sorbite or according to some writers directly

into troostite and then into sorbite .

Quenching nickel austenit ic steel in liquid air results in the formation of marten

site with increased volume causing swellings of the polished surface as shown in

Figure 280.

MARTENSITE

Nature of M artensite .

1 — It is very generally believed that martensite corre

sponds to an early stage in the transformation of austenite in passing through the

critical range . Opinions differ, however, as to its exact nature . Accepting the poss i

bility of iron existing under three allotropic forms , namely, as gamma, beta, and alpha

iron , and the carbon under two distinct conditions , namely, as the crystal lized car

bide FegC or cement carbon and of this carbide or possibly elementary carbon being

dissolved in iron , i.e . as hardening carbon , what are the probable conditions of these

two constituents in martensite ? O smond and many others bel ieve that in martensite

iron is present chiefly in its beta condition , holding carbon in solution
,
hence the

great hardness of that constituent . Since martensite is magnetic
,
however

,
it must

also contain an appreciable quantity of magnetic alpha iron . This theory
,
which may

be called the al lotropic theory , was at one time widely held . Le Chatel ier , not b eliev

ing in the existence of beta iron, cdnsiders martensite as essentially a solid solution of

carbon in alpha iron , owing its great hardness to its state of sol id solution and its

magnetism to the presence of alpha iron . Edwards and Carpenter contend that

austenite and martensite are in real ity the same constituent, namely, a solid solu

tion o f carbon in gamma iron , differing only in structural aspect , the needles of

martensite resulting from the twinning of austenite caused by the severe pressure

exerted upon it during rapid cool ing . Krol l also speaks of martensite as represent

ing the “ mutilated structure of austenite due to twinning .

” Arnold believes that

1 Th is name was se lected by O smond in honor ofA . Martens, adistinguished German metallur

gist and testing engineer.
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martensite is , l ike a ustenite, the carbide Feg4C holding in solution ferrite in hypo

eutecto id steel and cementite in hyper - eutectoid steel .

Carefu l consideration of the evidences at hand leads to the adoption of the first

theory (O smond
’s) as the one best supported . That martensite is to a great extent

a sol id solution seems evident from the fact that it contains a great deal of hardening
,

i.e . disso lved carbon
,
and it seems probable that beta iron is the solvent

,
for if gamma

iron were the solvent it would not explain the greater hardness of martensite com

pared to that of austenite while we have good reason to doubt the power of alpha

iron to dissolve carbon seeing that below the cr itical range, i. .e when in its alpha

form , iron wil l not absorb carbon .

O ccurrence of M art ensite — M artensite is most readily ob tained
'

th rough the

quenching of small p ieces of high carbon steel in cold water ; in the case of large

Fig . 281 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Mag
nified 150 diameters . Heated t o 1232 deg .

C . and quenched in oil . (C . C . Buck , Cor
respondence Course student . )

pieces , while the outside portion may be martens itic their center is likely to be partly

troostitic . In low carbon steel it is more difficult stil l to prevent the formation of

some troostite while in steel contain ing very little carbon free ferrite as wel l is l ikely

to be present . In very high carbon steel some free cementite is generally associated

with the martensite .

Etch ing of M artensite .

— D i lute alcohol ic solutions of picric, n itric, or hydrO
chloric acid general ly bring out satisfactorily the structure of martensite but the

Kourbatoff reagent , already described, sometimes yields better results . M artensite

general ly darkens more quickly than austenite but always remains much lighter than

troostite .

S tructure of M art ensite . M artensitic structures are shown in Figures 274 and

281 . O smond describes the structure of martensite as consisting of three systems of

fibers, respectively paral le l to the three sides of a triangle and crossing each other

frequently . O smond also states that when the metal contains less carbon the needles
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Fig . 282 .

- Troostit '

e in stee l containing per cent carbon . Magnified 150
diameters .

Fig . 283. Same as Figure 282 but magn ified 800 diameters.
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Fig . 284 . Troostite in stee l containing per cent carbon .
Magnifi

ed 150 diameters .

rFig . 285 . Same as Fi gure 284 but magnified 500 diameters .

28
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emulsified pearlit e .

l The existence of considerable dissolved (hardening) carbon

in troost ite is proven by analysis as wel l as the existence of considerable crystall ized

FesC (cement carbon) . Its relatively great hardness points strongly to the presence
of a considerable amount of beta iron while its magnetism demands the presence of

alpha iron . Benedicks ’ hypothesis is consistent with what we know of the formation

of troostite and of its properties . M cCance considers troostite to be amorphous

alpha iron assoc iated with carbon or a carbide , the nature of the bond between the

two not being cl early stated .

Fig . 286 . Troostite and mart ensito - austenitic matrix in stee l
containing per cent carbon . Magnified 150 diameters .
(Boylston . )

In the report of the Committee on the Nomenclature of t heM icroscopical Con
stituent s of Iron and Steel of the International Association for Testing M aterials ,
troostite is defined as fol lows : probably aggregate . In the transformation of aus

t enite , the stage fol lowing martensite and preceding sorbite An uncoagulated

conglomerate of the transitionstages .

”

O ccurrence of Troostite .

— In order to produce troostite on cooling steel from

above its critical range
,
it is necessary that th e cool ing through the range should

be so regulated as to allow it to form and at the same time prevent its further trans

formation (into sorbite and pearl ite) . These conditions may prevail (1) in cool ing

slowly to the middle of the range
,
thus permitting the formation of troostite (see

1 “ Emulsified carbide present in an excessive ly fine state ofdivision in tempered stee ls . ( 1895 )
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and more ducti le than troostite . In other words the transformation which eventually

must lead to the formation of pearl ite is more advanced in sorbite than it is in troost
ite . Th e nomenclature committee , already referred to , describes sorbite as fol lows :
“ Aggregate In the transformation of austen ite

,
the stage fol lowing troostite

and preceding pearlite . M ost writers bel ieve it essentially an uncoagulated con

glomerate of irresoluble pearlite with ferrite in hypo and cementite in hyper- eut ec
t oid

_steels respectively .

”

The occurrence , etching, structure , and properties of sorbite have been described

in Chapters X IV and XV when it was shown that it is formed (1) in smal l pieces of
steel cool ing in the air from above the ir critical range

, (2) in larger pieces quenched
in oil from above the range , or (3) in smal l pieces quenched in water from near the

Fig . 287.

— Steel . Carbon per cent .
Quenched in t h e critical range . Magnified
430 diameters . (Boylston . )

bottom of the range . In other words to form sorbite we must so regulate the cool

ing through the critical range that it is allowed to form but prevented from further

transformation ( into pearl ite) . It wil l be seen in the next chapter that sorbite is also

formed on tempering austenitic , martensitic, and troostitic steels .

By its physical properties sorbite occupies an intermediate position between

troostite and pearlite ; as p1 ev1ously mentioned it is stronger , harder , and less ductile

than pearlite but softer and more duct ile than troostite .

Troosto - S orbite .

~ — Kourbatoffgives the name of “ troosto - sorbite to a constituent

associated with martensite and austenite in quench ing , from a high temperature ,
steels very high in carbon . It is not clear that this constituent is more than a mixture

of troostite and sorbite . We may talk of t roost o—sorbite as we do of a greenish blue

tint to indicate shades intermediate between green and blue, and similarly the ex

pressions mart enso austenite , troosto - martensite , and sorbitic- pearlite
,
or l ike expres

sions
,
are useful and their meanings obvious . In the report of the Comm ittee on the
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Nomenclature of th e M icroscopical Constituents of Iron and Steel of the International
Association for Testing M aterials , troost o - sorbite is thus defined : “ Indefinite aggre

gate
,
the troostite and the sorbite which lie near the boundary which separates these

two aggregates .

”

Hardenite — The name of hardenite is frequently given both to austenite and to

martensite of eutecto id composition
,

1 i.e . to the original austenite of eutectoid steel

and to the residual austenite of hypo and hyp er - eutectoid steel after rej ection of the

ful l amount of free ferrite or of free cementite . In other words the name is applied

( 1) to the condition of austenite in slowly cooled steels immediately preceding its

conversion into martensite and (2) to the resulting martensite (necessarily of eut ec~

t oid composition if the cooling to the range has been sufficiently slow) . It is unfor~

tunate that the same term is used to designate both austenite and martensite , two

apparently sharply different const ituents , as it is likely to lead to confusion . Its use

should be restricted to the designation of austenite of eutectoid composition . G iving

it this meaning it wi l l be apparent , as later explained , that hardenite possesses maxi

mu m hardening power and, therefore , that steel made up exc lusively of hardenite ,
i.e . eutectoid steel , possesses maximum hardening power .

Rate ofCooling through Critical Range vs . Structure of Stee l . It has been made

clear ill the foregoing pages (1) that in order to retain some austenite in the cold the
metal should be highly carburized and very quickly cooled from a high temperature

,

(2) that pearlite is produced by very slow cooling through the critical range
,
and

(3) that in order to cause the formation of any of the three recognized transition con

stituent s
,
namely martensite

,
troostite

,
and sorbite , the steel should be cooled through

its critical range in such a way as to al low the formation of the des ired constituen t

while preventing its fur ther transformation as , for instance , (a) by cool ing the metal

slowly to that portion of the range in which the constituent is formed and then quickly

to atmospheric temperature or (b) by cool ing the metal through its range at a uni

form speed but so regulated that the transformation of austenite proceeds only to

the desired extent
,
to witTEOOIing in water for martensite , in oil

‘

for sorbite .

An attempt has been made in Figure 288 to give a graphical il lustration of the

cool ing conditions needed for the production of the various const ituents of steel .

Its interpretation wil l be obvious . The critical range , or rather the lower critical

point
,
Ar ; or Ar3 is represented as covering a considerable range of temperature

so as to afford the necessary room for the diagramm atical representation of the for

mation , within that range , of the transition constituents . The diagram indicates

that as the metal cools slowly through its range it does not pass abruptly from an

austenitic to a martensitic condit ion and then to troostite , et c .
, but that these trans

formations are , on the contrary, gradual , the following typ es of structure being formed,
theoretically at least : austenite

,
austenite plus martensite , martensite , martensite

plus troostite
,
troostite

,
troostite plus sorbite

,
sorbite

,
sorbite plus pearl ite

,
and

pearlite . The transformations depicted refer to eutectoid stee l or to the residual aus

tenit e (necessarily of eutectoid composition) of hypo and hyper - eutecto id steel formed
on slow cool ing to Arl after rej ection of free ferrite or free cementite . In the case of

these steels , therefore, free ferr ite or free cementite is present in the above structures

1 O riginally t h e name hardenite was applied by Howe to austenite and martensite of any com

position O smond used it to des ignate austenite saturated with carbon Both these
meanings have been withdrawn by the ir proposers . Arno ld calls hardenite t h e carbide Fe24C which
h e bel ieves exists above t h e critical range .
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unless , indeed, cooling between Ars and An, or between Are"; and Ar l has been so rapid

as to prevent their separation. While , theoretically , very qu ick coo ling from a to at
mosph eric temperature should retain the steel in its austenit ic condition

,
even under

the most favorab le condit ions , th is can be done but partially , considerable marten

site be ing produced . Cool ing slowly to m and then quickly should produce marten

s ite , while slow cool ing to t or 3 fo llowed by quick cool ing should produce
,
respect ively

,

troostite and sorbite . S low cool ing to p , fol lowed or not by quick cool ing
,
results in

the formation of pearl ite . Slow cool ing to intermediate points between m and t or
t and 3, e t c .

, should , theoretically , cause the formation of martensite troostite
.

troost ite and sorb ite
, e t c .

AP 3 ~ 2 ~ I

Fig . 288. Diagram depicting t h e formation ofaustenite, martensite, troostite, sorbite, and pearlite
in stee l cool ing th rough its critical range .

These condit ions may be real ized in the same piece of steel by heating one end of

a stee l bar
,
preferably of eutectoid or hyper— eutectoid composition

,
well above the

critical range and quenching the whole bar in ice - cold water . It is evident that, since

at the time of quenching the temperature of the bar decreased gradually from the

hot to the cold end, a portion of the bar must have been quenched while in the mar

t ensitic condit ion , another while in the troostitic condit ion , et c . The preparation

and microscopical examination of long itudinal sections through the center of the bar

should reveal the existence o f the various constituents indicating as many stages in

the transformation of austenite .

O n t h e left of the diagram five l ines starting from the point B above the cr itical
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proportions
,
i.e . eutectic or eutectoid mixtures (ledeburit e , pearlite , steadite) or m

indefinite proportions (troostite , Under these two headings the constit

neuts of iron - carbon al loys would be c lassified as fol lows :

M etarals : ferrite , cementite , austenite , graphite .

Aggregates : pearlite
,
sorbite

,
troostite , ledeburit e , steadite .

O pinions differ as to the nature of martensite ; i f it i s a soli d so lut i on it i s a

metaral, if not it must be classified with the aggregates . Should we recognize the

existence of sol id col loidal solutions , it is not clear whether these should be gr ouped

with the met arals or shoul d form a distinct class between the metarals and the aggre

gates .

Hardening Eutectoid Stee l . It wil l now be profitable to consider separately

the hardening . of eutectoid, hyp er - eutecto id, and hyp o—eutectoid steel . In hardening

eutecto id steel the metal should be heated through its critical range, i.e . through its

single cr itical point Acgm . By so doing we confer upon it ful l hardening power and

finest possible structure . The steel should then be cooled from that temperature as

promptly as possible avoiding heating much above the range or long exposure at any

temperature above the range
,
as either procedure would tend to increase the grain

size of the metal . A temperature of some 775 to 825 deg . C . will general ly be
,
there

fore
,

’

th e best temperature to which to heat and from which to cool eutecto id steel

for the purpose of hardening . By th is treatment the steel passes from a finely aus

t enitic to a finely martensit ic or
'

troostite - martensit ic condit ion .

Hardening Hyper- Eutectoid Stee l . — Let us assume a steel contain ing per

cent carbon and , therefore, composed approximately of 93 per cent of pearlite and

7 per cent of free cementite . Upon heating this steel through its lower point Ac3,2 , 1

its 93 per cent
‘

of pearl ite are converted into 93‘per cent of austen ite possessing hard

ening power, but the metal stil l contains 7 per cent of free
_

cementite deprived of

hardening power . If we heat it past its upper point Accm the free cementite is ah

sorbed and the whole mass becomes austenitic . A little reflect ion wil l show,
however

,

that the steel Should be quenched as soon as it rises above the point because we

then produce
,
theoretically at least

,
93 per cent of fine grained martensite while re

taining, to be sure , the original 7 per cent of cementite , but - as this constituent is

harder than martensite its presence adds to , rather than takes away from,
the hard

ness of the quenched metal . Should we , on the contrary, heat to above Accm before
quench ing the whole mass would be converted into martens ite but it would be less

hard if anything than the metal quenched at a lower temperature while its structure

would be coarser and the danger of cracking the obj ects in the quench ing bath would

be greater . The best harden ing temperature for hyper - eutecto id steels, therefore ,
is the same as that for eutectoid steel, namely, some 775 to 825 deg . C .

The fol lowing treatment has been described for hardening hyper - eutectoid steel

Heat above Acm to cause the absorption of the free cementite and cool in boil ing water

or lead
,
thereby preventing the excess cementite from re - forming although the quench

ing is too mild to produce cracks or serious distortion ; the piece should then be re

heated slightly above A01 and quenched in the usual way .

1 Howe further writes : Many trueminerals, such as mica, felspar, and hornblende, are divisible
into several different species . Such minerals

'

are definite chemical compounds, in which one element
may replace another . O thers, such as obsidian, are solid solutions in varying preportions and in these
also one e lement may replace another . M etarals l ike minerals differ from aggregates in be ing sever
ally chemical ly homogeneous .”
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The structure of a properly hardened hyper - eutectoid steel is shown in Figure

289. L ike hardened eutectoid stee l i t consists of very fine martensite .

Hardening Hypo - Eutectoid Stee l . Let us take a steel containing some per

cent carbon and exh ibiting therefore th e points AI and A33 . Such steel is made up

of 60 per cent of pearl ite and 40 per cent free ferrite . Upon heating it through its

A01 point the pearlite is converted into austenite , so that at this temperature some

60 per cent of the mass of the metal is endowed with harden ing power . Should we

quench this steel , therefore, as soon as it rises above its lower critical point but 60

per cent of its bulk would be hardened ; it would stil l retain 40 per centb f soft ferrite .

If
,
on the contrary

,
the heating be carried to j ust above A033 the free ferrite is ab

sorbed by the austenite and the whole mass becomes hardenable . Upon quenching

Fig . 289 . S teel . Carbon per cent. Magnified 100diameters . Quenched
in water from above its critical range . (Boylston . )

the steel from that temperature its entire bulk may be converted into martensite or

troostite - martensite , according to rate of cool ing . While this martensite wil l not be

quite as hard as the martensite produced by quenching from j ust above Ac l the metal

as a whole will be harder and of a more uniform and finer structure because of the ab

sence of free ferrite
,
or at least of any considerable amount of it . It fol lows from these

considerations that for the purpose of hardening
,
hypo—eutectoid steel should be

quenched from j ust above its upper critical point
,
namely

,
A033 or A03 (825 to 925

deg . C. according to carbon content) . Hypo - eutectoid steel contain ing very little
carbon , say less than per cent

,
cannot be very material ly hardened by the or

dinary quenching methods because o f the large amount of soft ferrite which it con

tains inexcess of the eutectoid ratio and wh ich cannot be retained in solution
,
even

on very quick cool ing (see Chapter XV,
Fig . The structure of steel containing

about per cent carbon and quenched in water i s shown in Figure 290.
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S tee l of M aximum Hardening Power . From the above considerations it wil l be

obvious that the harden ing of steel consists in preventing the formation of relat ively

soft pearl ite and in causing, instead , the formation and retention of hard martensite

or troostite or
,
more often

,
of both . It fol lows from this that the steel possessing

maximum hardening power must be that stee l wh ich in slow cool ing would contain

most pearl ite
,
namely

,
eutectoid steel . It does not , of course , mean that quenched

eutectoid steel i s harder than quenched hyper - eutectoid steel but merely that the

increased hardness produced by quenching is greatest in the case of eutectoid steel .

Quench ed
'

hyper—eutectoid stee l is harder than quenched eutectoid steel because of

the presence in th e former of some free cementite or of more highly carburized mar

Fig . 290. Steel . About per cent carbon .

Heated t o 1000 deg . C . and quenched in water.
Magnified 100diameters . (W. B . Byers in th e
author’s laboratory.)

t ensit e but the difference of hardness between the two steels is greater before

quenching .

Harden ing Large P i eces . In hardening pieces of considerable cross section it is

evident that the central portions wil l not cool as quickly as the outside and will not ,
therefore

,
be as hard . Indeed the center may cool so slowly that it wil l fail to harden

at al l . The l im itation of the hardening process , as applied to large pieces , wil l, t here

fore , be evident . It is seldom desirable , however , to harden large pieces to ,
their

very core . When large steel obj ects are to be hardened
,
as for instance in the case of

armor plates
,
superficial hardness only is desired or at least hardness penetrating to

but a relatively small depth
,
and this is readily secured through the case hardening

process .

The influence of mass in cool ing for hardening is wel l il lustrated by Le Chatel ier

who states that a steel bar containing per cent carbon and measuring 10mm . in

diameter when quenched in water is wholly martensitic whereas the same steel in

the form of bars 50 mm . in diameter in entirely troost it ic after quenching , int erme
diate sizes being mixtures of martensite and troost ite .
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CHAPTER XVII

THE TEMPERING OF HARDENED STEEL

Steel that has been hardened by rapid cool ing from above its critical range , as

explained in the preceding chapter , is often harder than necessary and generally too

brittle for most purposes bes ides being under severe internal strain . In order to re

l ieve the strain s and decrease its br ittleness , that is , to toughen it without very
mater ial diminution of hardness

,
the metal is general ly “ tempered

,

” that is , re

heated to a temperature cons iderably below its critical range . This operat ion is
cal led tempering because it somewhat mitigates or tempers the effects of the previous

hardening treatment . M athews cal ls attention to the importance of tempering im

mediately after hardening , lest the severe strains exist ing in the steel result in the

destruct ion by breaking of expensive tools .

Tempering Temperatures.

— The hardening of steel causes increased hardness ,
brittleness

,
and elastic l imit

,
al l of which are somewhat lowered by the tempering

operation . The effect of tempering begins to be noticeable at about 100 deg . C .

and increases in i ntensity as the temperature r ises
,
unti l finally at some 600 deg . the

metal assumes again the physical properties characteristic of the unhardened con

dition . The temperature to which hardened steel should be heated for tempering

varies , therefore , with the use to which it is destined . If it is desired to retain the

greatest possible hardness
,
necessarily with its accompanying brittleness, the steel

should be reheated but sl ightly above 200 deg . C . as
,
for instance , in tempering razor

blades when extreme hardness is essent ial and brittleness relat ively imm aterial . If,
on the contrary , considerable toughness is indispensable , at the necessary sacrifice of

some hardness the steel should be tempered to some 300 deg .

_

C. or even to a higher

temperature . The great maj ority of tools are tempered between 200 and 300 deg .

Tempering Colors. Hardened steel obj ects subj ected to t empering b eing gen

erally quite bright and their heating being general ly conducted in an oxidizing atmos

ph ere , very thin fi lms of oxides form upon the ir surfaces . The colors of these fi lms
vary with the temperature

,
that

.

is
,
to each tempering temperature corresponds a cer

tain color , and blacksmiths general ly depend upon these colors for the tempering of

their tools , the
'

use of pyrometers for this operation being far from general . Accord

ing to Howe the tempering colors and corresponding temperatures are as fol lows :

Pale yel low 220 deg . C or 428 deg . F

Straw 230 446

Golden yel low 243 469

Brown 255 491

Brown dappled with purple 265 509

Purple 277 531

Bright blue 288 550

Pale blue 297 567

Dark blue 316 600

In order that the tempering colors may be plain ly seen the steel obj ects should be

smooth and bright
,
preferably pol ished
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Time at Tempering Temperature .

— It is the common bel ief that once the de

sired temperature is obtained, as indicated by the color , l ittle is to be gained by main

taining the steel at that temperature any length of time on the ground that it wi l l not

result in producing additional tempering . The tempering of steel has been compared

to the releasing of a Spring permitting a certain structural rearrangement , that is , a

certain tempering of the metal at any temperature but not more . To produce addi

tional tempering the temperature must be increased, that is , the spring must be fur

ther released . Recent investigations, however, have shown that the maintenance o f

hardened steel at a certain tempering temperature often d pT
'

oduce additional

tempering effect . It was further ascert ained that the color , instead of remaining um

changed at any given temperature
,
advances in the tempering color scale as it would

with increas ing temperature . In other words, the tempering colors, contrary to the

view generally held
,
are not an absolute criterion by which to j udge of the tempera

ture of the steel
,
since they varywith the length of time during which the stee l is kept

at any temperature . These experiments seem to show,
however

,
that the amount of

tempering effected is closely related to the color , that is , that to each shade corre

sponds a certain amount of tempering . It should , however, be borne in mind that

these colors
, with the corresponding temper ing they imply, may be obtained in two

ways, (1) through short exposure at a certain temperature and (2) through longer ex

posure at lower temperatures . The same amount of tempering, for instance , would

result (a) from heating hardened steel to 288 deg ,
when its color is bright blue , fol

lowed by immediate cooling and (b) from heating it to 255 deg .
, when its color is

brown , and maintaining it at that temperature until its color becomes bright blue .

Unl ess baths kept at constant temperatures are used
,
however

,
it is evident that in

practise the steel should be quenched as soon as the desired color is produced and

wh ile its temperature is ris ing
,
because it is s impler and more convenient to produce

that color on a rising temperature than by maintaining the metal at a constant

temperature .

Some writers doubt the existence of so c lose a relation between the color and the

resulting tempering . According to Barus and Strouh al to each tempering tempera

ture corresponds a maximum tempering effect, which is the more quickly reached the

higher the temperature . At 100 deg ,
for instance , the maximum effect was not oh

tained after one hour although maintaining the steel at that temperature two more

hours had but l ittle additional effect . At 200 deg . the maximum effect was obtained

in ten minutes , while at 300 deg . one minute was sufficient .
M athews tempered 3 hardened pieces of the same stee l in a salt bath at 422 deg .

C. keeping them at that temperature respect ively for 8, 20, and 40 minutes and ob

tained Brinel l hardness numbers of 425 , 390, and 340 respect ively .

Rate of Cooling from Tempering Temperature .

— O nce the desired amount of

tempering is effected, as indicated by the color or otherwise , the rate of cooling to

atmospheric temperature appears to be quite immaterial . In practise the piece is

generally quenched, merely for convenience . The theory is that while by keeping the

metal at a certain temperature its tempering may be carried farther , on cool ing tem

pering ceases, for the spring is now tightened , to use the simile already referred to ,
so that the rate of cool ing is without influence .

Hardening and Tempering Combined . A method of hardening and tempering
combined, frequently employed when but one end of a tool must be h ardened, as in

the cas e of chisels and dril ls
,
has been described in the preceding chapter . It cons ists
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in heating the tool above its critical range , quenching that portion only which is to

be hard
,
removing it from the bath

,
and allowing the heat stored in the unquenched

portion to h eat 'by conduction the quenched part unti l the desired temper color is

obtained
,
when it is again quenched lest the tempering be carried too far .

Explanation of th e Tempering of Ste e l . The theories accounting for the tem

per ing of steel will be considered in .
the next chapter together with the harden ing

theories . It wil l suffice for the present to point out that hardened steel is general ly

cons idered to be in an unstable condit ion and
,
therefore

,
eager to return to a more

stable form and actual ly undergoing this change whenever given an opportunity,
that is on rais ing its temperature . At atmospheric temperature the passage of an

unstab le martensit ic condition into a more stable troostit ic or sorbitic form is

prevented by the rigidity of the metal . A s light heating
,
however

,
produces some

plast ic ity and such transformat ion takes place to a small extent . O n increasing the

temperature t h e rigidity diminishes farther and the transformation advances . The

tempering of hardened Steel , in other words , is due to its transformation from an um

stable condition to one more stable . It wi l l be seen that at some 600
'

deg . C . the

metal assumes a stable condition
,
i.e . is fully tempered .

Tempering Austenitic S te e ls . It has been explained in the preceding chapter

that austenite
,
martensite

,
troostite

,
and even sorbite were the constituents formed

in hardened steel according to the rapidity with which the metal is cooled through

and below its critical range . It will now be instructive to consider separately the

tempering of steels having these different types of structure .

Austen itic carbon steel , as already stated, is not a commerc ial article , as it re

quires for its production
,
at least in the absence of a large proportion of manganese ,

the presence of much carbon , an excessively high quenching temperature , and a

quenching bath at a very low temperature . And even when these condit ions pre

vail
,
only one half or so of the bulk of the steel can be retained in an austenitic con

dition
,
the other half being martensit ic. The tempering of austenite should , never

t h eless, be considered . S ince in austenit ic steel the cond it ion of the metal stable only

above the critical range has been retained in the cold
,
it fol lows that cold au stenitic

steel must be in a very unstable condition . At atmospher ic temperature the rigidity

of the metal is so great that a return to a more stab le form is not possible but , on heat

ing it very sl ightly
,
su ffic ient plastic ity is produced to permit a partial transformation

of austenite . This partial transformation
,
theoretical ly at least , should result in the

formation of martensit e ,
'

t roostit e , and sorbite in the order named as the tempering

temperature increases . This has been depicted in I , Figure 291 . In this diagram it is

shown (1) that as soon as austen ite is heated above atmospheric temperature it begins
to be converted into martensite , (2) that it is entirely converted into martensite at

200 deg . C.
, (3) that in heating above 200 deg . martensite begins t o pass to troostite ,

(4) that at 400 deg . the transformation of martensite into troostite is complete , (5) that

above 400 deg . troostite is gradually converted into sorbite
, (6) that at 600 deg . C .

the transformation of troostite into sorbite is complete , and (7 that the sorbite con

dit ion is the final condit ion acquired by hardened stee l when reheated close to , but

below
,
its critical range . While it is certain that lamellar , i.e . true pearl ite , cannot be

formed by reheat ing hardened steel
,
it has been shown that long heat ing of sorbite

near the cr it ical range , that is , between 600 and 700 deg . C .
,
will result in the forma

tion of granular pearlite brought about as explained in another chapter by the sph eroi

diz ing of the cementite . The tempering of austenite depicted in I , Figure 291 , rep
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resents the transformation which , according to theoretical consideration , should be

expected totake place . M ost observers , however, report that on tempering austen ite

it is at once converted into troostite as soon as the rigidity of the steel has been suffi

cient ly relaxed, the martensitic stage not being assumed . This is shown diagram

matically in II , Figure 291 . Here
,
again

,
it is indicated that at 400 deg . the steel is

entirely troostit ic and at 600 deg . entirely sorbitic . Benedicks thinks that it is quite

possible that austenite is first transformed into martensite but that the resulting

martensite is so readily and quickly converted into troostite that its short existence

easily escapes observation . H is bel ief is based upon the fol lowing considerations :

(1) the austenite retained in high carbon steel by very sudden cooling is subj ected to

great pressure caused by the accompanying martensite having been formed with

cons iderable dilatation , (2) on reheating this martensito - austenitic steel the marten

site is first converted into troost ite , because th is transformation taking place with

contract ion is readily induced, (3) once th is transformation started, the pressure upon

the austenite is released and this constituent , in turn , passes first to the martensit ic

stage (with increase of volume) and then quickly to the troostitic stage (with decrease
of volume) the martens itic condition being of so short duration as to readily escape

detect ion .

Tempering M artensitic Ste e l . It has been shown that martensite is generally

present in commercially hardened steel . Since this const ituent represents a partial

transformation of austen ite it fo l lows that it must be more stable than austenite at

atmospheric temperature . It is sufficiently unstable , however, to be read ily con

verted first into troostite and then into sorbite on tempering as indicated in II I
,

Figure 291 . At 400 deg . the transformation of martensite into troostite is complete ,
while at 600 deg . troostite is replaced by sorbite . Bearing in mind the physical prop

erties of martensite , troostite , and sorbite , it wi l l be readily understood why, on tem

pering martensit ic steel
,
its hardness gradually decreases while it becomes less brittle

and indeed qu ite duct ile if made sorbit ic .

Tempering Troostitic Stee l . Commerc ial ly hardened steel frequently contains

large proportions of troostite . The tempering of troostite is depicted in IV, Figure 291 .

This constituent being dec idedly less unstable than martensite requires greater plas

ticity , i.e . a higher temperature , before being transformed into a sti l l more stable

condition . Experimental evidences seem to show that the tempering of troostite ,
i.e . its transformation into sorbite , requires a temperature of at least 400 deg . and
that at 600 deg . the transformation is complete . S ince in practise the tempering of

steel is seldom carried above 300 deg . it would seem as if steels
.

made up of troost ite

do not need to be tempered
,
being suffi ciently tough . There seems to be no reason

to doubt the accuracy of the above inference . Commerc ially hardened steels , how

ever
,
are general ly e ither entirely martensitic or, more frequently , partly marten

sitic and partly troostit ic and are in need of tempering because of the large propor

tion of the excessively hard and brittle martensite they usual ly contain .

Tempering Troostite - M artensitic Ste e l . In V
,
Figure 291 , the tempering of hard

ened stee l containing both martensite and troostite has been depicted . It is assumed

that the martensite present begins to be converted into troost ite as soon as the tem

perature of the metal rises, while the transformation of the troostite into sorbite begins

only at 400 deg .

Tempering Troostite - Sorbitic Stee l . Fromthe diagram used to il lustrate the
tempering of steel it wil l be apparent that sorbite is relat ively so stable a constituent
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that its transformation into pearl ite cannot be effected below the critical range or, in

other words
,
that it cannot be tempered . Indeed sorbitic steels not being hardened

steels need not be considered in connection with the tempering operation . A graphi

cal representation of the tempering of t roostito - sorbitic steel , however , has been in

c luded in Figure 291 . It shows that such steel remains unchanged unti l its
'

t empera

ture reaches 400 deg . when the troostite it contains begins to be transformed into

sorbite
,
the transformat ion being

, as usual , complete at 600 deg .

O smondite . It has been shown that on tempering hardened stee l it is entirely

converted into troostite at about 400 deg . C. Below that temperature some marten

site remains in the structure , while above it some sorbite is present . To the condition

of steel when made up wholly of troostite Heyn gives the name of “ osmondite . It

wil l be apparent that osmondite does not represent a new constituent but merely a

condition assumed by the steel at a certain temperature and the wisdom of giving a

spec ific name to that condit ion may well be questioned .

Troostite is more readi ly colored by the usual etching reagents than any other

constituent of steel
,
from which it follows that steel made up exc lusively of troostite ,

i.e . in the osmondite condit ion , must exhibit maximum colorat ion . Again Heyn has

shown that the solubil ity of steel in dilute sulphuric acid increases with the amount

of troostite present
,
being maximum in steel tempered to about 400 deg . C. From

these observations Heyn described osmondite as a constituent of steel characterized

by maximum solubil ity in acids and by maximum co loration under the action of acid

metallographic reagents . In the report of the Comm ittee on the Nomenclature of

the Constituents of Iron and Steel of the International Association for Testing M ate

rials osmondite is described as fol lows : “
Probably aggregate . That stage in the

transformat ion of austenite at which the solubil ity in d ilute sulphuric ac id reaches its

maximum rapidity . Arbitrarily taken as the boundary between troostite and sor

bite The fo llowing hypotheses have been suggested
,
none of which has sub

stantial experimental foundation : (1) A sol id solution of carbon or an iron carbide in

alph a iron ; (2) The colloidal system of Benedicks in its purity, troostite being this

system while forming at the expense of martens ite, and sorbite being this system
coagulating and pass ing into pearlite ; (3) The stage of maximum purity of amorphous
alpha iron in the way to crystalliz ing into ferrite .

”

Structural Changes on S low Cooling
, Quick Cooling, and Reheating . I t seems

helpful and instruct ive to depict graphically in a single diagram the structural changes

taking place in eutectoid steel (1) on slow cool ing through its critical range, (2) on
quick cooling through that range

,
and (3) on reheating quickly cooled (hardened)

steel above the range. The changes indicated in I (Fig . 292) show,
as already ex

plained, that steel , on cooling slowly through the critical range
,
is converted suc

cessively into martensite , troostite , sorbite , and pearl ite . On heating the same steel

from below to above the range the same changes would take place but in the reverse

order . In II the steel has been cooled through the range
_

at such speed that marten?

site was formed but prevented from further transformation
,
hardened martensitic

steel being produced . The reheating of this martensitic stee l is depicted in I II .

Below the range martensite is gradually converted first into troostite and then into

sorbite . On entering the range the steel remains sorbitic but on further heating the

sorbite is converted back into troostite and then into martensite . Near the top of the

range austenite begins forming , the transformation being complete as the steel emerges

from its range . Similar structural transformations would take place in subj ecting
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hyp o—eutectoid and hyp er - eutecto id s teels to lik e treatments , but free ferrite or free
cementite would general ly be present .
M icrostructu re of Hardened and Tempered S te el — Th e structural changes

corresponding to the transformations taking place on tempering hardened steel de

scr ibed in the foregoing pages are not always readily detected by microscopical ex

amination . This is due to the fact that
,
structurally speaking

,
these changes are

often pseudomorphic changes
,
the crystalline forms of the original constituent

J/ow c o o /My Q a z oi coo/fry f? e b e a /
‘

f/yy

Mai/”d e fi e d 5/‘e e /

Fig . 292 . D iagram depicting t h e constituen ts formed (I ) on slow cooling
, ( I I) on quick cool ing , and

( I I I) on reheating hardened stee l .

constituents having been retained, although the nature of the crystals themselves

has been altered .

Referring to pseudomorphism Dana writes : The crystal line forms under which a
spec ies occur are sometimes those of another species .

”
Bayley defines pseudomorphs

as bodies possessing forms borrowed from another substance , or as a body possessing

the form of one substance and the chemical and physical properties of anot her . In

the formation of a pseudomorph the material of the orig inal substance is replaced

by the new substance but its external form remains unchanged .

According to Heyn the fol lowing appearances are observed in the case of eutec

toid stee l :

(1) After hardening but before tempering : martensite with well - deve loped needles

remaining uncolored after an immersion of 10 minutes in a solution of one per cent of

hydrochlor ic ac id in alch oh ol .
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(c) that on tempering martens ite the amount of hardening carbon decreases as the

tempering temperature increases, while the proportion of cement carbon increases
correspondingly . Heyn

,
however

,
found that on analyz ing th e residue remaining on

dissolving, in dilute sulphuric ac id , hardened eutectoid steel tempered below 400 deg .

i t contained no carbon in the form of the carbide F6 30 ,
that is no cement carbon .

For the carbon remaining in the residue and which
,
in h is opinion

,
is different from

cement carbon , Heyn suggested the notation Cf. Not unti l a temperature of 400 deg .

had been reached on tempering was cement carbon detected in the residue . Heyn

infers from these observat ions (1) that troostite contains no cement carbon , its resid

ual carbon being in the hyp othet ical Cf condition
, (2) that osmondite contains the

Fig . 294 . Stee l . Carbon per cent . Magni fied
500 diameters . Heated to 850 deg . C.

, quenched in
water

,
reheated to 400 deg , and quenched in water .

(W. H . Knight in th e author
’s laboratory . )

maximum amount of Cf carbon , and (3) that sorbite must be formed, that is , the steel

must be tempered above 400 deg . in order to produce cement carbon . Heyn further

argues that the deep coloration produced on etch ing hardened and tempered steel is

caused by the separation of Cf carbon , being , therefore , maximum in osmondite , that

is
,
when the steel contains nothing but troostite .

O smond very appropriately remarks that it is not necessary in order to exp l ain

Heyn ’s results to admit the existence of a new form o f carbon , it being quite possible

that the Cf carbon of Heyn is cement carbon , that is , Fe3C so finely divided when

formed below 400 deg . that it is readily decomposed by the ac id , while above 400 it

becomes coarser and, therefore , resists better the act ion of the acid .

Decrease of Hardness on Tempering .

— According to Boynton the decrease of

hardness taking place on tempering is gradual up to 350 deg , quite sudden between

350 and 550, and nil above 550 deg .
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Heyn found the fol lowing values for the loss of hardness on tempering expressed

in per cent of the original increase produced by the hardening operation :

at 100 deg . per cent at 400 deg . per cent

200
N l ‘ l (

500
( t

300 600

Heyn also observed that the loss of hardness takes place most qu ickly at 300 deg .

Heat Liberated on Tempering .

— Ih harden ing steel the cool ing through and

below its critical range is so rapid that the transformation of austenite which would

have taken place had time been given can proceed but partial ly, namely, to the mar

t ensitic or t roostito - martensitic stage . The heat which would have been generated

had the transformation been complete remains latent in hardened steel . On tem

pering
,
however

,
the partial ly suppressed transformation is permitted to proceed

farther
,
this return to a more stable condition being accompanied by some evolution

of heat . According to O smond this latent heat can be made apparent by dissolving

hardened steel in double chloride of ammonium and copper
‘

when it evolves more heat

than unhardened steel .’

Heyn made some careful determinations of the heat generated on tempering
hardened steel . The greater accelerat ion in heating hardened stee l was made ap

parent by the differential method, using as neutral bodies similar steels in their

pearlitic , that is unhardened , condition .

“ It was observed that the heat generated on

tempering is maximum at 360
‘

deg .

H . Schottky reports that when placing hardened steel in water vapor its tempera

ture rises several tenths of a degree
-

above that of t hevapor
,
from which it must be

inferred that even at so
_

low a temperature some tempering must take place . He

finds that the evolution of heat increases with the carbon content up to a certain

maximum and then decreases . The fol lowing results were obtained .



CHAPTER XVIII

THEORIES OF THE HARDENING OF
‘

STEEL

M any theories have been put forward to explain the hardening of stee l through

sudden cool ing from a high t emperature . They may be divided into two classes
,

(I) the
“ retention ” theories and (I I) the stress theories . The retention theories in

clude (A) the solution theories , (B ) the amorphous iron theory , and (C) the carbon

theories . Two solution theories at least have been proposed
, (a) the beta iron theory

and (b) the alpha iron theory , while two carbon theories should be mentioned , (a) the

hardening carbon theory and (b) the subcarbide theory . The stress theories include

(A) the early theory , (B) the interstrain theory , and (C) the twinning and amorphous
iron theory . This classification of the hardening theories is given below in a tabular

form
,
as wel l as the names of their proposers .

(a) Beta iron or O smond

allotropic theory

(I) Retention
(l? ) A lpha iron theory H . Le Chatel ier

Amorphous iron theory Humfrey
theories

(a) Hardening carbon
Carbon

theor
theories

y

(b) Subcarbide theory

Early stress theory

(I I) Stress

theories
Int erstram theory

Twinning and amorphous

iron theory

Retention Theori es . The retention theories claim that in hardening steel a con

dition or set of condit ions existing normally above its critical range is retained un

changed in the cold or but partially changed because of the rapid cool ing through and

below the critical range . In other words
,
such very quick cool ing through the range

denies the necessary time for the transformations to take place , at least fully, and a

condition is preserved in the cold which is stable only above or within the critical

range . According to these theories hardened steel , therefore , i s in an unstable condi

t ion
,
hence the possibility of tempering it . That the transformations which would

have taken place on s low cool ing through the range are suppressed , partly at least , in

harden ing is made evident by the absence of cr itical points during very rapid cool ing

or by the appearance of feeble points only at greatly lowered temperatures . O ther

ev idences of the partial suppression of the transformations are afforded ( l ) by the

condit ion of the carbon in hardened steel wh ich is different from the condition of

that element in unhardened steel
, (2) by the evolut ion of heat taking place on t em

308

Arnold

André Le Chate

l ier

McCance

Carpenter and

Edwards
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Summing up , in the l ight of this theory, the hardening of steel by rapid cooling is

thus explained : ( I ) the bulk of the iron passes from the gamma to the beta condi
t ion , hence the great hardness produced, (2) some of the beta iron is further trans

formed into alpha iron , hence the magnetism of hardened steel , (3) a large proportion
of the carbon or more probably of the carbide FesC remains dissolved in the beta

iron , the presence of th is dissolved (hardening) carbon in hardened steel being proven

by chemical analysis , (4) the internal pressure created by the transformation of aus
t enit e into martensite

,
that is

,
of gamma into beta iron

,
may contr ibute to the final

hardness . ~ - O smond’s theory of the hardening is
,
therefore

,
based on the belief (1) in

the existence of beta iron and. in the hardness of beta iron .

O n tempering hardened stee l Heyn found that 70 per cent of the increased hard

ness produced by the hardening operation were lost in tempering below 400 deg ,

the remaining 30 per cent being possibly due
,
according to O smond, to the internal

pressure already alluded to .
~ He further observed that hardening (dissolved) carbon

did not begin to be converted into cement carbon (crystal l ized F6 30) unti l a tempera

ture of 400 deg . was reached . Steel then loses most of its hardness while its carbon

remains in the hardening condition . From this coexistence of softness and harden

ing carbon it logical ly fol lows that steel does not owe its hardness to the presence of

hardening carbon
,
and that the presence of al lotropic beta iron remains the only

possible explanation . This conclusion is further supported by the fact that on tem

pering steel it is chiefly below 400 deg . that heat is l iberated and this l iberation must

necessarily be ascr ibed to the iron returning from the beta to the alpha condition .

Alpha Iron Theory — Le Chatel ier and Guillet bel ieve that on quick coolin g

through the cr it ical range the al lotrop ic transformation of iron from its gamma to

its alpha condit ion is not prevented but that the steel remains , nevertheless , in the

condition of a sol id solution
,
hardened steel in their opinion being a - sol id solution of

carbon (or of the carbide F6 30 ) in alpha iron owing its hardness to its state of solu

t ion and its magnetism to the presence of alpha iron . This view is based chiefly

upon these wr iters ’ bel ief that the point A2 is not an al lotropic point and that there

fore beta irondoes not exist .

Amorphous Iron Theory .

— According to J . C . W . Humfrey : The hard strue

ture which can be produced in carbon steels by quenching and in certain al loy steels

by normal cool ing
,
is due to the presence of a hard amorphous solution of a iron and

iron carbide
,
which solution may be compared to Beilby

’
s amorphous phase formed

by overstrain .

“ To explain the formation of this amorphous phase the author advances a theory

that the passage of a substance from one allotropic modification to another of differ

ent crystal l ine forminvolves the temporary formation of an amorphous state , corre
sponding to the l iquid phase of the modification about to be formed . In steels such

a change occurs at Ar3 ; and if, due to sudden cooling or to the presence of certain

alloyed elements
,
the change - point is lowered to a temperature below that at which

crystall izat ion in the viscous mass becomes difficult , then the amorphous form wil l

be retained in a metastable form in the cold .

Carbon Th eori es .

— The carbon theories contend that the hardness of rapidly

cooled steel is due primarily to the ret ent ibi
’

firithe cold of a very hard condition of

the carbon normally stable only above the range, the al lotropic transformation of

iron playing no
, br but an un important, part in the phenomenon . As supporting

their claims they point to the fact that carbonless iron cannot be hardened and that
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the more carbon present t h e greater the increas ed hardness produced by quick cool

ing
,
at least up to the eutectoid carbon ratio .

These theories differ in regard to t h e exact condition of the carbon thus retained

by quenching and imparting great hardness to the metal .

Th e Hardening Carbon Theory . It was held for many years by the maj ority

of writers that hardened steel owed its hardness to the presence of hardening carbon ,
a form of carbon stable only above the range but which could be retained, in part at

least
,
by quick cooling . This belief rested on the apparent difference exist ing between

the condition of the carbon in hardened and in unhardened st iE s

-

as
'

proven by dis

solving them in cold dilute ac ids when a large proportion of the carbon of hardened

steel escapes as hydrocarbons , whereas nearly t h e total ity of the carbon of unhard

ened steel remains as a residue which
,
upon being analyzed, is found to consist of the

carb ide FegC. As to the exact nature of hardening carbon , vague, confl icting , and

often extraordin ary statements appeared , it be ing c laimed by some , for instance , that

hardening carbon was carbon in a diamond- like condit ion . It is at present bel ieved

by most that hardening carbon is carbon (or more probably the carbide FesC) dis

solved
‘

in iron , its escape as hydrocarbons upon being subj ected to the action of dilute

acids being due to its extremely fine sta te o f divis ion . If this be the nature of harden

ing carbon , the hardening carbon theory becomes , of course , a solution theory .

It is obvious that carbon as such , no matter how great its hardness , could not

i-mpart extreme hardness to stee l in which it may be assoc iated with 199 t imes its

weigh t
~

of soft ferrite as , for instance , in steel containing per cent carbon . The

contention that it is not carbon , as such , which is retained by quick cool ing but a very

hard carbide constituting the whole or a large part of hardened steel is not , of course ,
open to the same obj ect ions . This is the c laim of the subcarbide theory .

Th e Subcarb ide Th eory . Arnold contends that eutectoid steel above its cr itical

range exists as the carbide F6 24C, a chemical compound contain ing about per

cent carbon . This carbide which he cal ls “ harden ite ” is very hard and being re

tained by quick cool ing impartshardness to quenched steel . In hypo—eutecto id steel

some ferrite and in hyper - eutecto id steel some cement ite are disso lved in this sub

carbide . It follows from this theory that austenite and martensite correspond to

different
'

structural appearances of the same constituent , namely, the carbide Fe24C
when of eutectoid composition , the same carbide plus ferrite or cementite in hypo or

hyper - eutectoid steel . This theory is purely of a speculative character
,
the existence

of the carbide Fe24C not being supported by a single direct evidence . It is
,
moreover

,

strongly opposed by the universal ly accepted theory of metall ic alloys which holds

that eutectic (and eutectoid) al loys i mmediately be fore their formation are not defi
nite chemical compounds but l iqu id or sol id solutions . O n forming

,
whether or not

it implies a change of state , the solution is trans formed into an aggregate of the

solute and solvent , ferrite and cementite in the case of iron - carbon al loys . The

breaking up at a certain critical temperature of a defin ite chemical compound
,
as

demanded by Arnold’s theory, into a eutecto id aggregate of the elements of that

compound is contrary to our firmly establ ished knowledge of the mechanism of the

formation of such aggregates . It implies a return to Guthrie ’s original error .

Th e S tress Th eories . In cool ing steel quickly from above its critical range it is

subj ected to two kinds of stresses , (1) stresses due to the shrinkage of its outer shel l
on its interior and (2) stresses due to the trans formation with increas ed volume of
gamma into beta and alpha iron . The ex istence of the strains resulting from these
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stresses have been claimed to account satisfactorily for the hardening of steel by

sudden cooling . It was argued long ago
,
for instance

,
that the hardening of steel by

sudden cool ing might be due to the met al be ing in a severely strained condition ,
be

cause of the quicker cool ing of the outer layers , th ese layers through their contrae

tion exerting a severe pressure upon the central portion of the steel obj ects . The

advocates of th is theory pointed to the increased hardness resulting from cold- work

ing steel as a proof that severe straining produces hardness . Some went as far as to

c laim that cold worked steel and hardened steel are practically in the same physical

condition , the quenching of steel producing, so to speak , an internal cold- working

(straining) of the metal . They seem to have overlooked the enormous difference be
tween t h c relatively small increase of hardness produced by cold- working and the

hardness resu lting from quenching . In the fact that both cold- working and harden

ing increase the elast ic l imit and decrease the ductil ity they found additional support

for
'

t h eir view . According to O smond the bel ief once held that cold- working causes

an al lotropic transformation is now abandoned . While it is not unreasonable to as

sume that the strained condition of the metal adds to its hardness it is hardly think

able that the sudden and very great increase of hardness produced by quick cool ing

is due altogether to this straining . If it were so the outer layers of quenched steel

implements should not be hard and razor blades could not be hardened . Again , i t is

impossible to reconci le this theory with the fact that it is necessary to quench steel

from above its crit ical range in order to harden it, for one cannot conceive
‘why, i f t h e

steel be quenched slightly below the range
,
the strain created in the quenching bath

would be so slight as to have no hardening effect , whereas quenching from a tempera

ture but a few degrees higher would produce very severe straining . Final ly, if the

contraction of the outer layers due .to their rapid cool ing can induce such harden ing

strains in the case of steel , it is surpris ing that a similar phenomenon is not observed

in the case of other metals . The internal strains resulting from the transformation

of gamma into beta iron (austen ite into martensite) wi th increased volume afford a

more acceptable explanation of the hardening of steel . I t was offered
'

long ago and

has recently been revived and presented in a more scientific way, notably by Andre

Le Chatel ier , Ch arpy, and Grenet . It is argued that on quick cooling the allotropic

transformations take place
,
partial ly at least

,
at a temperature so low that the metal

lacks the necessary plast icity to yield to the severe stress exc ited by these transforma

t ions
,
remain ing, therefore , severely strained . It becomes in ternally “

écroui,
” as the

French express it . Here again
,
however

,
it would seem as if the outer layers should

"

not be strained and should
,
therefore, remain soft , which of course is contrary to

facts . Nor is the fai lure of carbonless iron to harden satisfactor ily explained by this

theory .

Grenet believes that in hardened steel the al lotropic transformat ions are complete ,
that is

,
that its iron exists only in the alpha condition but so severely strained (écroui)

as to be very hard . He rests his bel ief chiefly on his assert ion that on quick cooling

the dilatat ions indicative of the al lotropic transformations are not suppressed and

that the metal does not remain non - magnet ic . He overlooks the claims of the advo

cates of the retent ion theories , so strongly supported , that the transformations are

not completely suppressed, hence the occurrence of
‘

a dilatation and of magnetism .

When they are completely prevented , as in austenitic steels , the metal neither expands

nor becomes magnetic on cool ing .

The liberation of heat observed on tempering hardened steel points to a return to
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the strains created on quick cool ing (a) because of the shrinkage of the outer layers
of the metal and (b) because of the exp ansion accompanying the transformation of

gamma into beta iron ? None of these theories alone g1y es a fully satisfactory ex

planation : Beta iron cannot be retained in the absence of carbon and if it could be

it is not certain that it would be intensely hard ; the presence of intensely hard car

bon or iron carb ide as the chief cause of harden ing is contrary to evidlences ; the

strained condit ion of hardened steel alone does not account satisfactor ily for its ex

treme hardness ; Le Ch at elier
’

s contention that quickly cooled steel is hard although

its iron is in the soft alpha condition because of its being in a state of solution is open

to obj ection ; Arnold
’s theory that hardened steel owes its hardness

.

to the retention

of a hard subcarbide of iron lacks experimental support and is sc ientifically un

tenab le .

The author concluded as fol lows a recent paper on M etal logr aphy and the

Hardening of Stee l ” presented at the International Engineering Congress in Sep
tember , 1915 , in San Francisco :

“ It wi l l be obvious from the foregoing that the many recent attempts at arriving

at a satisfactory explanation of the hardening of steel are based on one or more of the

fol lowing conceptions : (1) existence of a hard al lotropic variety of iron , (2) existence
of sol id so lutions involving the occurrence of so - called “ hardening ” carbon

,
and

(3) existence of strains in quenched steel causing or not an amorphous condit ion of

the iron .

“ It wil l l ik ewise be obvious that no theory so far presented ful ly satisfies our

craving for a scientifically acceptable exp l anation of the many phenomena involved .

“ It would seem as if the methods used to date for the elucidation of this complex

problem have yielded all they are capable of yielding and that further straining of

these methods wil l only serve to confuse the issue , a point having been reached when

this j uggl ing
,
no matter how skilfully done , with al lotropy, sol id solutions , and strains

is causing weariness without advancing the so lution of the problem . The tendency

of late has been to abandon th e safer road of experim ental facts and to enter the maze

of excessive speculations , in which there is great danger of some becoming hopelessly

lost

The conc lusion seems warranted that new avenues of approach must be found if

we are ever to obtain a correct answer to th is apparent enigma .

”



CHAPTER XIX

THE CEMENTATION AND CASE HARDEN ING OF STEEL

The aflinity of iron for carbon is so great that when heated to a sufficiently high

temperature in contact with some suitable carbonaceous matter it readily absorbs

carbon . If the heating be protracted (several days) and the amount of carbon ah

sorbed considerable , the operation is known as
“
cementation ” and the resulting

metal as “
cemented ,

” “
converted

,
or “ blister ” steel , or in Sheffield, England, as

“ blister bar
,

” while if the treatment be of relatively short duration (a few hours) and
the absorption of carbon in consequence superficial , it is cal led

“
case hardening .

”

Cementation is general ly appl ied to wrought—iron bars which are afterwards
melted (cruc ible process) and shaped into finished artic les by casting or forging ,
while case harden ing is applied directly to finished obj ects general ly of low carbon

steel . The purpose of cementation is to introduce carbon into wrought iron
,
thereby

converting it into steel , the subsequent treatments (melting, forging) producing a

uniform distribution of the carbon , whereas the purpose o f case harden-ing is to man

ufacture steel obj ects with hard skins or cases while retaining their soft and tough

centers or cores .

The quantity of carbon thus absorbed by iron at a high temperature but below its

melting - point depends chiefly upon (1) the composition of the iron or steel subj ected
to carburiz ing

, (2) the carburizing temperature , (3) the length of time at that tem

perature , and (4) the nature of the carburiz ing material .

Compos ition of th e Iron or Ste e l Subj ected to Carburiz ing . It is probably true

that the smaller the proportion of carbon in the iron the more eagerly wi l l it take up
carbon , from which it follows that as the carburiz ing proceeds , that is , as the metal

b ecomes more highly carburized , addit ional introduction of carbon requires progres

sively longer tim e , the metal acting in this way
'

not unl ike a solution approaching its

saturation point .

In the cementation process bars of very pure wrought iron and in case harden

ing ” steel obj ects containing at the most per cent carbon are subj ected to the

carburiz ing treatment , The steel should not general ly contain over per cent of

manganese lest the case be too brittle . The presence of certain elements appear to

hinder the carburiz ing operation while others faci l itate it .

According to Guillet the absorption of carbon is favored by those special elements

which exist as double carbides such as manganese , tungsten , chromium,
molybdenum,

and opposed by those which form sol id solutions with iron such as nickel
,
sil icon

,
and

aluminum .

Carburizing Temperature . While it has been claimed that iron below its critical

range wil l absorb some carbon this absorption , if taking place at all , is very slow ,

from which it is logical to infer that alpha iron has very little, if any, dissolving
'

power

315
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for carbon . In order t o produce quick and intense carburization the iron should be

in its beta or , more probably, in its gamma condit ion , and steel , therefore , in the con

dition of a sol id solution . Cementing and case harden ing operations must conso

quently be conducted above the critical range of the iron or low carbon steel treated
,

that is
,
at a temperature exceeding 825 deg . C. It is also certain that the higher the

temperature the quicker wi l l carbon be absorbed and the deeper wil l it penetrate into

the steel
,
that is

,
the deeper the “

case .

” At Sheffi eld
,
England

,
where the cementa

tion process is used more extens ively than anywhere else the carburi z ing tempera

ture is in the vicintiy of 950 to 1000deg . M ost case hardening treatments are prob

ably conducted in the vicin ity of 900 to 950 deg . C .

Time at Carburizing Temperature . The amount of carbon absorbed
,
and there

fore the thickness of the case as well , increases , of course , with the length of the

Fig . 295 . Steel . Case hardened . Magnified 20 diameters .

operation but
,
as already mentioned

,
carburization takes place more and more slowly

as the carbon content increases . The maximum amount of carbon which iron can

take up while inthe sol id state is probably not far from per cent , this , however,
requiring a protracted treatment at a very high temperature . While in the manu

facture of bl ister steel considerably more than one per cent of carbon is frequently

introduced into the wrought— iron bars
,
in carburiz ing finished steel articles it is seldom

desired to produce a case contain ing more than one per cent of carbon near the out

side , a superfic ial , carburized layer of eutectoid composition per cent C .) being
general ly considered to yield the best results . The length of t ime needed to produce

the desired degree of carburiz ation and desired depth of case must necessarily rle

pend upon the nature of the
“

metal
,
the kind of carburiz ing material used , and the

temperature .

D istribution of th e Carbon . It wil l be apparent from the nature of the opera

tion that in this carburiz ing of sol id iron carbon travels slowly from the outside

towards the center and th at
,
therefore

,
the proportion of carbon absorbed must
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the broken l ine represents the depths of penetration resulting from heating for eight

hours at
'

different temperatures .

It wil l be obvious that the process of case hardening can be contro lled by the

microscopical examination o f test pieces much more readily and accurately than by

chemical analys is .

Carburizing M aterials .

— A great variety of carbonaceous materials i s used for

introducing carbon in iron and steel in the sol id state . These substances may be

sol id
,
l iquid

,
or gaseous . Sol id materials are used more extensively than l iquid or

gaseous ones
,
the most important being charcoal (both wood and bone) , charred

leather
, crushed bone , horn , mixtures of barium carbonate (40 per cent) and char

coal (60 per cent) or of salt (10 per cent) and charcoal (90 per cent) , both recom

mended by Guil let
,
and for quick but very superficial harden ing , powdered potassium

cyan ide and potassium ferro - cyan ide or mixtures of potassium ferro - cyan ide and

potassium bichromate . A molten bath of potassium cyanide heated to 850 deg . and

in which the steel articles are immersed produces quickly superficial but hard and

”o wn :
1|oo

°

c 8

1000
’

s

900
’

4

800
'

2

Fig . 297. Temperature and time - penetration curve . (From Brearley
’
s

“ T h e H eat Treatment ofTool

even cases . The poisonous c h aract er of the escaping gases, however , is a ser ious oh

jection to the use of this method . The carburiz ing of iron may also be performed at

the proper temperature by means of gases such as i lluminating or other coal or o i l

gases rich in carbon monoxide and in hydrocarbons . At the Krupp works in Ger

many gases are used for carburiz ing the faces of armor plates . Abbott states that

out of tons of carburiz ing material used in the United States in 1911 , 85 per

cent was granulated bone .

The relative merits of wood charcoal
,
charred leather , and a mixture of barium

carbonate and of wood charcoal for carburiz ing are shown graphical ly in Figu re 298,
in which are plotted some results obtained by Shaw- Scott . While wood charcoal

causesa slow carburization it is the best material and the one invariably employed

for the pro duct ion of very deep cases as, for instance , in making blister steel .

G iolitt i surrounds the pieces to be case hardened with charcoal and then passes

through the anneal ing box carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide gas , the latter upon

coming in contact with red hot charcoal being converted into carbon monoxide
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(002 C ZOO ) which gas as later explained is the most active agent in ear

buriz ing . In G iolit ti’s opin ion , however, CO when used alone general ly fails to in

troduce enough carbon , but becomes much more effective .
When mixed with hydro

carbons or better stil l with finely divided sol id carbon . Under these conditions the

maximum concentration does not exceed per cent carbon even after 8 hours at

a cons tant temperature between 900 and 1 100 deg . C . If the temperature be per

mit t ed to fluctuate , however , between 1000 and 1 100 deg , the outer layers take up

as much as per cent carbon after an anneal ing of. 3 hours ’ duration .

M any so - cal led secret mixtures are offered for sale as casej im ening substances

for which extraordinary virtues are c laimed , the usual statement being that by their

use steel of ordinary or inferior quality may be converted into high grade metal com

Time of flea u
'

rg , (h ours)

Fig . 298. Time- penetration curv e . (From Brearley
’
s

“ T h e

Heat Treatment ofTool Stee l . ’

parable to the best cruc ible tool steel . On investigation they are general ly found to

be chiefly mixtures of carbonaceous and cyanogen compounds possessing the well

known carburizing propert ies of t h e se substances .

Case Harden ing by G as under Pressure .

— Dr . F . C. Langenberg h as con

ducted in the author ’s laboratory an ext ensive ser ies of experiments deal ing with

the cas e hardening of American ingot iron with various gases under varying con

ditions of temperature , t ime , flow of gas
,
and pressure . Some of the most concl u

sive results obtained wi l l be recorded .

I l luminat ing gas of the following composit ion :

Hydrogen per cent O xygen per cent
M ethane Carbon M onoxide
N itrogen Heavy Hydrocarbons
Carbon D ioxide

was passed through a tube furnace electrical ly heated and contain ing near the in

let end a plug of finely divided charcoal and , immediately fo l lowing , smal l cylin
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ders of American ingot iron to be case hardened . The passing of the i l lum inating

gas t h rdugh the highly h eat ed
"

ch arcoal converted t heC02 original ly present into

C0 (C02 C 2CO ) and may also have produced some changes in the hydro

carbons present . It i s not probable that the hydr ogen. content was greatly
,
i f at

al l , affected . M aintaining the flow of gas constan t
,
at 5 l iters per hour , the tem

perature l ikewise constant at
‘

990 deg . but varying the pressure
from 0 t o 1 15 lbs . per sq . ih .,a gradual increase

“

in the carbon absorbed was ob

served as indicated both by increase of weight and depth of case . This is c learly

shown by the curves of Ifi gure 299 . I t wi l l be noted that th e i ncrease is greatest

D ep t h of Cd
- s e Cur ve

In c r e a s e ofWe /g /i t Cu r ve .

0 IO 20 30 40 50 6 0 70 80 9 0 I00 "0 120 I3O I4O ISO I60
P r e s s ua e d bs pe r s ea/n .

Fig . 299 . Case hardening by gas . Pressure- penetration curve . (F. C . Langenberg in t h e

author’s laboratory.)

as the pressure rises from 0 to some 40 lbs . per sq . in .
, both curves for h igher

pressure showing a tendency towards an horizontal deflection . This occurrence

was found to be sti l l more marked when the case - hardening operation was con

ducted at lower temperatures . In every instance, however , the bend in the curves

occurred in the V ic in ity of 40 lb s . pressure . The photomicrographs .(Fig . 300

to 302) c lear ly reveal the increasing depth of case result ing from increasing gas

pressure, other condit ion s remain ing. unchanged . It should be observed t hat it is

the hyper - eutecto id portion of the case which is chiefly affected , increasing in th ick

ness
'

with the pressure , while the width of t he eutectoid band remains pract ical ly

the same .
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Maintaining a constant atmospheric pressure
,
constant flow of gas (5 l iters per

hour) , constant time (3 hours) , but varying the temperature from 600 to 1000 deg .

C. , the curves ofFigu re 303were obtained . They indicate th e increas ing amount of

carbon taken up as estimated both by increasingweigh t and increasing depth of case .

Th e fol lowing inferences appear j ustified : (1) at 700 deg . C. m et any lower tem

perature there was no absorption of carbon whatever , from which it may be con

cluded that a irOn,
under the prevailing

'

experimental condit ions , cannot disso lve

carbon
, (2) at 800

'

deg . - C. there was a noticeable carbon absorption
,
hence the

e - lnc‘r ea s e ofWeigh t Cur ve
"D epth ofCas e Curve

Temmrature

l n c re a ‘s e ofWe ig h t 7718.

.8 LO L4
D ept h of Ca s e 777m.

Fig . 303. Case hardening by gas . Temperature — penet ration curves . (F . C . Langenberg in
th e author’s laboratory . )

power to dissolve carbon is acquired between 700 and 800
'

deg C.
,
that is during

the range of temperature where 6 i ron al so is formed and it may be reasonably

be l ieved that t h e two occurrences are closely_

l inked, (3) at 900 deg . there is a

break in both curves indicative of a slower rate of increase , and this appears to be

closely related to the formation of 7 i ron .

Figure 304 shows the structure of American ingot iron after the case - hardening

operation .j ust outl ined conducted at 720 deg. C .

, whi le when performed at 810

deg . C. the structure of the same metal was as represented in Figure 305. There

is no indication of the former hav ing absorbed any carbonWhi le the carburiz ing

of t h e latt er is very apprec i able .

M echanism of Cementation . It was held for
“

many years that in the cementa

tion of iron sol id carbon passed bodily from the packing material into the metal , fo l
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Fig . 304 . American ingot iron case hardened by gas for 3
hours at 720 deg . C . Magnified 100 diameters . (F. C . Lan
genberg in th e author

’s laboratory.)

Fig . 305.
— American ingot iron case hardened by gas for 3

hours at 810 deg . C .

’

Magnified 100 diameters . (F. C . Lan
genberg in th e author

’s laboratory .)
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lowed by a . slow migration towards the center . Recent investigations , however, have

made it evident that the transfer of the carbon from the packing material to the

metal is accompl ished chiefly , i f not altogether , by means of some gases l iberated or

formed during the anneal ing treatment . It has been shown quite conclusively
,
for

instance , that if a piece of stee l surrounded by pure carbon be heated in vacuum ,

thus precluding the formation of gases , it wil l not take up carbon , although one ob

server has noted that if decided pressure be appl ied some carbon wil l pass into the

iron even in the absence of gases . Whether this be so or not it is apparently certain

that the carbon must first be volatil ized before becoming very act ive as a carburiz

ing agent in the cementation and case hardening treatments .

Carbonmonoxide (CO ) and volatil ized cyanogen (CN) compounds are the gases
which seem most effect ive . The carbon monoxide is derived from a partial combus

t ion of the carbon of the cement ing material by atmospheric oxygen while the cyan

ogen results from a combination of that carbon with atmospheric nitrogen or from

the decomposit ion of cyan ide compounds such , for instance , as potassium cyanide

and ferro - cyanide . It may be assumed that the carbon monoxide once formed gives

up its carbon to the iron according to the reaction ,

200 3Fe
“

Fegc co

the resulting FegC or cement ite being dissolved by the austenite very much as salt is

dissolved in water and the C02 being again reduced to CO on coming in contact with

fresh carbon (C0 ; C 2CO ) . The marked act ivity of cyanogen compounds

compared to the slower action of charcoal have led some to bel ieve that cyanogen

gases are espec ial ly effect ive in carburiz ing iron . It should be noted
,
however

,
that

while cyanide compounds produce a much quicker carburization they soon lose their

carburiz ing power so that when deep cases are needed , as in the manufacture of

bl ister bars , charcoal , acting chiefly through the production of carbon monoxide , is

preferable .

Cooling from Carburizing Temperature .

— It is generally desired that articles

subj ected to the case harden ing treatment should have a very hard surface . To pro

duce th is hardness the case hardened articles should be quenched from above the ir

critical range . The prolonged heating at a very high temperature to which these

articles have been exposed , however , has developed a coarseness of structure both in

the core and in the case which would be retained if they were , as they sometimes are ,
quenched from the carburiz ing temperature or after cool ing to a somewhat lower

temperature . It is obvious that in order to impart a fine structure both to the core

and to the case the artic les should be cooled and then subj ected to suitable heat

treatments .

Heat Treatment of Case Hardened Articles . In order to refine the structure of

the core which has been coarsened by a long exposure to a high temperature the

metal should be reheated sl ight ly above the cr itical range of that core and s ince its

carbon content se ldom exceeds per cent carbon a temperature of at least 900

deg . C . should be used . Guil let recommends 1000 to 1025 deg . The finer structure

thus imparted to the core wi l l then be retained most effect ively by quenching the

metal in water or '

oil . By such treatment , however, the case , although hardened, is
st il l relat ive ly coarse since its quenching was effected at a temperature considerably

exceeding its crit ical range . In order to refine it while leaving the structure of the

core undisturbed the article should now be reheated sligh tly above the cr itical range
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CHAPTER XX

ALLOY STEELS

GENERAL CONSIDERATIO NS

The steels so far cons idered in these chapters are the ordinary steels of commerce ,
at present often called “

carbon ” steels to distingu ish them from the “ special ” or
“ al loy ” steels of relatively recent origin but of rapidly growing importance . By

special steels is meant those steels which owe their properties in a marked degree to

the presence of one or more special elements whereas the properties of carbon steels

depend chiefly, if not exclusively, for like treatment, upon the proportion of carbon

present . A l loy steels containing but one spec ial e lement are commonly cal led “ ter

nary ” steels, being considered to be made up of three constituents, namely iron , car

bon , and the special e lement , while steels containing two special e lements are cal led

quarternary ” steels because of the presence of four constituents : iron
,
carbon

,
and

the two special elements . These two classes of special steels wil l be considered

separately .

Ternary Stee ls — We are indebted to Guil let for a brilliant ly conceived and

v igorously developed theory of the ternary steels . Too rigorous an application of the

theory, however , should not be insisted upon for there are some facts not yet satis

factorily exp lained by it . Its use , nevertheless , wil l be found an invaluable guide

in direct ing researches deal ing with the manufacture and the application of these

steels .

Guillet
’
s theory of the structure and properties of ternary steels may be briefly

formulated by a few proposit ions . It is also represented graphically in Figure 306 .

(1) On the introduct ion of a special e lement in carbon steel the latter remains at

first pearlit ic, but as the proportion of the special e lement increases , the carbon re

main ing constant , it becomes first martens it ic and then austenit ic (polyhedral) , as

shown graphical ly in Figure 306, and sometimes cementitic (carbide steel)
1 as later

explained .

(2) By increas ing the amount of carbon present in a spec ial steel , the proportion
of the special element being kept constant , it is general ly converted from a pearlitic

in t o a martensit ic condit ion or, i f already martens itic, into an austenitic condition .

(3) The ,
greater the amount of carbon the smaller the proportion of the special

e lement needed to cause a structural transformation , as for instance pearl ite into mar

tensite or martensite into austenite . This is indicated in Figure 306 .

1 Guillet uses t h e term polyhedral t o designate an austenit ic structure and carb ide stee l (acier
d carbure) t o indicate t h e presence of cementite (generally in spec ial stee ls a double carbide of iron and
t h e special e lement) . It seems

'

t o t h e author that t h e terms austenitic and cementitic are preferable
because they suggest unmistakably t h e nature of t h e constituents. Austenitic stee ls are not t h e only
ones exh ib iting a polyhedral structure ; ferritic (low carbon) steels for instance are also polyhedral .

326
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(4) The greater the amount of the special e lement the smal ler the proportion of

carbon needed to cause a structural transformation . This is also shown in Figure 306 .

(5) No very sh arp lines of demarcation are observed between the different types

of structures mentioned in the preceding proposit ions, relatively wide ranges of com

posit ion existing, on the contrary, in which the steel may be part ly pearlit ic and part ly

martensit ic or partly martensit ic and partly austenitic, et c . These transition ranges

are indicated by shaded areas in the diagram of Figure 306 . Greate r refinement in

the construction of this diagram would undoubtedly lead to
q

ty introduction of a

troostit ic zone between the pearl ite and martensite areas and possibly? al so of a ser

bitie zone between pearlite and troost ite .

To sum up , constituents may be formed during the slow cooling of many al loy

steels which in carbon steels can only be produced by very rapid cooling through t h e

P er c e n f c; a r bor) .

Fig . 306 . Const itutional diagram of alloy steels .

critical range . Carbon steels , moreover, even after very rapid cool ing cannot be re
tained wholly in an austenitic condit ion while several special steels remain austenitic
afte r slow cool ing . It is evident from the above and from the diagram that in order

to produce a certain structure , (1) the proportion of carbon may be kept constant
while the proportion of the special element is increas ed unti l the des ired structure is
obtained, or (2) the proportion of the special e lement may be kept constant and the
proportion of carbon increased, or (3) both the proportion of carbon and of the special
element may be increased when the desired structure wi l l be obtained more quickly.

The usefulness of Guillet ’s diagram is obvious . Should we desire , for instance, t o
know the kind of structure , and therefore the physical propert ies , of a stee l contain
ing per cent carbon and 8 per cent of the special element , the diagram shows
that such composition falls within the martensit ic range . L ikewise a steel contain
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ing one per cent carbon and 15 per cent of the special element would be austenit ic

according to the diagram . O r one may wish to know what proportion of the speci al

e lement should be added to a carbon steel contain ing, say, per cent carbon
,
to

make it martensitic ; the diagram shows th at 7 per cent wil l be needed . Again
,
h av

ing an austenitic steel conta ining 10 per cent of the special element it may be desired

to know the m inimum amount of carbon that may be present without causing the

steel to become martensitic ; the diagram shows per cent of carbon to be the

smallest proportion of carbon permissible .

The construction of such diagrams requires the preparation of a number of alloys

varying in their contents of carbon and of the spec ial element , their microscopical

examination and the p lotting of their structure .

It is quite essential to know the rate of cool ing adopted in the construction of the

diagram ,
i.e . whether the samples were cooled in air or more slowly in the furnace ,

for it is evident that their structure may be deeply affected by thus varying the speed

at which they cool . Some spec ial steels
,
for instance , may be pearl itic when cooled

very slowly in the furnace, martensit ic when cooled in air, and austen itic after water

quenching .

Influence of th e Special E lement upon th e Location of th e Critical Range . The

product ion of martensitic and austenitic structures on slow cool ing is due to the fact

that the special e lement lowers the posit ion of the crit ical point to a temperature so

low (1) as to permit only a partial transformation , namely, of austenite into marten
site, the stee l being too rigid to al low a more complete transformation , or (2) as to
prevent even a slight transformation

,
the steel in that case remain ing austenit ic .

This influence of the spec ial e lement in lowering the pos it ion of the crit ical range 18

depicted in F igure 307 in which it is assumed that the proport ion of carbon remains

constant . It has been further arbitrari ly assumed in th is diagram that the crit ical

point was progressively and uniformly lowered from 700 deg . C. to 0 deg ,
as the pro

portion of the special element increased from 0 to 6 per cent . From many observa

tions it appears (1) that as long as the crit ical point re mains above 300 deg . C. the

steel becomes pearl it ic on slow cool ing, (2) that when the critical point is lowered

below 300 deg . it becomes martensitic
,
the rigidity of the metal preventing further

transformation , and (3) that when the critical point is lowered to atmospheric tem

perature or below it the metal remains untransformed, that is austen it ic . These

inferences are offered here because o f their apparent usefulness and suggestiveness,
but the author real izes that the l ines indicating the relation between the position of

the critical points and the corresponding structures cannot be sharply drawn , for

they are l ikely to shift according to the nature of the special e lement , the rate of

cooling
, etc. Again

,
troostitic and possibly also sorbit ic steel are l ikely to form be

tween pearlite and martensite , that is , whenever the crit ical point is lowered, say

below 400 or possibly below 500 deg .

To make the meaning of the diagram of Figure 307 clear let us consider three

steels : I , I I , and III , al l containing one per cent of carbon , but respect ively 1 ,
and 7 per cent of the special element . As steel I cools it undergoes its transformation

at about 600 deg . At that temperature the metal is so plastic that the transformation

of austenite into pearl ite readily takes place ; the steel becomes pearl itic . The crit ical

point of stee l 11 is sl ightly below 200 deg . At this temperature the transformation

of austenite into martensite will take place , but the metal is now too rigid to permit

further transformations ; the steel remains martensitic. Steels which remain marten
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ment between 0 and 12 per cent . If the point is above 300 deg . we may assume that

the steel is pearlit ic, if below 300 that it is martensitic, if at or below atmospheric

temperature that it is austenitic . In this il lustration arbitrary values have been

given to the combined influence of various proportions of carbon and of the special

element upon the position of the crit ical points . The diagram shows , for instance ,
that whi le with per cent carbon 10 per cent of the spec ial element are required to

lower the critical points to 0 deg . C.
,
if the steel contains per cent carbon , 4 per

cent of the special e lement suffice . The production of and

austenitic structures according to the posit ion of the crit ical point h as also been in

dicat ed. A diagram of this kind may be even more useful than Guillet ’s for, while

giving the same kind of information as his , it shows in addit ion (1) the relation be

tween the composition of the special steel and the position of the critical point and

(2) the influence of the pos ition of the crit ical point upon the structure . Its const ruc

t ion cal ls for many determinations of the posit ion of the critical point in steels of vary

ing composition and for the microscopical examination of the corresponding structures .

It is of course quite likely that as experimentally constructed it would consist ofmore

or less smooth curves rather than of straight l ines .

It will soon be shown that the influence of special e lements in lowering the crit ical

points varies greatly, from which it follows that some elements cause the. product ion

of martensitic and austenitic steels much more readily thanothers . Indeed some
elements never cause a sufficient depression of the crit ical points to yield austenit ic

or even martensitic steels . A few elements even actual ly raise the location of the

critical po ints in which case , of course , the steel always becomes pearl itic on slow

cool ing, regardless of its composit ion .

1

From the foregoing considerations it appears that according to their structural

composition special steels may be divided into at least four classes, (1) pearlit ic steels,
(2) martensit ic steels , (3) austenit ic (polyhedral) steels , and (4) cementitic (Guille t

’
s

carbide) steels . These should now be farther considered .

Pearlitic S tee ls . The pearlitic steels, as we have seen , are those which general ly

contain but a relatively small amount of the special e lement
,
although in case of steel

very low in carbon the proportion of the special e lement may be quite large . In

these steels the spec ial e lement may (1) be dissolved in the ferr ite forming with it a
so lid solution , (2) be combined with carbon in cementite as a double carbide of iron

and the special e lement , or (3) be partly disso lved in ferrite and partly combined

with carbon .

According to Gu il let nickel and si licon , for instance, are entirely dissolved in

ferrite , while manganese , chromium, tungsten , vanadium ,
and molybdenum are

partly held in solution by ferrite and partly present in cementite as double carbides .
Such terms as nickel - ferrite, sil ico - ferrite , mangano - ferrite

, et c .
,
have been suggested

to designate ferrite holding in solution large proportions of nickel
,
sil icon

,
manga

nese , et c .
,
respectively .

Th e structure of pearl itic al loy steels is generally quite similar to that of pearl itic
carbon steels

,
although the pearlite particles of special steels frequently are more

angular than those of carbon steel , often exhibiting many straight sides and sharp
corners , whereas the pearl ite partic les of carbon steel are more rounded . The lami

‘
_

It h as been claimed by some that in certain alloy steels exhibiting t h e two po ints A1 and A,
wh ile A2 always remains at th e same temperature , AI may be raised above A2 through suitable reg

ulation of composition and heat treatment .
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nation of pearl ite is also often more minute in special steels while for same carbon

content it often appears to occupy a larger bulk . Frem - their similarity of strue

ture , it might reasonably be inferred that pearl itic special steels should not differ

much in physical properties from ordinary carbon steels . As a matter of fact , how

ever , pearl itic special steels are often greatly superior to carbon steels generally b e

cause they possess in a much greater
“

degree that desirable combination of properties ,
strength , or rather high elast ic l imit , and duct il ity . They are also frequently harder

for like duct il ity
,
and therefore better adapted to resist wear . Final ly their abil ity

to resist shocks is often markedly superior to that of carbon steels . Their uses make

for greater efficiency and their greater strength permits an often welcome reduct ion

in bulk and weight of certain parts of machinery . This greater strength and stiff

ness of special pearl itic steels may be due to the special e lement dissolving , in part at

least , in the ferrite thereby increasing its strength , elastic l imit , and hardness , a

stronger and harder ferrite result ing in turn in a stronger and harder pearl ite . The

superior physical qual ities of these steels may also be due , at least partly, to a finer,
c loser ferrite - cementite aggregate .

The critical points of speci al pearl it ic steels generally occur at temperatures some

what lower than those at which the critical points of carbon steel are located , this

being in accord with the usual influence of special e lements upon these points as

already explained .

IM artensitic Ste e ls — For the same carbon content martens itic steel contains

necessari ly more of the spec ial e lement than pearl it ic steels , while for a givenpropor

tion of the special e lement they must contain more carbon ; they generally.

contain

both more
‘

carbon and more of the spec ial e lement than pearl it ic steels . As already

stated the influence oi
'

some special elements in lowering the cr it ical points is not

suffi c iently pronounced to result in the formation of martensite on slow cool ing .

Indeed some elements raise the position of the critical points in which case pearl it ic

steel must necessari ly always be formed on slow cooling .

The properties of martensitic spec ial steels are not un like the properties of marten

sit ie carbon steels
,
that is of hardened carbon steel . These steels are hard and brittle

and unforgeable in the cold . Their uses are very l imited , chiefly because of their

brittleness and of the difficulty of machining them . While resembling hardened car

bon steels they are quite stable above atmospheric temperature , being l ittle affected
by tempering

,
i.e . by reheating to 200 or 300 deg . C . This property suggests one im

portant appl icat ion at least of martensitic special steels later to be considered , namely ,
their use for the manufacture of cutting tools , their greater stability permitting the

tools to be
,

heated to a higher temperature
,
i.e . the cutting being performed at greater

speed without breaking down through excessive tempering .

T h e martensite of special steels probably is , l ike the martensite of carbon steels ,
chiefly a sol id solution in beta iron of the carbide F6 30 or more often of a double car

bide of iron and of the special element
,
the magnetism of the metal being due to the

presence of some alpha iron .

Austen itic (Polyhedral) S tee ls .

— For a given carbon content austenitic steels

necessarily contain more of the speci al element than martensit ic steels , while for a

given proportion of the special e lement they are necessarily more highly carburized .

Austen itic steels general ly contain both more carbon and more of the special e lement

than martensitic steels . Their properties are as might be expected s imilar to those of

austenitic carbon steels
,
that is

,
of high carbon steels cooled extremely quickly from
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(1) those that are not very
'

sensit ive to anneal ing
,
namely n ickel and sil icon steels

,

and (2) those that are very sensit ive to anneal ing, namely , manganese , ch rome, van
adium, tungsten , and molybdenum steels . It should be noted that in the first group

the special e lements are supposed to be entirely dissolved in the iron
,
while in the

second group they are partly disso lved and partly present as carbides . The case

hardening of pearl itic special steels may result in the production of martensitic or

even austenitic cases without the necessity of rapid cool ing from above the crit ical

range . This wil l be readily understood by referr ing to Figure 306 where it wil l be

seen that by keeping the proportion of the special e lemen t constant and increasing

the carbon the steel may be converted from a pearl it ic to a martensit ic and even to

an austenit ic condit ion . The nearer the steel to the boundary between the pearl it ic

and martensitic zones the more readily, of course , wi l l it become martensit ic on case

hardening because the small er the amount of carbon needed to produce that trans

formation . This possibi l ity of producing steel obj ects with a pearl itic soft core and

a hard martensit ic shel l without quenching from a high temperature and therefore

without exposing the obj ects to the dangers of the quenching bath does not seem to

have received the attent ion it deserves for it suggests importan t practical appl ica

tions . And likewise the product ion of a soft pearl it ic core surrounded by a hard

martensit ic steel , itself surrounded by a tough austenitic steel . It points at least - to

the manufacture of pearl it ic steel obj ects which can be readily machined, et c .

, and

as a last treatment made austenitic to a certain depth
,
being in this way greatly

superior to the austen itic steels at present used, which being cast in an austenit ic

condit ion can be mach ined only with very great difliculty.

Treatment of M artensitic Stee ls . Unlike martensitic carbon steels martensitic

spec ial steels being quite stab le below the crit ical range of the metal are not readily

affected by tempering treatments . It should be borne in mind , however, that some

special steels which are martens it ic after air cool ing may become pearlitic
,
in part at

least
,
after very slow cool ing in the furnace and austenitic or martensite austen itic

after quenching ln water . By selecting a special steel of su itable composit ion , for in

stance , and al lowing it to cool in a furnace it becomes pearl itic and can in consequence

be machined ; after machining the finished obj ect may be made martensitic by cool

ing in air, doing away with the necessity of the quenching bath and its inherent evils .

It is evident that for th is purpose the composit ion of the steel should be near the

boundary line between the pearl itic and martensit ic zones . The author believes that

the practical possibi l it ies of this procedure have been overlooked . When workin g

near the pearl ite - martensit ic boundary line the formation of troostite is of course

always l ikely .

Treatment of Austen itic Steels . Austenitic special steels are stable theoretic

al ly at least at al l temperatures and should not , therefore , be affected by heat treat

ment of any kind . Some spec ial steels , however, may require air cooling to be truly

austenit ic, in which case very slow cooling in the furnace may result in the produc

t ion of some martensite or troostite and even of some pearl ite , accompan ied by the

reappearance of magnetism . It also frequently happens that during the relat ively

slow cool ing of austen itic steels some free cement ite may be formed, consisting gen

erally of a double carbide of iron and the special element , this setting free of cemen

t ite be ing generally accompanied by a decided decrease of strength and ductility .

In order to cause the reabsorption of the separated carbide heating to a high tem

perature (1000 deg . C . or higher) is general ly. required fol lowed by rapid cool ing in
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water or oil so as to prevent its separating again on cooling . This treatment is some

times called “ water toughening .

”

Treatment of Cementitic Stee ls . Cementitic steels contain many particles of
cement ite or double carbide embedded in a matr ix which may be austenit ic, mar

tensitic, troostitic, sorbitic, or pear litic according to the rate of cool ing . It is often

desirable to cause the disappearance in part at least of these particles while produc

ing a finely martensit ic or austenit ic structure , and for this purpose heat ing to a high

temperature (1000 deg . C. or more) fol lowed by relatively quick cooling is necessary .

Cooling in air is often suffic iently rapid to retain the carbide ‘

in-

soh ition
,
as for in

stance in the case of the high speed steels soon to be described .

Quaternary Stee ls. Quaternary st eels like ternary steels may be pearlitic, mar

tensitic, austenitic, or cementitic as well as sorb it ic and troostit ic . If the two spec ial

e lements are present in small quantities the steels remain pearl itic. If they contain

one or two cementite forming elements such as chromium , tungsten , molybdenum,

et c .
, they are likely to be cementitic, that is, to contain many particles of a double or

trip le carbide . These should general ly be made to disso lve in the matrix by heating

to a high temperature fol lowed by rapid cool ing when a finely martensitic or aus
tenitic structure

,
quite free from cementite , may be produced as in the treatment of

high speed steel . If the quaternary steels contain considerable proportions of two

special elements capable of forming solid solutions with iron , as for instance nickel

and manganese, they are frequently martensitic or austenitic .
~ A large proportion of

an element which is partly disso lved in ferr ite and partly present in cementite as a

double carbide, manganese, for instance , may result in the occurrence of cementite

part icles embedded in an austenitic matrix .



CHAPTER XXI

ALLOY STEELS

CONSTITUTION, PROPERTIES, TREATMENT, AND USES OF MOST

IMPORTANT TYPES

The present chapter is devoted to a brief considerat ion of the composition
,
struc

ture , properties , treatments, and uses of those special steels which have been found to

be of commercial value , namely, nickel , manganese , tungsten , chromium ,
vanadium

,

%C0 r b o n
Fig . 309 . N icke l stee l . Constitutional diagram. (Gui llet )

s il icon , molybdenum, chrome - n ickel , chrome—vanadium, chrome - tungsten , and ebro

memolybdenum steels .

N icke l Stee l . N ickel apparently dissolves in iron in al l proportions . The con

stitu tional diagram of n ickel steel is il lustrated in Figure 309 after Gui llet . In view

of the explanation of such diagrams given in the preceding chapter it wil l be readily

understood . It shows t hat as the carbon increases from 0 to per cent and the
336
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arbitrarily selected as a line of demarcation between reversible and irreversible alloys .
Return ing to Figure 310 it wil l be seen that as the n ickel content increases above 25

per cent the transformations become abruptly reversible (the gap between them not

exceeding 50 deg .) that their posit ion is now gradually lifted, reaching a maximum
for about 70 per cent

'

nickel , and that it is then again lowered . Iron - nickel alloys
containing more than 25 per cent nickel are therefore reversible .

Th e diagram also shows that with some 25 per cent n ickel the transformation is

lowered below atmospher ic,
temperature which means that the metal on cooling from

above B' remains non - magnetic at atmospheric temperature and that its iron , there

fore, is in the gamma condit ion and its structure austenit ic .

Nl
'

c /fe /

Fig . 311 . Influence ofnicke l and carbon on th e position of th e critica l po int Ar; and corresponding
types of structure .

An attempt h as been made in Figure 311 to construct a diagram indicat ing the re

lation existing between carbon content , nickel content , position of the crit ical points

on cool ing , and corresponding typ es of structures as explained in Chapter XX .

As already stated the pearl it ic n ickel steels are those most widely used . In the

maj ority of cases the nickel content does not exceed per cent while the carbon

content is seldom over per cent . These steels compared with carbon steels of

equal duct il ity have a considerably higher strength and especial ly h igher elast ic

l imit , while compared with carbon steels of lik e elastic l im it they have much greater

duct ility . To explain th is in another way, the introduction of some per cent

nickel in a per cent carbon steel , for instance, raises its elastic limit very con

siderably while decreasing its duct i l ity but sl ightly . Pearl it ic nickel steels are also

somewhat harder than carbon steels of lik e propert ies, hence better able to resist wear .

When properly heat treated their abil ity to resist shocks is l ikewise greater .
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The structure of pearl itic nickel steel is shown in Figure 312 . O n comparing it

with that of carbon steel of lik e carbon content it wil l be noted that the pearlite par

ticles are somewhat sharper and more angular and the ferrite grains smaller . When

examined under high magnification the nickel pearl ite is seldom found as distinct ly

laminated as ordinary pearl ite .

The hardening and annealing of n ickel steels should be conducted at lower tem

peratures than the hardening and annealing of ordinary steels of similar carbon con

tent since their critical points occur at lower temperatures . From the evidences at

hand it would seem as if between 0 and 5 per cent n ickel , and irfl h? cwe of low car

bon steels
,
each one per cent of nickel lowered the Ar ; point some 20 deg . C . and the

Fig . 312 . N icke l steel . Carbon about per cent.
N icke l about 3 per cent. Magnified 100 diameters.
(G . A . Re inhardt in th e author’s laboratory .)

Acl point some 10 degrees . In the nickel pearl it ic steels of commerce
,
therefore

,
the

points Ari and Acl should occur at or near the temperatures indicated in the fol low
ing table according to their percentage of nickel .

Ni Ac l

0 750

745

740

735

730

725

720

715

710

705

700
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Fig . 313. N icke l stee l . N icke l per cent. Carbon per cent . Case
hardened and air cooled. Magnified 100 diameters. (G . A . Re inhardt in
t h e author’s laboratory. )

Fig . 314 . Same stee l as in Figure 313. Same treatment. Magnified 50 diam
et ers. (G . A . Re inhardt in th e author ’s laboratory .)
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While
f
nickel retards the carburization of iron by case hardening, the cores of

nickel steel articles are not coarsened by the high temperature of the carburi z ing
operation to the same extent as carbon steel cores

,
so that one treatment is often

suffic ient , namely, reheat ing to and quenching from a temperature sl ightly superior
to the cr itical range of the case , that is , to some 700 to 750 deg . in the presence of
some 3 or per cent nickel . H igher nickel contents cal l for lower quenching tem

peratures.

The case hardening of nickel steels offers the possibi l ity already al luded to of

p roducing a martensitic case without quenching . N ickel steel , for instance , contain
ing not over per cent carbon and some or more per cent nickel can readily
b e made martensit ic near t h e

'

ou t side by case hardening fol lowed by air cool ing as

Fig . 317. N icke l stee l . Cast . N icke l 10 Fig . 318. N icke l stee l . Nicke l 25 per

per cent . Carbon per cent. Magnified cent . Carbon per cent . Magnified 300
300diameters . (Gui llet ) diameters . (Osmond )

shown in Figures 313 and 314 . T h e martensitic grains owe their polyhedral form to

the or iginal austenit ic grains from which they are derived . The thickness of the mar

t ensitic case is about mm . The occurrence of troostite should be noted . Under

lower magnification (Fig . 314) a sol id troostite band is seen to separate the marten

sitic and the sorbito - pearl itic portions . With a l ittle more carbon and n ickel mar

t ensit e - austenit ic cases may be produced as shown in Figures 315 and 316 .

N ickel steels that are martensitic as cast are not utilized because l ike al l mar

t ensitic steels they are hard , brittle ,and cannot be machined . Their case hardening

should result in the format ion of ductile, austenitic cases . N ickel steels which are

martens itic after air cool ing may be troostitic , sorbit ic, or even pearlit ic after very

slow cool ing in the furnace , while they may become austenit ic on water quenching .

The structure of martensitic n ickel steel is shown in Figure 317.

Austenit ic n ickel steels are notWidely used, the high carbon , high manganese

steels being preferred when an austenitic steel is desired, in part at least because of

their lower cost . L ike al l austenitic steels they are non - magnetic
,
ducti le

,
very diffi

cult to mach ine , and have a low elastic l imit
“

. Their structure is polyhedral (see
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Fig
. Some types of austenitic nickel steels have , however, found interest ing

applications based chiefly on the marked influence of nickel on the dilatation of the

metal . With 36 per cent nickel , for instance, the dilatation is nearly nil and the re

sulting al loy, discovered by Guillaume , and cal led by h im “ invar ” is used success

fully for' the construction of c locks and other instruments of precision . With some

46 per cent of nickel and per cent carbon the coefficient of dilatation is nearly

the same as that of glass and alloys of that composition called platin ite ” are used

in place of platinum for the construction of incandescent electric lamps . Austenitic

nickel steel may be made martensitic and thereby regain itsM asha by immer

sion in liquid air . The increase of volume which accompanies this transformation

produces a swell ing of the pol ished surface which because of the resulting relief effect

renders the structure of the metal apparent without etching , as shown in Figure 319.

Fig . 319 .

— N icke l stee l . N icke l 15 per

cent . Carbon per cent . Cooled in
li quid air — 180 deg . Not etched.

Magnified 300 diameters . (Gui llet .)

M anganese Stee l . — M anganese
,
when alloyed with iron and carbon in large

proportion , is partly dissolved in the iron and partly present as adouble carbide of

iron and manganese . From this behavior of manganese the structural types formed

by increasing both carbon and manganese may be anticipated . The steel should at

first remain pearlit ic and then become in succession martensit ic and austenit ic . With

much manganese and carbon , however , the separation of carbide is to be exp ected .

The constitutional diagram of manganese steels is shown in Figure 320 after Guil let,
while a cr itical point structural diagram has been constructed tentatively in Figure

321 . By comparing the constitutional diagram of manganese steel with that of nickel

stee l it will be noted that manganese is
,
roughly stated

,
twice as effective as n ickel

in produc ing a certain type of structure , as for instance in converting pearl it ic into

martensitic steel .

M anganese is present in apprec iable quantities in al l ordinary carbon steels but

unless the latter contain considerably more than one per cent of that element they

are not regarded as manganese steels . With carbon not exceeding per cent and
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manganese not exceeding some 3 per cent the steels remain pearlit ic and, therefore ,
not unlike the pearlit ic nickel steels so widely used . M anganese pearl it ic steels

,

however, are pract ical ly ignored by steel manufacturers and users apparently (1) be
cause of the wide - spread belief that such steels are britt le and (2) because of the
difficulty of manufacturing low carbon manganese steels . The belief in the brittle

ness of pearlit ic manganese steels is founded on Hadfi eld
’

s statement that between
2 and 6 per cent of manganese the steels are hopelessly brittle . On closer examina

t ion , however, it would seem as if this statement was true only in the case of rather

high carbon steels cooled relatively quickly . Evidences have s ince been offered
,

Ca P b o n
‘

Fig . 320. Manganese stee l. Constitutional diagram. (Gui llet .)

notably by Guil let
,
showing that low carbon pearlitic manganese steel slowly cooled is

not brittle .

l These steels have been difficult to manufacture because of the necessity

of using ferro - manganese from the blast furnace and therefore high in carbon , thereby

introducing much carbon in the steel . At present , however , nearly carbon less ferro

manganese is produced in electric furnaces and also by the thermit process . It is

also cl aimed that low carbon manganese steels can be successful ly produced in the
electr ic furnace under suitable oxidiz ing condit ions and at high temperature when

carbon may be oxidized in preference to manganese . If the physical propert ies of

low carbon pearl it ic manganese steel are at al l comparable to those of pearl itic nickel

steel and if manganese steel can be manufactured more cheaply than n ickel steel of

1 Arnold reports that steel contain ing less than per cent carbon and per centmanganese
has a tensi le strength of some pounds per square inch and an e longation of per cent .
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of austenitic manganese steel are those of austen ite
,
namely low elastic l imit but

great hardness andWearing power combined with much ductil ity .

Tungsten S te e ls . Tungsten appears to raise rather than lower the critical

points of iron whi le it forms with it a double carbide of iron '

and tungsten from which

Fig . 322 . Manganese steel . Austenitic . Cast . Magnified 50 diameters .

Fig . 323. Same as in Figure 322. Fig . 324. Manganese steel . Austenitic .

300 diameters. Water quenched. Magnified 100 diameters .

it may be safely inferred that tungsten steels wi ll at first remain pearl itic on slow

cool ing and that as .the percentage of tungsten increases it wil l become cementit ic ,
that is it wil l contain carbide particles . This is shown in Figure 326 , which is a re

product ion of the constitut ional diagram of tungsten steels according to Guil let . In
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Fig .

“

325 . Manganese stee l . Austenitic . Water quenched. M ag

nified 100 diameters.

' O

/o CG Pb O H

Fig . 326 . Tungsten steel . Constitutional diagram . (Gui llet .)
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the presence of a considerable proportion of tungsten
,
however

,
the position of the

Arl point seems to be greatly affected by the temperatu re from which the steel cools.

O smond , for instance , found in the case of a stee l contain ing per cent carbon and

per cent tungsten that heating to and cool ing from some 900 deg . reveals the

existence of two crit ical points respect ively at 690 and 650 deg . As the temperature

from which cool ing begins increases
,
however

,
two interesting phenomena are ob

served , (1) the upper point occurs at pract ical ly the same temperature but becomes
fainter and finally disappears and (2) the lower point remains pronounced but its

position is gradually lowered . Cool ing from 101 5 deg .

,
for instance

,
resulted in a faint

crit ical point at 670 deg . while the lower point was depressed to 625 deg . cool ing from

1210 deg . caused the disappearance of the upper point while the lower remained very

pronounced but now occurred at 500 degrees . Bohler , l ikewise exper imenting with a

steel contain ing per cent carbon and per cent tungsten
,
reports the exist

Fig . 327. Tungsten stee l . Tungsten Fig . 328. Tungsten steel . Tungsten

per cent . Carbon per cent . M ag per cent . Carbon per cent. Mag

nified 200 diameters . (Gui l let.) nified 200 diameters . (Gui llet .)

ence of a point at 710 deg . and one at 550 deg , the upper one , however, occurring

only when the metal has not been heated above 1100 deg . while the second is only to

be detected when the temperature exceeds 1000 deg . In other words on cool ing from

above 1100 deg . the lower point only occurs
,
on cool ing from below 1000 deg . only

the upper point is vis ible
,
while heating to and cool ing from a temperature s ituated

between 1000 and 1 100 deg . causes the appearance of both points . It wi ll be shown

soon that this indirect influence of tungstenupon the cr it ical points affords an ex

planation of the remarkable properties of self- hardening and high speed steels which

are chiefly tungsten steels .

On heating cementitic tungsten steels to a high temperature the partic les of free

carbides are dissolved the more completely the higher the temperature . A ir cool ing

is often suflicient to retain the carbides in solution while the metal becomes finely

martensitic . Such steels are said to be “ self - hardening .

” 1 The structure of two

1 Th e presence ofmanganese or of a little chromium is necessary, however, t o impart self - hard
ening properties t o tungsten steel . Th e original “ sel f” or

“ air- hardening
” steel, that is

“ Mush et
”

steel, always contained considerably more than one per cent manganese and was high in carbon .
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°/o Ca rb o n .

Fig . 329 . Chrome steel . Constitutional diagram. (Gui llet .)

%C a r b o n

Fig . 330. Vanadium steel . Constitutional diagram. (Gui llet .)
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mium it does not seem to cause the lowering of the Ar points with increasing tem

perature . The constitutional diagram of vanadium steels is shown in Figure 330

after Guillet . Two types of structures are produced, pearlitic and cement itic . Guil let

describes the appearance of the particles of free carbide as being triangular .

According to Guil let heating cementitic vanadium steels to a' high temperature

fails to cause the absorption of the free carbide , vanadium steels differing in this re

spect from other steels in which double carbides are formed .

The vanadium steels commerc ially ut ilized seldom contain more than one per

cent vanadium and are , therefore , pearl it ic and free from cafi'bides.

‘

T heir proper

z amm
Fig . 331 . Molybdenum Steel . Constitutional diagram. (Guil let .)

ties recal l those of pearlitic nickel steels , namely high combination of elastic l imit and

duct il ity and greater resistance to shock
,
to alternate stresses

,
and to wear . The very

smal l amount of vanadium suffic ient to produce these results should be noted .

M olybdenum Stee ls . The constitutional diagram of molybdenum steels is

shown after Guillet in Figure 331 . With increas ing carbon and molybdenum,
the

steels which were at first pearlit ic on slow cool ing become cementitic . According to

Thomas Swinden the Ar l point of these steels is steadily lowered as the temperature

from which cooling starts increases, that lowering being the more marked the larger

the percentages Ofmolybdenum and carbon . The same author writes that molybde

num renders the pearl ite very emulsified, even in annealed steel ; that it lowers the

saturation point , with 8 per cent molybdenum from to per cent carbon

be ing suffic ient for the exclusion Of free ferrite ; that any treatment involving slow
cooling coarsens the structure and is very detrimental ; that the chemical residue of
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annealed molybdenum steel contains per cent of the carbon present in the steel
,

per cent Of the molybdenu m
,
and general ly more iron t han is required by the

formula FesC, from which it is inferred that molybdenum is not combined with carbon

but is present as an iron - molybdenum compound
,
and that there is no increase in

hardness as molybdenum increases from 1 to 8 per cent .
According to Guil let molybdenum has an influence similar to that of tung tsen

on the physical properties and on the structure of steel but four times more intense .

Silicon S tee ls . S i l icon , probably as an iron si l ic ide , FeSi, forms a sol id solut ion

with iron in al l proport ions and has no very marked influence upon the position of the

% Ca r b o n
Fig . 332 . S i licon steel . Constitutional diagram. (Guillet .)

crit ical points from which we may infer that slowly cooled sil icon steels wil l be neither

martensitic nor cementitic . It is a well - known fact , moreover , that s il icon has a

marked tendency to cause the formation of graphitic carbon when present over a

certain proportion especially in high carbon steel . The cons t itutional diagram Of

s il icon steels is shown in Figure 332 according to Guillet . It wil l be seen that the

structure is independent of the carbon content being entirely regulated by the pro

portion of sil icon . As long as the proportion of si l icon does not exceed 5 per cent the

steel is pearl itic and the whole of the carbon remains in the combined condition .

Between 5 and 7 per cent of s il icon some pearl ite is st il l present and, hence , some com

bined carbon , but graphitic carbon also occurs , between 7 and 20 per cent of si l icon

the whole of the carbon 1s in the graphitic condition , the balance Of the steel consist

ing of a sol id solution of the sil icide FeSiIn iron (si l ico - ferrite) , and also , according to
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i t does not require tempering . S ince vanadium forms a double carb ide with iron its

presence in steel is l ikely to make it cementitic. In n ickel steel and in n ickel

chromium steel the matrix wil l be pearl it ic
,
martensit ic, or

'

aust enitic in accordance

with the proportion of n ickel and carbon present ; in chrome steels it wi l l be pearl itic

or martensit ic .

Ch rome - Tungsten or H igh Speed Stee ls . Slowly cooled chrome - tungsten steels

are cement itic with a pearl it ic , sorbitic , or even troost it ic matrix . Upon being

heated to a high temperature the carbide part icles are dissolved, at leas t for the

most part , and if the cool ing that fo l lows be sufficiently rapid they are retained in

Fig. 333. H igh speed steel . Quenched in air blast at 1 160 deg . C .

Magnified 500 diameters . Tungsten about 13 per cent . Ch ro

mium about 4 per cent . Carbon per cent . (H . B . Pulsifer . )

solution , the metal acquir ing a finely austenit ic
,
martensitic

,
or austenite - martensitic

structure . T O cause a complete absorption of the free carbide
,
however

,
a very

high temperature is O ften required
,
in some cases approaching the melting- po int

o f the steel , while air cool ing is frequently sufficiently rapid to prevent the carbide

from again forming . After such treatment these steels although fully hardened

are in a condit ion relat ively so stable that they may be heated to a vis ibly red

heat , i.e . to some 600 deg . C. before undergoing any marked transformat ion .

This invaluable property makes it possible
,
with tools made of such steels suitably

treated , to cu t steel and other hard metals at such speed that the cutting edge of the

tool becomes v isibly red hot before breaking down . These steels are known in con

sequence as high speed steels . Their discovery by Taylor and White , at the time in
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the employ of the Bethlehem Steel Company, South Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania ,

marks one of the most distinct and revolutionary advances ever mad e in the metal

lurgy Of iron and steel . The composition Of these steels varies greatly : they may

contain from to one per cent carbon , generally not over per cent ; from 5 to

25 per cent of tungsten , generally between 10 and 20 per cent ; from 2 to 10 per cent

of chromium ,
generally between 2 and 8 per cent , and seldom over per cent of

manganese . Vanadium varying in amount between and one per cent is now

generally added .

1 In some types tungsten is replaced in part or whol ly by molybde

num ; in others a small amount of molybdenum is present in addition to the tungsten

and chromium . Properly treated high speed stil l general ly exhibits a polyhedral

Fig . 334 . H igh speed steel . Quenched at 1280den .

Magnified 1500 diameters . Tungsten per cent.
Chromium per cent . Vanadium per cent .

Carbon per cent . (J . V . Emmons .)

(austenit ic ? ) structure (Fig . 333) quite free from carbide part icles . In the presence

of large amounts of tungsten and chromium , however, some carb ide remains undis

solved even after rapid cool ing from a temperature close to the melting - point of the

metal (Fig . The presence of a moderate amount of free carbide after the. high

heat treatment is not considered detrimental ; 0 11 the contrary it appears to increase

the cutting properties of the metal .
1

In the annealed condit ion the steel contains carbide partic les which are probably

the more numerous the larger the percentage of tungsten and chromium present

(Figs . 335 and

1 According to Edwards per cent vanadium allows a cutting speed 10 per cent greater, that
is
,
permits t h e removal of 10 per cent moremetal in t h e same timewh ilewith per cent vanadium,

20per centmoremetalmay be removed . T h e t irne between regr inding is also increased byvanadium.
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The inventors Of high speed steels recommended the following treatments as

yielding t he best results : (1) heating the tool slowly to about 815 deg . C .
,
then quickly

unt il its extreme edge showed indications of melting
, (2) cooling the tool quickly to

below 860 deg . and then quickly or slowly to atmospheric temperature
,
and (3) re

heating the tool to about 640 deg . for five minutes (in a lead bath) fol lowed by cool

ing in air . The author bel ieves
,
however

,
that tools of h igh speed steel are now gen

erally heated to near their melting—point fol lowed by cool ing freely in air , in an ai r

blast , or in O il, a second treatment being rarely appl ied .

While the theories and hypothesis advanced to account for the remarkable prop
erties of high speed steels differ greatly and while the true constitution of these

Fig . 335 .
— High Speed steel . Typical 336 . H igh speed stee l . Annealed at 780 deg . C .

structure after anneal ing . Magnified Magnified 1500 diameters . Tungsten per cent .
150 diameters . (Edwards ) Chromium per cent . Vanadium per cent .

Carbon per cent . (J . V . Emmons .)

steels is sti l l to be discovered it seems certain that in order to produce what may be

termed “ h igh speed hardness ” (1) a certain condition must be created by heating to

a very high temperature and (2) that condition must be retained by quick cool ing
,

since both high heating and quick cool ing are essential to the production of high

speed hardness . It has been argued that at a high temperature carbides are formed

of great hardness and stability which upon being retained by quick cool ing impart

h igh speed properties to the steel
,
but it is now more general ly held that the high

temperature treatment results in the matrix Of the steel absorbing al l or nearly al l

the carbides , thereby acquiring great hardness which is retained if the carbides are

prevented
,
through quick cool ing

,
from again separating . This theory is better sus

t ained by microscopical and other experimental evidences .

From the structure of treated high speed ste el which is O ften polyhedral we nat

urally infer that the metal is in an austen itic condition . O ther considerations
,
how
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on cooling m ust be thoroughly suppressed in order to obtain the desired resul ts and

that this suppression is to be brought about (1) by high heating and, as wil l be shown

presently
, (2) by rapid cool ing .

The influence on the cool ing curves of rapid cooling from increasingly high tem

peratures is cl early written in the curves shown in Figures 338 and 339 . The curves

405 0

Fig
.

Heating and cooling curves of high speed stee l . Slowly cooled in
furnace .

Time of cool ing from 1000 t o 200 deg . C .

,
132 minutes . (M . Y at s&

vit ch in th e author’s laboratory . )

of Figure 338 were obtained by cooling freely in air the spec imens and the tubes in

which they were heated .

Those Of Figure 339 by cooling in the same manner but more rapidly by means

of a fan .

With the first rate Of cool ing (Fig . 338) it wil l be noted that ( 1) on cooling from

800 deg . C . but one
,
sharply marked evolution of heat occurs on cool ing at 665 deg .
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Fig . 340. Annealed . Etch ed wit h p icric acid six minu t es .

Fig . 34 1 .
— Annealed . E t ch ed wit h nitric acid two minu t es . Fig . 342 . Hea t ed t o 1200 deg . C . and quickly cooled .

Etch ed with nitric acid fourte en minute s.

Fig . 343.
— Annealed . E t ch ed wit h h ydrog en peroxide and Fig . 344 . Heat ed to 1240 deg . C . and quickly cooled.

sodium h ydrate . Etch ed wit h h ydrog en peroxide and sodium h ydrat e .

High speed steel . Tungsten per cent
,
ch romium 3 per cent, vanadium per cent, carbon

“ 6 2 nm man f. nilinnn 0 2 7 nm mmt m a n e
-

sm ea r) . 0 - 352 e r c an t . All h n tn m inrnm'a . b a m a
i

fi p rl
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treatment it has received . Ob viously, increasing temperature and speed of cooling

produce in the matrix of high speed steel changes which are not brought out in the

etched structure of the metal
_but which are made apparent by a much greater resist

ance to the action of picric and nitric acid and also by increased mineralogical hard

ness .

As briefly described in Chapter I I , M r. Y atsevitch has obtained interesting and

valuable results in using for etching high speed steel a solution of hydrogen peroxide

and sodium hydrate . This reagent etches the particles of free carbide dark whil e

leaving the matrix white and bril l iant even after prolonged imm
‘

ersiOn (Figs . 343

Fig . 345 . Magnified 86 diameters . Fig . 346 . Magnified 980 diameters .

H igh speed steel . Cast . Etched with hydrogen peroxide and sodium hydrate .

(M . Y atsevitch in th e author’s laboratory .)

and The etching time (about 10 to 15 minutes) remains the same regardless
of the heat treatment applied . The method affords a sure means of revealing the

existence of the free carbide to the exclusion of everything else . It . does not reveal

the polyhedral structure of t h e steel after high heat treatment
, clearly because the

net surrounding the grains does not indicate the presence around t hem of membranes
of free carbide .

The cast structure of the high speed steel used in these experiments is il lustrated
in Figures 345 and 346 . It may be safely inferred that the constituent colored dark

by the Y at sevit ch reagent is the carbide and that the .
latter forms a component

therefore of the eutectic or eutecto id evidently present in the cast metal .



CHAPTER XXII

CAST IRON

Cast iron differs from steel in being deprived of malleabil ity . This lack of malle

ability is due to the presence of a large quantity of carbon , general ly between and

per cent . The carbon present in cast iron may be (1) wholly in the graphitic
condition

, (2) wholly in the combined condition
,
and (3) partly in the graphit ic and

partly in the combined condition . These three types of cast iron should be separately

considered . The solubil ity of carbon in iron and the factors influencing the forma

tion of graphite or of combined carbon should , however , first be considered .

S olubil ity of Carbon in Iron . Sl ightly above its melting - point (1500 deg . C.)
pure iron does not appear to be able to dissolve more than some 5 per cent carbon .

As its temperature increases
,
however

,
its saturation point for carbon increases

material ly . O . Ruff and O . Goecke report the fol lowing results

TEMPERATURE PER CENT

D EG . C . CARB O N DISSO LVED

1 135

1220

1305

1522

1623

1823

2020

2122

2169

2220

2271

2320

2420

2475

2626

Hanemann h as reported the fol lowing saturation points .

PER CENT

CARBON DISSO LVED
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(the melting- point of the eutect ic as later explained) and 1823 deg . of l iquid solu

t ions of iron and FC3C,
the proportion of the latter constituent increasing with the

temperature, and (2) that at 1823 the al loy is l iquid F9 30 . From the fact that the

amount of carbon disso lved at 2220 deg . C.
,
namely per cent

,
is the amount

cal led for by the carbide F6 20 it is further inferred (1) that between 1823 and 2220 deg .

the al loys are l iquid solutions of F030 and P820 the latter increasing and th e former

decreasing with the temperature
,
and (2) that at 2220 deg . the al loy is l iqu id F820 .

At higher temperature some of the F6 20 breaks up into iron and graphite (Fegc
2Fe C) the resulting graphite floating to the top of the liquid bath , thus explain

ing the smal ler and decreasing proport ions of dissolved carbon at temperatures ex

ceeding 2220 deg . The break in the curve at 1823 (Fig . 347) corresponds to the

formation of F030 , the break at 2220 deg . to the format ion of FegC. Taking iron

with its maxirnum proport ion of Carbon namely at. 2220 deg . when it is capable of

dissolving per cent carbon , as previously stated, it then consists of l iquid F6 20 .

On cooling it is not capab le
‘

of retaining so much carbon some of it being rej ected as

graphite through the transformation of some of the F9 20 into Fe3C and graphite

(3FegC 2F€3C C) . This format ion of F930 at the
.

expense of P6 20 with rejec
tion of graphite continues unti l at 1823 deg . F6 30 only is present per cent car

bon) . On further cool ing the al loy must continue to rej ect carbon , now through the

transformation of some of the FesC into iron and graphite (Fe3C 3Fe C) a
transformation which continues until a temperature of 1130 deg . is reached when

the alloy contains per cent carbon and when further cool ing now causes its

sol idificat ion . The possibil ity of the carbide FeaC sol idifying out of the l iquid solu

tion being later converted wholly or in part into iron and graphite wil l be considered
in the fol lowing pages .

Formation of Combined and Graph itic Carbon . It wil l be explained in Chapter

XXVI that when cast iron sol idifies the carbon probably remains in the combined

condit ion and that the resulting carbide , F6 30 , is partly free and partly in sol id solu

t ion in the iron . This FesC, however, is an unstable compound and when formed at

a high temperature it is readily decomposed into graphite and iron according to the

react ion

FegC 3Fe C

hence the
'

formation of graphit ic carbon in cast iron . Two factors are consp icuous

in promoting the formation of graphitic carbon , (1) a slow rate of cooling through and
below the sol idification period and (2) the presence of sil icon . The gray, i.e . gra

ph itic, cast irons are general ly those which have been cast in sand and hence slowly

cooled and which contain a relatively large percentage of sil icon . It fol lows that

under otherwise ident ical condit ions and compositions a large cast ing wil l become

more graphitic on sol idifying than a smal ler one sin ce it wil l cool more slowly ; also

that of two castings of equal s ize , cooled under lik e condit ions and of identical com

pos ition except as to their sil icon contents , the one r icher in sil icon wil l contain more

graphitic carbon . The conditions most effect ive in preventing the formation of

graphitic carbon and in promoting, therefore , the retent ion of carbon in its combined

form are (1) quick rate of cooling through and below the sol idification range and (2)
the presence of much sulphur or manganese .

Cast Iron Containing only G raph itic Carb on. Cast irons containing a consider

able amount of graphit ic carbon are known as gray cast irons because of the appear
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ance of their fracture which is grayish or blackish and coarsely crystal line . Cast

irons containing the whole of their carbon in the graphit ic condition and therefore

free from combined carbon are extreme typ es seldom produced . Their structure
,

however , should be considered .

Proceeding as we did in the case of stee l we shal l first assume cast iron to be a pure

alloy o f iron and carbon , free , there fore , from its usual impurities . If the whole o f

the carbon is in the graphitic condition it is evident that cast iron can only contain

the two constituents graphite and iron or ferrite . We may therefore anticipate its

structure . It wil l , however , be interesting to study the mode - e fb ccurrence of the

Fig . 348. Gray cast iron free from combined carbon . Magnified
100 diameters . No t etched . (F . C . Langenberg in th e author

’s
laboratory. )

graphitic carbon . The structure of cast iron practical ly free from combined carbon

is illustrated both before and after etch ing in Figures 348 and 349 . The metal wil l

be seen to consist of an iron or ferrite matrix in which are embedded many irregular

and general ly elongated and curved plates of graphite . These graphite plates break

up so effect ively the continuity of the metal lic mass as to completely destroy the

ducti l ity and malleabil ity of a substance (ferrite) by nature very ductile and mal leable .

The brittleness of high gr aphitic cast iron is not due so much to the brittleness. of the

graphite it contains nor even to its large proportion of graphite as to the thorough

manner in which the continu ity of its otherwise ductile matrix is destroyed by the

shape and distribution of the graphite particles .

It wil l be seen in another chapter that when the graphite occurs in small rounded

particles as it does in malleable cast iron the ferrite matrix may. retain considerable

ductil ity and malleab ility .
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The ferrite matrix of this highly graphitic cast iron (Fig . 349) wil l be seen to be
made up of

"

the polyhedral crystal line grains characteristic of carbonless iron
,
the fer

r ite of cast
“

i ron being s imilar in this and other respects to the ferrite of wrought iron

and of hypo - eutectoid steel . In impure cast iron it undoubtedly holds in solution

sil icon and possibly, to some extent , other impurities .

H ighly graphitic cast iron is brittle and deprived of duct il ity and mal leabil ity

because of the presence of numerous plates of graphit ic carbon ; it is weak because of

the presence of graphite plates and because of the relative weakness of its matrix ; it

is soft and therefore easi ly machined because of the softness both of its matrix and

of the graphite it contains ; it expands on sol idifying because of the formation , with

Fig . 349. Samemetal as in Figure 348. Magn ified 100diameters .
Etched. (F . C . Langenberg in t h e author

’s laboratory .)

increase of bulk, during sol idificat ion of a large amount of graphit ic carbon . It

should be noted that because of its low spec ific gravity graphite wi l l occupy a rel a

t ively large proportion of the bulk of the metal . Cast iron , for instance , containing

by weight 3 per cent of graphite contain s by volume some 12 per cent of that element .

As might be expected the rate of sol idification and further cool ing h as some in

fluence both upon the shape and size of the graphite particles as wel l as upon .the

size of the ferr ite grains
,
and therefore upon the physical properties of the metal ,

very slow sol idificat ion promoting the formation of large graphite plates and of large

ferrite grains . Were it poss ible to cause the graphite in cast iron to occur in smal l

rounded particles instead of sharp , curved plates , its ducti l ity and strength would

undoubtedly be greatly increased .

The diagram of Figure 350 shows graphically the structural composition of iron
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the casting in the metal molds of casting machines of cast iron which if cast in sand

would have' been gray, whereas it is now white . Small castings since they cool more

qu ickly become white more readily than larger ones .

In the absence of graphitic carbon the structure of cast iron should resemble the

structure of a very high carbon steel
,
i.e . it should consist after slow cool ing of pearl ite

and of a large amount of free cement ite . This is found to be the case as shown in

Figure 351 in which is il lustrated the structure of white iron contain ing about 3 per

cent of combined carbon . Theoretical ly this al loy should contain nearly 63 per cent

of pear lite and 37 per cent of free cement ite . The dark constituent in the photograph

is pearlite , the light one , visibly in relief, cement ite . The structure of white cast

iron is also shown in Figure 352 under high magnification , the laminations of pearl ite

being clearly seen . The structure of white cast iron is further il lustrated in Figures

Fi g . 351 . Wh ite cast iron . Magnified 56 Fig . 352 . White cast iron. Magnified
diameters . 500 diameters . (Wust.)

353 and 354 after Guil let . These photomicrographs are reproduced here because they

afford an interesting example of the act ion of sodium picrate (Chapter VII I) in

coloring free cementite while leaving pearl ite uncolored .

The structural composition of white cast iron is to be calculated l ike the composi

t ion of any hyper - eutectoid steel of known carbon content as exp lained in Chapter

VI I I
,
the fol lowing relation existing between the percentage of pearlite and that of

carbon in the iron
,
on the assumpti on that pearl ite contains per cent carbon

800 120C

7

the balance of the metal being of course free cementite . While structural ly it re

sembles high carbon steel
,
white cast iron is deprived of malleabil ity being indeed

very britt le and very hard . This britt leness and hardness are due to the very large

proport ion of free cement ite present which itself is very hard and brittle .
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It wil l be evident that , starting from carbonl ess iron , as the carbon increases at

first low carbon steel is produced and then in succession medium high carbon steel ,
high carbon steel , and finally white cast iron , each metal passing gradual ly into the

next without any sharp line of demarcation between them . It is logical to base the

distin ction between high carbon steel and white cast iron upon the malleabil ity of

the former and the non - malleabil ity of the latter and this is altogether a question of

carbon content . The dividing line may be drawn somewhat arbitrarily at 2 per cent

carbon . As a matter of fact steels are very seldom manufactured contain ing more

than per cent carbon while white cast iron rarely cont ains— less than per

cent carbon . Between the stee l series , therefore , and the white cast - iron series there

is a natural gap
,
the existence of which generally removes any doubt as to the nature

of the metal under examination .

Again if the process of manufacture be known there need be no doubt as to the

c lassifi cat ion of any highly carburized iron alloy : i f made in the blast furnace from

Fig . 353. White cast iron . Magnified Fig . 354. Same metal as in Fig . 353. Mag

200 diameters . Etched with p icric ac id. nified 200d iameters . Etched with sodium
(Guillet .) picrate . (Gui llet .)

the reduction of iron ore , it is cast iron , while if it is the product of refining cast iron

(by the Bessemer or the open hearth processes) , or of the remelt ing under oxidi z ing
condit ions of iron or steel scrap with or without cast iron (open hearth process) , or of
the carburiz ing of wrought iron (cementat ion process) , or of the carburiz ing and

melting of wrought iron (crucible process) , it is steel .
The diagram of Figure 355 indicates graphically the structural composition both

proximate and ultimate of any iron - carbon al loy contain ing from O to per cent
combined Carbon , that is , from 100 per cent ferrite to 100 per cent cementite as sum

ing as it has been done before that pearl ite contains per cent carbon .

It wil l be noted that two sources of ferrite are indicated in the diagram
,
namely

,

(1) pearl ite (eutectoid) ferrite and (2) pro - eutectoid or free ferrite
,
the sum of both

being known as total ferrite , while four sources of cementite are to be considered,
namely, (1) pearl ite (eutectoid) cementite , (2) pro - eutectoid cementite

, (3) eutect ic
cementite , and (4) pro - eutectic cementite , the sum of al l four being known as total
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R R

Fig . 355 . Structural composition diagram of iron- carbon al loys free from graph itic carbon .
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per cent) and the result ing cementite 8 times its own weight of pearl ite X

8 30per cent) , or more quickly ,

X 120 30 per cent pear l ite

exact ly as in the case of steel .

The cast iron under consideration wi ll therefore contain 30 per cent pearl ite
,
3

per cent of graphite , and the balance , 67 per cent , necessarily free ferrite . Cast iron

containing graphit ic carbon may be considered as being made up of two distinct

parts
,
namely

, (1) graphite and (2) a metal l ic matrix in which the graphite part icles

are embedded . It wi l l be obvious , moreover , that the metal l ic matrix of gray cast

iron is in real ity a steel matrix since it necessarily consists
,
l ike steel

,
of an aggregate

Fig . 356 .
— Gray cast iron . Hypo - eutectoid matrix

per cent combined carbon) . Magnifi ed 100
diameters . (Boylston .)

of ferr ite and cementite partly associated to form pearl ite . In cast iron free from

combined carbon the matrix is pure ferr ite ;with a l ittle combined carbon it is of the
nature of a low carbon steel ; as the combined carbon increases the metal l ic matrix is

converted into steel of increasing carbon content ; with less than some per cent

carbon the matrix resembles an hypo - eutectoid steel ; with some per cent carbon

the matrix is pure pearl ite
,
i.e . eutecto id steel ; with more than per cent carbon

some free cementite is formed, the matrix consisting of hyper - eutecto id steel . In

other words , as the proportion of combined carbon increases , structural changes take

place in the metall ic matrix of cast iron identical to those observed and described in

the case of steel . The structure of cast iron containing increasing proportion of com

bined carbon is il lustrated in Figures 356 to 358.

The above considerat ions j ustify us in consider ing gr ay cast iron as steel , that is ,
as an aggregate of ferrite and cementite, the continuity of which is destroyed by the

presence of numerous graphite plates , the enormous difference in properties between

cast iron and steel being due solely to the presence of th is graphitic carbon or rather
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to the breaking of the continuity of the mass which it impl ies . To illustrate further,
if it were possible to remove bodily from a chunk of cast iron every particle of graphite ,
its strength and ductil ity would not probably be greatly increased because its con

tinuity would still be effect ively destroyed by the empty spaces once occupied by

graphite . If not too high in carbon , however , it would now be weldable and could be

forged in to a smal l piece of steel , or it could be remelted and cast into a sound steel

casting .

M ottled Cast Iron . Cast irons are sometimes produced that are partly gray and

partly white
,
that is

,
made up of particles contain ing graphitic carbon and of part icles

Fig . 357. Gray cast iron . Eutectoidmatrix . Magni Fig . 358. Gray cast iron . Hyper- eu t ec
fied 500 diameters . (Boylston .) toid matrix . Magnified 500 diameters.

(Wust .)
free from graphite . Their structure is wel l shown in Figu re 359 . They are cal led
“ mottled ” because of the appearance of their fracture .

Structu ral Composition of Cast Iron.

— The structural composition of any cast

iron of known percentages of graphit ic and combined carbon and considered as a

pure al loy of iron and carbon can readily be calculated by fol lowing the method

employed in the case of steel and assuming pearl ite to contain per cent carbon ,
that is

,
exactly one part by weight of cementite and 7 parts of ferrite . It should be

noted, however , that in the presence of graphite it requires a smaller proportion of

carbon to convert the whole matrix into pearl ite since there is less iron to be so

converted . T0 make the matter clear in order that cast iron may be free fromboth
excess ferrite and excess cementite it must contain ferrite and cementite in the exact

proportion of one part of cementite to 7 of ferrite . If the cast iron contains G per

cent
‘

of graphite and C per cent of combined carbon forming 150 per cent of cem

entite the balance of the metal
,
100 G 150 ,

will be ferrite . Consequently if

100 — G

or l OO — G — 12OC = O
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that is
,
if . the proportion of ferrite equals 7 t imes that of cementite the matrix

wil l contain pearlite on ly ; i f 100 G 120C is greater than 0 t h e matrix wil l be hypo

eutecto id ; i f 100 G — 12OC is smaller than 0 the matrix wi l l be hyper - eutectoid .

In the presence of 3 per cent graphite
,
for instance , the following relation wil l indicate

the needed percentage of combined carbon to make the matrix entirely pearlit ic :

100 — 3 — 12OC = 0

which gives for C very nearly per cent .

It wi l l be suffic ient ly accurate to assume in every case that gray cast iron contain

ing less than per cent combined carbon has an hypo - eutectoid matrix while cast

iron containing more combined carbon has an hyp er - eutectoid matrix .

Fig . 359. Mottled iron . Magn ified 100 diameters . (Boylston .)

In calculating the structural composit ion of cast iron two cases then should be

considered, (1) the cast iron contains less than per cent combined carbon ; it has

an hyp o - eutecto id matrix and (2) it contains more than per cent combined car

bon ; it has an hyper - eutectoid matrix . In the first instance we have the fol lowing

relations between the percentage of graphit ic carbon , G ,
the percentage of combined

carbon , C, the percentage of ferrite , F , and the percentage of pearl ite , P,

1200

If C per cent
,
for instance

,
and G 3 per cent , the iron would contain 60

per cent pearl ite
,
37 per cent ferrite

,
and 3 per cent graphite .

If the iron has an hyp er- eutectoid matrix, that is, if it contains more than
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and eutect ic cementite ; the origin of the latter wi l l be made clear in Chapter XXVI .

Both of these cementites constitute the free cementite present in cast iron , containing

more than per cent of combined carbon ; while formed, as later explained , at dif

ferent periods of the cool ing
,
they appear to coagulate together and cannot be dis

tinguish ed from each other under the microscope .

Ph ys ical Properties of Cast Iron vs . its S tructural Composition . The physical

properties of cast iron must necessarily depend to a very great extent upon the prop

erties of its steel matrix from which it fol lows that its hardness and strength wil l

increase with increasing combined carbon
,
the hardness indefinitely, the strength up

to the eutecto id carbon ratio . It is evident
,
therefore

,
that cast iron of maximum

strength (1) should have a steel matrix of maximum strength , i.e . should contain

in the vicinity
l

of per cent combined carbon and (2) should contain as l ittle

graphit ic carbon as possible since every graphite particle is a source of weakness ;
in other words

,
the nearer cast iron approaches a steel of maximum strength the greater

wil l be its strength . After having secured the desired amount of combined carbon to

give strength it is evident that a reduct ion of the graphit ic carbon must mean a cor

responding reduction of the total carbon in cast iron . In ordinary cupola practise for

the product ion of cast - iron castings , however , which consists in remelt ing pig iron of

su itable composit ion , the proportion of total carbon is difficult to control , being nec

essarily between 3 and 4 per cent and we must depend to produce strength almost

altogether upon the retention in the combined condition of a suitable proportion of

carbon . The total carbon may be decreased, however, by the use of iron and steel

scrap as part of the burden of the cupola resu lting in increased strengt h , for same

percentage of combined carbon , or by remelt ing in a so - cal led “ air furnace
,

”
i.e .

under oxidiz ing condit ions when part of the carbon is burnt out . These low total

carbon,
and therefore tenac ious, cast - iron castings are somet imes offered for sale

under the name of semi - steels
,
a practise somewhat misleading for they are not steel

in any sense of the word since they are not malleable,have very little ductil ity, and
general ly contain a Considerable amount of graphit ic carbon .

If soft cast—iron castings are desired so that they may be easily machined they

should contain as litt le combined carbon as p ossible . In the presence of but l ittle

combined carbon , however , the iron wil l not be very tenacious , strength and softness

being antagonist ic . If the castings are to be hard they should contain much com

bined carbon and, therefore , little graphite . In extreme cases they wi l l be free from

graphite
,
when their hardness will be very great, but they wil l then also be very brittle .

In the maj ority of cases castings are wanted soft enough to be easily machined and at

the same time of fair strength . This combination of properties is evidently t o be

obtained by producing a matr ix corresponding to a medium high carbon steel , i.e . by

causing the cast iron to retain some to per cent of combined carbon .

The percentage of combined carbon in cast iron upon which its physical properties

primari ly depend
, can be ascertained more quickly and readily by microscopical ex

amination than by chemical analysis and quite as accurately .

Chilled Cast- Iron Castings. It is sometimes desired to produce cast - iron cast

ings very hard near their outside but soft and relatively tough near their center . This

may be done by so regulat ing the compos it ion and sol idifi cation as to prevent the

format ion of graphite in those portions that should be hard while al lowing it to form

in the portions that should be soft . The mean s general ly employed cons ist in us ing

iron plates for those parts of the mo
'

lds corresponding to the parts of the castings that
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are to be hard and sand for the other parts, the quicker
'

solidification and further cool

ing of the metal coming in contact with the iron plates causing the retention of much

combined carbon . The resulting castings are known as
“
chil led ” castings . Impor

tant in stances of the appl icat ion of this method are to be found in the manufacture

of chilled cast - iron wheels and of chilled rolls . It wil l be evi dent that the presence

of sulphur and manganese in the cast iron should promote the retention of combined

carbon on quick cool ing while the presence of sil icon and of large percentages of total

carbon should hinder it . The chemical composition of cast iron to be
fi

convert ed into

chil led castings should therefore be carefully regulated . M icroscopical examination

should prove of much value in examining the depth and qual ity of “
chil ls .”

Cast Iron of Eutectic Composition . The alloy of iron and carbon containing

per cent carbon has the lowest melting - point (1130 deg . C .) of al l al loys of that

PERCENT SILICON

Fig. 361 . Influence of silicon- content on th e percentage of carbon
in t h e eutectic alloy.

series and is consequently known as eutectic al loy . The nature of eutect ic alloys

wi ll be made clear in Chapter XX V. Those alloys so l idify at a constant temper

ature whereas the sol idification of alloys contain ing more or less carbon than the eu

t ectic ratio covers a range of temperature which increases in width as the compo

sition of the alloy is farther removed from that of the eutect ic as explained in Chapter

XXVI . In other words eutect ic al loys pass quickly from the l iquid to the sol id state

while hypo and hyper - eutectic al loys pass through a pasty or semi - fluid period

which may be of cons iderable duration , a condit ion , as later explained , which must be

favorable to the formation of large graphite particles .
Eutectic Cast Iron vs . Impurities . While as stated in the preceding paragraph

the eutectic point for pure alloys of iron and carbon corresponds to per cent
carbon it is quite certain that some at least of the impurities always present in commer
cial cast iron affect in a marked degree the percentage of carbon needed to produce

the eutect ic al loy, i.e . the al loy of lowest melting- point general ly reduc ing the needed

amount of carbon . From the work of ~Wiist and Petersen
,
for instance

,
we are led to

infer that the presence of 1 per cent of s il icon lowers that carbon some per cent .
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These authors
’ results may profitably be represented graphically as shown in Figure

361 . The meaning of the diagram is obvious . The l ine AB divides cast iron into

hyper and hypo - eutect ic metal according to its percentages of carbon and sil icon .

With 4 per cent of carbon and 2 per cent of silicon , for instance , the cast iron is hyp er

eutect ic, s ince its composit ion is represented by the point M in the hyp er - eutect ic

range
,
while with the same amount of carbon but in the presence of only per cent

of silicon , the metal is hyp o - eutectic, since its composit ion is represented by the point

N in the hypo - eutect ic range ; with 3 per cent si l icon some per cent carbon suffices

to produce the eutect ic alloy, et c .

Th e Strength of Cast Iron vs . th e Size and Form of th e Graphite Particles .

Attention has already been called to the fact that the strength of cast iron is not only

affected by t he amount of carbon present but also , and in a marked degree , by the

s ize and form of the graphite partic les , long, curved p lates of that const ituent , for

instance , being much more effective in reduc ing the strength than small rounded

partic les .

Eutectic Cast Iron vs . th e S iz e and Form of th e Graph ite Particl es . It seems

probable
,
as more ful ly explained in Chapter XXVI , that the bulk of the graphite

present in cast iron forms during its sol idification and s ince eutect ic cast iron Sol id

ifies quickly while its temperature remains constant whereas the sol idification of

hypo and hyper - eutect ic al loys cover wider ranges of fal ling temperature it seems

reasonable to infer as already pointed out that in eutect ic cast iron the graphite

must occur in smaller and more rounded particles . In other words the mushy ,
semi - fluid condit ion of relat ively long durat ion assumed by non—eutect ic al loys on

sol idifying must promote the formation of coarse graphite particles . If this V iew
is correct it fol lows that for otherwise l ike composit ion and l ike treatment , cast iron

of eutectic composit ion should be the strongest . In fol lowing that l ine of thought

the influence exerted by some impurities on the eutect ic carbon ratio should not be

overlooked .

'With some 2 _to 3 per cent sil icon , for instance, some to per

cent carbon should yield the eutect ic al loy .

S i l icon and Rate of Cooling vs . th e M atrix of Cast Iron and th e Formation of

Graphite . It is wel l known that the presence of sil icon in cast iron promotes the for

mation of graphitic carbon while a rapid rate of cool ing during sol idification opposes

it and causes it to occur in particles of smaller s ize .

The combined act ion of the rate of cool ing and of the sil icon content in det ermin

ing the character of the matrix of cast iron may be advantageously shown graph i

cal ly as in Figure 362 . The abscissa correspond to percentages of sil icon , the ordinates

to rates of cool ing represented by arb itrary numbers , 2 indicating quicker coo ling

than 1 , 3 quicker cooling than 2 , et c . Any po int ou the l ine AB corresponds to a

set of condit ions produc ing a eutectoid matr ix, while any point above AB refers to

rates of cool ing and sil icon contents resulting in hyp er—eutectoid , and below AB , in

hypo - eutecto id matr ix . The point M ,
for instance , on AB corresponds t o 1 per

cent of Si and a rate of cool ing represented by while N corresponds to 3 per cent

of Si and a quicker rate of cool ing, Both sets of condit ions wil l produce castings

having a eutecto id matrix but not identical properties, because the quicker cooling in

the latter case must produce smaller and less angu lar graphite particles and hence a.

stronger metal .

Cast Iron of M aximum S trength . From the foregoing considerations the fol low

ing conclusions may be drawn : (1) to possess maximum strength , cast iron should be
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collectively as “ free or excess cementite (M D ) are so merged that they cannot

be dist inguished from each other
,
while the eutecto id cementite exists as a

distinct constituent of pearl ite . In the diagram PD represents the total cementite

(free and eutectoid) in the alloy and CP the ferrite, that is its ult imate structural
composition .

Solidification of Hyper- Eutectic Cast Iron .

- The mechanism of the solidifi

cation oi hyper - eutect ic cast iron and of its subsequent transformation on slow cool

ing may be represented graphical ly , as shown in Figure 364 . It is assumed in this

diagram that no graphitic carbon is formed .

On reaching its l iqu idus
,
EF

,
in the vicin ity of deg . C. in the case of a pure

al loy containing 5 per cent Of carbon
,
cement ite begins to form , and its formation

cont inues to the sol idus l ine
, as indicated by the triangle FGI

—I . On reaching the

sol idus ( 1130 deg . C .) the molten portion of the al loy has the eutect ic composit ion

per cent of carbon) , and it sol idifies as an austenite - cementite eutect ic, IG,

contain ing IK per cent of austenite and KC per cent of cement ite . This is in ao

cordance with the sol idification of the molten so lut ion of any two metals capable

of forming a eutect ic al loy as explained in Chapters XXV and XXVI . On cool ing

from its sol idus to its eutectoid or Ar l point (700 deg . C .) the eutect ic austenite
rej ects cementite

,
as indicated by the triangle KQN ,

unt il
,
on reaching the eutectoid

point
,
it is of eutectoid composit ion

,
and is converted into pearl ite contain ing LM

per cent of ferr ite and MQ per cent of cement ite . The alloy wil l finally consist of

UD per cent of pro - eutect ic cementite , TU per cent of eutect ic cementite , S T per

cent of pro - eutecto id cementite
,
RS per cent of eutectoid cementite

,
and CR per

cent of ferrite . The pro - eutectic
,
eutect ic , and pro - eutectoid cementites are merged,

and cannot be distinguished from each o ther under the microscope . Their sum
,
SD

,

constitutes the free cement ite of the al loy . The eutectoid cementite , RS , on the

contrary
,
remains int imately associated with the ferrite to form the constituent

pearl ite , represented by CS in the diagram . RD represents the total percentage Of

cementite in the al loy .

Solidification of Hypo - Eutect ic Cast Iron. The mechanism of the sol idification

of hypo - eutectic al loys may likewise be graphical ly represented as shown in Figure 365 .

On reaching its l iquidus , EF,
pro - eutectic austen ite contain ing per cent of car

bon begins to form. Assuming the cast
. iron to contain per cent of carbon , its

temperature would then be in the vic inity of 1225 deg . C . In cool ing from the

l iquidus to the sol idus or eutect ic temperature , GK,
austenite continues to form , the

percentage of that constituent solidifying between the l iquidus and the sol idus be

ing represented by the triangle ECH . On reaching the eutect ic temperature , the

l iquid portion of the al loy has reached the eutect ic composit ion and now sol idifies as

an austenite - cementite eutectic , HK,
contain ing HI per cent of austenite and IK

per cent of cementite fol lowing in th is the behavior of al l binary al loys in which a

eutect ic al loy is formed (Chapters XX V and XXVI ) . On cool ing from the eutect ic

to the eutecto id or Arl temperature , both the pro - eutect ic and the eutect ic austen ite

rej ect cementite , as indicated by the triangle IMN At the eutectoid temperature ,
LO ,

the remaining austenite is of eutectoid composition and is transformed into

pearl ite
,
LM

,
containing LT per cent of ferrite and TM per cent of cementite . Below

the eutecto id temperature
,
therefore

,
the cast iron consists of CR per cent of pear l ite

and RD per cent of free cement ite , the pearl ite contain ing CQ per cent of ferr ite an d

QR per cent of cementite , and the free cementite RS per cent of cement ite of eutect ic
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origin , and SD per cent of cementite of pro - eutectoid origin . QD evidently represents

the total cementite in t h e al loy .

The Graphitizing of Cementite . I t is wel l known as more ful ly explained in

Ch apters XXIV and XXVI that cementite readily breaks up into iron (ferrite) and

graphite when heated to a suffi c iently high temperature , and it is l ikewise wel l known

that the higher the temperature the more easi ly does th is dissoci at ion take place
,

and that sil icon also promotes it . Bearing in mind the influence of temperature on

the graphitization of cement ite , we are j ustified in assuming that the higher the tem

perature at which cementite forms the more readily will it be converted into ferrite

and graphite on subsequent cooling .

“ It fol lows from the foregoing assumption that

the graphitiz ation of t h c cementite formed in iron - carbon al loys during and below

their sol idification wil l take place in t h e fo l lowing order with increasing difficulty (1)
gr aphitization of pro - eutectic cementite, (2) graphitiz ation of eutectic cement ite

,

(3) graphitization of pro— eutectoid cementite
,
and (4) graphit ization of eutectoid

cementite .

Graphitiz ing of Hyper - Eutectic Al loys .

— In hyper - eutectic al loys pro - eutect ic
cement ite forms as soon as the al loy begins to sol idify and keeps on forming to the

eutectic temperature . At such h igh temperature the dissociat ion tendency is so great

that graph ite very readily forms
,
even in the absence of si l icon and during relatively

rapid cool ing . If t ime be given
,
the graphite result ing from the dissociation of pro

eutectic cementite r ises to the surface of the st il l l iqu id bath , when it is known as
“ kish .

”
Upon reaching the eutectic temperature , eutect ic cement ite forms

,
which

easily breaks up into iron and g raphite if t h e cool ing be suffic iently slow
,
its graphi

tiz at ion being assisted by the presence of nuclei of pro - eutect ic graph ite . In cool ing

from the eutect ic to the eutecto id temperature pro - eutecto id cementite is expel led

by the austen ite . The graphitization of pro - eutectoid cementite
,
however

,
proceeds

with less readiness because of the relat ively low temperature now prevailing
,
although

assisted by the presence of many nuclei of pro - eutectic and eutectic graphite . A

large percentage of si l icon and very slow cool ing would of course promote it . If

some of the pro - eutecto id cement ite fails to be graphit ized the result ing cast iron

wil l necessar ily have a hyper - eutectoid matrix and wil l probably be mottled. Upon

reaching the eutecto id temperature eutectoid cementite is formed , but its graph it iz a

t ion , although greatly assisted by the presence of much graphite , wil l require, at least

to be complete
,
very slow cool ing and the presence of considerable si l icon . It is

,
of

course , ev ident that if some pro - eutectoid cement ite has escaped graphitization none

of the eutecto id cementite wil l graphitize , since the dissociat ion of cementite becomes

more difficult as the temperature is lowered . In case the graphit ization of eutecto id

cement ite is complete , a rare instance , the result ing cast iron has a pure
,
or rather

carbonless
,
ferrite matr ix . If it is incomp lete the matr ix wi l l be hypo - eutectoid and

the cast iron belong to one of the foundry grades .

Graphitizing of Eutectic Al loys — Ou reaching the sol idification temperature

eutect ic cement ite is formed , which breaks up quite readily into ferrite and graphite

unless prevented from do ing so through rapid cool ing . On cooling from the eutectic

to the eutecto id temperature pro - eutecto id cement ite forms
,
the graphitiz ation “of

which is promoted by the presence of nuclei of eutectic graphite but opposed by the

lower temperature now prevail ing . It may , however, be complete in the presence o f

suffic ient sil icon . If it remains incomplete the cast iron wil l have a hyper- eutectoid

matrix . The graphit i zation of the eutecto id cement ite formed at the eutectoid
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CHAPTER XXIII

IMPURITIES IN CAST IRON

In the preceding chapter cast iron has been considered as a pure alloy of iron and

carbon
,
but l ike steel , commerc ial cast iron always contains vary ing proportions of

s il icon
,
manganese , phosphorus , and sulphur , and we should now examine the in

fluence of these impurities on its structure and consequently on its properties .

S il icon in Cast Iron . Cast iron seldom contains less
'

than per cent sil icon

and frequently asmuch as 3 or per cent . As in the case of steel this s il icon prob

ably combines with some of the iron to form the sil ic ide of iron , FeSi, wh ich is then

dissolved in the balance of the iron . The ferrite of cast iron , therefore , always holds

a
. considerable amount of sil icon or rather of the sil icide FeSi in solution . It has been

seen that sil icon produces exactly three times its own weight of FeSi; cast iron with

2 per cent O f si l icon,
for instance

,
wil l contain 6 per cent o f FeSi dissolved in its fer

rite . The influence of si l iconon the properties of cast iron is very important chiefly

through its promoting the formation of graphit ic carbon and , therefore , increasing

the softness and
,
if carried too far , decreas ing the strength of cast iron . It is why

foundrymen often speak of sil icon as a “ softener .” The influence of sil icon in cans

ing the decomposition of the carbide F9 30 is ascribed by Stead , Hatfield , and others

to the presence of some si licon in the carbide which is thereby rendered less stable .

That sil icon increases fluidity while decreasing shrinkage and ch il l is also wel l known .

The influence of si licon to decrease the percentage of carbon in t he iron - carbon

eutectic has been considered in the preced ing chapter .

The occurrence of varying amounts of si l icon in cast iron cannot be detected under

the microscope , unless indirectly and roughly through the presence of more or less

graphitic carbon . It is probably true
,
however

,
that under otherwise simi lar con

ditions
,
the more sil icon present in ferrite the slower the etching of that constituent .

The ferrite of cast iron with hypo - eutecto id matrix , for instance , possibly because of

its greater si l icon content , O ften remain s bril l iant after the usual deep etching treat

ment which would color decidedly some of the grains of the ferrite of wrought iron

or of low carbon steel .

Sulph ur in Cast Iron . Cast- iron castings of good quality should not contain

more than per cent of sulphur while but a trace of that element may be present .
’

In the manufacture of chil led castings , however, as much as per cent sulphur is

somet imes al lowed . It has been explained in Chapter IX that because of the great

affi nity of manganese fer sulphur these two elements readily combine to form the

manganese sulphide M nS
,
each part by weight of sulphur giving rise to the forma

tion approximately of 2% parts Of MnS . Cast iron with per cent sulphur , for

instance , would contain about per cent of M nS . As in the case of steel this
386
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sulphide occurs in the form of rounded particl es of a dove gray or slate color embedded

in the metall ic matrix (Fig . Should there not be enough manganese present to

comb ine with all the sulphur , the remaining sulphur would unite with i ron to form

the sulphide FeS which would occur as rounded yel low areas . It should be noted
,

however
,
that since it requires less than 2 parts by weight Of manganese to combine

with one part Of sulphur , when cast iron contains twice as much manganese as it does

su lphur no iron sulphide can be formed , theoretically at least . S ince it is seldom that

cast iron does not contain a considerably greater proportion of manganese t h e occur

rence o f FeS 1n cast iron should be rare .

The influence of sulphur m opposing the formation of graphitic carbon has already
been mentioned ; it may consequently be said t o harden cast iron . Hatfield bel ieves

Fig . 366 . Partial lymalleab lized cast iron . Magn ified 670diameters . Sul

phur about per cent, manganese per cent . (C . C . Buck
, Cor

respondent Course student . )

that th is influence of sulphur is due to the presence o f some sulphide o f iron disso lved

in the iron carbide and increasing its stabil ity . It has also a well—known influence in

increasing the depth of “

chil l ” in sol idifying cast iron against a ‘

metal wall , that is

the thickness o f metal free from graphitic carbon produced by the cool ing action of

that
‘

wall . Its other influences are harmful as it increases shrinkage , causes the mol ten

metal to be sluggish
,
and induces unsoundness .

M anganese in Cast Iron . Spec ial cast irons are made , knownas spiegele isen ,
ferro - manganese

,
e t c .

, containing very large proportions o f manganese , but in ordi

nary castings the amount o f manganese seldom exceeds 2 per cent and may be as low

as 0. 10 per cent . It has been shOwn in Chapter IX that when manganese is present in
these relatively small proportions it first combines with sulphur to form the sulphide
MnS , and then with carbon to form the carbide M ngC,

this carbide uniting with t h e
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carbide Fe3C to form cementite . The cementite of cas t iron , therefore , l ike that of

steel nearly always contains some MngC. S ince iron and manganese
,
however

,
have

nearly the same atomic weights it remains true that to obtain the percentage of cemen

t ite in any commerci al iron - carbon alloy it suffices to multiply its percentage of com

bined carbon by fifteen .

The influence of manganese in opposing the formation of graphit ic carbon has

already been noted . It is explained by some on the ground that the carbide M 1130 i s

more stable th an FO gC . L ike sulphur manganese is a hardener , its presence in large

proportions increasing the difficulty of machining castings . It promotes the absorp
t ion of carbon by iron . Some bel ieve that it increases shrinkage and that while it

has no marked influence on the depth of t h e chil l i t increases its hardness .

Fig . 367.

— A lloy of iron and phosphorus . Fig . 368. Alloy of iron and phosphorus .
Phosphorus per cent .

“ Magnified 350 Phosphorus 8 per cent . Magnified 250

diameters . (Stead ) diameters . (Stead )

Ph osph orus in Cast Iron . It has been explained in Chapter XX that when

phosphorus occurs in very smal l quantities as it does in steel
,
the total ity of it prob

ably forms the phosphide F831) , which is then disso lved by the iron . In cast iron
,

however, because of the frequent presence of a considerable proportion of phos

ph orus and Of a larger proportion of carbon this element assumes another condition .

The occurrence of phosphorus in cast iron was first studied and described by Stead .

The resu lts of h is important investigations are briefly summarized below

(1) When phosphorus is al loyed with carbonless iron in amounts vary ing from

traces to per cent , it forms a phosphide corresponding to the formula F831) ,
which is held in sol id solution by the iron . All the metals used commercial ly

,
such

as wrought iron and steels contain ing very l ittle carbon
,
may be included in th is

class . They consist essential ly of polyhedral grains of ferrite holding FeaP in

solution .

(2) When the metal contains from to per cent phosphorus it consists of

a saturated solution of FeaP in iron per cent P) and of a eutectic al loy contain
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and iron (ferrite) contain ing a little phosphorus in so lut ion . After heat tin t ing the

constituents of the ternary eutectic are readily distinguishable
,
th e

'

iron carbide being

colored red , the iron phosphide purple , and the ferrite contain ing some phosphorus

Fig . 371 . A lloyof iron, phosphorus, and car Fig . 372 . A lloy of iron
,
phosphorus, and

bon . Phosphorus per cent, carbon bon . Phosphorus per cent
,
carbon

per cent . Magn ified 60 diameters . (Stead ) per cent . Magni fied 250 diameters. (Stead )

Fig . 373. Al loy of iron, phosphorus, and car

bon . Phosphorus per cent, carbon

per cent . Magnified 250 diameters . (Stead )

in so lut ion
,
white . While such is the character of the phosphide eutectic in white

and mottled cast iron , Stead writes that in very gray ph osph oretic metals the car

bon diffuses out o f it and a binary eutect ic of F9 3P and iron contain ing in solution
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a l ittle phosphorus is formed . For this binary phosphide eutect ic of gray cast iron

first described by Stead in 1900 th e author proposed the name of
“ steadite .

” It con

tain s according to Stead about 10 per cent phosphorus and 90 per cent iron .

The structures of some iron alloys containing per cent phosphorus and in

creasing proportions of carbon are i l lustrated in Figures 371 to 373. The increasing

proportion of phosphorus thrown out of solution as a eutectic wil l be noted .

It wil l be obvious fromthe .
above description of the behavior of phosphorus that

in cast iron , because of the presence of a large amount o f carbon , nearly the whole of

the phosphorus is l iberated from its solution with iron a nd (E is
‘

ed
‘

t o o ccura s a t er

nary eutectic in white and mottled cast iron and as
'

a binary eutect ic or steadite in

gray cast iron , even if the metal contains less - than the"necessary amount of phos

ph orus needed to saturate the iron , namely per cent . Indeed so marked is
'

this

act ion of carbon that Stead tells us that in stee l containing but per cent phos

ph orus a portion of it is l iable to be thrown out of solution in the presence of per

cent carbon .

To sum up
,
the phosphorus in ordinary steels occurs chiefly and probably alto

gether as the phosphide FesP dissolved in iron while in cast iron it occurs chiefly if

not entirely as a eutectic . While Stead writes that the whole of the phosphorus is

not l iberated from solution even in the presence of much carbon ,

‘

t h e amount re

tained in solution in the presence of some 3 per cent or more carbon is apparently

very small and it may probably be assumed for al l pract ical purposes that in cast

iron the whole of the phosphorus is present as a eutect ic
,
for Stead says that the

phosphide eutectic may be detected in cast iron contain ing as l ittle as per cent

phosphorus . The structure of gray ph osph oret ic cast iron is il lustrated in Figures

374 and 377. The various const ituents
,
graphite

,
pearl ite

,
free ferrite

,
and steadite

are easily distinguishable as fol lows : dark plates
,
graphite ; dark , rounded const it

uent , pearl ite ; white , structureless , ferrite ; white , mottled (dotted) , steadite . The

structure of the phosphide eutect ic is shown more h ighly magnified in Figure 375 .

The matr ix of the cast iron il lustrated in Figures 374 and 375 i s free from . com

bined carbon , consist ing , t h erefore ,
‘

exclusively of ferrite and steadite ; in Figure376
the matrix contains both considerable pearl ite and free ferrite ; the cast iron

shown in Figure 377 has a eutecto id matrix .

Stead recommends heat t inting as a suitable treatment for br inging out the

phosphide eutectic, especially in white cast iron when there is danger of confound

ing it with cementite . The heat - tinting method of Stead has been described in

Chapter I I .

Stead explains as fo llows the fact that a relatively high proportion of phosphorus

in cast iron does not produce extreme britt leness .
“ The reason why ph osph oretic pig irons are not more brittle than they are is

because the eutect ic separates into isolated segregations
,
and does not form con

t inuous cells round the crystal l ine grains . When the phosphorus does not exceed

per cent the metal is comparatively strong
,
but an addition of per cent re

duces the strength materially, the reason of which is that the eutectic brittle areas

in metal with 2 per cent phosphorus approach each other c losely , leaving less of the

strong ground mass interven ing .

”

Phosphorus has no marked influence upon the condition in which carbon occurs

in cast iron but it increases the fluidity of the metal probably because of the forma

tion of a large quantity of . fusible and fluid phosph ide eutectic .
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Fig . 374 .

— Cast iron . Graphitic carbon per cent . Combined carbon
per cent. Phosphorus per cent. Magnified 100 diameters .

(F . H . Frankl in of Saunders and Franklin . )

Fig . 375 . Same as Fig . 374 but magnified 425 diameters . (F . H . Franklin
of Saunders and Franklin .)
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Critical
_

'

Points of Cast Iron Containing Phosphorus . H . I . Coe h as published

the interest ing and sign ificant cool ing curves o f cast iron containing increasing pro

portions of phosphorus reproduced in Figure 378. In the six samples of cast iron ih

volved the percentages of phosphorus were respectively

and The two upper points correspond to the sol idification of the iron - carbon

alloys , as explained in Chapters XXV and XXVI , the third point to the Solidifica

tion of the phosphide eutectic 1 and the fourth to the recalescence point (pearlite

format ion)
.

It is to be inferred from these curves that as phosphorus increases (a)
the melting - point of the al loy is lowered

, (b) the in tensity of the third point increases ,
(0) the position of the third point is s l ightly raised , and (d) the position of the point
of recalescence remains pract ical ly unaffected .

Fig . 378. Cool ing curves of cast- iron samples containing increasing per
centages of phosphorus . (H . I . Coe .)

S tructural Composition of Ph osph ore tic Cast Iron . S ince the presence of

per cent phosphorus causes
.
the product ion of 100 per cent steadite it fol lows that

the
"

phosphorus in cast iron gives rise to the formation of approximately 10 t imes its

own weight of steadite .

In calculating the structural composition of cast iron , therefore , the amount of

phosphorus present must be considered as it may very material ly lower the percent

age oi combined carbon needed to convert its matr ix into pearl ite . Bearing in mind

that cast i ron to be free from both free ferrite and free cementite must contain ferrite

and cement ite in the proportion of seven to one the fol lowing relat ion wil l indicate

the needed amount of combined carbon :

Ferrite 100 G 1oPh 15O 7 X 150 105C

V

cementite

or 100 G 10Ph 120C 0

Stead indicates 980 to 1000 deg . C . as t h e so l idification po int of t h e phosphide eutectic .
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in which G , C,
and Pb represent respectively t h e percentage of graphite , combined

carbon
,
and phosphorus

, 15O representing , of course , the proportion of cementite

and 1oPh that of steadite .

If the first term of the above equation is greater than 0 the metal wil l contain free

ferrite
, i.e . its matrix wi ll be hypo - eutectoid ; if it is smaller than 0 it wil l contain pure

cementite
,
i.e . its matr ix wil l be hyper- eutectoid .

In the presence of 3 per cent of graphite and 1 per cent phosphorus, for instance ,
the percentage of combined carbon needed to produce a eutecto id matrix wil l readily

be obtained in solving the equat ion

100 — 3 — 10 — 120C = 0

which calls for per cent combined carbon . Less combined carbon would pro

duce free ferrite whi le more would cause the format ion of free cementite .

In calculating the structural composit ion of any ph osph ore tic cast iron of known

percentage of phosphorus
,
graphite

,
and combined carbon

,
it should first be asoer

tained therefore whether its matrix will be hypo or hyper - eutecto id . Let us assume
,

for instance, a cast iron contain ing per cent phosphorus, per cent graphite
,

and per cent combined carbon . S ince 100 15 120 X is greater

than 0 the matrix of the iron wil l be hypo - eutectoid , that is the metal wil l contain

free ferrite . The following equations wil l then permit the ready calculation of its

structural composit ion .

(2) P 1200

(3) S 10Ph

which give

Pearlite (P) per cent

Free ferrite (F)
Steadite (S)
Graphite (G )

Taking another example , a cast iron contain ing 2 per cent graphite , per cent
combined carbon , and per cent of phosphorus

,
since 100 2

.

120 X

is less than 0, the iron wi ll contain free cementite . Its structural composition wi l l be

obtained by solving the equat ions

(2) P 150 1oPh — G )
(3) S 10Ph

which give

Pearl ite (P) per cent

Free cementite (Cm)
Steadite (S)
Graphite (G)

Ch emical vs . S tructural Composition . It will now be instructive to compare the
chemical composition of cast iron both ult imate and proxirnat e with its structural
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composit ion . To that effect let us assume a cast iron of the fol lowing ultimate chemi

cal composition :

Graphit ic carbon

Combined carbon

Si l icon

Phosphorus

M anganese

Sulphur

Iron (by difference)

In view of the foregoing considerations the fol lowing proximate compounds wil l

formed :

(1) per cent S wil l produce about per cent Mns.

(2) percent M nS contains about per cent M n .

(3) This leaves per cent M n in excess to combine wit-h carbon .

(4) per cent Mn wil l form per cent M n3C.

(5) per cent M D 3C contains about per cent carbon .

(6) This leaves per cent carbon to combine with iron .

(7) per cent carbon wil l form per cent Fe3C.

(8) per cent phosphorus wil l form per cent FCgP .

(9) per cent sil icon wil l form per cent Fesi .

The proximate chemical analysis of the cast iron considered wi l l consequently be :

Graph it ic carbon per cent

F030

MngC

F831
)

FeSi

M nS

Iron (by difference)

Knowing the proximate chemical constituents the structural composit ion can be

readily calculated . The Fe3C and M ngC form the cementite , hence the cast iron

contains per cent cementite . The whole of this cementite , s ince

the iron evidently has an hypo - eutectoid matrix ,
wi l l combine with ferrite in the

proportion of 7 to 1 to form pearl ite , hence the cast iron wil l contain X 8

per cent pearl ite ; per cent phosphorus means per cent of steadite ; the

per cent of FeSiwil l be disso lved in the ferrite while the small quantity of MnS wil l

occur as independent minute partic les . The structural composit ion wil l therefore be

Pearl ite (P) per cent

Free ferrite (F) (by difference)
Steadite (S)
G raphite (G )
M nS
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CHAPTER XXIV

MALLEABLE CAST IRON

Graphitiz ing of Cementite . The unstabil ity of cementite has already been al

luded to . It has been mentioned that the prolonged anneal ing of high carbon steel

above its crit ical range was always l ikely to result in the formation of some graphit ic
carbon through the dissociationof the unstable cementite according to the reaction :

FegC = 3 Fe + C

The graph itic carbon formed in this way is often cal led
,
according to Ledebur

temper ” carbon to distinguish it from the graphite formed during the sol idification

of cast iron . This breaking up of cementite into ferrite and graphite takes place the

more readily (1) the more combined carbon in the metal , (2) the higher the tempera

ture , (3) the longer the exposure to a h igh temperature , (4) the more sil icon and the

less manganese and sulphur present . The influence of a large amount of combined

carbon in promoting th e graphit iz ing of cementit e ' is made evident by the facts (1 )
that iron- carbon al loys contain ing less than some per cent carbon cann ot be

made graphitic under the most favorable anneal ing conditions even when contain ing

much sil icon
, (2) that in stee l containing in the vic in ity of one per cent carbon the

graphitiz ing proceeds very slowly and remains partial, and (3) that in alloys contain

ing per cent or more of combined carbon and a sufficient amount of si l icon the

conversion of cementite into iron and graphite takes place readi ly and can be carried

to completion , combined carbon disappearing altogether . The influence of tempera

ture and time upon the dissoc iat ion of cementite was to be expected . Evidences wi ll

be presented in Chapter XXVI to show that the higher the temperature at which

cementite forms the more readily is it converted into iron and graphit ic carbon
,
dur

ing so l idification and subsequent cool ing . The influence of sil icon in graph itiz ing

cementite could l ikewise have been antic ipated because of its wel l - known power to

cause the format ion of graphitic carbon during and below sol idification . It wi l l be

argued in Chapter XXVI that the format ion of graphite during sol idificat ion always

results from the dissoci at ion of cementite , that is, that cementite (FegC) always forms
first but being very unstable readily breaks Up into iron and graphite , its dissoc iation

being promoted (1) by slow cool ing and (2) by the presence of s il icon .

The conversion of combined carbon into graphitic or rather temper carbon finds

an important industrial application in the manufacture of so - called malleable cast

iron castings
,
also termed malleable castings

,

” “ malleable cast iron , and even
“mal leable ” pronounced mallable .

The metal lography of these castings should now be considered .

M alleab le Cast- Iron Castings ; — The adj ective “ malleable ” always used in de

scrib ing these castings is misleading for it suggests amalleabil ity, and other proper
398
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t ies akin to those of steels
,
which malleable castings are far from possessing . By

malleabil ity the metal lurgist always understands that property which makes it pos

s ible to convert a metal l ic mass into commercial shapes by rol ling, hammering, e t c .

,

and such degree of malleability is not present in malleable cast iron ; It is why in the

author ’s opin ion this product should continue to be classified as cast iron in spite of

the arguments recently presented to classify it as steel on the ground that it is more

malleable than ordinary cast iron . The manufacture of malleable cast - iron castings

cons ists in subj ect ing to a long annealing treatment cast - iron castings of suitable

composition whereby some of the carbon may be expelled by oxidat ion while most

if not the whole of the remaining is converted into graphite (temper carbon) . The

various factors influenc ing this operation wil l be briefly described .

O riginal Castings . The castings to be subj ected to the malleabl iz ing treatment

are o ften cal led “ hard castings because they are invariably made of white cast iron

and are therefore very hard and brittle . The reason why the original castings must

be made of white cast iron wil l be obvious if it be considered that the malleabil ity to

be imparted to these castings is to result chiefly
,
and in some cases altogether, from a

conversion of combined carbon into temper carbon as explained above . Any graphite

particle existing in the casting wi ll be unaffected by the anneal ing treatment and wil l

be a source of weakness in the finished casting . Clearly, therefore , the hard castings

should be free from graphitic carbon . As to the amount of carbon that should be

present
,
theoretical considerations lead us to conclude that the less carbon

'

th e more

duct ile should be the castings after thorough mal leabl iz ing , for , after al l , the particles

of temper carbon while much less inj urious than the hard brittle cementite from

which they are derived are nevertheless a source of weakness chiefly because of their

breaking up the continuity of the metall ic mass . Again a smaller proportion of car

bon necessarily means a shorter anneal ing operation . The desirabil ity of low carbon

content in cast - iron castings to be malleablized is un iversal ly recognized and it is

partly why a large proportion of these cas tings are made in the
“
air

” furnace or open

hearth furnace , as by their use the percentage of carbon can be lowered . On the

other hand
,
as already mentioned

,
if the proportion of combined carbon be smal l the

graphitiz ing takes place with greater difliculty . These considerations point to the

existence of a lower as wel l as of an upper l imit for the carbon content of hard

castings . In the maj ority of cases the percentage of carbon varies between

and per cent . According to M o ldenke it should not be lower than per

cent .

The beneficial act ion of sil icon has been referred to ; it greatly promotes the graphi
t iz ing of the cementite . It might seem then as if the more si l icon inthe hard casting
the better at least up to some 2 or 3 per cent . Castings of white cast iron cannot be

made , however, in the presence of much sil icon since this element would cause the

formation of graphitic carbon on sol idification , even during quick cooling
,
and the

casting would not be white . And since large castings wil l sol idify more slowly than

smaller ones it is evident that in large castings especi al ly but a relatively smal l amount

of si l icon can be al lowed . It is probably true that as much si licon should be intro

duced in the cast iron as wil l permit the making of white castings and this proportion

of si licon wil l necessari ly decrease as the size of the casting increases . In pract ise it

is found to vary between per cent in large castings (4 inches thick or more)
and per cent in very small castings for like sol idification , conditions and subse

quent cool ing . In the maj ority of cases the sil icon content varies between0.50
'

and
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1 per cent .1 M oldenke writes that the best al l around percentage of si l icon for gen

eral castings is A . L issner recommends per cent sil icon for castings one
inch thick .

In M oldenke
’

s opinion the manganese shou ld not exceed per cent as a larger

amount is l iable to cause trouble on anneal ing and difficulty in mach ining . Phos

ph orus according to the same authority should not exceed per cent “while sulphur

should not exceed and preferably not per cent . These figu res represent

American practise on ly , in Europe cast—iron castings being malleabl ized containing

considerably more sulphur and phosphorus .

Fig . 379 . Hard casting (wh ite cast iron) . Magnified
67 diameters . (Boylston .)

The structure of a hard casting of suitable composition for the malleabl i z ing

process is shown in Figure 379 . It wil l be seen to be characterist ic of the structure

of white cast iron .

Annealing O peration .

— The hard castings are placed in an ann eal ing box and

firm ly packed in a suitable material . The boxes are then placed in the anneal ing

furnaces and with their contents exposed to a desirable temperature for a suitab le

length of t ime . These various steps should be briefly considered .

Packing M at erials .

— The packing material affords a support for the castings

while it may or may not play an important part in the process itself according to its

being (1) oxidiz ing or (2) non - oxidiz ing . In h is pioneer work
,
in 1722, Reaumur

surrounded white cast iron with crushed iron oxide , the oxygen of which removed a

large proportion of the carbon during the subsequent long anneal ing treatment at a
high temperature . G iven a suffi ciently high temperature and sufficient ly long expo

sure nearly the whole of the carboncould in this way be elim inated from smal l cast

1 According to A . L issner doubling th e sulphur reduces th e speed ofdissociation of th e cementite
5 t imes

'While an increase of per cent si licon doubles th e speed . Th e restraining effect of

per cent sulphur is neutralized by an increase of per cent si licon .
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is stil l the prevail ing one in Europe . The castings are annealed for four or five days

at a temperature of 800 to 900 deg . C . By removing some castings from the anneal

ing box from t ime to time and examin ing t h eir
i

structure the progress of the operat ion
may be readi ly observed . The fol lowing transformations are noted as the operation

progresses : (1) a narrow white r im of decarburized metal caused by the burn ing of

the carbon from the outside of the casting and a dark center caused by th e graph
itiz ing of some of the cementite , (2) a broader white r im and a smaller and darker
core due to the burning of more carbon and to the formation in the center of the cast

ing of more graphit ic carbon
,
the graphitiz ing of the cement ite being new indeed

poss ibly complete
, (3) the fracture of the metal IS new wh ite and steely to the very

center showing that most .of the carbon has been removed by oxidation . These con

elusions are fully confirmed by the microscopical examinat ion of the structure of

castings subj ected to this annealing treatment for various lengths of t ime . As this
oxidation of the carbon is

'

necessarily a very slow process,White heart castings of
smal l size only are made

,
general ly not over inch thick . For mal leabl iz ing larger

castings the “ black heart process soon to be described i s decidedly superior .White heart castings have a rather coarse fracture and st ructure because of the
high and prolonged heating to which they were exposed . Since they resemble low

carbon steels in composit ion and structure it would seem as if
_ their properties could

be very material ly improved by suitable heat treatment as
,
for instance , by annealing

fol lowed by cool ing in oil or in air according to their carbon content . M oldenk e

states that the European white heart malleable castings bend excel lently and are

very good
,
though slightly weaker than black heart castings .

Annealing for Black Heart ” Castings . For the p roduct ion of black heart cast

ings
,
since the oxidation of carbon is of secondary importance

,
the anneal ing tem

perature need not be so h igh nor indeed is it necessary to use. an oxidiz ing packing .

As already mentioned
,
oxidiz ing packings are general ly used , however, because of the

apparent greater strength they impart to the castings . A certain amount of carbon ,
therefore

,
is burnt at the surface of the casting causing a narrow white rim while the

core is very dark
,
hence the name of black heart given to these castings . This dark

ness of the core is due as we now understand it to the transformation of cement car

bon into temper carbon .

The anneal ing temperature for the production of black heart castings isg enerally
between 700 and 800 deg . C . in the case of air furnac

’

e iron
,
that is

,
but slightly above

the crit ical range of the metal and the lengt h of time at the full converting tempera

ture between 2% and 3 days . M oldenke states that cupola iron castings should be

annealed at temperatures some 65 to 120 deg . higher and writes : 1
“ Just why there should be a difference in the temperature required for castings

of the same composit ion when made in the cupola or in the air furnace, i s one of the

unsolved problems . It may be chemical in that the degree of oxidation h as i ts effect

on the Open ing up of the structure under the influence of heat . It may
,
on the other

hand
, h e a matter of molecular physics , and depend on the constitution and structure

of the castings as made
,
either in the contact of fuel with iron , or not . Possibly it

may be a combination of both the chemical and the physical . Yet the problem sti l l

remains to be so lved .

”

In completely malleabl ized black heart castings pract ical ly the whole of the car

4 A . L issner wr ites that in cupola metal containing per cent sulphur temper carbon beg ins to
form at 760 deg . C .
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bon should be present in the graphitic condition,

'

th e castings consisting then of a

narrow case of decarburized iron and of a core made up of ferrite and particles of

temper carbon , as shown in Figure 380. The structure of the core both before and

after etching is further i l lustrated in Figures 381 and 382 . I f the malleabliz ing is but

partial because of too low a temperature , too short a treatment , too l ittle si licon ,
or

for some other reason
,
considerable dissolved carbon may remain which in cool ing

through the critical range wil l give rise to the formation of pearl ite . The structure of

Fig . 380. Black heart malleable casting showing decarburized
rim . Magnified 100 diameters . (Boylston . )

such partial ly malleabl ized cast iron is i l lustrated in Figure 383. It wil l be seen to
consist of graphitic carbon , pearl ite, and ferrite . The mechanism o f the formation

of such structures is obvious . At the end of the anneal ing treatment the metal
consisted of a mass o f austenite in which were embedded a number of particles of

temper carbon ; on slow cooling through the range the hypo - eutectoid austenite

rej ected some free ferrite until , its composition reaching the eutectoid carbon ratio
,

it was converted into pearl ite . It will be noted that the pearl itic areas which sh ould

indicate the location o f the residual austenite are situated away from the temper
carbon partic les , the latter being surrounded by ferrite .
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Fig . 381 . Black heart cast ing . Magnified 100diameters . No t e tched .

(F . C . Langenberg in t h e author
’s laboratory .)

Fig . 382 . Black heartmalleable cast in g. Magnified 100diameters . Total carbon

per cent . S il icon per cent . Phosphorus per cent . Sulphur

per cent . Manganese per cent . (Boylston .)
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iron s t il l contain ing cons iderable combined carbon
,
cannot be as malleable as mallea

b liz ed cast iron free from combined carbon since its metal l ic matrix is necessarily

less malleable .

Cooling from Annealing Temperature . According to B . L . Leasman
,
the cool

ing from the anneal ing temperature to 1250 deg . F . should be very slow (42 hours)
while below it may be rapid .

Gray Cast Iron vs . M al l eabl e Cast Iron . From the foregoing description of the

nature and manufacture of malleable cast - iron castings it is evident that gray cast

iron and malleable cast iron may have exactly the same chemical composition , al

though
, of course , the former wil l general ly contain more sil icon and total carbon . In

spite of identical or nearly identical composit ion
,
however

,
these two metals differ

enormously in physical properties , gray cast iron being weak and brittle
,
malleable

cast iron much stronger , and endowed with remarkable shock - resisting qual ities . To

account for this we must look into the microstructure of both metals when it wil l be

observed that in gray cast iron the graphite occurs in large
,
general ly curved

,
flakes

and plates whereas in malleable cast iron it is present in small rounded particles , and

it may well be conce ived that the mode of occurrence of graphite in gray iron breaks

up the continuity of the metal l ic matrix much more effectively, therefore , weakening

it and destroying its duct il ity . Were it poss ible during the so lidification of cast iron

to cause the graphite to occur as it does in malleable cast iron , there is no reason to

doubt but that it would be as strong
.

and as ducti le .



CHAPTER XXV

CONSTITUTION OF METALLIC ALLOYS

For many years vague and confl icting opinions were entertained in regard to the

nature of metall ic alloys . It was not known whether these intimate associations of

two or more metals were merely mechanical mixtures or chemical compounds whil e

the existence of solid solutions was unsuspected . The application to the study of

metallic al loys of the determination of the solubility curves which had proved so

fruitful in investigating the mechanism of the sol idification of ordinary (l iquid) solu

tions and of mixtures of melted salts, soon followed by the microscopical examination

of their structure have at last r evealed their true constitution . We know now that

metallic alloys may be considered as solution of high freezing (solidification) point

and
,
therefore

,
solid at ordinary temperature, whereas the old conception of solution

appl ied only to substances liquid at that temperature . It is evident
,
however

,
that

the location of the freezing- point of a substance in the temperature scale can have

no bearing whatever upon its constitution , that is , upon the mode of occurrence

of its constituents and the nature o f the bond uniting them .

In these chapters the constitution of metall ic al loys wil l be considered only so far

as necessary to understand the equilibrium diagram described in Chapter XXVI in

which stee l and cast iron are considered as al loys of iron and carbon
,
i.e . as solutions

of these elements , l iquid at a very high temperature , frozen at ordinary temperature .

S ince moreover steel and cas t iron are considered as pure iron - carbon al loys it will

suffice for our purpose to deal only with alloys of two metals, that is, with binary

alloys .
The constitution of alloys is revealed chiefly (1) through the mechanism of their

solidification as disclosed by their “ fusibility ” curves, and (2) through the microscopi

cal examination of their structure after so lidification .

Solidification of Pure M etals. Let us first consider the solidification of a pure

metal by observing its rate of cool ing from the molten to the solid condition . This

involves the use of a pyrometer, preferably a thermo—electric (Le Chatelier) inst ru
ment

,
the hot j unction of which

,
suitably protected

,
is embedded in the cooling metal .

By recording the successive intervals of time in seconds requi red for each successive

cooling through ranges of temperature say of 10 deg . C .
, and plotting time against

temperature a cool ing curve of the typ e shown in Fig . 385 is obtained .

1 The teach

ings of such curves are obvious . Starting with the molten metal at A
,
its temperature

being T ,
its cooling from A to B , while its temperature is falling from T to Ts is uni

formly retarded . This results in the smooth , nearly straight portion AB of the curve .
The cooling of a molten metal above its sol idification point is in this respect simi lar

to the cooling of any substance free from thermal critical points ; the cooling curves

l Se lf - recording pyrometers may also be used.

407
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obtained in such cases are always smooth curves indicating a uniform increase in

time as t he temperature of the substance fal ls . The curve of Figure 1 indicate s the

occurrence of a sharp critical point at the temperature Ts corresponding to the hori

z ont al portion BC of the curve . It is evident that on reaching T3 the temperature

of the metal suddenly ceased to fall and remained stationary during an interval of

time represented by it’ . The metal then resumed a normal rate o f cooling which was

continued to atmospheric temperature as indicated by the smooth portion CD which ,
were it not for the j og BC; would be a continuation o f AB . We natural ly connect this

sudden appearance of a critical point in the cooling curve with the sol idification of the

Fig . 385 . Typical coo ling curve ofpure metal .

metal . It clearly indicates (1) that the metal begins to solidify at the temperature

T3, (2) that while it is solidi fying its temperature remains constant , (3) that the

solidification lasts t’ — t seconds . It is evident that during its solidification the metal

was exposed to the same cooling influences as those prevailing above and below it , and

since its temperature nevertheless remains constant it must be that heat is here

liberated in amount exactly sufficient to make up for the heat lost by radiation and

conduct ivity . Any attempt at increasing the rate of cooling during sol idification would

result in hastening solidification and not in lowering the temperature of the metal .

The heat evolved during the solidification of a substance is kn own as its “ latent heat

of sol idification . In Fig . 385 , AB then represents the cool ing of the liquid metal ,
BC its sol idification , and CD the cool ing of the sol idified metal . On heating a pure

metal from below to above its melting- point
,
a simi lar curve is obtained indicating

(1) that the melting- point coincides with the solidification point , at least under normal
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that alloys yielding such curves do not, like pure metals , sol idify at a constant tempera

ture but that their solidification
,
on the contrary, lasts t

’
— t seconds while their tempera

ture fal ls from Tb to To. Summing up , AB indicates the cooling of the molten alloy ,
B the beg inn ing, and C the end of its solidification , tt

’ the time required for its solidifi

cation
,
Tb Tc the fal l of temperature dur ing solidification , and CD the cool ing o f the

solidified al loy . Above the point B
,
therefore , the alloy is entirely liquid, below C it

is entirely solid
,
while between B and C it is partly liquid and partly sol id . The point

.

B

is accordingly called the liquidus point and C the solidus point .

B inary al loys whose cooling curves are of the typ e shown in Fig . 388 are known

to be solid solutions . In these al loys the component metals which are completely

merged in the liquid condition remain likewise so completely merged after solidifica

tion that their separate existence cannot be detected by microscopical examination or

Pure lead . Magnified 20 diameters . (F . C .

Langenberg in t h e author
’s laboratory. )

other physical means . They formed
,
on solidifying

,
homogeneous crystals containing

both metals in indefinite p roportions . These crystals are sometimes called “ mixed
crystals

”
and substances yielding them “ isomorphous mixt ures by which it is meant

that only isomorphous substances 1 can yield mixed crystals or in other words can form

solid solutions . The expression
“

solid solution ” is much preferable and is now quite
universal ly used

,
at least by the English and French .

The mechanism of the formation of sol id solutions of two metals should be ex
amined more c losely . Let us assume that a certain proport ion of the metal M of

relatively low melting- point is al loyed with , or dissolved in , the metal M
’ of higher

melting—point . The metal M may be considered as the solute and JVI ’ as the solvent .
It is bel ieved that when sol idification begins homogeneous crystals of M and M ’ are

formed but that they contain a smaller proportion of the fusible metal M than the

1 Isomorphous substances are those that are capable of crystallizing in th e same crystallographic
forms .
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liquid bath
,
which is thereby enr iched in M .

1 On further cooling these crystals grow

but the crystal line matter nowdeposited contains more of the metalM than the crystals

first formed
,
although still less than the molten bath which is furt her enr iched in M

and so on
,
the crystals growing through successive additions of crystalline matter con

taining increasing proportions of the dissolved and relatively fusible metal M , and

approaching , there fore , although not reaching, the composition of the molten metal

until finally the last drop sol idifies . M eanwhile , as the temperature is lowered through
and below the solidification range , diffusion takes place within the crystals so that

finally they become chemically homogeneous provided time slow

7 7m 6 .

Fig . 388. Typical coo ling curve of binary alloy whose component metals form a
solid so lution .

cooling) for complete diffusion . Like pure metals , alloys whose component metals
form solid solutions

,
are composed of polyhedral crystalline grains (see Fig .

Fusibility Curves of Binary Alloys wh ose Component M etals are Complete ly

Solub le in each O th er wh en Solid . So - called “ fusibi lity curves ” or “ equil ibrium

diagrams ” are obtained from any series of alloys by constructing the solidification

curves, as explained above, of a number of alloys of that series and plotting on a single

1 It is because t h e bath becomes richer in th e more fus ible metal M that its me lting -

po in t is
lowered, resulting in its so lidification covering a considerable and falling range of temperature . If

th e crystals first formed h ad th e same composition as t h e bath , so lidification would take place at a
constant temperature . Witness t h e so lidification of pure metals, of eutectic alloys, and of chemical
compounds : t h e so lidifying metal having t h e same composition as th e liquid from which it forms,
so lidification tak es place at a constant temperature .
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diagram the evolutions of heat observed . This has been done in Fig . 390 by uniting

the and the CC’
C
” points denoting respectively the beginning and the

end of the solidification of a number of al loys AA’
A” Leaving out the independent

cooling curves used for the construction of the fusibi lity curve , the diagram shown in

Fig . 391 is obtained , the co - ordinates being new temperature and composition . The

figure is typical of the fusibility curves of binary alloys whose component metals are

entirely soluble in each other when solid . They are composed of two branches , one

concave the other convex, uniting the melting - points of the constituent metals .

MLM ’ is known as the liquidus because any alloy of the series above that line is

entirely liquid
,
while M SM is called the solidus because any alloy below it is entirely

solid . Within the area MLM ’
SM the alloys are partly liquid and partly solid . The

solidification of these alloys should be further described with the help of this diagram .

Let us assume an alloy the composition of which is represented by the point P in the

Fig . 389 .

— ~ Copper - z inc alloy. Copper

per cent. Magnified 200 diameters. Ho

mogeneous so lid solution . (Gui llet . )

diagram and containing
,
therefore

,
75 per cent of the low melting- point metal M and

25 per cent of the less fusible metal M ’

. An alloy of that composition at the tempera

ture T is enti rely liquid since its condition is represented by a point situated above the

liquidus . As the al loy cools from P to l its temperature falling from T to t, it stil l

remains entirely liquid . At l
,
temperature t

,
solidification begins through the forma

tion of crystals whose composition must be represented by the point 3 at the inter

section of the solidus and of a horizontal line t hrough I, for it is evident that the only

crystals that can be in equilibrium at the temperature t with the liquid of composition

I must have the composition 3. To clarify, i f the crystals in equi librium with the

liquid l at the temperature t have not the composit ion 3, then they must necessari ly

contain either more of the metal M ’ or less of that metal . In other words , their com

position may be represented by the point x to the left of s or by the point y to its

right . It is evident that the composition of the crystals forming at the temperature t

from a liquid of composit ion I cann ot have the composition 3: since the corresponding

point falls within the area MLM ’
SM and since any point in this area cannot represent

the composition of the crystals existing at the corresponding temperature but must
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be represented by the point y to the right of s, then it is evident that these crystals

must h ave
'

formed at z , that is , at a temperature considerably higher than t
,
which

cannot be since our alloy does not begin to solidify before the temperature t is reached .

Hence the composition of the crystals forming at it, when the alloy P beg ins to solidify,
cann ot be represented by a point to the

,

right of 3. Clearly the point s must indicate t h e

composition of t h ese crystals . As the alloy cools from l to 0
,
that is

,
from t to t’ , the

crystals which began to form at I continue to grow by gradual deposition of crystal line

matter progressively richer in M while the remaining liquid bath likewise becomes

richer in M and consequently more fusible , its varying composition being represented

by ll’ . For any point 0 within the areaMLM ’

SM that is
,
when the alloy is in the proc

ess of solidification
,
the composition of the crystals in equilibrium at the correspond

ing temperature . t
’ with the solution l’ is represented by the point s ’ . This must

Fig . 392 . Iron—copper alloy . Copper 10per cent.
Magnified 125 diameters . Heterogeneous crys
talline grains . T h e dark parts are richer in
copper, t h e lighter parts richer in iron. (St -cad .)

necessarily mean that as the metal cools from t to t’ and while the crystals are grow

ing
,
diffusion must necessari ly take place in each crystal so that the concentric layers

of varying composition of which we may conceive that they are initial ly composed ,
assume the same composition s

’

,
the crystals being now homogenous . At tem

perature t
”

,
the solidification is complete . The last drop of liquid to solidify had the

composition l” . By diffusion the crystals , which began to form at s and grew from s to

s
”

,
that is

,
as the temperature fel l from t to t” ,

have assumed a homogenous chemical

composition . While this diffusion
,
however

,
needed t

fi

o

'

produce homogenous crystals ,
readily takes place during the crystal lization of liquid solutions , the case is different

with solid solutions . Unless solidification and subsequent cooling have been sufficiently

slow
,
solid solutions may remain heterogenous , i.e . the different layers of crystalline

matter of which each crystal is composed may not be of identical composition , th e

proportion of the most fusibl e metal increasing from center to outside (see Fig .

As
'

an instance o f binary al loys forming sol id solutions the fusibil ity curve of gold

platinum alloys is reproduced in Figure 393.

Binary All oys Forming Defin ite Compounds and Solid Solu tions .

— When two
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metals unite to form solid solutions
,
it does not necessarily imply that .they may not

chemical ly combine with each other as well . Important instances are known o f metals

forming a definite chemical compound , which compound is then dissolved in the re

maining excess metal . Two metals ill and M
’

,
for instance , may unite chemically to

form the compound Mwill ’y and unless the alloy contains the two metals exact ly in

the required atomic proportions, the compound may form a solid solution with the

excess of metal M or of metal M ’

,
as the case may be . In such cases the alloys should

be considered not as alloys of two metals but of one metal and of one chemical com

pound of two metals , when the mechanism described to explain _
th e

fi

solidification of

solid solutions wi l l be found applicable . Indeed we may conceive the existence of

alloys of two metals in which two definite compounds are formed , mutually soluble

and
,
therefore

,
forming solid solutions . Such alloys should be considered not as al loys

{Aw P b)

2 0 so 4 0 s o 70 . so s o /0

Atom/op t.

Fig . 393. Fusib ility curve alloys of go ld and platinum. (Desch . )

of two pure metals but of two chemical compounds , the mechanism of their solidifica
tion being then identical to that o f al loys of two metals .

Binary Al loys whose Component M etals are Insoluble in Each O th er in th e Solid

S tate . If two metals
,
although soluble in the liquid state , are insoluble when sol id , it

is evident that on sol idification they muSt crystallize separately into distinct crystals

readily di stinguishable under the miscroscope , in other words , that the solid alloy must

be an aggregate of the two metals . The study o f the mechanism o f the solidification

of such alloys and of their microstructure should receive some attention .

The typical cooling or solidification curve of an alloy of two metals insoluble in
each other when solid 1s shown m Figure 10. The curves are obtained as previously

exp lained by observing the time required by the alloy to cool through successive and

equal ranges of temperature and by plotting the times against the corresponding falls

o f temperature
,
or more conveniently and accurately by the use of self- registering

pyrometers . The curve o f Fig . 394 wil l be seen to cons ist o f four part s, namely, AL
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indicating a normal rate of cooling
,
LL’ a retarded cooling, L

’

S a stationary t empera

ture , and SB a normal rate of cooling to atmospheric temperature . It is log ical to

infer that AL represents the uniform cooling of the l iquid alloy and SB the uneventful

cooling of the solid metal
,
L being the liquidus point

,
and S the solidus . The portion

of the curve LL’

S represents the solidification of the al loy as the temperature falls

from t to t’ . It wil l be observed ( 1) that the solidification begins at L ,
temperature t,

(2) that it proceeds from L to L ’ as the temperature is falling, and (3) that the end of

the solidification takes place at a constant temperature, namely , t
’

, as indicated by the

7 7m 8

Fig . 394. Typ ical cooling curve of binary alloy whose component metals are
insoluble in each other in t h e solid state .

horizontal portion L’
S ,
the temperature of the alloy remaining constant during T

’
— T

seconds .

In Fig . 395 the solidification curves of a number of al loys of the same series have

been constructed as explained above
,
the alloys arbitrarily selected containing respec

t ively 10
,
20

,
40, 60, and 80 per cent of metal M . It wil l be noted that , with the

exception of the alloy containing 40 per cent of M ,
each alloy exh ibits two evolutions

of heat , namely an upper evolution , L ,
at varying temperatures and a lower, E , always

at the same temperature regardless of the composition of the alloy . By uniting the

upper points and the lower ones as indicated by dotted lines in Figure 1 1 , the so - called

fusibility curve or equilibrium diagram of that series o f alloys is obtained . In Fig . 396

the fusibi lity curve only is represented
,
the independent cooling curves used for its
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made up of three branches , namely , the two intersecting l ines LE and L
’
E starting

respect ively from the melting- points of the two const ituent metals and a horizontal

line SS ’ passing by the point o f intersection E of the fir st twO . . This is the typical

fusibi lity curve of binary alloys whose component metals are insoluble in each other

in the sol id condition . The solidification of these al loys should now b e examined more

c losely . Several features are obvious . Th e different alloys begin to sol idi fy at differ

ent temperatures according to their composition . At first
,
as the percentage o f M

increases from 0 to 40 (a proportion arbitrari ly selected) , the solidification point is

lowered fromL to E
,
while with further increase of M from 40 to 100 per cent

,
the

so lidificat ion
'

point is raised from E to L ’

. The solidification of all alloys , however ,
ends at the same temperature

,
namely

,
at the temperature S . Clearly , LEL

’ is the

liquidus and SES ’ the sol idus . The alloy containing 40 per cent of M is evidently the

most fus ible alloy o f the series since it remains liquid unti l the temperature S is reached

while other alloys begin to solidi fy at higher temperatures . This alloy of lowest

melting- point is known as the “ eutectic alloy
,
from the Greek meaning well melt

ing .

” It is evident that
,
like pure metals , eutectic al loys solidi fy at a constant tempera

ture , namely t he eutectic temperature . M any aqueous solutions also give rise to the

formation of solutions o f lowest freez ing—points cal led “
cryohydrates ” and whichwere

at first supposed to be true chemical compounds , that is , hydrates containing salt and

water molecules in atomic proportions . And
,
likewise

,
eutectic al loys were at first

supposed to be definite chemical compounds of the two metals . They are now known

to be aggregates of these metals generally very finely divided . This wil l be made c lear

by fol lowing the solidificat ions o f three alloys , R, R
’

,
and If.” (Fig . The alloy R

contains
,
according to the diagram

,
20 per cent of the metal 111 and 80 per cent o f the

metal M ’

. Since it contains less of the metal 211 than the eutectic alloy , we may for

convenience refer to it as an hypo— eutectic alloy, although of course in regard to the

content of M ’ it would be hyper - eutectic . In cooling from R to N the alloy remains

liquid . At N solidification begins through the formation of pure crystals of M
’

, that

is
,
of the metal which is present in excess above the eutectic ratio . The formation of

pure crystals of M ’
continues as the alloy cools from N to P and meanwhile the portion

of the alloy remaining liquid (we may cal l it the mother metal) becomes gradually

richer in M
,
i.e . it approaches gradually the composition of the eutectic alloy . Finally

at P
,
temperature S ,

the remaining liquid has exactly the eutectic composition and

now solidifies at a constant temperature , the solidification temperature o f the eutectic

alloy . In other words
,
as the alloy cools from N to P with formation of pure crystals

of metal M ’ the composition o f the portion o f the al loy remaining l iquid varies ac

cording to the line NKE ,
reaching the composition E ,

that is , the eutectic composition ,
always at the same temperature regardless of the in it ial composition o f the al loy.

When the al loy has cooled to O ,
for instance , a point between LE and SE , it is partly

liquid and partly solid
,
its temperature is T and the composition of the liquid portion

is represented by K ,
that is

,
it contains 30 per cent of the metal M . On furt her cooling

from O to P the composition o f themother metal shifts from K to E .

In the case o f the alloy R”

, containing a larger proportion of the metal 111 than the

eutectic al loy and which we may, therefore , consider to be hyper- eutectic , when it

reaches t h e point N ’ its solidification begins , pure crystals of the metal M being

formed wh i le the molten bath becomes gradually richer in M
’ gradually approaching ,

therefore
,
the composition of the eutectic alloy , unti l at the temperature S that com

position is reached when the remaining liquid solidifies at a constant temperature .
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Any point 0 ’ situated between L ’
E and S ’

E indicates an alloy in part solid and in

part liquid ; its temperature is T
’ and the composition o f the liquid is represented by

K ’
. O n cooling from O ’ to P ’ additional crysta ls o f pure ii] are formed , or those already

formed continue to grow while the composit ion of the molten metal shifts from K ’ to E .

Starting with the alloy R’ of eutectic composition , it remains liquid unti l at E ,

temperature S ,
it solidifies at a constant temperature

,
there being no excess metal to

be rej ected .

Seeing that the branch LE corresponds to the formation of pure crystals o f the

metal M ’ and the branch L’
E to the formation of pure crystals oLthemetalM , the con

elusion seems irresistible that their point o f intersection E must correspond to the

6 0

C amp o s/h e n .

Fig . 397. D iagram depicting t h emechanism of t h e so lidification ofalloys whose component me tals
are inso luble in each other in t h e so lid state .

simultaneous formation of crystals o f metal M and of metal M ’ and that the eutectic
al loy, there fore , must be a finely divided aggregate of M and M ’

. In other words
,
at

any point on the branch LE , the alloy is saturated with the metal M
’ so that the lower

ing of its temperature must cause the separation of M ’
crystals with corresponding

lowering o f the saturation point , that is , o f the solidification point o f the bath .
In a

similar way
,
at any point on the branch L’

E
,
the alloy is saturated with ill and a fall

in its temperature must result in the formation o f M crystals while the solidification

point o f the portion remaining liquid is thereby lowered . At E the alloy is saturated

with both metals so that any attempt at lowering its temperature must result in the

simultaneous deposition of crystals o f M and of M’

, and since the composition of the

bath remains the same
,
solidification now takes place at a constant temperature

.

Hence the constitution o f eutectic alloys and the reason for their constant freezing

temperature .

It has been attempted in Figure 397, to depict graphically the mechanism of the
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solidification of hypo - eutectic , eutectic , andhyper- eutectic alloys . As diagrams of this
k ind have already been used in these lessens the present one will be readily understood .

When the alloy R , for instance . reaches the point N ,
crystals of M form

,
their

M
'

% /00 so 6 0 4 0

Ch e m /c a / c om p O S /V
‘fo n .

398. D iagram showing t h e structura l composition of binary alloys whose component metals
are insoluble in each other in t h e sol id state .

C h em ic a l c omp o s /f/o n .

Fig . 399 . D iagram showing t h e fusibi lity curve and t h e st ructural
‘

composition of binary al loys
whose component metal s are insoluble in each other in th e sol id state .

formation as the metal cools from N to P being represented by the area NPP ’

. At P

the residual liquid , now of eutectic composition , solidifies at a constant temperature .

At any point 0 the composition of the portion sti l l liquid
,

is represented by K . The

completely solidified metal wi ll be made up of ab per cent of metal M and be per cent

of eutectic alloy.
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The composition diagram may with advantage be combined with the equi librium

diagram as it has been done in Figure 399 . Taking an al loy whose composition is

represented by R ,
for instance (20 per cent M and 80 per cent it is seen (1) that

it begins to solidify at N , (2) that as it cools from N to P pure crystals ofM
’ are formed ,

(3) that the percentage of M
’ thus liberated is represented by PK , (4) that at P the

remaining molten al loy now of eutectic composition solidifies , and (5) that K0 repre

sents the percentage of this eutectic alloy .

The graphical method used in these chapters for representing the structural com

position of al loys was first suggested by the author in 1896 . It h as since been widely

used and Tammann employs it to represent the heat l iberated by the solidification o f

the eutectic or the time taken for its sol idification , it being evident that both heat

and time must necessari ly be
’

proport ional to the amount of eutectic alloy formed . In

Fig . 402 .

— Eutectic al loy of bismuth and t in .

Magnified 200 d iameters . (Desch . )

Fig . there fore
,
the vertical distances o f the shaded area are proportional to the

times during which the temperature of the alloys remained constant while the residual

baths of eutectic composition were solidifying . The fusibi lity curve of lead- antimony

alloys is reproduced in Fig . 400 as an instance of al loys whose component metals are

entirely insoluble in each other after solidification .

From the foregoing it appears that solidified al loys of two metals insoluble in each

other are aggregates of these two metals and that three typ es of structure are to be

expected (1) the structure of hypo - eutectic alloys composed of crystals or crystall ine

grains or part icles o f one metal embedded in
,
or surrounded by

,
some eutectic alloy ,

(2) the structure of hyper—eutectic al loys consisting o f crystalline particles of the

other metal and of eutectic al loy
,
and (3) the structure of eutectic alloys consisting

of a finely divided aggregate of minute particles o f both metals . Th esc three types

are represented diagrammatically in Fig . 401 . Eutectic alloys are often made up o f

very thin alternate and paralle l plates or lamellae of each of t h e two constituents ,
but in some cases they consist of rounded or elongated particles o f one of the con

stituent s embedded in a matrix of the other constituents. The structures of some
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eutectic al loys are shown in Figures 402 to 404 . It wil l be noted that the constituents

of eutectic alloys are not always pure metals .

Binary Alloys whose Component M etal s are Partially Solub le in each O th e r wh en

Solid . M etals are seldom ab solutely insoluble in each other when solid, each metal

Fig . 403.

—
’ Eutectic (eutecto id) alloy of iron and FesC . Pearlite .

Magnified 1000 diameters . (Law.)

Fig . 404.

— Eutectic alloy of SnCu4 and C113P . Magnified 1000

diameters. (Law . )

in the maj ority of cases being capable of retaining in solid solution a small percentage

o f the other metal . The modifications which such partial solubility introduces in the

fusibi lity curve should be considered . Let us suppose two metals M and and let

us assume that the metal M ’ is capab le of retaining in solution immediately after
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sol idification
,
i.e . at the eutectic temperature , 5 per cent of the metal M and that the

metal M can retain in solid solution 10 per cent o f the metal M
’
. The fusibility curve

of these alloys constructed in the usual way wil l have the appearance indicated in

M

M
’

% /0 0 9 7 s o

C omp ass/fl an .

Fig . 405 .

— Typical fusibi l ity curve of alloys whose component metals are partially soluble in each
other in t h e solid state .

6 0 4 0

Ch e m /
'

c a / c o m /c o s f
‘

f io n

Fig . 406 .

— Diagram showing t h e structural composition of binary alloys whose component
metals are partially soluble in each other in t h e sol id state .

Figure 405 . By comparing it with the fusibil ity curve of metals entirely insoluble

(Fig . 396) it wil l be noted that the only differences between them are ( 1) that the

eutect ic line SES ’ instead of extending over the whole length of the diagram now stops

at the points S and S ’

corresponding respectively to 5 per cent of metal M and to 10
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and M plus 6 per cent ofM ’
. At any point below the eutectic line , the corresponding

alloy is an aggregate o f - two solid solutions whose compositions are indicated by the

corresponding points on the branches SA and S ’

B . At C,
for instance , in case of al loyR,

the structure is composed o f free crystals of solid solution D and of eutectic, the com

Fig . 408. S i lver - copper alloy . Copper 15 per cent.
Magnified 600 diameters . Dark constituent is
silver containing a l ittle copper . (O smond )

Fig . 409 . S i lver - copper al loy eutectic . Fig . 410. S i lver- copper alloy. Copper 65 per cent.
Copper 28 per cent . Magnified 600 Magnified 600 diameters . L ight constituent is
diameters . (O smond ) copper containing a l ittle si lver. (O smond )

ponents of which are solid solution D and solid solution F . In other words
,
as the alloy

cools from the eutectic l ine to atmospheric temperature , the composition of its two

constituents shifts respectively from S to A and from S
’ to B .

The structural composition of alloys whose component metals are partially soluble

when solid may be represented in the usual way as shown in Figure 406 . Its interpre
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tatien does not cal l for further elaboration . Between 0 and 3 per cent of M and

between 0 and 6 per cent of M ’

,
solid solutions are formed of corresponding composi

tions . Between 3 and 40 per cent of M ,
the free solid solution formed is saturated with

M
,
and between 40 and 94 per cent of M it is saturated with M ’

,
while the eutectic

is made up of the two saturated solutions . The fusibility curve of silver- copper alloys

is shown in Figure 407 as an example of al loys whose components remain partly solu

ble in each other after sol idification and typical structures of these alloys are given

in Figures 408 to 410.



CHAPTER XXVI

EQU ILIBRIUM DIAGRAM OF IRON— CARBON ALLOYS

Fusibility Curve of Iron—Carbon Alloys. Steel and cast iron are essentially alloys

of iron and carbon , and their fusibility curve or equi librium diagram may be con

st ructed as in the case of any binary alloy, namely, by determining the independent

cooling curves of a number of alloys of the series and plotting the evolutions of heat

[5 0 0

Fig . 41 1 . Fusibil ity curve of iron- carbon allovs .

noted against the corresponding temperatures . The result ing curve is shown in the

diagram of Figure 411 .

While it is not generally possible for molten iron sl ightly above its melt ing- point

to dissolve more than 5 per cent of carbon , the diagr am h as been constructed so as to

include a percentage of carbon up to per cent which corresponds to 100 per cent

F6 30 . That portion of it , however, corresponding to more than 5 per cent of carbon ,
has been drawn in dotted l ines . The complete equil ibrium diagram should include

the evolutions of heat occur ring after sol idification , known as the critical points
,

which have been ful ly described i n these chapters
,
but they are purposely left out of

the diagram of Fig . 4 12, i t being desired first to confine our attention to the mechanism
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ents formed first . I n the author ’s opin ion it seems more probable that when an iron

carbon alloy containing more than some per cent carbon sol idifies
,
a eutectic of

saturated austenite and of cement ite is always produced , or inother words , that in
the diagram of Figure 41 1 the curve L ’

E indicates the crystal lizat ion of cementite and

not of graphite . The opposite view will be considered later . Let us now fo llow the

sol idificat ion of four typical al loys
,
na111 e ly ,

'

R
,
R

’

, R
”

,
containing respe ctively

1 per cent , 3 per cent , per cent
,
and per cent of carbon , the first two being

,

therefore , hypo - eutectic alloys , the th ird the eutectic al loy , and t h e fourth a hyper

eutect ic al loy . As the alloy R cools
,
it begins to sol idi fy at it] through the formation

of crystals of a sol id solution the composition ofwhich is represented by the point T
on the sol idus . O n cool ing from M to N these crystals grow through successive addi

tions of crystal line matter, the composit ion of which varies from T to N while the

composit ion of the molten bath shi fts from M to U ,
the last drop sol idifying having

the composition U . As soon as the crystal l ine matte r is deposited, however, at least if

t ime be given
,
diffusion takes place through each crystal so that finally they are chem

ically homogeneous and of compositionN , the completely solidifi ed metal being com

posed of homogeneous crystal line grains of austen ite containing one per cent carbon .

At any temperature V between the solidus and the liquidusthe crystals in equilib

rium with the molten metal must have the composit ion Q. I t may at least be con

ceived that if the cooling through and below the sol idification period be rapid , the

crystal line grains of austenite wil l not be chemical ly homogeneous , complete diffusion

having been prevented :

In the case o f an alloy whose composition is represented by the point R’ in the

diagram
,
i t begins to solidify at M ’

(some 1230 degrees when crystals o f iron

containing per cent of carbon (saturated austenite) begin to form , the composition

of the molten metal meanwhile shifting from M ’ to E . At temperature 1 130, the

residual molten mass has reached the eutectic composition and now solidifies at a

constant temperature
,
namely

,
the eutectic temperature

,
the completely solid metal

being made up of crystalline grains of saturated austenite surrounded by a eutectic al loy

composed of minute crystals o f saturated austenite and minute crystals of cementite .

The alloy R”
h as the eutectic composition per cent carbon) . It remains

liquid unti l its temperature falls to 1 130 deg . C . when it solidifies at a constant

temperature after the fashion o f eutectic alloys .

The alloy R’”
contains more carbon than the eutectic al loy . On reaching its

solidification point M crystals of cementite beg in to form ,
increasing in size as the

metal cools from to while the composition o f the bath shifts from M to E .

At O ’” the residual molten mass having now the composition of the eutectic alloy
,

freezes at a constant temperature
,
the completely solidified alloy being made up of

crystals of cementite embedded in a ground mass consisting of the eutectic alloy .

S tructural Composition of Iron - Carbon Alloys Immediate ly after Solidifi cation .

The structural composition of iron - carbon alloys immediately after their solidification,
assuming that FeaC and not graphite forms , may be represented in the usual way by

the diagram of Figure 412 . The diagram c learly shows (1) that al loys containing less
than per cent of carbon are made up wholly of sol id solutions

, (2) that alloys

containing between and per cent carbon are made up of decreasing propor

tions of saturated austenite and increas ing proportions of eutectic
, (3) that al loys

contain ing exactly per cent of carbon are composed entirely of eutect ic
,
and (4) that

alloys containing more than per cent carbon contain an increasing amount of free
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cementite , and decreas ing amount of eutectic the latter disappearing altogether when

the metal contains per cent carbon .

1

A modified form of the structural composition diagram may profitably be combined

14 0 0

2 5 Au sfe n

4 6

P e r c e n 7
L
Ca r b o n .

Fig . 413. Fiisibility curve and structural composition diagram of iron- carbon alloys .

with the equil ibrium diagram as shown in Figure 413. Its interpretation should be

obvious . The area ABCD represents the structural composition o f al l al loys contain

ing less than per cent of carbon , and shows that they are made up o f 100 per cent

1 Howe questions t h e existence be low so lidification ofpro- eutectic cementite on t h e ground that it
graphitizes as soon as formed unless t he cooling be extreme ly rapid or considerablemanganese present.
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o f austenite . By dividing this area by the line AC,
however

,
it is further shown graphi

cally that the composition o f the austenite of these al loys varies , and that they may be

cons idered as being made up of ABC saturated austenite diluted by
'

ADC pure iron ,
clearly indicating that with 0 carbon the alloy is entirely made up of iron and with

per cent carbon entirely of saturated austenite . The area BCH represents the

proportion of free (pro - eutectic) saturated austenite formed during the solidification

o f any alloy containing between and per cent carbon . The area BEFH rep

resents t he proportion of eutectic present in any alloy containing more than per

cent of carbon . By dividing this area in two portions , moreover , by means of the line

BF we show graphical ly the relative proport ions of saturated austenite and of cemen

tite in the eutectic . Finally, the area EGF indicates the percentage of pro - eutectic

14 00

/3 0 0

IZ O O

I IO O

P e r c e n fc o 6 6 7

Pe r c e nfféc O /5 3 0 75 .9 0 100

Fig . 414 . Iron-

graph ite fusibility curve of iron- carbon alloys .

cementite in any al loy containing more than per cent carbon . To clarify
,
let us

consider the alloy of composition R (3 per cent carbon) . As it cools from M to N an

amount of saturated austenite crystalli zes , represented in percentage by the line OP

of the structural composition diagram . At N an amount of eutectic al loy is formed
,

represented by the distance KO made up of KL per cent of cementite and LO per cent

of saturated austenite .

The percentage of cementite and of saturated austenite in the eutectic may be

readily calculated by solving the equations

(1) A Cm 100

1 7
2”

100 100
cm 4 30

in which A represents the percentage of austenite , and Cm the percentage of cementite

in the eutectic alloy and which express the facts that the carbon present in the eut ect ic
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Iron - G raphite Fus ibil ity Curve . It has already been mentioned that some

writers claim that graphite instead of cementite may
,
and if t ime be given does

,
form

on solidification ; in other words , that the eutectic al loy
‘

may be
'

composed of saturated

austenite and graphite
,
and that free graphite may separate during the solidification

o f alloys containing more than per cent carbon . The diagram interpreting this

assumption which may be called the iron—graphite fusibil ity curve is shown in Figure

4 14 . I t wil l be seen to be similar to the iron - cement ite diagram (Fig .

Combined Graphite—Cementite D iagra m — Recogniz ing the possib il ity o f the

formation of a graphite—austenite eutectic and of a cementite - austenite eutectic ac

cording to the rate of cool ing , some writers , notably Ch arpy and G renet , Heyn , and

Benedicks
,
recommend the use o f doub le sol idification curves in the equil ibrium dia

gram of i ron - carbon al loys . These double curves are shown in Figure 415 , the dotted

lines
‘

referring to the austenite—graphite system . It will be noted that free graphite

and the graphite—austenite eutectic form respectively at temperatures slightly higher

than those at which free cementite and the cementite - austenite eutectic form ,
the

solidification of the latter constituents being regarded as due to surfusion or under

cooling . It is accordingly believed that only the iron—graphite system is stable , the

iron - cementite system being “ metastable .

”
O ur reasons for believing that graphite

and not cementite is the final condition to be assumed by carbon are based on repeated

and concordant observations that any condition promoting stable equilibrium results

in the transportation of cementite into graphite as
,
for instance

,
very slow cooling

during and below solidification or long exposure o f cementite (as in the manufacture

of malleable cast— iron castings) to a high temperature , while on the contrary , treat

ments oppo sing equilibrium ,
such as quick cooling , always result in the formation or

retention of cementite . Roozeboom , when he first took up the study o f the iron

carbon diagram ,
believed that cementite was the final stable condition of carbon , any

graphite having formed during solidification combining with i ron at some 1000 degrees

C . to form cementite . The error of this Vi ew soon became apparent
,
however, to

Roozeboom himself.

Graphitiz ing of Cementite . A lthough recogni z ing the fact that graphite and not

cementite must be the final condition assumed by carbon , the. author believes with

some other observers th at graphite never forms directly as iron - carbon al loys sol idify,
its occurrence always resul ting from the breaking up of cementite according to the
reaction

F030 3Fe “ l" C

from which it would follow that the iron - graphite fusibi lity curve need not be in

c luded in the equilibrium diagram . Even those who believe in the possibi lity o f the

direct formation of graphite do not deny t h at cementite is the constituent which

general ly forms first on sol idification ; they state that the separation o f graphite from

molten iron is possible only in the case of very slow cooling . As a matter o f fact
,
how

ever
,
they offer no conclusive evidences that such separation ever takes place . From

the formation o f “ kish
,

” that is
,
of graphite floating on the surface of a ladle ful of

molten cast iron
,
it does not follow that such graphite formation was not preceded by

the formation of cementite . If, on very slow cooling , graphite separated directly from

molten iron
,
the bulk of it at least should rise to the top o f

.

the molten bath and the

sol idified mass should be found much richer in graphite near its surface than at some

distance from it . The author does not understand such heterogeneity in the dis

t ribution of graphitic carbon to be observed in t h e case o f gray cast - i ron cast
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ings . 1 On the contrary , on the assumption that graphite results from the breaking up of

cementite soon after its solidification , i t is readily understood why, i n spite of thei r very

great di fference in spec ific gravity, i ron and graphite are found uni formly distributed in

the various parts of castings . The microscopical examination of t h e structure of very

slowly coo led castings does not revea l the existence of a graphite- austenite eutectic .

That cementite is unstable, being readily converted into iron and graphitic carbon
,

i s also general ly admitted . It is upon this instability o f cementite that the impo rtant

industrial operation of converting white cast - iron castings into graphitic malleable
castings is based . And there is abundant evidence that the high_ er_ the temperature ,
the more readily is cementite dissoci ated , from which it follows that the higher the

temperature at which cementite forms the more readily wi ll it b e converted into

graphitic carbon . Bearing thi s in mind
,
and with the assistance o f the diagr am of

Figure 3
,
let us look more c losely into the graph it izing o f cementite . The diagram

shows clearly that , during the solidification of alloys contain ing more than per

cent of carbon , (1) some cementite forms as pro - eutectic cementite i f the metal con

tains more than per cent carbon
, (2) some cementite forms as eutectic cementite in

all alloys
, (3) some cementite remains dissolved in the eutectic - austenite o f all alloys

,

and (4) some cementite remains dissolved in the free austenite o f al loys containing less

than per cent carbon . Considering first the free cementite
,
that is

,
the pro - eutectic

and the eute ctic cementite , it is evident that the former is formed at a higher tempera

ture
,
and that the more carbon in the alloy the higher the temperature -

at which it

beg ins to form . It seems safe to in fer , there fore , that pro—eutectic cementite will break

up into graphite arid ferrite more readi ly than eutectic cementite
,
this being consistent

with the well- known fact that hyper- eutectic alloys are general ly rich in graphite even

after relatively quick cooling . The presence of pro - eutectic cementite may also pro

mote the formation o f graphit ic carbon b ecause once this graphitizing process is

started, it is l ikely to extend , i f time be given , to the bulk o f the cementite , first the eu
t ectic cementite and later t h eaustenite - cementite undergoing the change . A l loys con

tain ing less than per cent carbon and consequently free from pro - eutectic cementite

should not become graphitic as readily because o f the lower temperature at which

eutectic - cementite forms . If .a large proportion o f cementite be formed
,
however

,

that is
,
i f the al loys contain more than 3 or per cent o f carbon , a certain amount

of graphitizing is readily induced through slow cooling . With decreasing carbon

the breaking up of cementite - becomes progressively more difficult unti l , in alloys con

taining less than per cent carbon (the steel series) , and , therefore free from eutectic

cementite
,
graphitic carbon is very seldom formed .

It should be borne in mind that while those alloys which contain but a small pro

po rtion of carbon cannot be made graphitic , when a large proportion o f carbon is

present
,
the graphitizing once started may be made to include the total ity o f the

cementite , thus explaining the freedom o f steel from graphite and the freedom of

some cast irons from cementite .

The foregoing remarks apply to pure iron - carbon al loys
,
the influence o f t h e

elements general ly present in commerci al products having been purposely ignored .

When dealing with commercial steel and cast iron
,
the well - known influence o f silicon

in promoting the formation of graphitic carbon should be remembered as well as the

opposite influence of sulphur and manganese . Because o f the presence o f a notable

1 Howe reports th e segregation of graphite in t h e upper part of kish—bearing cast iron
,
but this

is readily expla ined on t h e ground that such irons must be hy per- eutectic in composition and that
t h e pro

- eutectic cementite beginning t o graphitize while t h e iron is sti ll part ially liquid shows a
tendency t o rise t o t h e te p ,

hence indeed t h e format-ion of kish .



Fig . 4 16. M ag nified 50 diame t ers.
Fig . 4 17 . M ag nified diame t ers.

Fig . 4 18.

— Mag nified 50 diame ters . Fig . 41 9 . M ag nified 750 diame t ers .

Fig . M ag nified 50 diamet ers.
‘ Fig . 42 1 . M ag nified 750 dian

'

ie t e rs .

4 1 6 and 4 17. Iro n—carb on alloy . Hypo - eutect ic . S t ructure immediat ely aft er solidificat ion . Dark crystallites of
sat ura t ed aus t e nit e in a mat rix of aust enit e - cement it e eut ec t ic . Fig s. 4 18 and 4 19 .

— Iron - carbon alloy . Aus te nite

cemen t it e eut e c t ic . Fig s. 420 and 42 1 .

— Iron- carb on alloy . Hyper- eut ec t ic. S t ruct ure immedia te ly after so lidifi

cat ion .
Needles of cemen t it e in a mat rix of aust enit e - cement ite eu t ec t ic . (c arensJ
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the diffi culty of completely preventing the transformation of that constituent even

in the presence of a large amount of carbon and by very sudden cooling . I f the aus

t enit e has undergone some transformation , however, so that it contains some mar

tensit e and even troostite those transformations must have taken place in situ and the

struct ures reproduced in Figures 6 to 11 must represent accurately the structural

aspect of the corresponding alloys after solidification .

Complete Equilib rium D iagram . In the foregoing pages only the solidification

curves of iron - carbon alloys have been considered and the probable mechanism o f

their freezing explained . Their equi librium diagram,
however, _mugt include al l heat

evolutions ob served on cooling from the liquid condition to atmospheric temperature ;
in other words

,
the thermal critical points fully described in previous chapters are

part of the complete equilibrium diagram as indicated iii Figure 422 .

Since the meaning o f every curve o f this diagram has been discussed , it only re

mains to inquire into any possible structural or other changes taking place after

solidification and before the alloys reach their respective thermal critical point or

points
,
that is

,
while they cool from the sol idus LSS ’ to the eutectoid line CDF. The

changes which do or may take place as the alloys cool in this range are clearly stated

in Figure 423. In this diagram the most likely significance of every curve is indicated

as well as the nature o f all structural trans formations , and of al l possible resulting

structures after complete cooling . The author believes that it embodies those in fer

ences best supported by analogy and by experimental evidences . A lthough usees

sarily involving some repetition , a methodical examination o f the various parts o f

this complete diagram seems advisable , as it wil l permit a recapitulation of the various
matters previously discussed .

Let us consider ( 1) the solidification o f iron—carbon alloys , (2) their cooling from

the solidus LSES
’ to the eutectoid temperature CDF,

and (3) their cooling through
the eutectoid temperature and their final structures .

According to the mechanism of their solidification iron - carbon al loys are divided

into three classes , namely , ( 1) alloys containing less than per cent of carbon , (2)
alloys contain ing between and per cent carbon , and (3) alloys containing

more than per cent of carbon . A l loys containing less than per cent of carbon

and
'

including , there fore , al l the steels of commerce solidi fy as solid solutions o f the

carbide Fe gC (cementite) in gamma iron , these solutions being known as austenite .

LA is the liquidus and LS the solidus o f these al loys . A l loys containing between

and per cent of carbon solidi fy through the formation of crystals o f saturated

austenite at gradually decreasing temperatures and through the final solidification ,
at the eutectic temperature

,
o f the residual molten metal necessari ly o f eutectic corn

position . A lloys containing more than per cent o f carbon solidify through the

formation o f cementite crystals at gradually decreasing temperatures
,
and through to

final solidification
,
at the eutectic temperature

,
of the residual molten metal necessari ly

of eutectic composition .

In cooling below their solidus
,
LS ,
al loys with less than per cent carbon undergo

no change unti l they reach their thermal critical points Ar3, Ar“ ,
Ar“ . or Arcm as

the case may be , when , if they contain less than some per cent of carbon (hypo

eutectoid steels) , some iron is set free and converted into beta iron
,
while if

'

they
contain more carbon (hyper- eutectoid steels) , cementite is liberated . In either case
when the eutectoid temperature is reached the residual austenite

,
now of eutectoid

composition per cent carbon) , is converted into pearlite .
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CO I
'b o n ‘70

Fig . 424 . Equi librium and structural composition d iagram of iron- carbon alloys .
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It wi l l be explained in the next chapter that
,
according to the phase rule , only two

components -may be present in a binary alloy in a state o f equilibrium from which

it fol lows that gray cast irons
,
since they contain besides iron both cementite and

graphite , are out of equil ibrium. One o f the components must disappear i f the alloy

is to assume equilibrium . Cementite is undoubtedly that component as proven by

the malleablizing of cast iron when cementite is readily dissociated into graph ite and

ferrite on prolonged heating to a high temperature .

In Figure 424 the complete equil ibrium di agram is shown combined with three

constitu t ional diagrams showing graphically the structur al composition of iron - car

bon alloys ( 1) immediately after their solidification , (2) immediately be fore the eut ec
t oid temperature

,
and (3) below the eutectoid temperature , on the assumption that

no graphitic carbon is formed. Th e structural changes taking place whi le the alloys

Ca r b o n/ c e nt .

Fig. 426 . Roberts- Austen ’s first equilibrium diagram

cool below their solidus down to the eutectoid temperature are
,
in this way

, clearly

depicted . The following facts , for instance , are graphically shown , (1) the pro - eutectic

cementite formed during the solidification of hyper- eutectic alloys and the eutectic

cementite present in all alloys containing more than per cent carbon remain nu

changed as the alloy cools to atmospheric temperature , (2) the free saturated austenite

of hyp o - eutectic al loys, as well as the eutectic—austenite , are converted into eutectoid

austenite through the liberation o f cementite (pro - eutectoid cementite) , the area

EDH representing the cementite thus set free , and (3) in hypo - eutectoid alloys iron

is set free as shown by the area FJG . The lower diagram shows that
,
in cooling

through the eutectoid temperature , the remaining austenite , now necessari ly o f

eutectoid composition , and sometimes called hardenite is converted into pearlite .

Taking
,
for instance

,
the metal whose composition and temperature are represented

by the point R,
its t ransformations and final structure are clearly shown . At M it

begins to solidi fy through the formation of crystals of saturated austenite ; from M to

N the austenite crystals continue to grow
,
the percentage of free austenite present in

the sol idified metal being represented by the
,

distance OP ; at N the residual bath
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solidifies as a eutectic alloy , the percentage o f which is proportional to the distance

KO ; this eutectic contains KL PQ TU per cent of cementite and LO per cent

o f saturated austenite ; LP is the total amount of austenite in the alloy after so lidifi

cation in cooling from N to K ,
pro - eutectoid cementite is liberated both from the

free and from the eutectic - austenite , QS representing the percentage o f cementite

finally exp elled ; on reaching the point K , the remaining austenite , ST , is of eutectoid

composition , when it is sometimes called hardenite , and in cooling through K this

austenite is converted into pearlite, the metal being finally made up o f TU per cent

o f eutectic cementite , UV per cent
'

of pro - eutectoid ce1nentite ,_ gp d I
’

X per cent of

pearlite
,
the latter containing VWper cent of cementite , andWX per cent of ferrite ,

or o f TV per cent o f free cementite and VX per cent of pearlite , or again o f TW
per cent of total cementite andWX per cent o f ferrite .

Hi storical . In View of the scientific and practical importance o f the equilibrium

CAGB ON PER GEN ?

Fig . 427. Roberts- Austen ’s second equi librium diagram

diagram o f iron - carbon alloys,
'

a brief historical sketch of its evolution should be of

interest to the reader . The first di agram was published by the author in It is

reproduced in Figure 425 . It wil l be noted that , although the diagram includes only

the thermal crit ical points , it is otherwise substantially accurate . In describing it

the author wrote in part :
“ Figure 1 shows graphical ly the position of the critical points in cooling steels of

various carbons . The width of the black lines does not re fer to the intensity o f the

retardations
,
but only indicates the range of temperature which they cover . For

ins tance
,
it shows that the single retardation o f high carbon steel begins at about

680 deg . C. and ends at about 640 deg . C . The maximum evolution of heat lies some

where between these limits , but not necessari ly in the middle .

This graphical representation was obtained by plotting the results o f the investi

gations of O smond , Howe , Roberts - Austen
,
Arnold , and the writer ; and , with one or

two exceptions al l their figures fall very nearly with in the limits here indicated .

”

1 “
T h e M icrostructure of S tee l and t h e Current Theories of Hardening, ALBERT SAUV EUR,

T ransactions American Institute of M ining Engineers . 1896 , p . 867.
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It is from this modest beginning that the present diagram was evolved .

l

In 1897Roberts - Austen published in hi s fourth report of the A l loy s Research Com
mit t ee of the Institution o f M echan ical Engineers the diagram reproduced in Fig . 426 .

Two years later
,
in 1899, the diagram shown in Fig . 427was published by Roberts

Austen and Stansfield in the fi fth report of the A l loys Research Committee . Some of

the conspicuous features of this diagram should be noted . The solidification point of

pure iron was indicated to be 1600 degrees C . whereas we know now that it is nearly

1500 deg . No attempt had been made yet at ascertaining the end of the solidification
,

that is , the solidus , of alloys forming solid solutions ; the formation o f a eutectic on

solidification was indicated as taking place in al loys containing more than one per cent

carbon ; graphite was supposed to crystalli ze during the solidification o f alloys con

13 00

Fig . 428. Roo z eboom’
s equil ibrium diagram

taining more than per cent carbon
,
there being in the diagram no indications of pos

sible formation of cementite ; the eutectic alloy was assumed to be a graphite— iron eu

t ectic ; critical points occurring below the eutectoid temperature were represented in the

diagram and marked “ hydrogen points ” (see Chapter X ,

“ M inor Cr it ical

the Arcm curve was arbitrarily extended to yield a V- shaped curve . Roberts - Austen
mentioned the formation of a sol id solution

,
free in hypo - eutectic steels

,
and as a con

stituent of the eutectic in al loys of eutectic composition
,
and he ascribed the presence

of free cement ite in cast iron to the l iberation of that constituent from sol id solution .

In 1900 Roozeboom took up the study of Roberts—Austen ’s diagram
,
and applying

to it the teachings of the phase rule published the diagram of Fig . 428 as a probably

accurate representation of the sol idification mechanism of iron—carbon alloys and of

the structural transformations taking place after sol idificat ion . In this diagram
,
the

l ine ba, that is , the so lidus of al loys forming sol id solutions , is for the first t ime indicated ;
1 S ince these remarks were written Prof . H . M . Howe has expressed th e opinion that credit for

t h e first equi librium diagram is due t o Re inhard Mannesmann .
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the word martensite is used instead of austenite to denote the solid solution of iron

and carbon ; free graphite is assumed to form during the solidification o f alloys con

taining more than per cent carbon and the constituents of t h e eutectic alloy are

supposed to be martensite (solid solution) and graphite . The Arcm curve of hyper

eutectoid steels is arbitrari ly ext ended as an horizontal line starting from E per

cent carbon and 1000 deg . C. ) and extending to the end of the diagram . Rooz eboom

argued that
,
while graphite formed on solidification in all al loys containing more than

2 per cent carbon
,
t his graphite at 1000 deg . ( line EF) recombined with iron to yield

cementite so that, finally, al loys in equilibriumwould contain only ferrite and cementite ,
thus conforming to the phase rule which forbids the presence of more than two com

ponent s in binary al loys . It has since been conclusively shown that Roo zeboom was

in error
,
that while the ferrite—c ementite system is in equi l ibrium according to the

TEMPER
ATURE

Fig . 430. Benedicks ’ double equilibrium diagram.

phase rule it is in metastable equilibrium
,
the ferrite - graphite system being the only

stable one . The hypothetical horizontal line EF is now consequently omitted from

the equi librium diagram
,
and the Arcm curve made to j oin the eutectic l ine at its

origin (a ) .

In 1904 Carpenter and Keeling made a series of very careful experiments in order

to ascertain the evolutions o f heat taking place in cooling pure iron - carbon alloys from

the liquid state to atmospheric temperature . By plotting their results , the equilibrium

diagram reproduced in Figure 429 was obtained . The solidification of pure iron is

shown to take place at 1500 deg . C . Th e curves are otherwise identical to those of

Roozeboom ,
the horizontal line EF having been introduced . The faint evolutions of

heat occurring in the vicinity of 600 deg . C . already discovered by Roberts - Austen

and ascribed by him to the presence of hydrogen , were also observed by Carpenter

and Keeling
, as well as some faint evolutions in the vicinity o f 775 deg ,

the meaning

o f which remains uncertain .
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Wh en it became. apparent that graphite and not cementite must be the final stable

form of carbon , several authorities argued that two equil ibrium conditions could exist

according to the rate o f cooling during solidification , one o f them stable , the other

metastable
,
and that this should be indicated in the diagram . This view was presented

notably by Ch arpy and Grenet , by Benedicks and by Heyn . The double diagram

advocated by them is represented in Figure 430. The solidification o f free cementite

and of the cementite - austenite eutectic being assumed to be due to the well - known

phenomenon o f surfusion or undercooling, the corresponding curves are arbitrarily

outlined at tempe ratures slightly lower than those pertainingt o the formation o f free

Ca r bon per Ce n é.

Fig . 431 . Rosenh ain
'

s equi librium diagram

graphite a nd o f graphite - austenite eutectic . The author has already show nwhy
,
in

his opinion, the graphite curves shoul d be le ft out . The view that cementite always

forms during the solidification o f iron - carbon alloys but that being unstable it is

readily dissociated into ferrite and graphite , seems to be better support ed by experi

mental evidences and more consistent with practical facts .
Rosenhain has recently plotted the experimental results o f Carpenter and Keel

ing, of G ut owsky and of himsel f , obtain ing the diagram reproduced in Figure 431 .
He

considers G u t owsky
’

s results in regard to the form of the sol idus curve o f alloys form

ing solid solutions as more accurate than those previously published
,
and he incorp o

rates them in the diagram as shown in Fig . 431 , the sol idus l ine b eing rounded instead

o f straight as hereto fore represented . In j ustification of his course
, Rosenhain writes :

“

We have now to consider the curved portion of the ‘sol idus
,

’ the l ine AD .
This
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represents the temperatures at which the alloys have j ust completed their freezing

process , that is , have j ust become complete ly solid , or , conversely , it represents the

temperature of incipient fusion on heating . In the earlier investigations , and even in

those of M essrs . Carpenter and Keeling
,
these temperatures were obtained by est-i

mating the point on each of the cooling- curves where the heat - evolution due to solidi

fication came to an end . Un fortunately, the end of a heat - evolution is nevers h arply
indicated on the curves

,
so that this estimation was admittedly vague . Quite recently

that determination has been repeated
,
and with considerable greater accuracy

, be

cause a very much more satisfactory method was avai lable
“

The method of determining the ‘solidus ’ was to take small pieces of steel
,
of

known composition
,
beat them ,

and suddenly cool them from successively higher

temperatures ; afterward each specimen was examined by means of the microscope .

Fig . 432 .

— Upton’s equil ibriumdiagram .

It is easy
,
as the photographs show

,
to determine what is the particular point at which

you have reached a temperature where there was a smal l quantity o f l iquid metal

present at the moment of quenching .

”

Upton ’s D iagram . The rather revolut ionary diagram shown in Figure 432 has

been proposed by G . B . Upton . He considers it more satis factory than the double

diagram
,
as it does away with the necessary conception .of a metastable and a stable

equil ibr ium at nearly the same temperature . Upton argues that cementite decom

poses above 800 deg . C . into graphite and iron , but that even after prolonged ah

neal ing some per cent carbon remains combined from which it is inferred that t h e

carbide FesC forms (carbon per cent) stab le in the region LEEK in the dia

gram although he adds that it might be a sol id solution contain ing that amount of

carbon which forms at about 800 deg . FesC is c laimed to be converted into F6 30 thus

accounting for the evolutions of heat i n this region reported by Carpenter and Keel

ing . At about 600 deg . according to
_the diagram FeaC is converted into FegC thus

explaining the evolutions of heat detected at that temperature by many observers .

It is very difficult to accept the hypothesis that graphite is no t t h e stable condition of
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indicated by the l ine HI , carbon being rej ected, probably through the breaking up

of some Fe
’

gC into iron and graphite (see Chapter XX II) . At some 2700 deg . iron

can retain but a l itt le over 7 per cent of carbon in solution . In cool ing below 2200
d eg . ( l ine HD

’

) graphite and F6 30 are formed from
-

the transformation of P820

(3 F6 20 2 FegC C) .

Fig . 434.

— Wit torff’s equi librium diagram.

Wit torff’s D iagram .

— N . M .Wit torff worked out the reproduced in

Figure 434. It wil l be noted that (1) start ing with an al loy containing some 1 1 per

cent carbon , as it cools fromT to R ,
that is

,
from some 2400 to 2000 deg . C . the

carbide F602 crystal li zes out according to the diagram , (2) between R and M (2000

to 1700 deg . ) FegC forms through the transformation of some F802 (3) between M

and D (1700 to 1350 deg .) both FeC and Fc4C are formed necessarily at the expense

of FeCz which disappears and possibly also through the transformation of some of
the FeaC, and (4) below D (1350 deg .) the l iquid phase disappears .
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Investigations of a reg 1on of the equi librium diagram but little explored should

be welcomed but in view of the fact that the experi mental results of the different

observers as wel l as the conc lusions based upon them are at such variance , it seems

advis able to omit from these pages a c loser scrutiny of these recent diagrams . When

some of the poin ts that need clearing up have been settled the matter involved wi l l

be duly incorporated in a subsequent edition of this treat ise .



CHAPTER XXVII

THE PHASE RULE

The Phase Rule to which references have been made in the preceding chapters

should now be considered as it h as been found of much assistance in interpreting cor

rect ly the iron - carbon equili brium diagram .

Enunciation of th e Phase Rule . The phase rule was enunciated in 1878 by Wil

lard G ibbs
,
at the time Professor of Physics in Yale University . It is one of the most

notable contributions ever made to physical chemistry .

The phase rule deals with the equilibrium of systems and is generally expressed

by the formula
F = O + 2 — P

showing the relation existing between the degrees offreedom (F) of a system,
the num

ber of components (C) , and the number of phases (P) ; it tel ls us that the number of

degrees of freedom of any system is equal to the number of its components plus two
,

minus the number of phases present . In order to understand the phase rule and its

application
,
it i s necessary and sufficient to have an accurate understanding of the

meaning of the terms employed in its enunciation , namely, equilibrium,
degrees of

freedom ,
components

,
and phases .

Equilibrium. A substance or system may be said to be in a state of equilibrium

when it is chemically and physical ly at rest, meaning by chemical rest that chemical

compounds are neither being dissociated nor formed, and by physical rest, not the

absence of motion but the absence of molecular transformation , such as changes of

state or allotropic changes . It is necessary
,
however, to distinguish between h omo

geneous and h eterogeneous substances . A substance is said to be homogeneous when it
is chemically and physical ly uniform throughout , i.e . when any two port ions of it pos

sess identical chemical and physical properties . Homogeneous substances are meces

sarily gaseous mixtures , e lements , chemical compounds , or liquid and sol id solutions .

The equilibrium of a homogeneous system is sometimes cal led homogeneous equi

librium . A heterogeneous substance is made up of two or more physical ly separate

parts, that is, of parts having different physical propert ies . Ice and water
,
many

rocks , and many alloys are instances of heterogeneous substances . If the com

ponent parts of heterogeneous substances may be present in indefinite proportions ,
the substances are mechanical mixt ures ; i f they occur in definite proportions, the

substances are eutect ic or eutecto id alloys . The equilibrium of heterogeneous systems

is sometimes cal led heterogeneous equil ibrium .

Howe has recently suggested that the homogeneous constituents of alloys be cal led

met arals
” because of the great analogy between the constitution of metallic alloys

and of rocks
,
the minerals being the homogeneous components of the latter, while the

word aggregate is very frequently used to designate heterogeneous al loys . In metal

452
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value of the third is necessar i ly fixed
,
this being due to the known rigid relations

existing between temperature
,
pressure

,
and concentration .

Systems which have no degree of freedom are said to be unvariant or non

variant .” Their equilibrium is necessari ly unstable . Systems having one degree of

freedom are cal led “ univariant ” or “ monovariant
,

” and those with two degrees of

freedom “ bivariant or “ divariant .

Ph ases. By the phases of a system are meant the homogeneous, physically dis

t inguish able , and mechanically separable constituents of that system . Water and ice ,
for instance

,
are possible phases of the water- ice system ; quartz , felspar, and mica are

phases of granite
,
that is

,
of the sil ica- alumina- potash system . It will be apparent that

phases must necessari ly be gaseous mixtures , elements, definite chemical compounds ,
or solutions . As previously mentioned , Howe , fol lowing the petrographical nomencla

ture, and noting that the minerals are the phases of rocks , cal ls
“ met arals ” the phases

of metals and alloys .

Components. The components of a system are described by Findlay as “ those

constituents the concentration of which can undergo independent variation in the

different phases, by Bancroft as “ substances of independently variable concentra

tion
,

” by M el lor as those “ entities which are undecomposable under the conditions

of experiments
,

” by Howe as “ free elements and those compounds which in the nature

of the case are undecomposable under the condit ions contemplated, and so play the

part of elements .

” The components of a system may be either chemical compounds

or elements , but there is at times some difficulty in grasping the distinction between

the components of a system and its ultimate chemical consti tuents . The criterion by

wh ich to decide whether an entity is or is not a component , is the possibility of in

dependent variation in the different phases . Take the system water
,
for instance :

evidently water and not hydrogen and oxygen is the component
,
because any

variation in the proportion of hydrogen would necessari ly imply a corresponding

and wel l- defined variation in the proportion of oxygen and Vice versa . Findlay

writes :
“ In dec iding the number of components in - any given system

,
not only must the

constituents chosen be capable of independent variation , but a further restriction is

imposed
,
and we obtain the following rule : As the components of a system there are to be

chosen the smallest number of ind ependently variable constituents by means of which

the composition of each phase participating in the state of equilibrium can be expressed

in the
‘

form of a chemical equation .

”

In the case of al loys , however, such difficulty does not arise , for the constituent

metals are always the components of the systems .

Th e Phase Rule Applied to Alloys. In dealing with al loys we may foral l practi

cal purposes ignore the influence of pressure , seeing that because of their feeble vola

tility they are practically always subj ected to atmospheric pressure . Omitting the

influence of pressure necessarily reduces by one the possible number of degrees of

freedom sothat in the case of alloys the phase rule may be expressed by the formula

F = C + 1 ~ P

signifying that the number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of components

plus one
,
minus the number of phases . S ince to be in stable equilibrium a system must

have at least one degree of freedom
,
it is obvious that an al loy made up of n metals

cannot have more than n phases . I f it had n 1 phases it would have no degree of

freedom
,
that is

,
its equi librium would be unstable . With n 1 phases it would have
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two degrees of freedom . It could not have less than n 1 phases , since it cannot have

more than two degrees of freedom .

Th e Phase Rule Applied to Pure M etals. Pure metals have only one component,
but their possible phases are (1) l iquid metal, (2) solid metal , (3) several allotropic con

dit ions of the sol id metal . Let us consider Figure 435 , which represents the sol idi

fication o f a pure metal as explained in Chapter XXV.

Above the temperature T the metal is entirely liquid ; it has but one phase , and

consequently one degree of freedom (F 1 1 1 The system above T is

univariant ; its temperature may be altered within wide limits
—wit hout disturbing its

u n / va r /a n f

5 — 2 = O

n o n Va r /a n 7
L

m 6

Fig . 435 . Equi librium ofpure metals according t o t h e Phase Rule .

equi librium : it remains liquid . At the temperature T two phases are present
,
solid

metal and liquid metal , the metal having, there fore , no degree of freedom (F 1 1

2 it is non - variant . Liquid and sol id metal can exist only at one temperature
,

the critical temperature of solidification , any change of its temperature resulting in

the disappearance o f one of the phases , that is, in a return to stable equilibrium .

Increasing the temperature must result in the disappearance of the solid phase
,
while

lowering the temperature must cause the disappearance o f the liquid phase . Below

the temperature T the system contains only the solid phase, being, therefore, univari
ant : its temperature may be varied arbitrar i ly .

Th e Phase Rule Applied to Binary Alloys. B inary al loys having for components

the two alloying metals
,
the formula o f the phase rule becomes

P = 2 + l — P

or F = 3 — P
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Clearly binary al loys when m a condit ion of stable equil ibriu
m cannot have more than

two phases . With one phase they wil l be b ivariant , with two phases univariant , and

with three phases non - variant . Let us apply the rule to the fusibil ity curves of binary

al loys of metals partially soluble in each other when sol id (Fig . Above the l iqui

dus M EM ’ there is but one phase present, nam ely the l iqu id phase , the system being,
therefore

,
bivariant (F 3 1 i.e . both temperature and concentration may be

varied arbitrarily without upsetting the equilibrium of the system , which means, in

the case under consideration , without causing its solidification . On reaching any

point L of the liquidus the al loy begins to solidify, and two phases are now present,
namely

,
solid solution and liquid al loy

,
the system becomes univariant (F 3 2

Having but one degree of freedom only the temperature or the concentration may be

Equil ibrium accord ing t o t h e Phase Rule of binary alloys whose component metals are
partially soluble in each other in t h e sol id state .

arbitrarily varied . Should we, for instance , lower the temperature of al loy R from T

to T ’

(Fig . 436) the composition of the liquid phase necessarily shi fts from L to L
’

, and

that of the solid phase in equilibrium with it from s to s’ . In the region MSES ’

JVI of

the diagram bounded by the liquidus and soli dus lines , therefore , the alloys are uni
variant

,
any arbitrary change of temperature resulting in a well - defined change of

concentration and vice versa . At E ,
corresponding to eutectic composition and

eutectic temperature
,
three phases are present, namely two solid solutions and liquid

alloy
,
the system having no degree of freedom (F 3 3 Neither the tempera

ture nor the concentration may be altered without caus ing the disappearance of at

least one of the phases . Increasing the temperature must result in the disappear

ance of both sol id solutions , the system becoming bivariant , while lowering it must

be followed by the disappearance of the liquid phase . Again
,
shifting the coneen

t ration to the left or right of E must yield the univariant system solid solution plus

liquid . Clearly two solid phases and a liquid phase can only exist at one critical

temperature and for one critical composition of the alloy ; in the case of a eutectic
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remains unchanged , in which case the al loys are made up o f the two phases ferrite and

cementite
,
being

,
therefore , univariant, their equi librium , however, as previously ex

plained
,
is supposed to be metastable ; (II) the cementite has been completely con

verted into ferrite and graphite
,
only those two phases being present , undoubtedly

representing the stable equilibrium o f al l iron - carbon al loys ; (III) the dissoc iation of

cementite has been incomplete, both cementite and graph ite being present , which

with ferrite g ive th ree phases , the corresponding alloys being non - varian t and , there

fore
,
their equilibrium unstable . Condition (I) generally prevails in al l grades of steel

and is readi ly produced in cast iron by rapid cooling especial ly in the absence of con

siderab le silicon , the resulting al loys being known as white cast ironi Condition (II)
never obtains in steel , but may be produced in highly carburized alloys by very slow

cooling through and below solidification , especially in the presence of much si licon

and in the absence of manganese and sulphur . Condit ion (III) is the condition of the

gray cast irons of commerce , their compositions and other influences prevai ling dur ing

their cooling being such as to cause the graphitiz ing of varying proportions of cementite .
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REPORT OF COMM ITTEE 53 O F THE INTERNAT IO NAL ASSO CIATION FOR

TESTING MATERIALS

ON THE NOMENCLATURE OF THE M ICROSCOPIC SUBSTANCES

AND STRUCTURES OF STEEL AND CAST IRON

Presented by t h e Chairman H . M . HOWE and th e Secretary of t h e Committee ALBERT SAq UR

at t h e VIth Congress, New York, September, 1912

The Committee for studying this problem is constituted as fol lows

Professor H . M . HOWE , Chairman, New York .

Professor ALBERT SAU VEU R , Secretary, Cambridge , M ass .

M embers : F . O SMO ND , Paris ; Dr . H . C. H . CARPENTER , M anchester ; Prof. W .

CAM PBELL
,
New York ; Prof. C .

'

BENED ICKS , Stockholm ; Prof . F .Wi’

isr
,
Aachen ;

Prof. A . STANSFIELD
,
M ontreal ; Dr . J . E . STEAD

,
M iddlesbrough ; Prof. L . GU ILLE T

,

Paris ; Prof . E . HEYN , Berlin - Lichterfelde ; Dr. W . ROSENHAIN, Teddington .

I . GENERAL PLAN

We first enumerate the substances of such importance as to warrant it , indicating

roughly their constitution
,
and then define and describe certain of them .

The conditions which we meet are (1) that we need definitions on which al l can
agree ; and this implies that they must be free from al l contentious matter and be

based on what al l admit to be true ; (2) that the reader must needs know the current

theories as to the constitution of these substances
,
and these theories are necessar i ly

contentious . We meet these conditions by the plan of giving (1) the Name which we

recommend for general use , fol lowed immediately in parentheses by the other names

used widely enough to j ustify recording them ; (2) the Definition proper
,
based on an

undisputed quality
, e .g . that of austenite

,
which we base on its being an iron - carbon

solid solution
,
purposely omitting al l reference to the precise nature of solvent and

solute ; and (3) Constitution, et c .
, et c .

, in which we give the current theories as to the

nature of solvent and solute and appropriate descriptivematter .
The distinction between these three parts should be understood . (1) The Names

actually used are matters of record and indisputable . (2) The Definitions are matters
of convention or treaty

,
binding on the contracting parties , though subj ect to de

nouncement , preferably based on some determinable property of the thing defined as

distinguished from any theory as to its nature
,
or if necessarily based on any theory

it should be a theory which is universally accepted . It is a matter purely of conven

tion and general convenience what individual property of the thing defined shal l

form the basis of the definition . The name and the definition should endure perma

nent ly, except in the case of a definition based on an accepted theory, which must be
460
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2 . Aggregates, l ike the petrographic entities as distinguished from the true minerals .

These mixtures may be in definite proportions
,
i.e . eutectic, -or eutectoid mixtures

(ledeburit e , pearl ite , steadite) , or in indefinite proportions (troostite , sorbite) . Those
aggregates which are important for any reason are here described .

(M any true minerals, such as mica, felspar, and hornblende, are divisible into

several different spec ies so that these true mineral names may be either generic or

specific . These genera and species are definite chemical compounds in which one

element may replace another . O ther minerals , such as obsidian , are solid solutions

in varying proportions, and in these also one element may replace another . M etarals

l ike minerals differ from aggregates in being severally chemically homogeneous .)
These two c l asses may be cross classified into :

(A) The iron - carbon series
,
which come into being in cooling and heating .

(B) The important impurities , manganese sulphide , ferrous sulphide , slag, et c.

(C) O ther substances .

The most prominent members of the iron - carbon series are :

I . molten iron , metaral, molten solution , but hardly- a microscopic constituent ;
I I . the components which form in its solidification :

(a) austenite , solid solution of carbon or iron carbide in iron
,
met aral

,

(b) cementite
,
definite met aral, FesC,

(c) graphite , definite metaral, C ;

I II . the transition - substances which form through the transformation of austenite

during cooling :

(d) martensite , metaral of variable constitution ; its nature is in dispute ;

(e) troostite , indefinite aggregate , uncoagulated mixture,

(1) sorbite , indefinite aggregate, chiefly uncoagulated pearl ite plus ferrite or ce

mentite ;
IV . products 1 of the transformation of austenite

(g) ferrite ,

(h ) pearl ite .

This transformation may also yield cementite and graphite as end products in

addition to those under b and c.

In addition to the above , the names of which are universally recognized and in

general use
,
the following names have been used more or less :

(i) ledeburit e (Wiist ) , definite aggregate , the austenite - cementite eutectic ;

(j) ferronit e (Benedicks) , hypothetical definite metaral, B iron containing about

per cent of carbon ;

(It ) steadite (Sauveur) , definite aggregate , the iron - phosphorus eutectic (rare) ;
and three transition stages in the transformation of austenite

,
viz

(l) hardenite (Arnold) , col lective name for the austenite and martensite of eut ec

t oid composit ion ;

(m) osmondite (Heyn) , boundary stage between troostite and sorbite ;

(n) t roost o - sorbite (Kourbatoff) , indefinite aggregate , the troostite and the sorbite

which lie near the boundary which separates these two aggregates (obsolescent) .

l In hypo - eutecto id stee ls these habitual ly play t h e part of end products, though according to
t h e bel ief ofmost t h e true end of th e transformation is no t reached til l t h e whole has changed into
a conglomerate of ferrite plus graphite .
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I I I . DEFIN IT IONS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Carbon- Iron Equilibrium Diagram, Figure 438.

— Under the several substances

about to be described an indication wil l be given of the parts of the carbon - iron equi

librium diagram Figure 438 to which they several ly correspond .

Austenite , O smond (Fr . Austenite, Ger . Austenit , called also mixed crystals and

gamma iron . Up to the year 1900 often called martensite and wrongly sometimes

stil l so cal led) . M etaral of variable composition .

Definition . The iron - carbon sol id solution as it exists above - t h e i t ransformation

Carbon per cent

Fig
. 438.

- A1 : Th e line FSK is o ften called “ A ; A3 : T h e line 008 is o ften called A and

this name is sometimes applied t o t h e l ine SE .

range or as preserved with but moderate transformation at lower temperatures , e .g .

by rapid cooling, or by the presence of retarding elements (Mn, Ni, as in 12 per

cent manganese steel and 25 per cent nickel steel .

Constitu tion and Composition. A solid solution of carbon or iron carbide (prob

ably FesC) and gamma iron , normally stable only above the line FSK o f the carbon

iron diagram . It may have any carbon content up to saturation as shown by the line

SE ,
viz . : about per cent at S (about 725 deg . C .) to per cent at E (about

1 130 deg ) . The theory that the iron and the carbide or carbon , instead o f being dis

solved ih each other, are dissolved in a third substance, the solution o f eutectoid com
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position (Feg4C, called hardenite) is not in accord with the general ly accepted theory

of the constitution of solutions
,
and is not entertained widely or by any member of

this commi ttee .

Crystalliz ation. Isometric . The idiomorphic vug crystals are octahedra much

elongated by parallel growth . The etched sections show much twinning . (O smond

and most authorities .) Le Chatelier believes it to be rhombohedral . Cleavage

octahedral .

Varieties and Genesis. (1) Primary austenite formed in the solidification of carbon

steel and hypo- eutectic cast iron ; (2) eutectic austenite, int erstratified with eutectic

cementite, making up the eutectic formed at the end of the solidification of steel con

taining more than about per cent of carbon , and of all cast iron .

Equilibrium. It is normal and in equilibrium in Region 4, and also as soci ated

with beta iron in Region 6, with a iron in Region 7, and with cementite in Region 5 .

It should normally transform into pearlite with either ferrite or cementite on coo l ing

past AI into Region 8.

Transformation. In cooling slowly through the transformation range, Ars — Arl ,

austenite shifts its carbon content spontaneously through generating pro - eutectoid

ferrite or cementite , to the eutectoid ratio, about per cent, and then transforms

with increase of volume at Ar l into pearl ite, q.v . , with which the ej ected ferrite or

cementite remains mixed . Rapid cooling and the presence of carbon , manganese, and

nickel obstruct this transformation , (1) retarding it , and (2) lowering the temperature at

which it actually occurs, and in addition (3)manganese and nickel lower the temperature

at which in equil ibrium it is due . Hence, by combining these four obstructing agents

in proper proportions the transformation may be arrested at any of the intermediate

stages
,
martensite

,
troostite , or sorbite,

1
q.v.

, and i f arrested in an earl ier stage it

can be brought to any later desired stage by a regulated reheating or
“ tempering .

”

For instan ce
,
though a very rapid cooling in the absence of the three obstructing ele

ments checks the transformation but l ittle and only temporar i ly, .
yet if aided by the

presence of a l ittle carbon it arrests the transformation wholly in the mar tensi te

stage ; and in the presence of about per cent of carbon such cooling retains about

half the austenite so little altered that it is “
cons iderably ” softer than the usually

darker needles of the surrounding martensite , with which it contrasts sharply. Again ,
either (a) about 12 per cent of manganese plus 1 per cent of carbon, or (b) 25 per cent

of nickel , lower and obstruct the transformation to such a degree that austenite per

sists in the cold apparently unaltered, even through a slow cooling. (Hadfield
’

s man

ganese steel and 25 per cent nickel steel, man ganiferous and nickel iferous austenite

respectively .)
Occurrence.

— When alone ( 12 per cent manganese and 25 per cent nickel steel

and M aurer ’s 2 per cent carbon plus 2 per cent manganese austenite) polyhedra, often

coarse , much twinned at least in the presence of martensite , and readi ly developing

slip bands . In hardened high - carbon steel i t forms a ground mass pierced by z igzag

needles and lances of martensite .

Etching.

— A l l the common reagents darken it much more than cementite , less

1Though th e transformation can be arrested in such a way as to leave t h e whole of th e steel
in th e condition of martens ite , it is doubted by some whether it can b e so arrested as to leave t he
whole of it in any of th e other transition stages . Troostite and sorbite caused by such arrest are
habitual ly mixed, troostite with martensite or sorbite or both, and sorbite with pearl ite or troostite
or both .
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I llustrations . M icroscopic Analysis of M etals
,
Figures 42 and 43 on

pp . 84
,
85 .

M artensite (Fr . M artensite , Ger . M art ensit ) . M et aral. Its nature is in dispute .

Definition . The early stage in the transformation o f austenite characteri zed by

needle structure and great hard ness , as in hardened high— carbon steel .

Constitution . I . (O smond and others . ) A solid solution like austenite
, q.v .

,

cept that the iron is partly beta
,
whence its hardness , and part ly alpha, whence its

magnetism in mild fields . II . (Le Chatelier . ) The same except that its iron is essen

tially alpha, and the hardness due to the state of solid solution . III. (Arnold ) A spe

cial structural condition of his hardenite ” (austenite) ; not widely held . IV . A solid

solution in gamma iron. V . (Benedicks ) T h e same as I
,
except that the iron is whol ly

beta and that beta iron consists o f alpha iron containing a definite quantity of gamma

iron in solution .

Equilibrium. It is not in equilibrium in any part of the diagram,
but represents

a metastable condition in
_which the metal is caught during rapid cooling

,
in transit

between the austenite condition stable above the line Al and the condit ion of ferrite

plus cementite into which the steel habitual ly passes on cooling slowly past the

line AI .

Occurrence . The chief constituent of hardened carbon tool steels , and of medium

nickel and manganese steels . In sti l l less fully transformed steels per cent

carbon steel rapidly quenched , et c . ) it is associated with austenite ; in more fully

trans formed ones ( lower carbon steels hardened , high carbon steels oi l hardened
,
or

water hardened and slightly tempered
,
or

'

h ardencd t hick
'

pieces even of high carbon

steel) it is associated with troo
’

stite
,
and wi th some pro—eutectoid ferrite or cementite ,

q .v .
,
in hypo and hyper- eutectoid steels respectively . In tempering it first changes

into troostite ; at 350 deg .

— 400 deg . it passes through the stage of osmondite ; at

higher temperatures it changes into sorbite ; and at 700 deg . into granular pearl ite .

On heating into the trans formation range this changes into austenite , which on cool

ing again yields lamellar pearl ite .

Characterist ic spec imens are bad by quenching bars 1 cm. square of eutectoid

steel
,
i.e . steel containing about per cent o f carbon , in cold water from 800 deg . C.

( 1472 deg .

S tructure .

v

When alone
,
habitual ly in flat plates made up of intersecting needles

paral le l to t h e sides o f a triangle . When mixed with austenite
,
z igzag needles

,
lances

,

and shafts .

If produced by quenching after heating to 735 deg . C .

, it consists of minute crystal

lites resembling the globulites o f Vogelsang
,
which are ra rely arranged in triangular

order . At times so fine as to suggest being amorphous .

E tching . With picric ac id
,
iodine or very dilute nitric acid etches usually darker

than austenite
,
but sometimes l ighter

,
always darker than ferrite and cementite , but

always l ighter than troostite .

Illustrations . M icroscopic Analysis of M etals , Figure 19 on p . 38, Figure 52

on p . 102 .

Ferrite Ger . Ferrit) . Definite metaral .

Definition . Frec alpha iron .

Composition . Nearly pure i ron . It may contain a little phosphorus and

si licon but its carbon content
,
i f any

,
is always small

,
at the most not more than

per cent
,
and perhaps never as much as per cent .
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Occurrence .

— (a) Pearlitic as a component of pearlite , q .v . ; (b) pro - eutectoid

ferrite generated in slow cooling through the trans formation range ; (c) that segre

gated from pearlite
,
i.e . set free by the spl itting up of pearlite , especially in low car

bon steel ; (d) uncoagula ted as in sorbite, and probably troostite . (b) and (c) are

classed together as free or massive .

Thus ferrite is normal and stable in regions 7 and 8.

Crystalliz ation . Isometric
,
in cubes o r octahedra .

S tructure — (a) Pearl itic ferrite , unintersecting parallel plates alternating with

plates of cementite ; (b) pro—e utectoid ferrite in low carbon st
x

ee l forms irregular poly

gons
,
each with uni form internal orientation . In higher carbon steel Efter moderately

slow cooling
,
especial ly in the presence of manganese , it forms a network enclosing

meshes of pearlite . In slower cooling this network is replaced by irregular grains

separated by pearlite ; (c) the ferrite set free by the splitting up o f pearlite merges

with the pro - eutectoid ferrite , i f any ; (d) the structure o f the ferrite in sorbite , et c .

,

cannot b e made out .

Etching . D i lute alcoholic nitric or picric acid on light etching leaves the
ferrite grains white with j unctions which look dark . Deeper etching , by Heyn

’s

reagent or its equivalent
,
reveals the different orientation of the crystals or grains

,

(a) as square figures parallel to the direction o f the etched sur face , (b) as plates which

dip at varying angles and become dark or bright when the spec imen is rotated under

oblique il lumination . Still deep er etching reveals the component cubes (etching

figures
,
At z figuren) , at least if the sur face is nearly parallel to the cube faces ,

Physical Propertie s . So ft ; relatively weak (tenacity about lbs .
,
per

sq . very ducti le ; strongly ferro - magnetic ; coercit ive force very small .

Grain Siz e . For important purposes (1) etch deeply enough , e .g . with copper

ammonium chloride
,
to reveal clearly the j unctions o f the grains ; (2) count on a photo

graph oi small magnification the number o f grains in a measured field so drawn as to

exclude fragments of grains ; after (3) determining the true grain boundaries by ex

amination under high powers (Hey n
’s method ) . Deep nitric acid etching is inaccurate

,

because an apparent grain boundary may contain several grains .

I llustrations. M icroscopic Analysis of M etals ,
” Figures 41

,
56 on pp . 79 , 1 16 .

O smondite (Fr . O smondite , Ger . O smondit ) .

Definition. That stage in the trans formation of austenite at which the solubility

in dilute sulphuric acid reaches its maximum rapidity . Arbitrarily taken as the

boundary between troostite and sorb ite .

Earlier Definition . Defined by the Vt h Congress as having the “ maximum sol

ubility in acids and by a maximum coloration under the action of acid metallographic
reagents .

”
- The present definition is confined to maximum rapidity o f dissolving

,

because we do not yet know that this in al l cases co - exists with t h e maximum depth
o f coloration , and in any case in which these two should not co - exist

,
the. old defini

tion does not decide which is true osmondite .

Constitu tion.

~ — The fol lowing hyp otheses have b een suggested , none of which

has firm experimental foundation : ( 1) A solid solution o f carbon or an iron carbide

in alpha iron . (2) The colloidal system of Benedicks in its purity , troostite being this

system while forming at the expense o f martensite
,
and sorb ite

,
being this system

coagulating and passing into pearlite . (3) The stage o f maximum purity o f amor

ph ous alpha iron on t h e way to crystalliz ing into ferrite .

Occurrence . Hardened carbon steel o f about 1 per cent of carbon when reheated
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(tempered) to 350— 400 deg . C . passes through the stage of troostite to that of

osmondite , and on higher heating to that of sorbite . What variation if any from this

temperature is needed to bring hardened steel o f other carbon content to the osmond

ite stage is not known . In that it represents a true boundary state between troostite

and sorbite it differs in meaning from t roosto—sorbite
,
which embraces both the troost

ite and the sorbite which l ie near this boundary . Indeed osmondite has sometimes

been used in this looser sense . Writers are cautioned that
,
however use ful these terms

may prove for making these nice discriminations , they are not likely to be familiar

to general readers .

E tching . According to Heyn it differs from troostite and sorbite in being that

stage in tempering which colors darkest on etching with alcohol ic hydrochloric acid .

The present definition and description of osmondite should displace previous ones ,
because they have the express approval of Professor Heyn

,
the

-

proposer of the name
,

and M . O smond himself .

Ferronite (Fr .Ferronit e , Ger . Ferronit ) (Benedicks) . Hypothetical definite metaral .

Definition. Solid solution of about per cent of carbon in beta iron .

Occurrence (hypothetical) . In slowly cooled steels and cast iron containing

per cent of combined carbon or
.

more
,
that which is generally bel ieved to be fer

rite
,
whether pearlit ic or free

,
is supposed by Benedicks to be ferronite .

Hardenite (Fr . Hardenite , Ger . Hardenit ) .

Definition . Col lective name for austenite and martensite of
°

eutectoid composi

tion . It inc ludes such steel (1) when above the transformation range , and (2) when

hardened by rapid cooling .

Observations . O n the general ly accepted theory that austenite is a solid solution

o f carbon or an iron carbide in iron , hardenite is the solution of the lowest transforma

tion temperature
,
i.e . the eutectoid . The theory that instead it is a definite chemical

compound, F6 240 ,
is considered under Austenite . Its proposer includes under

hardenite both eutectoid pen cent carbon) austenite when above the trans forma

tion range and the martensite into which that austenite shi fts in rapid cooling (hard

ening) .

O ther M eanings . O riginal ly (Howe , 1888) col lective name for austenite and

mart ensite o f any composition in carbon steel . O smond austenite saturated

with carbon . Both these meanings are withdrawn by their proposers .

Pearlite (Sorby
’
s

“ pearly constituent .

” At first written “

pearlyt e Fr . Perl ite
,

Ger . Perlit) . Aggregate .

Definition . The iron - carbon eutectoid
,
consisting of alternate masses of ferrite

and cementite .

Constitution and Composition . A conglomerate of about 6 parts of ferrite to 1 of

cementite . When pure
,
contains about per cent of carbon

,
per cent of

iron .

Occu rrence .

— Results from the completion of the transformation of austenite

brought spontaneously to the eutectoid carbon content
,
and hence occurs in al l

carbon steels and cast iron containing combined carbon and cooled slowly through

the transformation range
,
or held at temperatures in or but slightly below that range ,

long enough to enable the ferrite and cementite to coagulate into a mass microscopic

ally resoluble . Hence it is the normal constituent in Region 8. Its ferrite is stable

but its cementite is metast ab lq and tends to trans form into ferrite and graphite .

Varieties and S tructu re.

— Because pearl ite is formed by the coagulation of the
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Troostite (Fr . Troost ite
,
Ger . Troostit ) . Probably agrregat e . (Arnold, troostitic

pearlite . )
Definition. In the transformation o f austenite

,
the stage fol lowing martensite “

and preceding sorbite (and osmondite if this stage is recognized) .

Constitution and Composition . An uncoagulated conglomerate o f the transition

stages . The degree of completeness o f the trans formation represented by
_

it is not

definitely know n and probably varies widely . O smond and most others believe that

the trans formation
,
while generally far advanced , yet fal ls material ly shert of comple~

tion ; but Benedicks and Arnold (9) bel ieve that it is complete . The former belief

that .it is a definite phase , e .g . a solid solution of carbon or an iron carbide in either ,8

or 7 iron , is abandoned . Its carbon content like that of austenite and martensite

varies widely .

O ccurrence — It arises either on reheating hardened (e .g . martensitic steel) to

slightly below 400 deg ,
or on cooling through the trans formation range at an inter

mediate rate
,
e .g . in small pieces of steel when quenched in oil

,
or quenched in water

from the middle of the trans formation range , or in the middle of larger pieces quenched

in water from above the trans formation range . With slightly farther reheat- ing it

changes into sorbite ; with higher heating into sorbitic pearlite , then slowly into granular

pearlite
,
and probably indirectly into lamellar pearlite . It occurs in i rregular

, fine

granular or almost amorphous areas , colored darker by the common etching reagents

than
'

the martensite or sorbite accompany ing it . A further common means of dis

tinguish ing it from sorbite is that it is habitually associ ated with martensite, whereas

sorbite is habitually associated with pearli te .

Areas near the boundary b etween troostite and sorbite are sometimes called

t roosto - sorbite .

P roperties .

— Hardness , intermediate between that o f the martensitic and the

pearlitic state corresponding to the carbon content of the specimen . In general t he

hardness increases , the elastic l imit rises , and the ducti l ity decreases, as the carbon

content increases . Its ductil ity is increased rapidly and its hardness and elastic limit

lowered rapidly by further tempering
,
which affects it much more markedly than

sorbite .

Sorbite (Fr . Sorbite , Ger . Sorbit) . Aggregate . (Arnold , sorbitic pearlite . )
D efinition — In the transformation of austenite , the stage fol lowing troostite

and osmondite i f the stage is recogni zed, and preceding pearlite .

Constitu tion and Composition . M ost writers beli eve that it is essentially an nu

coagulated conglomerate of irresoluble pearlite with ferrite in hypo and cementite

in hyper - eutectoid steels respectively, but that i t often contains some incompletely

trans formed matter .

O ccurrence . The transformation can be brought to the sorbitic stage (1) by re

heating hardened ste el to a l ittle above 400 deg , but not to 700 deg . at which tem

perature it coagulates int-o granular pearlite ; (2) by quenching small pieces of steel

in oi l or molten lead or
_even by air cool ing them ; (3) by quenching in water from j ust

above the bottom of the transformation range, An ." Sorbite is i l l - defined , almost amor

ph ous, and is colored lighter than troostite but darker than pearlite by the usual

etching reagents . It differs further from troostite in being softer for given carbon

content , and usual ly in being associated with pearl ite instead of -mart ensit e ,
,

and

from pearl ite in being irresoluble into separate particles o f ferrite and cementite .

As sorbite is essentially a mode o f aggregation it cannot properly be represented
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on the equil ibrium diagram . Its components at all times tend to coagulate into

pearlite
,
yet it remains in its uncoagulated state at al l temperatures below 400 deg .

Properties.

—
’

I
‘

h ough sl ightly less ducti le than pearlitic steel for given carbon

content , its tenacity and elastic l imit are so high that a higher combination of these

three properties can be had in sorbitic than in pearlit ic steels by selecting .
a carbon

content slightly lower than would be used for a pearlitic steel . Hence the use of

sorbitic steels , e .g . first hardened and then annealed cautiously
,
for structural pur

poses needing the best qual ity .

M anganese Sulphide (Fr . Sulphur de M anganese , G erk Schwefelmangan) , M nS

(Arnold and Waterhouse) . Métaral .

Occurrence, etc . Sulphur combines with the manganese present in pre ference to

the iron
,
forming pale dove or slate gray masses

, _rounded in castings
,
elongated in

forgings .

Ferrous Sulph ide (Fr . Sulphure de Fer , Ger . Schwefeleisen) , FeS . M et aral .

Occurrence . The sulphur not taken up by the manganese forms ferrous sulphide,
FeS

,
which

,
probably associated in part with iron as an Fe—FeS eutectic , forms by

pre ference more or less continuous membranes surrounding the grains o f pearlite .

Color
,
yellow or pale brown .

Su lph ur P rints. IVh en si lk impregnated with mercuric chloride and hydrochloric
acid (Heyn

’s and Bauer ’s method) or bromide paper moistened with sulphuric acid

(Baumann
’s method) is pressed on polished steel , the position o f the sulphur- bearing

areas
,
whether o f FeS or M nS , records itself by the Ideal blackening which the evolved

HZS causes . Phosphorus bearing areasalso blacken Baumann ’s bromide paper .

M ISCELLANEOUS

Eu tectoid
,
Saturated, etc. The iron— carbon eutectoid is pearlite . Steel with more

carbon than pearlite is called hyper—eutectoid that with less is called hypo - eutectoid .

Arnold
’

s names “ saturated
,

” “ unsaturated
,

” and “ supersaturated
,

” for eutectoid
,

hypo - eutectoid , and hy per- eutectoid steel respectively, have considerable industrial

use in English - speaking countries
,
but are avoided by most scientific writers on the

ground that they are misleading , because , e .g . there is only one specific temperature
,

_

A
‘

l , at which eutectoid steel is actual ly saturated , and , i f any other temperature is in
mind , that steel is not saturated . Above A1 it is clearly undersaturated .

The obj ection to the names sorbite , troostite , martensite, and austenite , that

each o f them covers steel of a wide range of carbon content
,
is to be dismissed because

a like ob j ection applies with equal force to every generic name in existence .

The theoretical matter in this report is given solely for exposition and the com

m it t ee disclaims the intent to impose any theory . This report is offered for adop

tion subj ect to this disclaimer on the ground that the adopt- ion o f theories is beyond

the powers of a Congress .
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Annealing , purpose of, 231
rate of coo ling vs. carbon content in , 234

size of obj ects in, 234
stee l castings, 248
temperatures for stee l, 233

Austenite, crystallization of, 215 , 262
definition, description, occurrence, and structure
O smond’s test showing re lative softness of, 281
re lative softness of, 286
saturated

, 429

Austenitic and pearlitic structures, re lation between, 263
special steels , 332
stee l, tempering of, 300

Baumann on sulphur printing, 45
Beilby on amorp hous cement, 91, 94
Belaiew on t h e crystallization of stee l andmeteorites, 288 to 216
Benedicks’ equil ibrium diagram of iron- carbon alloys, 446
Beta iron, 183

crystallization of, 107
description of, 106
theory of t h e hardening of stee l, 309

B inary alloys. See alloys.
Bismuth , crystalline grains of, 90
B ivariant equilibrium, definition of, 454
B lack heart castings, 401

annealing for, 402
Brittleness

,
intercrystalline, 271
intergranular, 271
of low carbon stee l, 271 .

Burnt stee l, production and structure of, 259

Cameras, 27 to 33
Campion and Ferguson fusible alloy, 41
Carbide steel, 326
Carbon, cond-itiou of, in hardened and tempered steel , 305

hardening and combined in steel
, 305

in pearlite, 131
in steel, 1 19
solubil ity in iron

, 364

temper, 398
theory of t h e hardening of steel, 310

Carpenter and Keeling
’s coo ling curves of stee ls, 167
determinations of th e critica l points, 167
equi l ibrium diagram of iron- carbon al loys,

Case hardened articles, heat treatment of, 324
stee l, tempering of

, 325

hardening by gas, 319
composition of iron or steel subj ected t o , 315
cooling after, 324
distribution of carbon after

, 316

duration of, 316
materials used for, 318
mech a.nsim of, 322

of steel, 315 to 325
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Case hardening , temperatures for, 315
Cast 1ron , calculation of structural composition of, 370, 375 , 394

chilled castings of, 378
constitution, properties, and structur e of, 364 to 397

containing only combined carbon, 369

graphitic carbon, 366
eutectic, 379, 381
formation of combined and graph itic carbon in, 366
impurities in, 386 t o 397

'

influence and occurrence ofmanganese in, 387
phosphorus in, 388
si l icon in, 386
sulphur in, 386

malleable, 398— 406
so l idification and cooling of, 381
structural composition vs . phvsical properties of, 378

steel, structure of, 208 t o 220
Castings suitable formalleablizing, 399
Cement carbon, definition of, 122
Cementation. See case hardening.

Zof iron and stee l, 315 t o 325
Cementite, allotropy of, 192

definition and description of, 1 22
etch ing of, 131
free , definition of, 129
graphitizing of, 257, 384, 398
in high carbon stee l, 128
pr imary. See cementite , pro - eutectic .

, pro
- eutecti ,c 432

spheroidizing of, 252
Cemen titic spec ial stee ls,
Chilled castings, 378
Chrome—nicke l stee l , 353

stee l, 349
uses and properties of, 349

- tungsten stee l . See high - speed stee l.
Chromium, influence on critical points of iron of, 349

Cleavage, brittleness. See intercrystalline brittleness.
definit ion of

, 86

Co ld wo1 king, crystall ine growth after, 96
influence on structure and properties of stee l of

Col loidal solution, 285
Components, definition of, 454
Condensers, 26 , 27
Coo ling and heating curves of iron and steel, 169 t o 181

curves ofpure metals
, 407

Copper, microstructure of, 86

twinnings in
, 95

Critical points and crystallization, 200, 204
di latation

,
199

e lectrical conductivity, 200
magnetic properties, 203

“

calorimetricmethod for determination of, 179
Carpenter and Keeling

’s determ ination of, 167

causes of,
'

182 to 198

, definit ion of, 158

, det e1minat ion of, 169 to 181

graphical representation of t h e position and magnitude

4 I5
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Critical points, h eat absorbed or evolved at, 167
in high carbon (hyper—eutectoid) stee l, 166
iron, description of, 163
medium h igh carbon stee l, 165
pure iron, 163
very low carbon steel , 164

influence of chemical composition on position of, 162
speed of heating and cool ing on, 16 1 , 162

magneticmethod for determination of, 179
melting - points method for determination of, 179
merging of, 165, 167

metallographic method for determination of, 179
minor

,
167

notation
,
159

occurrence of, 159 to 181
re lation between structure of stee l and, 195
the ir effects

,
199 to 207

thermo- e lectric method for determination of, 179
use of neutral bodies in detecting , 173

range . See critical points.
temperatures . See critical points.

Crystalline grains . See grains.
growth in metals on annealing , 96

of strained ferrite
,
265 t o 271

Crystallite of iron, 105
Crystallites, definition of

,
87

Crystallization and critical points, 200, 204
cubic, ofmetals, 90
of austenite , 208
iron, 103
stee l , 208

process of, 86 , 87
Crystallography, systems of, 91

definition of, 87
cubic

, of iron, 103
definition of, 86
formation of, 86
idiomorphic, definition of, 87
mixed. See mi xed crystals .

Cubic crystall ization of iron, 103
metals , 90

Degrees of freedom,
definition of, 452

l iberty. Sec degrees of freedom.

D esch ’s types of cooling curves
,
177

Dilatation and critical points, 199
Divariant equilibrium . See bivariant equi librium.

Ducti l ity of steel, struc tural composition vs., 141

E lectric arc lamps
,
23 to 27

furnaces, 39
E lectr ical conductivity and critical points, 200
E lectrolytic iron

,
crystall izing properties of, 1 1 1 , 1 12
microstructure of, 101

Electromagnetic stages, 15
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Gamma iron
,
description of, 106

twinning in, 107
Ghost lines in steel , 153 to 157
Grading of stee l vs. it s carbon content , 118
Grain refining treatment , 241
Grains, crystalline orientation of, 90

ferr ite, 102
orientation -oi, 102

growth of, on annealing , 96
ofmetals , defin ition and format ion of, 89

heterogeneousness of, 89
Graphitic carbon

,
factors influenc ing formation of, 366
in cast iron, 366

Graphitizing of cementite , 257, 384, 398
in malleablizing cast iron, 398

Granulation of stee l , 209
Gray cast iron, 366

vs. malleable cast iron , 406
Guille t

’
s theory of spec ial stee ls , 326

Hadfield steel 345
Hard castings, 399
Hardened and tempered stee l , microstructure of, 304

Hardening and tempering in one operation, 297, 299
carbon , definition of,

‘

305

theory of t h e h ardenmg of steel , 311
cool ing for, 275
heating for

,
274

of stee l , 274 to 297
theories of, 308 t o 314

structural changes on, 276
theories of t h e hardening of steel , class ification of, 308

Hardenite, defin ition, occurrence , and properties of, 291
Heat tinting , .44

treatment of case hardened articles, 324
iron

,
influence of, 1 10, 11 1

metals, influence of, 96
Heating and cooling curves of iron and steel , 169 to 181
H igh—sp eed steel , 354 to 363

composition of, 355

discovery by Taylor andWh ite of, 354

etch ing of, 47, 36 1
heating and coo ling curves of, 357 to 36 1
m icrostructure of, 355

properties of, 354
theory of, 356
treatment of, 354

Ho t working, influence on structure and properties of stee l of, 22 1
Hyper—eutectoid steel , defin ition and structure of, 127
Hypo- eutectoid steel, definition and structure of, 127

I

Idiomorphic crystals, definition of, 87
Igevslcy, p icric ac id etch ing, 42
I llumination for microscopical work , 18 t o 27
I lluminators

,
vertical

,
20 to 22

Impurities in cast iron
, 386 to 397
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Impurities
,
in metals , influence of, 97 to 100
steel, 143 to 157

segregation of, 153
influence on iron of, 1 12

Ingot iron, 101
Ingo t ism, 220

Intercrystalline brittleness, 271
Inte rgranular brittleness, 27I
Interstrain theory of th e hardening of steel , 313
Invar (nicke l stee l) , 343
Inverted microscope , 31 to 33
Iris diaphragms, 1 ]
Iron, affinity for carbon of, 315

allotropy of, 106

alpha
, 182, 207

description of, 108
beta, 182 , 207

description of, 108
- carbon al loys, equil ibrium diagram of, 439 to 450

fusibility curves of, 428 t o 450
phase rule app lied t o , 455 to 459
structural composition immediately after so l idification

eutec t ic
, 429

cementation of, 315 to 325

cementite fus ib i lity curve, 428
cooling and heating. curves of, 169 to 18]
critical points of, 163, 182
crystall ite, 104
crystall ization of, 102 , 107
crystal l i z ing of, 11 1 , 1 12
cubic crystals of, 103, 104
e lectro lytic, microstructure of, 101

etching in hydrogen, 1 17
pits in, 104

gamma, 182, 207
description of, 108

graphite fusib i lity curve
, 434

influence of chromium on crit ical points of, 349
heat treatment of, 1 10, 1 11
impurities on , 1 12

mechan ical treatment of, 1 10
nickel on di latation of, 343
tungsten on critical po ints of, 346

microstructure of, 101
oxide in stee l , 153
slip bands in , 1 10

straining of, 92
sulph ide in stee l , 146

Irreversible stee ls
, 337

Isomorphous mixtures definition of, 98

K

Kourbatoff’s etching t o color cementite , 43
reagent for hardened stee ls, 63, 280

L

Le Ch atelier’s invert-ed microscope , 67 t o 71
Ledebur

’
s temper carbon , 398
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Lieb crki
’

l h n
,
20

Lights formicroscopical work , 18 to 27, 50
L iquidus, defin ition of, 410

Macrostructure, etching for, 47
Magnetic properties and critical points 203

method for determination of critical points, 179
specimen holders

,
12

Magnifier, vertical, 23
Mal leable cast iron, 398 to 406

ann ealing for t h e manufacture of
,
400

packing materials for t h e manufacture of,
vs. gray cast iron, 406

castings. See malleable cast iron.
Manganese in cast iron, influence and occurrence of, 387

steel
, 148

oxide in stee l, 150
stee l, 343 to 346

austenitic, 345
martensitic, 345
pearl itic, 344
water—toughening of

,
345

sulphide in steel , 145, 15 1
Manipulations, 40 t o 50
Martensite, defin ition, description, occurr ence, propert ies, etching, and structure
Martensitic special steels, 332

steel , tempering of, 302
Matweiefl

’
s etching to color cementite, 43
method of etch ing slag in wrought iron, 1 17

Maurer, production of austenite by, 279
Mechanical refining , 229

stages, 8
t reatment of iron, influence of, 1 10

metals, influence of, 96

steel, 221 to 225
Metal lic al loys. See alloys.

cons titution of, 407 to 427
Metal lograph ic laboratory, apparatus for, 5
Metal lography, industrial importance of, 1
M etalloscope, universal, 14 to 18
Metals, cool ing curves of, 407

crystal l ine growth on anneal ing , 96
crystal lization of, 87
cubic crystallization of, 90
definition and formation of grains of, 89
influence of heat treatment, 96, 97

mechanical treatment of, 96
latent heat of solidificat ion of, 408
phase rule applied t o, 455
solidification of, 407

M etarals , definition of, 293
Metastable equi librium, definition of, 453
Meteorites, microstructure of, 212

M icroscopes and accessories, 5 , 67 to 85
inverted, 31 to 33, 67

M icrostructure of cast steel, 208 to 220
e lectrolytic iron , 101
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Pearlitic special stee ls, 331
Phase rule applied to alloys, 454

no n- carbon alloys, 457
metals, 455

definition of
,
454

enunc iation and explanation of, 452
Polymorphism,

106

Phosphorus in cast iron , influence and occurrence of 388
stee l

,
144

Q

Ph otography . See ph otomicrographv .

Photomicrograph ic cameras, 27 t o 33
Photomicrography, 48
Picrate of sodium etching , 43
P icric acid etching . 42

Pi ts . See etching pits .
Planes of cleavage . See cleavage .

Platinite (nicke l steel) , 343
Point of recalescence . See recalescence point .
Polishing, 40, 41 , 51 t o 62

mach ines
,
34, 35, 51 to 6 1

Polyhedral special stee ls, 326 , 332
Polymorph ism . See allotropy .

Port evin
’
s etching for macrostructure, 47

Potentiometer, 36
Preserving samples, 64
Prism vertical illuminator, 21 , 84
Pseudomorphism, defin ition of 304
Pure metals

,
crystalli z ation andmicrostructure of,

Pyrometer
,
Le Chatel ier thermo- e lectric , for t h e determination critical points

Pyrometers
, 36

se lf- recording, 37 to 39, 178

Q

Quaternary steels, 335 . See also spec ial steels .
vanadium steels , 349

Quench ing in
,
anneal ing , 240

Recalcscence point, description and occurrence of, 158
Red- shortness in steel caused by sulphur, 147
Refining , mechanical , 229
Retardations. See critical points .
Retention theories of th e hardening of steel , 308
Reversible steels, 337
Revi l lon on preparation of alumina for pol ishing, 53
Robe rts—Austen ’s equi l ibr ium diagrams of iron - carbon al loys, 444

use of neutral bodies for detecting critical points
,

Robin ,

'

on preparation of alumina for pol ish ing , 53
production of austen ite by, 278

Rohl on sulphur printing, 45
Roo z eboom

’
s equi l ibrium diagram of iron- carbon al loys, 444

Rosenhain and Ewen , on amorphous cement , 91
Ewing . See Ewing and Rosenhain .

Humfrey , straining of iron by, 110
Rosenh ain

’
s equ ilibrium diagram of iron - carbon alloys, 447

Ruff’s equi l ibrium diagram of iron - carbon al loys, 449
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S

Saladin se lf- recording pyrometer, 37 to 39
Saladin’s cool ing and heating curves of steels, 175
Segregation of impurities in stee l , 153
Se lf- hardening steel , 348

- recordingpyrometers, 37 to 39 , 178
S i l icates in steel, 150
S i l icon in cast iron, influence and occurrence of, 386

stee l , 143, 144
stee l

, 352

S lag in wrought iron, 1 14, 1 16 , 1 17
composition of, 1 16

M atweiefl
’
smethod of etch ing, 1 17

microstructure of, 1 16
S lip bands, description and production of

,
92

in iron, 1 10
Sodium picrate etching , 43
So l id solutions, 409

definition of, 98

Solidus, definition of, 410
So lution theo ries of t h e hardening of stee l, 309
Sonims

,
143. 150

Sorbite , definition
“

,
description

,
and formation of 225 , 236 , 289

Sorby- Beck parabol ic reflector, 20
Spec ial stee ls , 326 to 363

austenitic
, 332

cement itic , 333

constitution, properties, treatment, and uses ofmost important types,
326 to 335

definition and general character of, 326 to 335 .

influence of special e lements on position of critical range in
, 328

martensitic , 332

pearlitic , 331
polyhedral, 332
treatment of, 333

Spec imen holders
,
1 1 t o 14

Sphero idizing of cementite, 252
Stable equi librium, definition of, 453
Stages, e lectromagnetic, 15

leve l ing 66
mechanical

, 8

Stead and Carpenter on t h e cry stall i z ing properties of e lectrolytic iron
, 1 12

on heat - tinting, 44
phosphorus in cast iron, 388 to 392
t h e brittleness of low carbon stee l, 271

crystal line growth of very low carbon stee l, 265
on po lish ing, 53 to 55

Steadite, definition and description of 390
Stead’s br ittleness

,
273

etching reagent for detection ofphosphorus
,
43

Stee l, annealing of, 231 to 273
temperatures of 232

brittleness of low carbon, 271
burning of, 259
calculation of structural composition of, 132, 148
carbon - in

,
1 19

case hardening of, 315 to 325
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Steel castings, annealing of, 248

causes of critical points in, 182 to 198
cementation of, 315 t o 325
chemical tests for t h e detection of sulphur in, 44, 45 , 148

vs . structural composition of, 134, 148
chrome, 349

- nicke l, 353
constitution, properties, treatment, and uses ofmost important types of special,
336 to 363

“

cooling and heating curves of, 169 t o 181
critical points of, 158 to 207
crystallization of

,
208

ducti l ity vs . structural composition of, 141

efi
’

ects of critical points in, 199 to 207
eutectoid, definition and structure of, 126, 127, 216
formation of graphite in h igh carbon

, 257

ghost l ines in, 153 t o 157

grading of, 1 18
harden ing of, 274 t o 297

high carbon
,
cementite in, 127 t o 131
microstructure of, 126 t o 131

pearl ite in, 126
- speed, 354 to 363

etching of, 47
hyper- eutectoid, definition and structure of, 127, 218
hypo - eutectoid, definition and structure of, 129 , 2 16
impurities in

,
143 to 157

influence of cold working on t h e structure and properties of 227
finishing temperatures on t h e structure and properties of, 223, 229
h o t working on t h e structure and properties of, 221

iron oxide in
, 153

sulphide in , 146
irreversible, 337

ferrite in, 1 19
microstructure of, 1 19 t o 121
pearl ite in, 120
vs . wrought iron, 1 18

manganese , 343 to 346
in, 148
oxide in, 152
sulph ide in, 145, 151

maximum - strength of, 140
mechanical refining of, 229

treatment of, 221 to 225
medium h igh carbon , microstructure of, 124, 125

micro- test for determination of carbon
'

in
,

pearl ite in, 124
nicke l, 336 to 343
normal structure of, 1 18
occurrence of cr itical points in, 158 to 181
ofmaximum hardening power, 296
overheated, 259
phosphorus in

,
144

physical properties of constituents of, 137
production and structure of burnt

, 259

re lation between structure above and below t h e critical range
and crit ical points of, 195

revers ible, 337
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Trans ition constituents . See also martensite , troostite , and sorbite .

definition and formation of, 293
Troost ite, definition, descript ion, occurrence , properties, etch ing, and s truct tn

'

e

Troostitic stee l
,
tempering of

, 302

T roosto - sorbite
,
290

T sch ernoff iron crystal l ite , 105
Tungsten

,
influence on t h e critical points of iron of, 346
stee l , 346

Twinnings, and amorphous iron theory, 313
defin ition of, 95
in copper, 95
gamma iron

,
107

marble
, 94

produced by pressure , 95

Univariant equi l ibrium
,
defin ition of, 454

Un iversal metaIlO SCOpe, 14 to 18

Unstable equi librium
,
definition of, 453

Unvariant equil ibrium
,
definition of, 454

Upton’s equi librium diagram of iron- carbonalloys
, 448

_Vanadium st ee l, 349, 353
Vertical i lluminators, 18 to 23

magnifier, 23

Water- toughening ofmanganese stee l , 345We lsbach lamp, 23Widmanstatten structure, 2 12Wit torfl ’

s equi librium diagram of iron- carbonWh ite, cast iron, 369
heart castings, 401

anneal ing for, 401
Maunsel. See Taylor andWhite.Workshop microscopes, 81 to 84Wrought iron , composition of, 1 13

definition of, 1 13
etching of, 45

fibers in
,
1 15

microstructure of, 1 14 to 1 16

slag in, 1 14, 1 16, 1 17
vs . low carbon stee l , 1 18

Yatsevitch , M . , etch ing of h igh - speed steel
,
47

Zeiss prism i lluminator, 2 1


